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Zusammenfassung

Unternehmen stellen heute mehr denn je komplexe und stark vermaschte Systeme dar, die
sich in einem beständig verändernden Umfeld mit globalisierten Märkten, gesetzlichen
Neuerungen und technologischen Entwicklungen behaupten müssen. Dabei rückt das
ganzheitliche Management der Unternehmensarchitektur von den Geschäftsfähigkeiten
und -prozessen bis zur IT-Infrastruktur immer mehr in den Mittelpunkt der Betrach-
tung. Die notwendigen Beschreibungen der Unternehmensarchitektur stellen in diesem
Zusammenhang eine besondere Herausforderung dar, welche in der Literatur und Praxis
uneinheitlich angegangen wird. Verschiedene de-facto Standards und Ansätze aus der
Forschung bieten eine Vielzahl von Sprachen, welche in der Praxis jedoch selten un-
verändert zum Einsatz kommen. Daneben setzen nicht wenige Unternehmen auf selb-
stentwickelte Beschreibungstechniken. Diese Tendenz ist nicht zuletzt auf die hohe Un-
ternehmensspezifizität der Sprachen sowie der von ihnen berücksichtigten Konzepte zurück-
zuführen. Der Gesamtumfang des Unternehmens als Betrachtungsgegenstand gebietet
dabei im Speziellen gemäß dem Grundsatz ökonomischen Handelns eine Beschränkung auf
wenige, notwendige Konzepte, welche speziell an die Problemstellungen des Unternehmens
angepasst sind.

Diese Arbeit präsentiert eine Methode, mit Hilfe derer Unternehmensarchitekten spezifis-
che und problemadäquate Sprachen für die Beschreibung von Unternehmensarchitekturen
entwickeln können. Die Methode nutzt aus praxiserprobten Sprachen extrahierte Sprach-
bausteine, welche in einer Bibliothek gesammelt und gemäß eines konzeptionellen Rah-
menwerks für die Unternehmensarchitektur organisiert werden. Dabei sind drei Arten
von Bausteinen zu unterscheiden: Informationmodellbausteine (IBBs), welche die ab-
strakte Syntax, Viewpoint-bausteine (VBBs), welche die konkrete Syntax, sowie Glos-
sarbausteine, welche textuelle Definitionen der relevanten Konzepte beschreiben. Durch
die Vernetzung der Bausteine untereinander sowie durch die Verbindung mit typischen
Problemstellungen des Unternehmensarchitekturmanagements können Benutzer der Meth-
ode die für ihr Unternehmen am besten geeigneten Sprachbausteine identifizieren. Mit
Hilfe konkreter Techniken, welche auf zwei domänenspezifische Metasprachen aufbauen,
unterstützt die Methode eine konsistente Integration der Sprachbausteine. Daneben
werden Techniken vorgestellt, die es erlauben, die vereinheitlichende Terminologie der
Methode an das Begriffsverständnis der Sprachgemeinschaft des Unternehmens anzu-
passen. Somit wird die nachhaltige Nutzbarkeit der Gesamtmethode zur Weiterentwick-
lung von Beschreibungssprachen im Unternehmen gefördert. Ergänzend werden Hand-
lungsempfehlungen und Techniken dargestellt, mittels derer die Bibliothek von Sprach-
bausteinen fortgeschrieben und ergänzt werden kann.
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Abstract

Today’s enterprises are complex and highly interconnected systems that must transform
in order to sustain in a continually changing environment of globalized markets, novel
legal regulations, and emerging technologies. In response to these challenges, enterprises
aim at a holistic management of their enterprise architecture (EA) which defines key el-
ements as well as relationships between and within strategy, business, and IT. Such a
holistic management builds on EA descriptions, which have to be based on well-defined
textual and graphical modeling languages. Although many different de-facto standards
and academic proposals for EA modeling languages exist, enterprises tend to develop their
own customized languages based on these approaches to match their already established
conceptual model of the EA or parts thereof. The EA management stakeholders build
on information explicitly captured by process models, information systems models, or IT
infrastructure models, as well as on information implicitly present in the vocabulary used
within the enterprise. No established method for developing organization-specific EA mod-
eling languages exists, although the development process is of high practical relevance.

In this thesis we present a method for developing organization-specific EA modeling lan-
guages to support EA management addressing the challenges of enterprise transformation.
This method builds on a library of language building blocks extracted from practice-proven
approaches and organized according to a conceptual framework of the EA. We distinguish
three types of building blocks: information model building blocks (IBB) describing the ab-
stract syntax, viewpoint building blocks (VBB) describing the applicable concrete syntax,
and glossary building blocks (GBB) providing textual semantic definitions for the concepts.
The method further builds on a set of formalisms to compose IBBs into a comprehen-
sive information model, for applying VBBs to this information model, and for consistently
evolving the GBBs to a terminology aligning to the terms used in the organization. We
establish these formalisms based on the formal underpinnings of two domain-specific meta-
languages. We further provide guidelines how to consistently evolve and adapt existing
EA description languages developed by this method in response to changing environmental
conditions. In addition, we supply an administration method for developing and evolving
the organized library in a consistent and coherent manner.
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I offer a toast. The undiscovered country...
the future

Chancellor Gorkon, Star Trek VI

CHAPTER 1

Introduction and Motivation

Enterprise Architecture (EA) and its management are topics of ongoing and increasing inter-
est from practitioners. In recent years, a changing economic, regulatory, and technological
environment [La05, Wa05, RWR06] motivated companies to introduce an EA management
function. Thereby, the companies seek to realize the benefits that are widely alluded to as
connected to EA management, namely “consistent strategic IT planning”, “increased busi-
ness/IT alignment”, “business process optimization”, and “architectural guidance for projects”
(for a comprehensive list see Aier et al. [ARW08b]). Different consultancies list EA manage-
ment as a top challenge for company executives in the (near) future [Pe09a, Pe09b, BA10c].
The high practical relevance of the field is also reflected in the large number of contributions
from EA practitioners. The approaches of Dern [De06], Keller [Ke07], Niemann [Ni06], or
Schekkerman [Sc06d, Sc08a] exemplify such contributions and provide ‘pragmatic’ guidelines
for managing the EA.

Not only practitioners approach the topic of EA management, but also academic research and
standardization bodies show increasing interest in the field. In [My11] Mykhashchuk et al.
investigate the increase in publication activities in EA management, especially in comparison
to the literature analyses of Langenberg and Wegmann [LW04a] as well as Schönherr [Sc08b].
Standardization bodies, as The Open Group1, develop and evolve EA and EA management
frameworks. A prominent example for such framework is The Open Group Architecture Frame-
work (TOGAF), which has matured to a well-known and frequently quoted de-facto standard
for EA management. It presents guidelines for managing the EA and is developed in cooper-
ation between the 300 organizational members2 of The Open Group.

1For a self description of The Open Group, see http://www.opengroup.org/overview/what-we-do.htm, last
accessed 04-05-2011.

2Member list of The Open Group available at http://www.opengroup.org/overview/members/membership_
list.htm, last accessed 04-05-2011.

1
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1. Introduction and Motivation

The ongoing interest that EA management received from diverse directions has lead to a broad
variety of proposals for guidelines, methods and techniques for EA management. These pro-
posals differ with respect to the employed terminology but also with respect to the addressed
aspects of managing EAs. This is not surprising as the proposals originate from largely differ-
ent backgrounds. The literature analysis of Aier and Schelp in [AS09] draws a more consistent
image of the discipline. The compared scientific EA management frameworks and approaches3

differ with respect to their terminologies but agree on a central dichotomy in the field. All
approaches supply one or more EA modeling languages4 or meta-models, and a method
or procedure model. Surprisingly, this fact is not reflected in the definitions for the term EA
management. Moreover, as Schönherr describes in [Sc08b], there is not only a lack of a widely
accepted definition for EA management, but also a majority of approaches abstains from giv-
ing a definition at all. For our work, we define EA management as a general management
function targeting the EA.

Definition: EA management

The EA management function in an enterprise documents, analyzes, plans, and en-
acts the EA. The EA describes the current state of the enterprise (descriptive aspect)
and makes prescriptions for its planned and target states (normative aspect).

In [BMS10j, Bu10a] we detail both the method constituent and the language constituent of
an EA management function, thereby introducing the concepts of the information model

and the viewpoint. These concepts are of central importance for this thesis. The viewpoints
are used by the stakeholders of EA management to access and define architecture information,
that is relevant to them. From this perspective, a single viewpoint shows characteristics of
a modeling language. The information model interrelates the different viewpoints and estab-
lishes a common conceptualization for the EA. A multi-viewpoint approach to EA modeling
ensures inner consistency via the common information model, which has to incorporate all
concepts relevant to the different stakeholders of the EA management function, i.e., has to
reflect their understanding of the EA. EA Management frameworks and approaches do not
provide a definition of the term EA either, but define the EA by coarse-grained constituting
areas-of-interest. Matthes et al. introduce in [Ma08, page 29] three “architectural lay-
ers” ranging from the business & organization over the application & information to
infrastructure & data. The concepts on these layers constitute the core of the overall ar-
chitecture, but are influenced by further concepts from cross-cutting domains as visions &
goals, strategies & projects and principles & standards. Finally, the EA comprises
questions & key performance indicators (KPIs) describing the EA in a quantitative
way. Figure 1.1 shows the structure of the EA.

The concepts constituting the different layers and domains form the management body for
EA management, in which additionally the relationships between the concepts are of high
importance. This management body differs from organization to organization, depending
on the EA management-related problems that the organization and its stakeholders seek to
address. With this respect, an EA modeling language has to be problem-specific. Further, the
language must align with the terminology for EA concepts already used in the organization,
3In the paper, the frameworks are imprecisely alluded to as EA frameworks, although the frameworks focus
on activities related to or being part of managing the EA.

4For information on the conventions about highlighting terms, please refer to Section 1.4.
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Figure 1.1: The overall structure of the EA

i.e., has to be terminologically compatible. In the following, we subsume problem-specific and
terminologically compatible under the term organization-specific.

1.1 Motivation

The development of an organization-specific EA modeling language is a complex task. Buckl
et al. in [Bu07b], Aier et al. in [Ai08a] as well as Ernst in [Er10] discuss three different
approaches to this task, namely

the greenfield approach, where a company designs a management function ‘from scratch’, pos-
sibly relying on experiences from EA-related fields in the enterprise,

the customization approach, where an enterprise selects a prominent EA management ap-
proach from literature and adapts the approach to satisfy the organization-specific re-
quirements, and

the integration approach, where an enterprise selects different EA management approaches
from literature and integrates them into an organization-specific EA management func-
tion.

The greenfield approach provides the maximum degree of freedom for designing an EA manage-
ment function that optimally addresses the specific EA management-related problems of the
enterprise. Nevertheless, this flexibility does not come without costs. In [Bu07b, pages 148–
152] we discuss several disadvantages of the greenfield approach:

“giant models” to which concepts are introduced without explicit account for their utility in
the management function but on interest of the different stakeholders involved,

“stockpiling useless information” which is not needed to address the EA management-related
problems of highest relevance, and

“missing methodologies [sic!]”5 for gathering architectural information, communicating archi-
tecture descriptions, and creating architecture plans, which have to be developed in the
using organization.

In this vein, a greenfield approach ‘reinvents the wheel’ over and over again.

5More precisely, we should have talked about missing methods.
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The customization approach adapts an EA modeling language from literature to the specific
needs of the using organization. Aier et al. give some examples on adaptation difficulties
in [Ai08a, pages 559–560], of which the first two ones are interrelated and present themselves
as variants of what is colloquially called the ‘not-invented-here-syndrome’:

“terminological disruption” by the terms supplying with the literature approach, which are
different from the terms already used in the enterprise,

“missing stakeholder acceptance” as the EA modeling languages do not reflect the information
demands of all relevant stakeholders in the enterprise, and

“unreflected model utilization” by which the enterprise is fit against the model instead of
shaping the model to address the EA management-relevant problems.

Aier et al. further highlight in [Ai08a] that only a minority of the approaches encompasses
methods or provides guidance for adapting the approach. We raise a similar argument
in [Bu07b] and illustrate the difficulties of adapting EA modeling languages, especially when
it comes to omitting concepts not needed by the using organization.

The integration approach supplies building blocks for an EA modeling language. The using
organization selects the ones relevant for the EA management-related problems as well as
the corresponding stakeholders and integrates these building blocks into a consistent set of
EA modeling languages. An integration approach building on the EA modeling prescriptions
made by today’s EA modeling approaches falls for three difficulties:

terminological plurality as the different approaches supply different terms for the same con-
cepts (synonyms) and supply the same term for different concepts (homonyms),

consistency of the information model as this model is composed from different building blocks
that can make inconsumerable syntactic prescriptions, and

applicability of the viewpoints as these have to be consistent against the background of the
configured and integrated information model. The viewpoints must further be designed
that they together address all concepts in the information model.

Guidelines for integrating different approaches or parts thereof to an organization-specific EA
modeling language are scarce in literature. An exception in this context is our work [Bu09b],
where we describe how to complement TOGAF with EA management patterns originating
from the sebis EAM pattern catalog [Ch10].

Both the customization approach and the integration approach help the using organization
to design an EA modeling language based on practice-proven knowledge in the field. They
are nevertheless not without drawbacks that complicate the development of an organization-
specific EA modeling language that

∙ is suitable to address the organization-specific EA management-problems as reflected
e.g. in distinct information needs,

∙ confines itself to the organization-specific EA management problems in order to avoid
the collection of information not necessary, and

∙ uses the organization-specific terminology in describing the EA and in communicating
relevant EA information.
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We detail aforementioned preliminary requirements in Chapter 4 and define quality crite-
ria for EA modeling languages. In the following, we outline the research objective of this
work and delineate the different contributions. Together, these contributions enable the using
organization to develop an organization-specific EA modeling language.

1.2 Research objective and contributions of the thesis

In the field of EA management different approaches bring along special-purpose viewpoints and
modeling languages that are largely independent from each other. In addition, no guidelines
exist on how to integrate views conforming to these viewpoints into a consistent description
of the EA. Also, yet prescriptions on how to customize an integrated approach to avoid
“terminological disruption” [Ai08a] are missing. This raises the central research objective of
this thesis seeking to address this experienced gap.

Research objective: Develop a method for designing and re-designing
organization-specific EA modeling languages to support multi-viewpoint EA
management based on redundancy-free best-practice knowledge documented in
current EA management approaches.

The key contribution of this thesis are building blocks for EA management solutions (BEAMS),
which offer a development method for organization-specific EA management functions based
on best-practice building blocks. Different types of building blocks target the different aspects
of an EA management function:

method building blocks provide the re-usable and integrable activity descriptions specify-
ing EA management tasks together with responsible as well as informed participants as
well as triggering events.

language building blocks describe re-usable and integrable fragments for the syntax of the
language (information model building blocks), the notation (viewpoint building
blocks), and for textual semantic specifications (glossary building blocks).

BEAMS is presented in two theses. In one we focus on the method part, in the other one
(this thesis), we discuss the language aspect. Via a joint conceptualization of the domain,
we ensure consistency between the two parts of BEAMS. Therefore, especially the formal
understanding of the syntactical aspect of EA modeling languages as presented in Chapter 5
is of central importance. In detail, this thesis about the language part of BEAMS establishes
five contributions:

meta-languages for describing EA modeling languages and corresponding building blocks,

an organized library of language building blocks that can be used to design an
organization-specific EA modeling language,

an administration method for creating and maintaining the organized collection, e.g. for
adding new building blocks,

5



1. Introduction and Motivation

a development method that supports the integration and customization of language build-
ing blocks during the design and re-design of an organization-specific EA modeling lan-
guage, and

a technical toolset implementing the meta-languages and customization method for sup-
porting the design of an organization-specific EA modeling language.

In the thesis we supply another contribution that does not directly relate to the research
objective but to the corresponding research activity. We devise a research design that allows
us to conduct practice-based research in the complicated environment, into which EA man-
agement embeds. Figure 1.2 shows how the contributions of BEAMS (except the toolset)
integrate into the context of EA modeling and EA modeling (sub-)languages. The notion of
the sub-language is employed to delineate that, from a theoretic point of view (cf. discussions
in Section 4.3.1), each triple of viewpoint, underlying information model, and glossary can be
considered a language on its own. Nevertheless, the different languages used by one organi-
zation have to integrate into a consistent whole. This whole shows typical characteristics of a
language as it provides a glossary, an information model and at least one viewpoint. In this
light, the whole itself constitutes an EA modeling language as well as its constituents do. We
will show in Section 5.1 that the question of what to call a language or sub-language is only of
minor interest, as long as mechanisms for ensuring consistency between different information
models and glossaries are provided. We will see that as long as any two information models
or glossaries are consistent, they can also be integrated into a single information model or
glossary, respectively.

EA modeling (sub-)language

Organized library of

best-practice building blocks
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definition 

language
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«instanceof» «instanceof»
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Figure 1.2: Overview about the contributions of the thesis
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BEAMS combines a knowledge base on best-practice solutions with techniques and appro-
priate meta-modeling languages into a comprehensive development method for EA modeling
languages. In developing BEAMS, we have to address two challenges. Firstly, we have to find
a structure suitable for linking the language prescriptions made in the different approaches.
Secondly, we have to accommodate for the fact that EA management is a still maturing
discipline. Therefore, we have to provide means to re-organize BEAMS, when new design
prescriptions and knowledge becomes available. This raises the first research question of the
thesis.

Research question 1: How and by which means can language prescriptions
from different approaches be interlinked in an extensible artifact supporting the
development of organization-specific EA modeling languages?

Prescriptions on how to develop an artifact, e.g. an EA modeling language, can be formulated
on different levels of abstraction. Firstly, they can be presented as case-specific prescription in
case studies, see e.g. [RWR06]. Secondly, they can be generalized from repeated observations
to re-usable patterns [Bu07b]. Thirdly, they can be abstracted to design theories in the sense
of Walls et al. [WWES92]. Such theories describe a general way to solve a class of design
solutions in a given context. Prescriptions of all three types are subject to contextual fac-
tors that facilitate or impede the application of the designated solutions. Nevertheless, only
patterns and design theories make these ‘contingencies’ of the solution explicit. Different EA
management approaches present different prescriptions and delineate diverse contexts. These
contexts not necessarily distinguish the solution in the sense of contingency factors, but can
be independent from each other, i.e., form asymmetric criteria. Pries-Heje and Baskerville
introduce in [PHB08] the concept of the design theory nexus. Such nexus links complementing
and alternative design theories and provides support for selecting the prescriptions admissible
in a given context.

In [BMS10k] we have discussed the difficulties of instantiating a theory nexus in an environ-
ment as complex and volatile as the field of EA management. In particular, we describe the
difficulties in balancing rigorous research with the ‘pace’ of the practice partners, which are in
notwithstanding needed to ensure applicability and relevance of the research outcomes. Re-
sponding to the difficulties, we revisit the work of Venable, who presented in [Ve06] a method
for theorizing in design science research. We show how this method can be interwoven with
the method on nexus instantiation, as proposed by Pries-Heje and Baskerville in [PHB08].
Further, we complement the method with our own findings on pattern-based theory construc-
tion [BMS10d], describing a research method for pattern-based instantiation of design theory
nexus. In Chapter 2 we adapt this method to the specific context of designing EA modeling
languages. Our instantiation of the design theory nexus incorporates best-practice patterns
and prescriptions from existing EA management approaches. To prepare the instantiation,
we revisit these approaches and explore their understanding of the subject EA. Thereby, we
frame the field of EA management and answer the following research question.

Research question 2: Which approach describes which activities constituting
EA management, which problems do the approaches address, and which problem-
specific EA modeling languages are supplied by the approaches?

7
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In Chapter 3 we analyze today’s prevalent EA management approaches in a multifaceted
way. In particular, we elaborate, whether differences in their EA modeling languages reflect
differing EA management-relevant problems or are ‘accidentally’ employed. From there, we
prepare a conceptual framework for reasoning on EA modeling languages and building-blocks
thereof. Against the background of this framework, a third research question can be derived
as follows.

Research question 3: Which requirements does the EA management domain
exert on integration and customization artifacts for EA modeling languages?

Research question three depends on the understanding what EA modeling means as devised
in response to research question 2. Based on this understanding, we establish a framework
for developing multi-viewpoint modeling languages by integrating and customizing different
languages. The meta-languages presented by the thesis lay the conceptual basis for inte-
grating different building blocks for EA modeling languages into a single consistent language.
In detail the thesis supplies a meta-modeling language for specifying the syntax of an
EA modeling language or building blocks thereof. Via dedicated meta-concepts, as dispersive
types (see Guizzardi [Gu05]), this language accommodates for the specificities of the modeling
domain EA, which we will expatiate in Chapter 5. With respect to the semantics of the
concepts in an EA modeling language or a corresponding building block, we supply building
blocks for constructing an organization-specific glossary, i.e., for adapting the terminology to
the using organization. These building blocks providethe basis for the language customization
techniques. Mirroring the aspect of the notation or concrete syntax, we provide a view-
point definition language for describing building blocks that allows to specify how the EA
modeling language concepts are represented by graphical elements.

Research question 4: How do meta-language based artifacts (constructs, mod-
els, and methods) and a toolset for integrating and customizing EA modeling
languages look like?

The general method taken builds on an organized library of so-called language building

blocks that are selected, adapted and integrated by users to develop problem-specific and
organization-specific EA modeling languages.

The organized library of language building blocks brings together best-practice design
prescriptions for EA modeling languages as found in current EA management approaches. Un-
derstanding the prescriptions as design theories, the organized library instantiates the design
theory nexus establishing the means for selecting and integrating the theories best suited for a
specific organization. The different theories are documented as information model building
block describing syntactical aspects and viewpoint building blocks covering notational as-
pects. Further, all building blocks are grounded in corresponding glossary building blocks
that are used to specify semantics by providing a common terminology. Decoupling a layered
and structure-oriented perspective ranging from business to infrastructure (cf. Figure 1.1)
from cross-cutting aspects applied on the different layers, the library of building blocks is or-
ganized to minimize redundancy while providing dedicated integration points. Particularizing
these considerations, we discuss on the central notion of Projects as vehicles of organiza-
tional change and discuss alternatives on how to incorporate projects into the EA modeling
language.
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1. Introduction and Motivation

The administration method describes steps to be taken and techniques to be used in
creating and maintaining the organized library. With the library being an instantiation of
a design theory nexus, the creation-specific steps and techniques build on the prescriptions
given by Pries-Heje and Baskerville in [PHB08], where they describe how to instantiate a
theory nexus. The prescriptions are furthered with respect to specific properties of the EA
management domain, e.g. the plurality of terminologies, to foster applicability. Concerning the
maintenance of the organized library, special attention is paid to the question how the stratified
glossary can be employed to keep maintenance efforts low. In particular, the method discusses
how explicit relationships between the building blocks, i.e., ‘hard-coded’ links, can be avoided.
Thereto, we call on the notion of the implicit relationship, i.e., on relationships that can
be derived between two or more building blocks linking to the same glossary element.

The method development method establishes a framework that is used to consistently in-
tegrate different building blocks for EA modeling languages. In particular, the framework
supplies different customization technique targeting both the level of the information model
building blocks, which are combined to an integrated EA information model, as well as the
level of the viewpoint building blocks. Latter ones have to be consistently integrated, but
also have to be linked to the integrated information model for establishing an executable
mapping to the modeling language’s notations. Additionally, the aspect of customizing the
underlying glossary based on glossary building blocks are given. The method further states
which requirements regarding the organization-specific EA management have to be gathered
and makes prescription on how to organize these requirements to provide input for language
customization. Accommodating for the fact that EA management is a long-running endeavor,
whose context, area-of-interest, and goal may change over time, further a method for adapt-
ing an existing building block-based EA modeling language is provided. This method not
only specifies indicators that can be used to detect a demand for adaptation, but also en-
tails techniques that call on the implicit relationships between the building blocks to identify
possible paths of evolution and maturation regarding the EA modeling language. Such mech-
anisms are used to implement goal-setting and goal-measurement in the knowledge-intensive
activity EA management, in line with the perspective of Struck et al. [St10b] and with our
perspective [BMS09b, BMS10e].

In research question 4 the more theoretical artifacts are complemented with a practical imple-
mentation thereof in a toolset, more precisely a configuration tool for developing EA modeling
languages to support multi-viewpoint EA management. In particular, the toolset supports
the users in selecting the problem-specific language building blocks, in adapting them to the
organization-specific context, and in integrating them into a consistent set of EA modeling
languages. In this respect, the tool guides the users through the steps of the development
method and facilitates the use of supporting techniques, all based on the organized library
of language building blocks. With this library itself being the basis of the method, a final
research question targets the development and maintenance of the library. This is necessary
as the field of EA management is still maturing, novel EA-related problems enter the center
of attention, and previously relevant problems are reshaped in response to new environmental
factors. The fifth research question specifically targets this challenge.

Research question 5: What method can be used to facilitate the administration
and extension of the organized library of language building blocks?

9



1. Introduction and Motivation

The answers to research questions 4 and 5 are closely interrelated to each other. In particular,
the selection and integration techniques implemented in the toolset have to be maintained
and evolved, whenever the library of building blocks is maintained. Having foreclosed the
contribution of the work to some extent, the subsequent Section 1.2 gives an overview, on
what is achieved by this thesis. Where the above contributions are of strongly theoretical
character, a corresponding technical toolset shows the practical implementation of the ‘triad’
consisting of language, techniques and method. The technical toolset has an even broader
application area, targeting the design of an organization-specific and problem-specific set
of EA modeling languages supporting multi-viewpoint EA management. In this vein, the
technical toolset shows that the contribution of the thesis is embedded into a larger work
targeting the instantiation of a design theory nexus for designing organization-specific EA
management functions. While the nexus instantiation described above focuses on language
aspects of EA management, the technical toolset covers both core determinants for an EA
management function: the EA modeling languages, which are discussed in this thesis, and the
method counterpart, which is described in [BMS10d].

1.3 Outline of the thesis

The thesis is structured into nine chapters, of which the first motivates the problem statement
and briefly introduces the readers to the relevant abstractions and conceptualizations. It
further summarizes the thesis core contributions, provides an overview on the taken research
perspective, outlines the course of the thesis, and delineates the writing conventions guiding
the document.

In Chapter 2—Research Design—we describe the theoretic underpinnings of the thesis’
research. This exposition starts with a discussion on the epistemological, ontological and
linguistic positions along the epistemological framework of Becker and Niehaves (cf. [BN07]).
Subsequently, we delineate the key concept of the “design theory” [WWES92, GJ07] and
related it to the concept of the pattern that is relevant for our research method. Proceeding,
we revisit the concept of the “design theory nexus” [PHB08] that can be used to interrelated
competing design theories. Finally, we describe the research method taken in this work.

In Chapter 3—Analyzing the State-of-the-Art in EA Modeling—we revisit prominent
languages for EA modeling. For the analysis we use a classification framework based on the
ISO standard 42010 [In07] and on the work of Simon [Si96]. The framework establishes seven
dimensions covering a structural perspective on the EA and cross-cutting of the EA. Finally,
we analyze to which extent the languages are configurable to an organization-specific EA
modeling language.

In Chapter 4—Towards a Building Block-Based Method for Designing EA Model-

ing Languages—we introduce the core idea of the thesis. Firstly, we revisit the language
appropriatenesses of Krogstie [Kr02] and elicit quality criteria for EA modeling languages.
Secondly, we elicit a set of requirements for the development method itself and apply Hevner
et al.’s guidelines for design research [He04]. Based on relevant modeling fundamentals, we
give an overview on the BEAMS and of their constituents. Therein, we identify the under-
lying organized library of building blocks with an instantiation of a design theory nexus and
understand the different types of building blocks as the design theories.

10



1. Introduction and Motivation

In Chapter 5—BEAMS: Building Blocks for EAManagement Solutions—we detail the
development method and its constituents. Therefore, we concretize our understanding of EA
management functions and describe how the method-language dichotomy is reflected in our
solutions via two distinct types of building blocks: method building blocks and language
building blocks. Latter type of building blocks, which is of key interest for developing EA
modeling languages, is further specialized into three types of building blocks. We identify the
syntax-describing information model building blocks (IBB) with areas-of-interest in the EA
and describe how these areas relate to each other in a way usable for configuring EA modeling
languages. We delineate how notation-describing viewpoint building blocks (VBB) can be used
to develop EA viewpoints grounded in a consistent glossary constituted from glossary building
blocks (GBB). The development method uses building blocks of all three types to constitute
an organization-specific EA modeling language. The administration method describes
how new building blocks can be added to the knowledge base of our approach and how the
organizing relationships between the building blocks are derived.

In Chapter 6—Foundations of BEAMS—we establish the formal foundations for BEAMS.
Central thereto is a conceptual framework for multi-viewpoint EA modeling that describes
how different EA modeling languages interrelate based on a common conceptualization of
the EA. We detail on the consistent embedding-relationship that has to be accounted for,
while different EA modeling languages are integrated. A dedicated meta-language for de-
scribing EA information models, the information model meta-language (IM2L), supplies the
formal underpinnings needed to operationalize the consistent embedding-relationship. It fur-
ther provides domain-specific language concepts for EA modeling. The viewpoint definition
language (VDL) establishes a formal basis for describing and integrating viewpoints and VBBs.
Further, it supplies the relevant links to understand how the viewpoints’ underlying viewmod-
els embed into the organization’s embracing information model. A dedicated meta-model for
describing glossaries complements the formal foundations of BEAMS.

In Chapter 7—Implementation Aspects of BEAMS—we describe use cases for a toolset
that supports the building block-based development method. This tool builds on the organized
library of language building blocks and supports language development using the guidelines,
meta-languages and techniques of our method. We subsequently delineate a prototypic design
for such a toolset and discuss issues related to the implementation of the toolset. Both design
and implementation establish relationships to existing relevant tools as model repositories,
EA management tools, or visualization frameworks.

In Chapter 8—Evaluating and Applying BEAMS—we evaluate BEAMS in two distinct
ways. Firstly, we revisit the quality criteria for a ‘good’ EA modeling language and show
that these hold for any EA modeling language(s) designed using our development method.
In addition, we reflect the requirements for the development method itself and apply the
general characteristics of design artifacts according to Hevner et al. [He04] to understand
the quality of the provided research outcome. Secondly, we discuss the development method
against the background of the state-of-the-art literature. Thereby, we show that using the
development method, a skilled enterprise architect can come up with a similar EA modeling
language as provided in the literature examples. We also show how the building block-based
method supplies innovative additions to the literature approaches. In addition, we describe
observations made during the application of the method in cooperation with an industry
partner.
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Chapter 9—Summary, Critical Reflection, and Outlook—provides a summary of the
thesis’ contribution. We reflect the assumptions underlying the research design and identify
possible limitations of the method taken. Furthermore, we derive open questions and describe
directions for future research furthering the thesis’ contribution. The outlook concludes with
reflections on the applicability of the taken research design on other fields of investigation in
the area of EA management and in bordering research areas.

1.4 Writing conventions

The writing conventions outlined below are employed to improve overall readability and foster
comprehension. A notice on the usage of the personal pronoun “we” is added. The thesis was
written by a single author, who also developed the thesis’ core contribution. The research
leading to this thesis was nevertheless not conducted in isolation but in an active group of
researchers. Therefore, I use the term “we” to denote research activities as well as findings
and contributions that were created in cooperation with the research team at the Chair for
Software Engineering of Business Information Systems at Technische Universität München.
Quotations referring to articles and papers written in cooperation with this team are opened
with “we”. Contrariwise as I do not want to seize merits for articles and papers that were
developed in a joint effort with other research groups, these works are quoted using the names
of the authors, or the first author, respectively.

Important terms are highlighted this way, indicating relevant statements on the specific term.
Not all occurrences are highlighted for reasons of an uninterrupted flow of text, although we
make exceptions from the former rule, when adding the term without highlighting would result
in an overly complex sentence. Central terms in the work are defined in boxes as follows.

Definition: Definition

A definition summarizes the thesis’ understanding of a certain term and contributes
to the understanding of the research field as assumed in the work.

At some points in the course of the thesis, it might not be possible to give a final definition for
a term. The reader might yet not have enough information to fully comprehend the definitions
constituting terms. To accommodate for this fact, preliminary definitions for terms are given
as follows.

Preliminary definition: Preliminary Definition

A preliminary definition gives a statement describing the meaning of a term in an
intuitively understandable way.

As another means of text organization, quotations from related work and primary sources are
highlighted. A nearby reference to the authors’ names and a citation provide information on
the source of the quoted statement. Concerning the length of the quotation, we employ two
ways of highlighting: short quotations and single terms are emphasized by “quotation marks”.
Longer quotations are organized as block-quotes as follows.

This is an example of a longer quote.
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1. Introduction and Motivation

In quotations but also in paragraphs or sections dedicated to paraphrasing the contents of a
related work, we cite the original terminology as used throughout that work. Exceptions to
this are additions in quotations, enclosed in [brackets]. If the original terminology cannot be
mapped unambiguously to the thesis’ terminology, a footnote provides additional information
on the correspondence of terms. We highlight terms borrowed from the foreign terminology
in this way.

Examples are used throughout the thesis to illustrate complex concepts and contexts. To im-
prove readability of the text and to unambiguously highlight the examples, they are presented
in a box as follows.

Example 1.1: Exemplary example. This is an example.

Conceptual models play an important role throughout this thesis. In order to support an
unambiguous reference to model elements or concepts, we highlight termini referring to such
concepts this way. In addition, code and code-like statements, e.g. modeling constraints,
use a type writer font face (ModelElement). Colloquial terms are used at different points
in the thesis to avoid complex circumscriptions, to smoothen the text flow, and to increase
understandability. An example of such term is ‘gut feel’. These terms are highlighted by single
quotation marks. A final remark on writing conventions for job titles or references to persons
has to be made. We use plural forms referencing both to female and male representatives of
the corresponding job title with no disrespect for either gender intended.
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The intent of a question is sometimes as
important as the answer

Jeffrey Sinclair, Eyes—Babylon 5

CHAPTER 2

Research Design

In the introductory Chapter 1 we identified the relevant lack of a development method for
organization-specific EA management functions. In this chapter, we outline how such devel-
opment method can be rigorously researched, i.e., we describe our research design. In line
with Becker et al. [Be03, page 5] a research design consists of a “research method” aiming at
certain “research outcomes” and is grounded in well-defined “ontological”, “epistemological”,
and “linguistic assumptions”. Becker et al. further state that method(s), outcomes, and as-
sumptions are interdependent, and have to match each other to form a consistent research
design that can be executed and validated. Figure 2.1 summarizes the fundamental make-up
of a research design.

Research design

Research assumptions

• Epistemological

• Ontological

• Linguistic

Research outcomes

• Knowledge

• Design artifacts

• Design theory

Research method

Figure 2.1: Constituents of a research design according to Becker et al. [Be03, page 5]

The research assumptions of this thesis mirror those of the critical linguistic approach of Kam-
lah and Lorenzen [KL67]. In Section 2.1, we discuss these assumptions along the classification
framework for the epistemology of IS research presented by Becker and Niehaves in [BN07].
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2. Research Design

Our research does not seek to develop one organization-specific EA management function (a
design artifact in terms of Aier et al. [Ai08b], van der Raadt and van Vliet [RV08] as well as
Ernst [Er10]), but focuses on the development, i.e., the design process for such function.

Section 2.2 discusses the intended research outcome of this thesis, namely a method for de-
veloping EA modeling languages based on best-practices. Therefore, we develop methodi-
cal support for the development processes with concrete and explicit design prescriptions.
In [WWES92] Walls et al. introduce the notion of the design theory, i.e., of a scientific theory
providing prescriptions on designing effective solutions to wicked problems in terms of Rittel
and Weber [RW73]. The development of an organization-specific EA managementfunction is
a wicked problem in this sense, as the typical characteristics [RW73, BJ87] of such problem
are fulfilled:

∙ EA management is subject to unstable requirements and constraints in ill-defined envi-
ronmental contexts.

∙ EA management exerts complex interactions among it methods and languages.

∙ EA management cannot be easily changed and adapted in the enterprise context.

∙ EA management critically depends on human cognitive abilities, especially for concep-
tualizing the architecture.

∙ EA management critically depends on human social abilities, especially for communi-
cating the architecture.

The plurality of EA management-related problems is reflected in the plurality of design theories
with the individual theories targeting a specific problem in a particular context. In this
sense, users willing to rely on the theories in developing their EA modeling languages face the
challenge to find the theories most suitable for the specific application. The ‘formalization’
of the prescriptions as design theories provides only a partial solution. To facilitate the
selection of the theories best suited for the specific context and problem, we interlink them
in a design theory nexus instantiation (cf. Pries-Heje and Baskerville [PHB08]). Such nexus
instantiation relates the different design theories to criteria that promote or impede their
application. This instantiation forms the basis of the methodical support provided as part of
the research outcome.

Section 2.3 introduces a method for instantiating the design theory nexus. In this method
we combine the general design science research method of Venable [Ve06] with the stepwise
procedure for constructing a design theory nexus as described by Pries-Heje and Baskerville
in [PHB08]. Regarding the relevant aspect of evaluation [He04], we further integrate evaluation
and validation techniques proposed by Verschuren and Hartog [VH05] into the method. The
final Section 2.4 summarizes the research design underlying this thesis.

2.1 Epistemological, ontological, and linguistic assumptions

We understand a development process in line with Hirschheim et al. in [HKL95, page 15] as “a
change process taken with respect to object systems in a set of environments by a development
group to achieve or maintain some objectives”. An object system mirrors the perception of
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reality by the members of the development group. Therefore, a comprehensive description of
any development process has to account for the “philosophical position on the nature of reality
and human inquiry” (cf. Hirschheim et al. [HKL95, page 15]). Becker and Niehaves devise
in [BN07] an epistemological framework that allows more detailed considerations on the philo-
sophical position, i.e., the ontological and epistemological assumptions underlying a research
process. Explicit assumptions are needed for reasoning on research rigor, as different research
methods and techniques depend on distinct epistemological assumptions. In the following
we answer the five “epistemological questions” of Becker and Niehaves [BN07, page 202] and
describe which of the perspectives outlined in Figure 2.2 is taken for which aspect.

Epistemology

Concept of truth

Ontology

Realism Kantianism Idealism

Origin of cognition

Methodology

Subject-Object-

Relationship

Empiricism Kantianism Idealism

Inductivism Deductivism Hermeneutic

Realism ConstructivismInterpretivism

Correspondence Consensus Semantic

Figure 2.2: Framework of epistemological and ontological assumptions in research [BN07]

2.1.1 Ontological aspect

The framework of assumptions is grounded on the ontological assumption, namely the answer
to the question about the existence of a ‘real’ world, i.e., “what it is” [Fo96, page 366]. Re-
formulated to the context of a research design, this question reads as: “What is the object of
our research?” [Mo03]. Possible perspectives are:

∙ The realist perspective assumes the existence of a world independent from human cog-
nition as well as from human acts to communicate facts. An extreme form thereof,
namely materialism, assumes that all objects and interactions are matter and physical
processes [St98].

∙ The idealist perspective assumes the existence of reality independent from a ‘real world’,
i.e., claims the “primacy of spirit over matter” [BN07, page 203].
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∙ The kantianist perspective mediates between the two extremes, introducing a distinction
between noumena, which are real world entities, and phenomena, which depend on
human cognition.

Perspective taken in this thesis

Kantianism limits human knowledge to knowledge about phenomena, while the things them-
selves remain unknowable. This assumption fits the research area of EA modeling languages.
For many of the EA-relevant concepts, especially on the application and infrastructure layer,
a real world existence as things in themselves can be assumed. Cross-cutting aspects as
strategies and goals, or principles and standards present themselves as phenomena, i.e., things
dependent on human cognition.

2.1.2 Subject-object-relationship

The epistemological aspect targets the relationship between the subject and the object of
cognition. Becker and Niehaves formulate in [BN07, page 203] the question, “whether enti-
ties beyond human thoughts and speech can [...] be recognized as objective”. Two different
assumptions with this respect can be taken:

∙ The realist position assumes that objective cognition is possible and eliminates subject-
dependency in cognition, i.e., claims that subject-dependent distortions of reality cogni-
tion can be eliminated [Lo01, pages 64–66].

∙ The constructivist position understands every cognition as subjective, i.e., ‘private’.
Therefore, the subject can explicitly decide on the actual quality of the relationship
and can influence the cognition of the object [Lo87].

The epistemological perspective is not independent from the ontological perspective. Reason-
ably, epistemological realism can only be grounded on ontological realism [BN07, page 203])
with the combination thereof being referred to as positivism [CH04]. In their most ex-
treme forms, above epistemological perspectives remain largely incommensurate. According
to Becker and Niehaves [BN07, page 203], the spectrum of constructivist perspectives ranges
from interpretivism to radical constructivism. The latter position radicalizes the construc-
tivist idea to the point, that the existence of a thing as an ‘objective reality’ is neglected.
The interpretivist position is more moderate: an ‘objective reality’ might exist, but is always
interpreted by the inquirying subject.

Perspective taken in this thesis

In this work, we take a constructivist, more precisely an interpretivist, perspective. The
enterprise and its architecture, are perceived by a multitude of stakeholders (cf. Aier et al.
in [Ai08a] and [Ai08b]) that differently interpret and conceptualize the ‘reality’ based on their
subjective backgrounds. As we discuss in [Bu09a, page 8] different stakeholders of the EA
have different educational backgrounds. These differing backgrounds cause manifold different
interpretations of the reality of the enterprise by the stakeholders.
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2.1.3 Concept of truth

Central to any kind of cognition is the concept of truth that the inquiring individual assumes.
Paraphrased in terms of Becker and Niehaves [BN07, pages 203–204], this leads to the question
“how humans can achieve true cognition”, i.e., can obtain knowledge, whose correctness can
be verified. Three different positions on the concept of truth can be distinguished:

∙ The correspondence theory of truth builds on the equivalence of relata, more precisely of
a statement and a fact from reality. The truthfulness of a statement is determined by
the existence of an equivalence relationship.

∙ The consensus theory of truth claims that true statements originate from consensus
among the people belonging to a relevant group. This understanding of truth emphasizes
the importance of the subject-object-relationship that determines the truthfulness and
relevance of a statement.

∙ The semantic theory of truth does not directly provide a definition of truth, see
Tarski [Ta44]. In contrast, it gives a linguistic condition for truth based on the re-
lationship between a language and its meta-language according to which truthfulness
means that true language statements commit to ones in the ontological meta-language.

The linguistic condition embodied in the semantic theory of truth is a priori fulfilled by the
utilization, when conceptual modeling languages based on well-grounded meta-languages are
used [BN07, page 204]. The semantic theory of truth provides another contribution to the
epistemological discussion and especially to considerations on modeling languages. Tarski
rises in [Ta44] a constraint on the self-referentiality of statements. He discusses that self-
referential statements, i.e., ones containing a statement on the itself’s truthfulness can lead
to a variety of antinomies and paradoxes. On the level of general logic, Tarski’s constraint on
self-referentiality relates to Curry’s paradox [Cu42]. He shows that any logic allowing that an
expression can contain a statement on the truthfulness of another expression is fallible to im-
plicit contradictions. While we abstain from more elaborate discussions on the aforementioned
paradoxes, we shorthand an important consequence from Tarski’s constraint:

Any modeling language must to avoid paradoxes explicitly distinguish between
concepts and statements on different levels of ontologic metaization.

The structure of the research outcomes adheres to this rule and provides distinct languages
for the different meta-levels.

Perspective taken in this thesis

Two different concepts of truth are applied in this work, similar to many other works targeting
the field of conceptual modeling [BN07, pages 206–209]. On the one hand, language-based
conceptual modeling builds on Tarski’s semantic theory of truth, as the truthfulness of state-
ments in a modeling language can be assessed against the corresponding meta-language. On
the other hand, language-based modeling relies on the consensus theory of truth, i.e., under-
stands statements as true in respect to a certain group of model creators and users. In [KL67]
Kamlah and Lorenzen coin the term linguistic community for the group of people, who
consent on the truthfulness of a language model. Further, when constructs as infrastructure
devices and technical measures as latency are concerned, consensus can be operationalized
towards a subjective correspondence mechanism [KL67].
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2.1.4 Origin of cognition

People can draw cognition from different sources, which mirror the different ways to perceive
and to intellectually conceive concepts. Becker and Niehaves summarize the correspond-
ing epistemological aspect in the question “Where does our knowledge derive from?” [BN07,
page 205]. Three answers are formulated between two extreme positions:

∙ The empiricist perspective regards experience as the primary source of knowledge, i.e.,
imposes a primacy of sensual impressions over intellectual conception. Experience-based
knowledge is called a posteriori knowledge in line with Alavi et al. [ACB89].

∙ The rationalist perspective regards the intellect as true source of cognition. An object
becomes a matter of cognition through a subject’s conceptual efforts [BN07, page 205].
Knowledge obtained in this way is called a priori knowledge.

∙ In the kantianist perspective, both experience and intellect can and need to be sources
of cognition. For the central statement of the perspective, we quote Kant [Ka08]: “ex-
perience gives us the objects, while intellect gives us the categories”.

Perspective taken in this thesis

Both empirical observations of architectural properties as well as intellectual imaginations are
valuable sources of knowledge in EA modeling. Especially, the cognitive nature of categories
is very relevant in EA modeling. These categories build the basis for the concepts and types
of the EA modeling languages.

2.1.5 Methodology

The final set of assumptions is concerned with the question of “how humans perceive” [BN07,
page 205]. The assumptions target the methodology of perception, which is closely related
to the selected research method. Further, the methodology is strongly interrelated to the
research outcomes such that the research method provides. Three different methodological
positions exist:

∙ Inductivism generalizes from individual cases to universal statements. In this way, the
formulation of universally applicable laws is preceded by cognition, i.e., perception or
intellectual efforts, that means inductivism is a posteriori method.

∙ In deductivism one or more universal statements are used as basis to derive less general,
i.e., case-specific, statements. Logical conclusions are employed to get from the ground-
ing statements, which are sometimes referred to as axioms, to the individual statements.

∙ Any hermeneutic method employs the principle of the hermeneutic circle as described by
Gadamer in [Ga75]. The hermeneutic cycle originally aims at the comprehension of texts,
but can more generally be interpreted as iterative method to interpret an observation
against the “background of previous understanding of the entire” [BN07, page 206].
Interpreting the observation conversely shapes the understanding of the entire.

IS research does often not adopt a single methodological position, but combines different
methods. Becker and Niehaves [BN07, pages 206–209] see single-methodical research as a
prerogative of natural sciences (inductivism) and mathematics (deductivism).
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Perspective taken in this thesis

In the light of preceding research in the field of EA modeling languages, a hermeneutic method
is appropriate, allowing for a reconciliation of past practical observations. Thereby, the un-
derstanding of the field is developed and refined, inductively generalizing the findings from
existing modeling languages, see Section 2.2.

2.1.6 Linguistic perspective

Languages, not only modeling languages, play an important role in IS research. In the follow-
ing, we discuss the linguistic perspective of this work along a framework of Becker et al. [Be03,
pages 8–10]. The framework distinguishes three functions of language:

∙ The cognitive function of a language refers to the language’s role in the intellectual ef-
forts of its users. In this vein, the cognitive function is purely intrapersonal, i.e., refers
to ‘inner’ processes of human cognition. In line with Wittgenstein [Wi53, page 107]
we assume that some sort of language is used during cognitive processes. More elabo-
rate discussions on the cognitive function of language are inconclusive as intrapersonal
language utilization is not observable.

∙ The expressive function of a language refers to the question how explicit language arti-
facts, e.g. texts or diagrams, are equipped with semantics. While under the assumption
of ontological realism any language artifact relates to an unambiguous semantics, a kan-
tianist or idealist perspective calls for a more differentiated understanding of language
semantics. Under the latter assumptions, the semantics of a language artifact can depend
on the subject, who uses it.

∙ The communicative function of a language accounts for the interpersonal dimension of
language use, i.e., refers to the question to which extent language artifacts can be used to
convey information to subjects. In the light of subject-dependent semantics of language
artifacts, it is of interest to investigate the communicative function of a specific language.

In the context of this work, the expressive as well as the communicative function of a lan-
guage deserve special attention. In line with the critical linguistic approach of Kamlah and
Lorenzen [KL67], Becker et al. discuss in [Be03] the concept of the linguistic community,
on which our subsequent considerations on language utilization are grounded.

Preliminary definition: Linguistic community

A linguistic community is a group of individuals, may they be researchers or practi-
tioners, that agree on a defined set of terms, i.e., ‘frozen’ language artifacts, as well
as on a shared understanding on the terms’ semantics.

We subsequently discuss how linguistic communities are relevant for our work. Firstly, we
can in line with Schelp and Winter [SW09] assume that every approach to EA management
in literature forms its own community. We must account for this fact, when we explore the
state-of-the-art in EA modeling in Chapter 3. Secondly, the use of EA modeling languages
in an enterprise relates to the differing linguistic communities that exist within an enterprise.
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In this vein, our development method for EA modeling languages, must specifically account
for linguistic plurality in an enterprise. This leads to additional contextualizing requirements
regarding the research outcome.

2.2 Research outcomes

The notion of the design theory is central to the research outcomes presented in this work.
In line with Walls et al. [WWES92, page 37] we paraphrase the meaning of the term as
follows: “A design theory is a prescriptive theory based on theoretical underpinnings which
says how a design process can be carried out in a way which is both effective and feasible”. The
prescriptive nature differentiates design theories from analytical, explanatory, and predictive
theories according to the theory classification of Gregor [Gr06, page 12]. These types of
theories are the theories that March and Smith [MS95] allude to, when they reject theorizing
in design science. Design theories nevertheless are relevant outcomes of design science research.
In the following Section 2.2.1 we detail the concept of the design theory, proceeding from the
earlier work of Walls et al. [WWES92] to the more recent definition provided by Gregor and
Jones [GJ07]. In Section 2.2.2 we relate design theories to the concept of patterns and explain
how patterns can be used to devise new design theories. In Section 2.2.3 we discuss the
concept of the design theory nexus introduced by Pries-Heje and Baskerville in [PHB08]. A
theory nexus relates different design theories applicable on the same design object in different
contexts and facilitates the selection of the most appropriate design theories. Thereto we also
revisit the concept of the pattern as well as the closely related conceptualization of the pattern
language according to Alexander et al. [Al77].

2.2.1 Design theories

In contrast to ‘conventional’ design science artifacts in terms of March and Smith, design
theories do not provide situated solutions to specific problems in designated contexts, but make
prescriptions how a class of problems can be solved (cf. Venable [Ve06, page 4]). This class
of problems forms the problem domain of the design theory, whose problems are solved by
corresponding concepts from the theory’s solution domain. In line with Hevner et al. [He04,
page 9] we further introduce the context domain that describes the environments in which
the design theory can be applied. The following extended definition of the term design theory
incorporates also the context domain.

Definition: Design theory

A design theory is a prescriptive theory based on theoretical underpinnings which
says how a design process can be carried out to address a problem from the theory’s
problem domain with a solution from the theory’s solution domain in a way which
is both effective and feasible in the given context from the theory’s context domain.

Walls et al. give in [WWES92, page 43] an exposition of seven components that comprise
a design theory. These components are classified into two groups, namely those related to
the design product and those related to the design process. We subsequently present the
components, starting with the design product-related ones.
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∙ Kernel theories govern the design requirements and can be theories of arbitrary type1,
e.g. from natural or social sciences.

∙ Meta-requirements represent the classes of problems which the design theory applies to.

∙ Meta-design represents a class of artifacts able to meet the meta-requirements.

∙ Testable design product hypotheses are statements that can be used to verify, if the meta-
design satisfies the meta-requirements. According to Venable [Ve06] these hypotheses
can be tested on the meta-level and on the instance level.

Three more components of a design theory are outlined by Walls et al. in [WWES92, page 43]
targeting the design method.

∙ Kernel theories are theories of any type used to govern the design method. They often
originate from natural or social sciences.

∙ Design process describes the procedure used to develop a particular, situated instantia-
tion of the meta-design, i.e., the procedure for constructing the design product.

∙ Testable design process hypotheses are statements that can be used to verify, if the
application of the design process will arrive at a proper instantiation of the meta-design.

Walls et al. graphically summarize in [WWES92, page 44] the components and their rela-
tionships. We give a slightly adapted version of their visualization in Figure 2.3, augmented
to differentiate between the types of components, namely the design product- and the design
process-related ones by a color-cording and by symbols—blue (#) and red (�), respectively.
We further account for Venable’s discussion [Ve06, page 17] on the nature of design theories.
In the course of the discussion, Venable puts emphasis on the activity of “testing”. He dis-
cusses that design product hypotheses (‘blue’ hypotheses #) can be tested on different levels,
namely on the meta-level and on the instance level.
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Figure 2.3: Components of a design theory adapted from Walls et al. [WWES92, page 44]

1For the classification of theories refer to Gregor [Gr06, page 12].
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In a more recent publication [WWES04] Walls et al. discuss that their initial framework for
design theories was well-founded in 1992, but retains some potential for improvement. Picking
up this argument, Gregor and Jones [GJ07, page 322] present an extended framework. Therein,
the term design artifact is used instead of design product congruently with the discussions of
March and Smith [MS95]. Gregor and Jones introduce eight components of a design theory,
which are subsequently discussed and mapped to the components as described by Walls et
al. [WWES92].

∙ Purpose and scope describe what the design artifact is intended for, i.e., the meta-
requirements in terms of Walls et al.

∙ Constructs refer to relevant entities in the context, the problem, and the solution domain,
i.e., to descriptions of physical phenomena or abstract terms of interest. Walls et al. do
not provide such components for a design theory.

∙ Principles of form and function are prescriptions for the structure of the design artifact,
i.e., provide the meta-design in terms of Walls et al.

∙ Artifact mutability describes how the artifact adapts to changes in the context domain.
Walls et al. do not account for such concept.

∙ Testable propositions evaluate in a twofold way, on the one hand whether the artifact
matches its purpose and on the other hand whether the design method correctly in-
stantiates the artifact. Testable propositions summarize the testable design product
hypotheses and the testable design method hypotheses of Walls et al.

∙ Justificatory knowledge describes the base of explanatory knowledge, on which the de-
sign theory is grounded. Walls et al. distinguish between knowledge (kernel theories)
justifying the meta-requirements and justifying the design method.

∙ Principles of implementation refers to the means by which the design artifact is created.
These correspond to the design method of Walls et al.

∙ Expository instantiation describes an exemplary design artifact that helps to present and
communicate the theory. The instantiation can also be used to exemplarily validate the
theory. Walls et al. do not account for such a concept.

We subsequently summarize the key differences between the frameworks of Gregor and
Jones [GJ07] as well as of Walls et al. [WWES92]. Firstly, Gregor and Jones add the con-
structs, which are necessary to build a consistent and shared terminology backing the design
theory. The entity-relationship (ER) model [Ch76], which is brought forward by Gregor and
Jones in [GJ07, page 315] as example of a design theory, is used to further illustrate the impor-
tance of constructs. Secondly, Gregor and Jones further an argument of Hevner et al. [He04,
page 12] that reads as “design-science research must produce a viable artifact in the form of
a construct, model, method, or instantiation”. Therefore, Gregor and Jones add an exposi-
tory instantiation that should be supplied with a design theory. For an overview about the
components see Figure 2.4, where the above color-coding and symbols are applied again. In
addition, we use another color and symbol (green ~) to indicate that components are related
to the instantiation and application of the design theory.
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Figure 2.4: Components of a design theory according to Gregor and Jones [GJ07]

2.2.2 Patterns and design theories

In the recent discussion initiated by Winter in [Wi09] different authors reflect on the role of
patterns in IS development. Some of the authors highlight that patterns have a long history as
documentations of practice-proven design prescriptions in IS and computer science. Gamma
introduced the concept of patterns to the latter field in his PhD thesis [Ga92]. Nevertheless,
the idea of the pattern is significantly older dating back to Alexander, who introduced in [Al72]
patterns as means to document proven solutions to recurring problems in building architec-
ture. As of today, a strong community hosting several regular conferences such as “Pattern
Languages of Programs (PLoP)” advances the field of pattern description, thereby staying to
the initial definition of the term given by Alexander et al. in [Al77, page x] as follows:

Definition: Pattern

A pattern describes a problem which occurs over and over again in our environment,
and then describes the core of the solution to the problem, in such a way that you
can use this solution a million times over without ever doing it in the same way twice.

Patterns are used to capture and to document proven practices that have been observed as
solutions to recurring problems in the real world. The observational nature is highlighted
by different authors, foremost Alexander et al. in [Al77], to distinguish patterns from solu-
tions that are invented. Coplien [Co96] puts this particular nature in a pragmatic notion,
the so-called rule of three. According to this rule, any practical solution can become a pat-
tern, if it has been observed at least three times independently. A solution that has yet not
been observed frequently enough is consequently alluded to as pattern candidate. Several au-
thors discuss different forms for describing patterns, leading to the distinction between the
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Alexandrian form, which is mainly narrative and comes without additional structuring, and
the canonical form of Buschmann et al. [Bu96]. This form introduces six components of a
pattern description:

∙ A pattern name which identifies the pattern and makes it memorable,

∙ an example illustrating the problem addressed by the pattern,

∙ a context description delineating the environmental conditions in which the pattern can
be applied,

∙ a problem description outlining which problem is addressed by the pattern,

∙ a solution description for the solution to the described problem, and

∙ links to other patterns, i.e., references to other patterns (see also) solving similar problems
potentially in different contexts, or to patterns which help to refine this pattern.

Meszaros and Doble further detail above list of components with a set of meta-patterns for pat-
tern writing [MD97]. They introduce two additional concepts for describing patterns the forces
as well as an explicit reference to the intended pattern users. While latter is self-explanatory,
the concept of the forces is defined in [MD97, page 535] as “contradictory considerations that
must be taken into account when choosing a solution to a problem”. The pattern’s solution de-
lineates how these forces can be resolved. Further, the authors list several optional elements
of a pattern description: possible indications for the existence of the problem, a rationale
explaining the appropriateness of the pattern’s solution, aliases, i.e., alternative names, ac-
knowledgments, and the resulting context. A concept similar to the resulting context is found
in other pattern forms, e.g. used by Gamma et al. [Ga94] or by Ernst [Er08]. These contexts
describe the situation “that we find ourselves in after the pattern has been applied” [MD97,
pages 536–537] and could include one or more new problems.

Above characteristics of patterns indicate a conceptual relationship between design theories
and patterns. In [SBK07b] Schermann et al. establish a conceptual structure of pattern-based
design theories amalgamating the pattern structure of Buschmann et al. [Bu96] with the struc-
ture of a design theory according to Walls et al. [WWES92]. In [BMS10k] we discuss another
perspective on the relationship between patterns and design theories. This perspective builds
on the principle of abstraction discussed by Vaishnavi and Kuchler in [VK04]. Abstraction is
applied in different ways to get from situated implementations (solutions) to design theories.
The two step abstraction via the intermediary concept of knowledge as operational principles
is to be distinguished from the one step abstraction, see Figure 2.5.

The knowledge as operational principles provides an intermediary level of abstraction that is
of high relevance for design theorizing in practice-driven and practice-based research. It is not
sensible to expect practitioners to abstract their implementations towards ‘full-blown’ design
theories. Nevertheless, knowledge sharing between different practitioners almost inevitably
leads to abstracted representations of implementations. These abstractions are identified with
the abstraction level of operational principles. Abstraction to operational principles can also
be applied on case-based research. Eisenhardt and Graebner describe in [EG07] the role of
cases in theory building, especially for phenomenon-driven research. A relevant factor thereof
is to renounce from a focus on representative cases and to embrace ‘disruptive’ cases that
can provide revelations of an unusual phenomenon. Singular cases or infrequent observations
contribute to the knowledge base and can be documented as patterns or pattern candidates.
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Figure 2.5: Levels of abstraction in theorizing according to Vaishnavi and Kuchler [VK04]

In [BMS10k] we discuss how to use patterns to represent and describe knowledge as operational
principles. Thereto, we make use of two characteristics of patterns. Firstly, patterns provide
practice-proven design prescriptions in both IS and computer science (cf. Winter [Wi09]), be-
ing especially of interest for practitioners. Secondly, the canonic pattern structure according
to Buschmann et al. [Bu96] as well as to Meszaros and Doble [MD97] contains the relevant
key constituents of a design theory. Our conceptual framework for pattern-based design theo-
ries [BMS10k] builds on the anatomy of design theories outlined by Gregor and Jones [GJ07].
Figure 2.6 depicts the framework thereby adopting the color-coding introduced above to dis-
tinguish between process-related (red �) and artifact-related (blue #) constituents of the
design theory. Green symbols (~) are further used to represent elements resulting from the
instantiation of the design theory.

In our considerations on the relationship between patterns and design theories [BMS10k], we
emphasize role of the constructs. As Carlson describes in [Ca07], design knowledge must be
made explicit using a terminology accessible to the intended audience. For patterns, especially
ones documenting operational principles, such terminology is the one of the using practitioners
in the organization. A design theory must be more general, such that the terminologies of
different theories must be aligned. The terminology used therein forms a conceptualization
of the context, problem, and solution domain interrelated by the design principle. Seeking
to avoid confusion with concepts and constructs in the sense of March and Smith [MS95,
page 253] that would in turn be part of the actual design artifact, we rename the elements of
the theory’s terminological basis to meta-concept.

In Table 2.2.2 we provide a comparison of the terms used to designate the components of
design theories. The comparison follows the one provided by Gehlert et al. in [Ge09] and
includes the pattern-structured design theories of Schermann et al. [SBK07b]. In the table we
further highlight the terms that we adopted in [BMS10k].
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Figure 2.6: Components of a design theory according to Buckl et al. [BMS10k]

Walls et al. Gregor and Jones Schermann et al.
[WWES92] [GJ07] [SBK07b]

Meta-requirements Purpose and scope Context and problem
Meta-design Principles of form and function Solution model
Kernel theories Justificatory knowledge Theory references
Design process Principles of implementation Design method

-1 Artifact mutability2 Pattern references
Testable hypotheses Testable propositions Consequences

-3 Expository instantiation (Instantiation)4
1 Walls et al. do not account for the concept of artifact mutability in [WWES92].
2 We use the term principles of adaptation in [BMS10k].
3 Walls et al. do not demand an expository instantiation in [WWES92].
4 Schermann et al. do not provide an explicit name for this concept in [SBK07b].

Table 2.1: Comparison of terms used by the different approaches to design theorizing

2.2.3 Design theory nexus and pattern languages

Pries-Heje and Baskerville discuss in [PHB08] the difficulties of design activities solving prob-
lems in environments that are subject to various contingency factors. These factors contextu-
alize potential solutions, i.e., determine, if a particular design solution or theory is applicable.
Addressing such design problems, Pries-Heje and Baskerville propose the construct of the
design theory nexus [PHB08, page 731] defined as follows:
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Definition: Design theory nexus

A design theory nexus is a set of constructs and methods [for constructing models]
that connect numerous design theories with alternative solutions.

They apply the idea of the nexus to a specific design problem and derive a design theory nexus
instantiation. Any instantiation employs five types of constructs, see also Figure 2.7: goals,
environment, competing design theories, theory nexus, and design solution.
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Figure 2.7: Constituents of a design theory nexus

A nexus-based approach targets “ill-structured” design problems [PHB08, page 732]. Ill-
structured thereby refers to the criteria that are used to decide about the applicability of
a design theory, namely the design goals and the design environment. Thereby, we can in
line with Pries-Heje and Baskerville distinguish two different characteristics of a criterion. A
criterion can be

∙ symmetric, i.e., can apply to all alternative design theories with different characteristics
of that criterion linking to different theories, and

∙ asymmetric, i.e., can apply to only a subset2 of the design theories with one or only a
small number of admissible characteristics linking to the design theories.

For a set of alternative design theories linked only via symmetric criteria different ‘clas-
sic’ multi-criteria decision making approaches apply. Pries-Heje and Baskerville delineate
in [PHB08, page 732] how different approaches to support users in determining the optimal
solution are bound to fail, when asymmetric criteria are prevalent in the specific design space.
The nexus-based approach remedies a key issue of contingency theory [Ba90]. A nexus instan-
tiation does not preclude a static relationship from the structure of the problem and context
domain to the solution techniques. This means that approaches based on contingency “pre-
program” the solutions [PHB08, page 735] by the criteria shaping the structure of the problem
and context domain, and henceforth apply only to symmetric criteria. Structuring principles

2In extreme cases an asymmetric criterion applies to only one design theory.
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used in a design theory nexus instantiation can provide a basis for combining the different
design theories. They do not need to embracingly cover all linked theories with the same basic
integration mechanisms.

We distinguish two categories of relationships between the design theories linked to the theory
nexus instantiation: terminological relationships and prescription-dependent relationships. The
terminological relationships further the discussions of Carlson [Ca07]. The different design
theories interlinked in a nexus instantiation can originate from different backgrounds and
do not necessarily build on a common terminology. Therefore, it is relevant to establish
terminological relationships interlinking synonymous meta-concepts of the different theories.
Prescription-oriented relationships target the context, problem, and solution domains of design
theories. With respect to context and problem, two design theories can denote characteristics
that are conflicting, independent, or subsuming. Subsuming describes that whenever one
characteristic is fulfilled also the other characteristic hold. Further, different theories can
relate via their resulting context and a context designating a situation,. Thereby, one theory
can be considered a potential prerequisite to another one.

In [Al77] Alexander et al. introduce the concept of the pattern language, which represents a
system of interrelated patterns. Schermann et al. discuss in [SBK07b] how these relationships
can be translated to relationships between design theories, as represented by the patterns.
Their discussions nevertheless remain confined to untyped relationships in the sense of see
also (Alexander et al. [Al77]) or related patterns (Coplien [Co96]). In [No98] Noble analyzes
the existing pattern relationships in a pattern language and derives a set of semantically richer
relationship types. In [BMS10k] we describe how these relationship types provide a contri-
bution in design theory nexus instantiation, i.e., a design theory nexus can be instantiated
from a pattern language in a similar way as a particular design theory can be developed in a
pattern-based manner.

Walls et al. describe in [WWES92, page 46] the information system generator, i.e., of a tool
having “the capabilities [...] to construct information systems”. An IS generator implements
the prescriptions of a single design theory, in particular the conceptualizations of problem,
context, and solution domain. The generator can be configured by selecting a specific problem
and context from the admissible domains and creates an IS implementing the corresponding
solution. A nexus-based IS generator furthers the basic principles of the IS generator in two
ways:

∙ decision support for selecting the appropriate design theories from the admissible ones.

∙ integration support for combining the solution prescriptions from the selected design
theories.

Therefore, the nexus-based IS generator supplies the user with capabilities to specify the rele-
vant characteristics of both problem and context domain. Based thereon, the generator filters
the set of applicable design theories, from which the user selects one or more. The user then
configures the selected theories, whereby the nexus-based IS generator ensures consistency
between the theories with respect to both terminological and prescription-dependent relation-
ships. In addition, the generator automatically integrates the configured theories as far as
possible.
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2.3 Research method

Multiple research methods for design science research have been proposed in recent years,
see e.g. [MS95, He04, SBK07a, Of09]. In the light of the controversial discussions on the
role of theorizing it is not surprising that only a few of these methods explicitly target the
development of design theories. A relevant method is the one of Venable [Ve06, pages 16–17],
which accounts for the iterative character of theory building. Theory building is accordingly
understood as linking point between the design activities, problem diagnosis, artifact design,
and evaluation, see Figure 2.8.

Theory 
building

Problem 
diagnosis

Evaluation
Artifact
design

Figure 2.8: Research activity framework of Venable (cf. [Ve06, pages 16–17])

We have proposed in [BMS10k] a research method for pattern-based design theorizing con-
sisting of the steps: observe and document design patterns, elicit pattern terminology, devise
pattern-relationships, and derive terminological compatibility relationships. This method on
the one hand relates to Venable’s research method, but also establishes a link to the method
for instantiating a design theory nexus [PHB08, pages 737–738] with the following steps:

1. identify alternative approaches,

2. analyze alternative approaches,

3. formulate assertions for the approaches’ criteria,

4. develop a decision making process, and

5. integrate approaches, assertions, and process into a tool.

In the following, we synthesize a research method from the three methods outlined above.
Thereto, we identify the steps of nexus instantiation [PHB08] with the activities of Ven-
able [Ve06]. Step 1 and 2 perform the problem diagnosis, steps 3 and 4 form the activity
of theory building, and step 5 describes a part of artifact design. The application of the
nexus instantiation further contributes to the evaluation, such that for our method the ac-
tivities artifact design and evaluation are not considered strictly disjoint. This leads to an
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overall research method as shown in Figure 2.9, in which also the relationships to this thesis’
chapters are outlined. The color-coding and symbols from Section 2.2 are used to distinguish
between chapters that are concerned with method-related (red �) or nexus-related (blue #)
contributions, or the application thereof (green ~).

Problem diagnosis Chapter 3

Nexus instantiation Chapter 4

Chapter 5

Chapter 6

Application & evaluation
Chapter 7

Chapter 8

Figure 2.9: Overview on the thesis’ research method

It is also the scope and the complexity of the research topic EA modeling that make an iterative
approach (analyze, design, evaluate) nearly infeasible to pursue, at least as long as a single
doctoral thesis is concerned. This can be explained with the strategic and long-term nature
of EA management. While one can analyze the immediate outcomes of an EA-related project
after execution, a continuous EA management function does not provide immediate effects.
The resulting changes, e.g. in the interaction between different enterprise-level management
functions have late effects. In line with Ross and Beath [RB06], we can expect the benefits
to manifest after about five years. Our research building on existing design theories and
application cases from the knowledge base in the field can deliver results in a shorter frame,
making prescriptions for organization-specific EA modeling languages both better accessible
and usable.

2.3.1 Problem diagnosis

During the problem diagnosis, we elicit a comprehensive understanding of the class of prob-
lems, onto which the development method applies. We further characterize the context domain
that constrains the possible application fields. Therefore, we carry out the following three ac-
tivities:

∙ In the activity exploring the problem and context domain we collect the prob-
lems that should be addressed by the development method and analyze existing design
theories as well as existing cases in the field. Understanding the cases as extracting case
studies in terms of van Aken [Ak04, page 232], we rewrite the case descriptions as docu-
mentations of pattern candidates. Based thereon, we apply the technique enumeration
of problems as discussed by Takeda et al. in [Ta90].
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∙ The activity structuring the domains establishes conceptual frameworks that help to
categorize the concepts from the corresponding domains. These frameworks also provide
a high level structure for the domains. According to Nunamaker et al. [NCP91, page 635]
structuring principles support problem understanding. During the establishment of the
conceptual framework, we apply relevant analytical or explanatory theories in the sense
of Gregor [Gr06]. A key contribution to the structuring framework are the relationships
between different contexts or different problems. We establish these based on unifying
meta-conceptualization of the domains, i.e., in a set of unifying terms.

∙ In the activity meta-conceptualizing the domains we detail the structuring frame-
work with meta-concepts that classify relevant objects from both problem and context
domain. The meta-conceptualization provides a clear and consistent terminological ba-
sis to express problems as well as contexts and to communicate relevant statements.
Thereto, we use a conceptual modeling language for describing the meta-concepts as
well as a textual description, in order to homogenize the underlying, potentially con-
flicting terminologies.

The activities constituting the phase of problem diagnosis have no strict ordering, but are
executed in a hermeneutic cycle. We read and interpret the literature prescriptions and
cases against the background of our initial knowledge. In doing so, we formulate pattern
candidates, where necessary, and extract relevant information to shape both problem and
context domain. Therein, we apply inductive techniques to generalize the findings and get
to an initial description of the corresponding domains. The intended outcome of problem
diagnosis are a set of problem statements as well as a set of context statements structured
in one or more conceptual frameworks. All statements are further grounded in a well-defined
terminology and a conceptual modeling language.

2.3.2 Nexus instantiation

In the phase nexus instantiation, we execute four distinct activities, which derive from the
sub-activities of theory building outline by Venable in [Ve06]:

∙ During the activity eliciting method requirements we take a users perspective on
the development method and its underlying nexus instantiation. We analyzed the user’s
expectations with respect to the application against the background of ad-hoc methods
in this field. Further, relevant theories and general requirements on methods as well as
their underlying knowledge base are revisited to elicit requirements.

∙ In the activity exploring solution models we gather existing solutions described in the
design theories as well as in the patterns and pattern candidates. These solution models
populate the solution domain, which is further shaped by taking into account relevant
kernel theories. Again, we apply the technique of the extracting case study [Ak04,
page 232] to evolve the solution domain.

∙ In the activity meta-conceptualizing the solution domain we establish the basis
for understanding the solution models and their corresponding assertions with respect to
context and problem. The meta-conceptualization provides a unifying basis for all the
different models, methods, and guidelines. Key elements in the meta-conceptualization
are meta-languages that can be used to unify the different EA modeling languages with-
out causing redundancies.
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∙ During the activity defining solution assertions the solutions are embedded in the
context of the nexus instantiation. We establish three distinct types of assertions: the
context and goal assertions that link the solutions to the problems and contexts, the
solution assertions making explicit relationships between solutions based on the meta-
concepts, and the general assertions that reflect beneficial and intended characteristics
of a general solution, e.g. requirements that any particular solution must fulfill.

The activities constituting this phase have no strict ordering. Again, we apply a hermeneutic
cycle to foster the alignment between the exploration and meta-conceptualization. Further,
external kernel theories are facilitated by a hermeneutic method that allows to re-read and
revise already devised meta-concepts and assertions against the background of additional
grounding theories.

2.3.3 Application and evaluation

During the final phase we apply and evaluate the development method. The application builds
an expository instantiation of the method, whereas the evaluation targets the method from
a more theoretic perspective. The nature of the research outcome, i.e., the building block-
based development method, makes a theoretic evaluation necessary. We build our method
on the prescriptions from other approaches whose validity cannot be assessed as part of our
evaluation process. In addition, we cannot evaluate any of the diverse combinations of design
theories that can be selected from the design theory nexus instantiation in practice. Therefore,
we assume that the prescriptions from the state-of-the-art literature are correct and confine
our evaluation to the development method and its employed techniques. This evaluation is
approached from a twofold perspective. Firstly, we implement the development method and
its underlying theory nexus instantiation into a toolset. Thereby, we evaluate the technical
feasibility of the method. Secondly, we perform an argumentative evaluation, showing that
the development method creates EA modeling languages that per design fulfill all general
assertions and requirements. In the final step of this phase, we apply the development method
in a practice case and document the steps taken as well as the created results. Along this
case, we further show the innovative qualities of our development method and delineate which
novel insights could be gained.

Developing a nexus-based information system generator

In this activity we develop a tool-set incorporating the development method, its underlying
techniques, and the design theory nexus instantiation. Basic constituents of the tool are mech-
anisms for storing, searching, and accessing the different design theories that are interlinked in
the nexus instantiation. The search mechanisms are of particular interest enabling the users of
the tool to determine which design theories are applicable to their selected problems in their
given contexts. The tool further supports the consistent integration of different design theories
in order to develop a comprehensive solution. In the development of the tool we can adopt the
system development method outlined by Nunamaker in [NCP91, pages 635–637]. The first
step of this method is already fulfilled as we have developed a meta-conceptualization for the
method and its corresponding design theory nexus instantiation. Therefore, the design activity
can start with the development of a system architecture incorporating components for each of
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the above functions. Subsequently, the requirements that the tool should fulfill can be derived
from the users’ expectations with respect to the development method itself. Afterwards, we
derive a feasible system design and discuss critical aspects of its implementation.

Theoretic evaluation of assertions

In this activity we subject the development method and the design theory nexus instantiation
to theoretic evaluation. For this evaluation on the one hand general research principles [He04,
page 17] are of interest. On the other hand, this type of evaluation has to show that the
assertions about the solution models as well as their interplay with the problems and contexts
hold. The second type of evaluation is called according to Verschuren and Hartog [VH05,
pages 739–751] a backtracking evaluation consisting of “plan”, “process”, and “product evalu-
ation”. We subject every assertion on the solution models and their interplay with contexts
and problems to an argumentative evaluation process. Thereto the assertions are formalized
taking the design theories and patterns used for their compilation as granted. Tracking back
from a hypothetical design artifact through the steps of the development method, we consider
the different techniques from both a pre-condition and post-condition perspective. We analyze
which post-condition is expected to hold for any of the intermediary design artifacts in the
development method and reflect on the necessary pre-conditions for the technique applied in
the step. Depending on the level of formalization with respect to the technique, the condi-
tions can be described textually or in mathematical and logical invariants. The trace back
through the conditions forks in different places, creating a tree-like structure which roots in
the assertion to be analyzed. Having explored all leaves of all such trees, it remains to be
evaluated, whether the pre-conditions expected from the leaves hold. Thereto, we distinguish
two different cases:

∙ The leaf is to be filled with a particular design theory depending on the selection of
problems and contexts. In this case, we can reformulate the condition in terms of the
design theory nexus instantiation’s underlying consistent meta-conceptualization.

∙ The leaf represents a particular quality of the nexus instantiation itself. In turn, this
quality is rewritten based on the meta-conceptualization as incorporated in the meta-
languages complementing the nexus.

Having formulated the fundamental pre-conditions as invariants over the meta-
conceptualization and its complementing meta-languages an inductive evaluation approach
over the techniques of the methods used for compiling and administering the design theory
nexus instantiation is taken. In particular, the analysis targets to show that given a nexus
instantiation for which the invariants hold as well as a correct design theory, the combined
nexus instantiation remains valid with respect to the invariants.

Supplied with information about possible deviations from the expected output gathered during
the theory-driven artifact evaluation, the trace back can find the causes for design anomalies
in inappropriate or incorrect steps during the development method or in its underlying de-
sign theory nexus instantiation. To do so, unwanted or unexpected properties of the design
artifact are described using the meta-concepts. From this point, techniques and principles of
implementation targeting the ‘suspicious’ meta-concepts are derived and their appropriate as
well as correct application during the expository instantiation is analyzed along the testable
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implementation hypotheses, retrospectively. If the deviations cannot be explained that way,
the trace back continues to the solution model as well as the context and problem descriptions
targeting the corresponding meta-concepts. These are analyzed along the complementing so-
lution model hypotheses. This can lead to a situation where a single design theory bound to
the nexus has to be put into the center of attention. At this point the necessary translation
of terms from the original design theory to its representation in the nexus instantiation must
be analyzed in detail, seeking for possible translation errors causing the deviation. If none
such linguistic issues are discovered, the design theory itself has to be subjected to refuta-
tion. In particular, the contexts of the theory can thereby deserve additional investigation,
especially, when the theory itself was extracted as a pattern or pattern candidate from an
underlying case. As we cannot assume that the developer of the nexus instantiation is able
to reproduce and revisit any particular context, the trace back is expected to yield at least
one additional assertion, describing that the theory under consideration is not applicable in a
particular context—the one, in which the anomaly has been detected.

Practical application

During this phase the development method and the underlying design theory nexus instantia-
tion are applied in a practical setting to guide development processes for organization-specific
and problem-specific EA modeling languages in the three activities nexus-driven problem

elicitation, nexus-driven artifact design, and nexus-driven evaluation:

∙ During the activity nexus-driven problem elicitation we use the meta-
conceptualization of the nexus instantiation’s problem domain to elicit requirements
for EA modeling languages. This elicitation can take place as a developing case-study
in terms of van Aken (cf. [Ak04, page 232]) in an enterprise willing to establish an EA
management. If this was not possible, one or more EA modeling languages of an enter-
prise can be analyzed ex-post, i.e., after the fact. Nevertheless, this ‘reverse-engineering’
is often aggravated by the fact that the EA modeling languages are, as we discuss
in [Bu09a], created in an ad-hoc manner without preceding problem elicitation.

∙ In the activity nexus-driven artifact design we select the relevant design theories
and enact the principles of implementation as provided by the design theories. At first
a conceptual model for the organization-specific and problem-specific solution is created
based on the meta-conceptualizations underlying the solution domain. This model is
subsequently refined and adapted to the specific environment of the target enterprise.
In case that a developing case study in terms of van Aken (cf. [Ak04, page 232]) can be
executed, interactive elements in the principles of implementation should be executed in
cooperation with stakeholders from the enterprise. If no enterprise willing to implement
an EA management function is at hand, the necessary input for the method should as far
as possible be reverse-engineered from design documents and the existing EA manage-
ment function, respectively. Beside the implemented solution, this activity produces an
additional outcome, namely a design rationale detailing the decisions and assumptions
that led to the final design. This rationale may be of interest for the using company
in a developing case-study, but is also helpful for evaluating the design process and its
results.
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∙ During the activity nexus-driven artifact evaluation, we evaluate the designed EA
modeling languages in respect to their design artifact qualities. If no developing case-
study (cf. van Aken [Ak04, page 232]) could be conducted, the design rationale becomes
highly relevant for evaluation, as along this rationale stakeholders of the EA manage-
ment function can revisit the design decisions and provide subjective statements on the
fulfillment of the requirements. In line with the argumentation of Gehlert et al. [Ge09,
page 449] the aforementioned qualities can be regarded as outcome-oriented evaluation
targeting the utility of the design artifact.

Outcome-oriented evaluation in the sense of Gehlert et al. [Ge09, page 449] directly targets
qualities of the actual design artifact, i.e., the result of applying the design theory. Gehlert
et al. further argue for a theory-oriented evaluation of the design artifact in respect to its
underlying design theory. During this evaluation it is analyzed whether an anomaly has
arisen and the theory is ‘suspect’. An anomaly in the aforementioned sense might be any
kind of inconsistency occurring during the application of the theory’s prescriptions, e.g. a
modeling anomaly in the creation of a situated problem description based on the theory’s
meta-conceptualizations. An anomaly can also be an ambiguous or infeasible design step
described in the principles of implementation.

2.4 Summary

In this chapter, we explored the research design underlying the thesis. In line with Becker
et al. [Be03, page 5] we discussed the ontological, epistemological, and linguistic assumptions
underlying our research, delineated the intended research outcomes, and outlined the research
method taken. Table 2.2 summarizes the ontological and epistemological assumptions under-
lying this thesis and presents them along the framework that Becker and Niehaves outline
in [BN07, page 202]. The set of adopted assumptions matches in large parts the consensus-
oriented interpretivist approach exemplified by Becker and Niehaves. Two minor differences
in respect to the ontological position and the methodology exist. The ontological position
of this thesis is thereby ‘less realist’, i.e., accounts for the intellectual nature of many EA-
relevant concepts. The methodological position of the thesis extends the basic methodology
of the consensus-oriented interpretivist approach with the methodological ‘superstructure’ of
a hermeneutic cycle. This is needed in the light of the literature-based research regarding the
induction of design theories.

Epistemological ques-
tion

Epistemological assumption

Ontological aspect Ontological
realism

Ontological
idealism

Kantianism

Epistemological aspect Empistemological realism Constructivism
Concept of truth Correspondence

theory
Consensus theory Semantic theory

Origin of cognition Empiricism Rationalism Kantianism
Methodological aspect Inductivism Deductivism Hermeneutic

Table 2.2: Epistemological and ontological assumptions of this thesis presented along the
framework of Becker and Niehaves [BN07, page 202]
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In the thesis we contribute to the field of developing organization-specific EA modeling lan-
guages and establish a development method based on proven practice solutions for developing
EA modeling languages. Further, we implement the method in a corresponding tool-set that
helps its users to develop their specific EA modeling languages supporting multi-viewpoint
EA management. The practice-proven prescriptions are formulated as design theories and
integrated in a corresponding design theory nexus instantiation in the sense of Pries-
Heje and Baskerville [PHB08]. The nexus instantiation is one of the five research outcomes
constituting and complementing the development method:

O1 Meta-concepts establish the basis for describing context, problem, and solution do-
mains. In the problem and context domains, the meta-conceptualizations present them-
selves as defined terminologies and frameworks for unambiguously describing the situ-
ated EA problem. The meta-conceptualization for the solution domain goes beyond a
terminology and a framework. On the one hand, the framework and its constituting con-
cepts are complemented with more formal definitions that e.g. allow to operationalize
relationships between solution models towards mathematical expressions. The meta-
conceptualization for the solution domain on the other hand presents techniques and
meta-languages for specifying an EA modeling language.

O2 Design theory nexus instantiation describes the design theories for constructing an
organization-specific EA modeling language. Each design theory is presented as so-
lution responding to a distinct EA modeling problem in a specific context. In this
presentation the terminology established by the meta-concepts is used as a unified basis,
while the meta-conceptualizations’ framework is used to achieve a concise and consis-
tent description. When it comes to the solutions presented in the design theories as
conceptualization3 of an EA-related concern, the techniques provided by the solution
domain’s meta-conceptualization are employed. Further, different solution models are
related based on the corresponding meta-concepts.

O3 Method for administering the nexus instantiation is constituted of the five steps
to instantiate a design theory nexus that Pries-Heje and Baskerville [PHB08, pages 737–
738] describe. The method for developing delineates how design theories drawn from
various sources are refined and linked in the nexus instantiation. Grounded in the meta-
conceptualizations for the three domains, we describe how specific theories’ prescriptions
are turned into guidelines using the common terminology established in the conceptual
basis. These descriptions entail specific indicators that can be used to identify incom-
pletenesses in the conceptual basis that are processed by the maintenance method to
evolve the meta-concepts.

O4 Nexus-based development method provides guidelines on how an EA modeling lan-
guage for a situated EA problem can be constructed, or how an existing EA modeling
language can be evolved and adapted. Grounding in the terminological basis established
by the meta-concepts, the methods can be used for adapting the ‘raw’ solution models
to the specific context. We further describe techniques that can be applied to integrate
the design theories into a comprehensive and consistent modeling language. Further the

3The term conceptualization here actually refers to the conceptualization of an EA and not to a meta-
conceptualization for EA modeling.
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method describes guidelines on how conceptual relationships between the theories can be
utilized to derive possible adaptation and evolution scenarios. Additional techniques are
detailed that support the transformation from an old to a new EA modeling language.

O5 Nexus-based information system generator presents itself as a configurator for an
EA modeling tool. This tool implements the techniques and meta-languages from the
meta-conceptualization of the solution domain. EA modeling concerns from the problem
domain are used in the tool to identify solution models during the application of the
nexus instantiation, as mechanisms for developing organization-specific EA modeling
languages.

O1 O2 O3 O4 O5
Meta-languages   
Organized library of language building blocks  
Administration method  
Development method  
Technical tool-set # # # #  

Table 2.3: Relationships between research outcomes and contribution of the thesis

These general outcomes relate to the main contributions of the thesis as described in Sec-
tion 1.2. Table 2.4 gives some indications on the nature of the relationships: the symbol  
denotes a direct relationship between the research outcome and the corresponding contribu-
tion of the thesis. In contrast, the symbol # is used to indicate that the research outcome is
beneficial for the according contribution.

In Section 2.3 we presented the research method that is applied to achieve aforementioned
outcomes. For the particular purpose, we synthesized a specific research method from the
general method of Pries-Heje and Baskerville [PHB08], Venable’s method for theorizing in IS
research [Ve06], and a method for pattern-based design theorizing presented by us in [BMS10k].
The synthesis results in a three step method that instantiates the design theory nexus for EA
modeling languages based on case studies from literature, observed patterns for EA manage-
ment, and existing design theories in the field.
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But I’ve come today not to ask, but to
offer. To offer you the truths that you so
desperately sought...

Cigaratte smoking man, Redux II—X-files

CHAPTER 3

Analyzing the State-of-the-Art in EA Modeling

The first research question is of central importance for this thesis. Therein, we ask, whether it
is beneficial or necessary to combine different EA approaches and integrate their EA modeling
languages during the development of an organization-specific EA management function. This
would not be the case, if a single language addressed all relevant aspects of EA management.
Rephrasing the question in colloquial terms, we have to ask:

Are there typical EA management tasks that can only be supported by one EA
management approach, but not by another?

Above question has a comparative nature and in detail refers to two distinct types of compar-
isons, namely:

∙ comparisons between modeling languages from literature and modeling requirements as
well as

∙ comparisons between different modeling languages from literature.

The second comparison is especially necessary for the practical EA management approaches.
They do not present outputs of rigorously conducted design research, also alluding to the
requirements and problems. As stated in Section 2.3, the state-of-the-art in EA modeling
languages is analyzed with the method of hermeneutic text comprehension [Ga75]. While
such a research method as discussed in Section 2.3 well suits the subject of research, it is very
inconvenient to report the research outputs in a similar fashion. Therefore, this chapter is
organized in a linear way, firstly introducing the relevant fundamental concepts of modeling
in Section 3.1. Subsequently, we perform a literature review building on these fundamentals.
Following the guidelines for reviews promoted by Webster and Watson [WW02], we

∙ make the review objectives explicit,

∙ discuss the scope and limits of the literature included in the review, and

∙ provide a clear structure for the review.
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Research question 2 provides the objective of the review. The scope and limits of the review
are discussed in the light of the ongoing and increasing interest in the topic of EA management
(see also Chapter 1). The amount of literature in this area proliferates (cf. survey of Langen-
berg and Wegmann in [LW05] or Mykhshchuk et al. in [My11]). An accompanying change
in the used terminology from “information systems architecture” (cf. Zachman in [Za87]) via
“business IT alignment” (cf. Luftman in [Lu03]) to “EA management” aggravates the identifi-
cation of relevant publications. In addition, literature databases, e.g. the web of science1, the
ACM digital library2, or IEEE Explore3, provide only minor help, as EA management-related
research results are often published as practitioners’ books or presented on workshops (cf.
Trends in Enterprise Architecture Management Research—TEAR [EDO06]). Therefore, the
results are not included in these databases, which typically focus on journal publications. We
identified literature relevant for the subsequent review

∙ based on a selection of important research groups in the state-of-the-art analyses of Aier
et al. in [ARW08b] as well as Schelp and Winter in [SW09],

∙ by searching the DBLP4 and the websites of the authors for further publications,

∙ by backtracking the citations of the publications identified in the first two steps, and

∙ by removing research groups, whose contributions are not available in English.

In [BS11] we identified 22 research groups and individual authors using above approach. For
this thesis, we further analyzed these approaches with respect to the focus (method or lan-
guage) as well as with respect to their proliferation, reducing the number of relevant approaches
to 14. These approaches cover a broad range of possible sources, ranging from academic lit-
erature over practitioners’ works originating in consultancies to the de-facto standard of TO-
GAF [Th09a]. In the following a framework presented by Fettke [Fe06, page 259] is used to
characterize the subsequent review as shown in Table 3.1. We take a practitioner’s perspec-
tive committing to the intended audience of this thesis’ overall research result. The review in
general is structured historically, giving an overview on existing development paths.

Type natural language mathematic-statistical

Focus research results research method theory experience

Formulation not explicit explicit
Target

Content integration criticism central topics

Perspective neutral position

Selection not explicit explicit
Literature

Extensiveness foundations representative selective complete

Structure historical thematically methodical

Target group common public practitioners common specialized
researcher researcher

Future research not explicit explicit

Table 3.1: Characterization of our literature review according to Fettke in [Fe06, page 259]

Webster and Watson [WW02, page xiv] as well as Bem [Be95, page 174] highlight the impor-
tance of a “clear structure for the review”. We establish a “coherent conceptual structuring
of the topic” according to Bem in Section 3.2 in terms of an analysis framework for the do-

1See http://www.webofscience.com, last accessed 04-05-2011.
2See http://portal.acm.org, last accessed 04-05-2011.
3See http://ieeexplore.ieee.org, last accessed 04-05-2011.
4See http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/~ley/db/, last accessed 04-05-2011.
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main of EA modeling languages. In Section 3.3 the EA management approaches are revisited
and characterized in the dimensions of the analysis framework. In Section 3.4 we summarize
the findings and answer research question 1, but also highlight specific characteristics and
recurring challenges in the different EA modeling languages.

3.1 Fundamental concepts of modeling and languages

In the analysis of the state-of-the-art, we take different perspectives on the EA modeling lan-
guages to get a comprehensive image of the corresponding contributions. These perspectives
are motivated by the nature of EA descriptions as artifacts taking different roles simultane-
ously. Firstly, EA descriptions are models of current or planned architectures, such that the
understanding of general model theory in line with Stachowiak [St73] applies, see Section 3.1.1.
Secondly, EA descriptions are means of communication. They lift subject-dependent concep-
tion to an inter-subjectively communicable level for a backing linguistic community in terms
of Kamlah and Lorenzen [KL67], see Section 3.1.2. Thirdly, an EA description itself can take
different perspectives on the subject EA. Different users of the description have different areas-
of-interest in the overall architecture. The IEEE Standard 1471-2000 provides a meta-model
to discuss on the relationships between the different perspectives in a description as well as
their corresponding users, see Section 3.1.3. Finally, EA descriptions are vehicles to facilitate
EA management, i.e., to the design of the EA. According to this perspective, we discuss how
typical constituents shaping a design space in terms of Simon [Si96], are present in the EA
description and its underlying language, see Section 3.1.4.

3.1.1 General model theory of Stachowiak

Central to the subsequent considerations is the notion of the (architectural) model. This term
is widely used in many disciplines as well as in various EA management approaches in liter-
ature, most notably without being complemented with a definition. To avoid terminological
confusion, we define the term in line with Stachowiak [St73] as follows.

Definition: Model

A model is a purposeful abstraction of a defined part of reality at a certain point in
time for distinct users.

According to Stachowiak, the following three characteristics are essential, whenever model
creation and utilization are discussed:

∙ representation: A model is always a model of something, i.e., represents certain natural
objects or models (universe).

∙ simplification: A model is always restricted to certain parts of the reality, i.e., simplifies
the represented object in respect to certain qualities.

∙ pragmatics: A model is always developed for a certain use, i.e., for a dedicated utiliza-
tion context and using party.

Under the premise of these characteristics, two architectural models in one enterprise can
differ in three distinct ways. Firstly, their underlying universes of discourse can be different
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parts of the architecture. Secondly, the models’ simplifications can be different, i.e., they can
contain representations of the same parts of the architecture, but emphasize different aspects
thereof. Finally, the architectural models can target different audiences of model users, while
representing similar elements from the universe of discourse (pragmatics). Along an example
from conventional architecture, the three ways of distinction read as follows.

Example 3.1: Representationally different viewpoints. Two floor-
plans of a building, representing first and second floor, respectively, are
‘representationally different’. The corresponding parts of the universe of
discourse, i.e., of the building’s architecture, are completely distinct. Two
floorplans of the first floor, one with and one without information on elec-
trical wiring, are different in respect to their underlying simplifications.
They target ‘intersecting’ parts of the universe of discourse, but decide to
display or hide wiring information, respectively. A set of plans as well as
drawings on the one hand, and a 3D rendering on the other hand both rep-
resent the entire building, but differ in respect to their pragmatics. While
the set of plans targets users concerned with erecting the building, the
3D rendering may be used to inform (and persuade) prospective residents
of the building. This means that the set of plans and the 3D rendering
are different in respect to their pragmatics, although they may addition-
ally differ in respect to the employed simplification, as e.g. the omission of
information on the wall thickness.

Above example emphasizes a subtlety of comparing two architectural models in respect to
their representation and simplification characteristics:

∙ representationally different means that different objects are modeled, while

∙ different in respect to the simplifications means that the same objects are abstracted
differently, i.e., different properties thereof are described.

This seems to reduce may reduce the question, whether two models differ representationally
or in respect to the simplification taken, to a ‘logomachy’ on what we should call an object or
a property. We will address the underlying conceptual question on the object-nature in the
universe of discourse in Chapter 5.

3.1.2 Linguistic perspective on modeling

Stachowiak’s perspective on model is constructivist (cf. discussion in Section 2.1), that means
he strongly emphasizes on the role of the model creator. This well aligns with the kantianist
and interpretivist perspective taken in this work, according to which the subject-dependency of
the abstraction plays an important role. One should not misunderstand the term abstraction
as a mathematical representation function in a strict sense. Abstraction depends on the
intended purpose as well as on the subject of the modeler. We can say that the natural
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objects (noumena) which the model seeks to represent are by themselves unknown, such that a
model is restricted to representing their cognitive pendants, the phenomena. These phenomena
themselves are modeled subjectively. This understanding opposes the representation-centric
understanding of a model as “triple of object-system, model-system and homomorphism” (cf.
Ferstl and Sinz [FS98, pages 18–20]). We do not regard this as drawback in this work, because
this understanding would, as described by Schütte and Rotthowe in [SR98], not align with the
ontological position of kantianism and the epistemological position of interpretivism.

An interpretivist perspective nevertheless should not be understood as justification of arbi-
trariness in modeling. Albeit the subject-dependency of their creation, a ‘true’ model is not
arbitrary. In line with a consensus theory of truth, the ‘truthfulness’ of a model is linked
to model utilization. It is sensible to speak of a ‘true model’, if the model creators and the
group of its aspired users consent on its truthfulness. Model pragmatics [St73] is therefore
one key determinant for truthfulness, but also the linguistic perspective is important. The
users and the creators of that specific model must use a common system of speech acts to be
able to reason and agree on the truthfulness of the model, more precisely on the represented
phenomena of common interest. Kamlah and Lorenzen establish in [KL67, page 31] at termi-
nology to discuss speech-acts incorporated in the model and exchanged between model creator
and model user. Central to this terminology are the notions of nominator and predicator as
follows:

∙ A nominator is a name assigned to a (real world) object, which is conversely represented
by the nominator.

∙ A predicator is a name that generalizes similar (real world) objects.

Both nominators and prediators are noumena, i.e., are expressed via speech acts5, and denote
(nominate) or generalize (predicate) other noumena (see Figure 3.1).

Nominations PredicationsObjectsdenote generalize

Nominations Objectsdenote

Conceptions

Viewer

Nominations Objectsdenote

Conceptions

Viewer

Predicationsgeneralize

Viewer

Conceptualizations

Figure 3.1: Relationship between nominations, predications, and the universe of discourse

Model creators and users which can agree on the nomination and predication for their specific
universe of discourse form a linguistic community [KL67]. Such community is necessary
to be able to agree on the truthfulness of the model by developing consensus on a statement.
From this and in accordance to Kamlah and Lorenzen, we can derive the following definition
of the term linguistic community as relevant in the context of modeling.

Definition: Linguistic community

A linguistic community is a group of people that in respect to a certain universe
of discourse agree on assigning the same linguistic terms to the same objects of
discourse.

5Kamlah and Lorenzen discuss in [KL67, page 63] different types of nominating and predicating acts, e.g.
“dancing steps”. For the context of this thesis, the description of EAs, predicators and nominators of this
general type are nevertheless only of limited interest.
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Successful modeling is inevitably connected to establishing a linguistic community of model
creators and model users. This task should preferably be supported by the language used
for modeling. In [PVSH05] Proper et al. discuss on the subject-dependency of models. The
Framework of Information System Concepts (FRISCO) tetrahedron of Falkenberg et al. [Fa98]
illustrates the interplay between objective and subjective elements of world comprehension via
speech-acts or models. Figure 3.2 adapts the tetrahedron to the terminology of Kamlah and
Lorenzen [KL67] further introducing the conception as mental representation of the universe
of discourse for the specific viewer. The speech-acts constituting the nomination make explicit
this conception.

Nominations PredicationsObjectsdenote generalize

Nominations Objectsdenote

Conceptions

Viewer

Nominations Objectsdenote

Conceptions

Viewer

Predicationsgeneralize

Viewer

Conceptualizations

Figure 3.2: Relationship between nominations, conceptions, universe of discourse, and viewer

In the same way the objects in the universe are identified with the noumena of the kan-
tianist perspective, the elements of the conception can be identified with the phenomena of
the kantianist perspective. Such identification nevertheless neglects that phenomena can be
generalized. Example 3.2 illustrates this fact.

Example 3.2: Nominators and predicators. Seeing a car, I can name it
“my car”, whereby I designate the conception of being my car, or predicate
it as “AUDI A3”, whereby I express the car being generalizable to a certain
type.

Both “being my car” and “being an AUDI A3” are phenomena, while only the former can
be designated with a nominator. The latter reflects a generalization and is hence designated
by a predicator. Each such generalization, subsequently called a concept, represents a phe-
nomenon depending on the viewer’s interpretation. Figure 3.3 complements the tetrahedron of
conception with the tetrahedron of conceptualization to what Aveiro et al. call in [AST10b,
page 152] the “ontological trapezium”.

A conceptualization describes the concepts, to which a viewer (creator or user) of a model gen-
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Nominations PredicationsObjectsdenote generalize

Nominations Objectsdenote

Conceptions

Viewer

Nominations Objectsdenote

Conceptions

Viewer

Predicationsgeneralize

Viewer

Conceptualizations

Figure 3.3: Combining the tetrahedra of conception and conceptualization

eralizes the universe of discourse. The members of a linguistic community have to agree on the
predicators used to designate the concepts, which they are communicating about. This means
that the predicators for the specific universe of discourse have to be ‘frozen’, or as Kamlah and
Lorenzen describe in [KL67, page 70] have to be “standardized predicators”, so called termini.
A terminology should be provided to complement the EA modeling language supplied with
an EA management approach, and such that the language supports the establishment of a
linguistic community.

3.1.3 Architecture descriptions and their users according to the IEEE
Standard 1471

Architectural descriptions usually do not only consist of a single model, but employ multiple
models. Therefore, we have to understand how different models relate in an architectural de-
scription. In conventional architecture the floorplan is an architectural model, i.e., a purposeful
abstraction of the building’s architecture. Speaking more precisely, the floor plan represents
a part of the architecture of the overall building. What at first sight seems to be linguistic
sophistry indicates towards a central and crucial characteristics of model utilization. A user
has to know the specific part of reality reflected in the model, i.e., must know the viewpoint
in order to understand an architectural description. The viewpoint describes the perspective
on the architecture that underlies the model. For a floor plan additional information must
be supplied to understand the plan in context. A reader must for know that the first floor
is depicted, that the plan is drawn with north being top, and that the basic raster points
span a half-meter gitter. Such information is often conveyed within the plan, e.g. by a symbol
indicating the orientation, but is not part of the model. It is (meta-)information on the plan’s
underlying viewpoint.

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) describes the concept of the view-
point in the IEEE Standard 1471-2000—Recommended Practice for Architecture Description
of Software-Intensive Systems6 [IE00]. This standard conveys a conceptual framework for

6The standard was later adopted with minor additions by the ISO as ISO 42010:2007 [In07]. We will come
back to the ISO standard later, but for our considerations here, the IEEE standard in its adaptation by
Wittenburg in [Wi07] is a more consistent choice.
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understanding architecture documentations consisting of architectural models in relationship
with their underlying viewpoints. The standard further accounts for the fact that neither
a viewpoint nor a corresponding architectural model are ‘l’art pour l’art’. For viewpoints,
pragmatics is supplied by a stakeholder that is interested in the architectural information
conveyed in the viewpoint.

Definition: Stakeholder

A stakeholder is an individual, team, or organization (or classes thereof) with inter-
ests in, or concerns relative to, a system.

The standard further introduces the concept of a stakeholder’s concern as follows:

Definition: Concern

Concerns are those interests [in a system] which pertain to the system’s development,
its operation or any other aspects that are critical or otherwise important to one or
more stakeholders.

The standard embeds the concepts and their relationships into a meta-model to display the
conceptual framework underlying the description of a system’s architecture. Figure 3.4 shows
this meta-model in a slightly modified version as put forward by Wittenburg in [Wi07]. This
version encompasses the concept of themodeling language, which is not part of the original
meta-model, and provides clarification with respect to the multiplicities.

Figure 3.4: Adapted meta-model of the IEEE Standard 1471:2000 in the version of Witten-
burg [Wi07]
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In its conceptual framework for architectural descriptions, the IEEE Standard 1471:2000 ne-
glects the topic of linguistic communities. For the standard’s original context of systems
engineering, this is not a critical omission. The prospective stakeholders in this field can rely
on a well-established terminology. The standard hence assumes that the model users agree
on the meaning of the modeled elements. That such assumption might be overly optimistic
can be exemplified once again along the floor plan from Section 1.1. The following example
reminds to keep the linguistic perspective in mind, when talking about models in general and
architectural descriptions in special.

Example 3.3: Linguistic communities in conventional architecture.

If the plan had been added the indication “first floor”, even an architect
would have had difficulties to know, which floor is actually meant. This
may be ascribed to the differences in floor counting between the British and
the American method of counting. The first floor according to American
counting would be the ground floor, while the first floor according to British
counting would be the second floor in American counting.

3.1.4 Descriptions as vehicles of design

Simon promotes in [Si96] a formal understanding of the activity of design, based on the
central notion of means-end-relationships. Any design environment sets into place a specific
means-end rationality. Such rationalities are domain-inherent characteristics and relationships
(“natural laws” cf. Simon [Si96, page 3]) that connect dedicated means to corresponding ends.
This conversely means that a designer with a specific end (goal) in mind searches for means
by which the design will achieve this end. In line with Aier et al. [Ai08b] we understand
the management of the EA as a design activity aiming at design goals under the natural laws
pertaining to the socio-technical system of the enterprise as well as artificial design restrictions
imposed by governance structures. We identify four core constituents that occur in an EA-
related design proposition, namely:

∙ command variables describing architectural properties that may be changed by design
activities,

∙ fixed variables describing architectural and environmental properties that cannot be
changed by design activities,

∙ constraints describing restrictions that pertain to the architecture design space, and a

∙ utility function describing a technique for evaluating a designed architecture in respect
to the utility for its stakeholders.

The enterprise is a complex management subject, such that a management approach has
to select a relevant part of the overall architecture. In the sense of the IEEE Standard
1471:2000, relevance grounds in the fact that a stakeholder is interested in the corresponding
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part of the architecture. The potential stakeholders, as named by current EA management
approaches, are diverse, see [Be09], and no common list of EA stakeholders has yet emerged.
Therefore, a framework for analyzing the state-of-the-art in EA modeling must draw from
alternative sources for structuring the domain. In [Bu10b] we used the design understanding
of Simon [Si96] to distinguish the following aspects of modeling EAs:

∙ the current make-up of the EA (command variables),

∙ the strategies & projects affecting and changing the EA (means),

∙ the visions & goals describing a target state of the EA (ends),

∙ the principles & standards guiding the evolution of the EA (constraints), and

∙ the questions & KPIs measuring and evaluating an EA state (utility function).

We further give an overview about the relationships between these concepts, see Figure 3.5. All
enterprise architects use conceptions and conceptualizations of the enterprise to perform
their design tasks. Such mental models cover a specific area-of-interest in the enterprise from
the perspective of a specific linguistic community. The EA stakeholders, whose problems
and concerns are to be addressed by means of EA management, have to share the same
terminology in order to communicate on design-related aspects. This need leads to more
formal conceptions and conceptualizations of the enterprise or, more precisely, parts thereof.
The conceptualizations are, as described by Buckl et al. in [BKS10], reflected via conceptual
models, so-called information models that underly corresponding EA modeling languages.
Accordingly, we distinguish in Figure 3.5 between different levels of operationalization with
respect to the relevant EA design conceptions and models. Any conception can either be
backed by a conceptualization or be based on an agreed conceptualization reflected in a an
explicit information model.
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Standard Question
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Figure 3.5: Conceptual framework of EA design conceptions (cf. Buckl et al. [Bu10b])
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A final relevant dimension of EA modeling is motivated by Dietz in [Di06a, pages 8–12] as
well as by Winter and Fischer in [WF06]. They distinguish between a blackbox-perspective
and a whitebox-perspective on an EA or parts thereof. The blackbox-perspective exhibits a
function-oriented viewpoint on the subject and provides a reduction to what Dietz calls “the
essence” (cf. Dietz [Di06a, pages 8–12]) of the enterprise. Conversely, the whitebox-perspective
reveals details of the implementation of the enterprise and details how specific functions are
actually provided. An EA modeling language aiming to provide comprehensive support for
EA management has to accommodate for all the aforementioned aspects of or pertaining to
an EA.

3.2 Framework for analyzing EA modeling approaches

Our analysis of the state-of-the-art in EA modeling builds on an analysis framework, which is
based on the fundamentals described above and which mirrors the diversity of the management
subject. This is necessary to understand the approaches with respect to their EA modeling
languages. EA frameworks, e.g. the one of Winter and Fischer [WF06], provide structuring
principles for the subject EA. In the following we use the framework of Matthes et al. [Ma08]
as it incorporates our design conceptions [Bu10b]. Further, the framework supplies a distinc-
tion between a blackbox-perspective and a whitebox-perspective. Matthes et al. distinguish
between the architectural layers business & organization, application & information,
and infrastructure & data. Further, Matthes et al. apply cross-cutting perspectives as
projects or goals. These cross-cutting aspects apply on the different architectural layers
and are mirrored in the dimensions of distinction summarized in Table 3.2.

Black-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

White-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Strategies & projects business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Visions & goals business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Principles & standards business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Questions & KPIs business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Configure & adapt initially evolutionary

Table 3.2: Language classification for an EA modeling technique

In the following, we detail each of the dimensions of distinction and the corresponding char-
acteristics.
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Analyzing blackbox coverage

An organization is designed to support the corporate objective, i.e., to deliver business ca-
pabilities to its customers. This yields a function-oriented perspective on the enterprise and
its architecture, which is reflected in the notion of the blackbox perspective. The functions
provided by the different architectural layers are modeled from an outsider perspective as
blackboxes:

∙ business & organization layer: the blackbox perspective on this layer describes a
functional view on the business processes and organizational unit. They are thereby
understood via concepts as business contracts and business capabilities as well
as organizational capabilities.

∙ application & information layer: the blackbox perspective on this layer describes
the application landscape from a functional point of view in terms of the provided
business services as well as their associated service-level agreements and
operating-level agreements.

∙ infrastructure & data layer: the blackbox perspective on this layer describes a
functional view on technical service provision, e.g. network transmission or se-
cure data storage, i.e., via concepts usually prevalent in a virtualization perspective on
hardware.

Analyzing whitebox coverage

The whitebox perspective details on the actual architecture elements, which implement the
supported functionalities and provides the decomposition of the enterprise on the different
layers in a narrower sense:

∙ business & organization layer: the whitebox perspective on this layer describes the
business processes and business functions, but also the organizational units
that shape the support for business capability provision.

∙ application & information layer: the whitebox perspective on this layer describes
the business applications and interfaces, but can also account for the applications’
components needed to provide business support.

∙ infrastructure & data layer: the whitebox perspective on this layer is concerned
with the technical devices of an IT infrastructure, e.g. computing hardware or net-
work devices.

Analyzing strategies & projects coverage

Projects are the means of organizational change which in line with Murer et al. [MWF08]
entails a broad understanding of the term project. It is not confined to activities with a
short-term nature, but also to ongoing activities, as performed for example in maintenance
contexts. On a higher level of abstraction, strategies describe the transformation and sketch
how the parts of the enterprise are intended to change:
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∙ business & organization layer: strategies and projects on this layer target restruc-
turing of the organization and the business processes, but also of the enterprise’s product
portfolio or market positioning.

∙ application & information layer: projects on this layer target changes to and main-
tenance of the application landscape, most particularly software development as well as
customization projects. Strategies delineate the overall direction of IT transformation,
e.g. heading for outsourcing of business applications.

∙ infrastructure & data layer: projects on this layer target infrastructure changes
as hardware replacements, virtualization projects, or data migrations. Infrastructure-
related strategies define infrastructural road maps, as e.g. vendor-strategies.

Analyzing visions & goals coverage

The goals describe the intended outcomes of EA transformations in a concrete and mea-
surable way. On a more abstract level visions frame the space of intended outcomes, i.e.,
delineate the intended state of the EA. Goals and visions apply on the different layers of the
architecture, describing different kinds of intended states as follows:

∙ business & organization layer: goals on this layer state intended qualities of the
business processes, e.g. turn-over, and capabilities as well organizational qualities, e.g.
number of employees. In contrast vision describe perspective qualities, e.g. downsized
organization.

∙ application & information layer: visions on this layer, for instance, state intended
upper bounds for the complexity of the application landscape, whereas goals define an
intended availability for business applications and the thereby provided business support
and services.

∙ infrastructure & data layer: visions on this layer can be prescriptions on infras-
tructure complexity, whereas goals can target network latency as well as hardware and
infrastructure service availability.

Analyzing principles & standards coverage

Principles are design constraints that are imposed onto the projects. They limit the design
space for the EA and provide ‘guiding rails’ for the EA transformation. Standards describe
the ‘do’s’ and ‘don’ts’ on the level of affected architecture elements on:

∙ business & organization layer: principles on this layer delineate the standard busi-
ness processes that the organization seeks to apply in providing standard or commodity
business capabilities.

∙ application & information layer: principles on this layer make prescriptions on
application architectures to be used as well as interface standards to be employed.

∙ infrastructure & data layer: principles on this layer restrict the infrastructure tech-
nologies that may be used in the organization and impose constraints on the employed
hardware.
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Analyzing questions & metrics coverage

In [BMS10b, BMS10i] we apply the goal-question-metric of Basili et al. [BCR94] to measure
goal achievement in EA management. Thereto, we introduce the concept of question, which
links the relevant metrics for goal attainment to the architectural elements [LS07, LS08] on
the different architectural layers:

∙ business & organization layer: questions on this layer target metrics for throughput,
availability, and latency of business processes and thereby provided capabilities.

∙ application & information layer: questions on this layer target metrics for the
structural complexity of the application landscape as well as for throughput, availability,
and latency of the provided service.

∙ infrastructure & data layer: questions on this layer target metrics for infrastructure
complexity as well as for hardware and services availability or utilization.

Analyzing configuration & adaptation coverage

The final dimension configure & adapt is not derived from Simon’s perspective, but relates
to research question 1. In line with the argumentation of the IEEE standard any EA model is
pertinent to the differing concerns as raised by the according stakeholders. These stakeholders
can differ from organization to organization and can also change over time. Therefore, the
EA modeling language has to be configured and adapted to the their corresponding concerns
and EA management-related problems. We distinguish different degrees of configuration and
adaptation support as follows:

∙ approaches providing no (explicit) mechanisms for configuration. Such approaches often
do not regard EA modeling languages as organization-specific.

∙ approaches providing mechanisms to configure the modeling language. These mech-
anisms usually allow to devise an initial organization-specific language, whose scope
and reach is confined to the concerns of the using stakeholders, linked to the specific
management goals, and mapped to the organization’s terminology.

∙ approaches providing mechanisms of mature and adapt a once defined modeling lan-
guage. These mechanisms describe how after the initial configuration, the scope and
reach can be adapted, e.g. by adding further concerns or supporting additional manage-
ment goals.

3.3 Revisiting EA modeling in prominent EA management
approaches

The prominent approaches to EA management, as proposed in literature originate from widely
differing backgrounds and target different aspects of the enterprise and its architecture. In
the following, 14 approaches are analyzed in more detail using our analysis framework. Each
of these approaches is preceded by a short fact sheet as shown in Table 3.3.
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EA management or EA management-related approach

Name of approach:
Issuing organization:
Tool support:
Period of activity:
Publications:
Inner organization:

Table 3.3: Fact sheet for EA management approaches

The fact sheet provides general information about an approach, as the name, the issuing
organization, the available tool support, the group’s period of activity, and the
corresponding list of analyzed publications. The inner organization describes how the
approach is structured:

∙ as one comprehensive monolith without apparent inner structurization,

∙ with an explicit organization, in which the components establish explicit links to
each other, or

∙ with an implicit organization, in which the components are grounded in a unified
and linking terminology.

3.3.1 The Zachman Framework

EA management or EA management-related approach

Name of approach: Zachman Framework
Issuing organization: Zachman Institute
Tool support: none
Period of activity: since 1987
Publications: [Za87], [SZ92]
Inner organization: monolith

In [Za87] Zachman developed a framework for information systems architecture, whose scope
has ever since broadened to cover the architecture of the entire enterprise, becoming the
perhaps most well-known framework for EA—the Zachman Framework. In its most recent
version7 the framework presents five modeling layers and six dimensions mirrored by corre-
sponding interrogative pronouns, leading to the core question about the EA:

Who does what in which way (how), when and where? Why does he do it?

The modeling layers are scope, business, logical systems, technical systems, and detailed repre-
sentations, whereby the latter are according to Zachman not in the scope of EA management.
On these different layers, the central questions of what, how, where, who, when, and why

7An overview on the framework is available online at http://www.zifa.com/framework.pdf. The recent
version was accessed on 04-05-2011.
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apply. Figure 3.68 outlines the structure of the Zachman Framework. The core question is
answered on each of the layers with increasing level of detail, i.e., the conceptualizations used
in answering the question become increasingly fine-grained.

Figure 3.6: Two dimensional schema behind the Zachman framework

Central conceptualization of the Zachman framework with respect to the language used for
describing architectures is the thing-relationship-thing paradigm. This conceptualization is
adapted to the specific perspective taken in respect to the selected dimension to “input-
output-input” in the how-perspective, “entity-relationship-entity” in the what-perspective,
and “node-line-node” in the where-perspective (cf. Zachman [Za87, page 283]). In the initial
work, the application of the paradigm on the remaining dimensions is only briefly sketched in
an appendix providing concretizations as “organization-reporting-organization” for the who-
perspective, “event-cycle-event” for the when-perspective, and “objective-precedent-objective”
for the why-perspective (see [Za87, page 292]). Zachman further emphasizes that each of these
perspectives is unique, i.e., that the corresponding descriptions are different even though they
may pertain to the same object and therefore are inextricably related to one another. An-
other type of relationship between different perspectives exists regarding the modeling layer
(scope) of the description. These relationships are further detailed by Sowa and Zachman
in [SZ92, pages 592,603–605], explaining that a higher-layer model should not be derivable
from the information contained in the according lower-layer models. Sowa and Zachman fur-
ther discuss the recursive application of the framework in an enterprise context, delineating
that beyond an enterprise-wide level, the framework also applies for the level of individual
products (information systems). These abstract prescriptions are complemented with a crit-
8See http://zachmanframeworkassociates.com/index.php/, last accessed 04-05-2011.
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ical distinction that emphasizes the design nature of the Zachman Framework as reflected
by two versions that a framework user should create, namely an as-is and a to-be version
of the architecture. Complementing the abstract paradigm “thing-relationship-thing”, Sowa
and Zachman introduce a graphical notation in [SZ92, page 607], the so-called “conceptual
graph” that in conjunction with quantors from predicate calculus is used to describe concrete
situations from the paradigm’s perspective. In this vein, the conceptual graphs complement
the detailed cell metamodel given in the same work [SZ92, pages 594–595], which concretizes
the paradigm on business, information systems, and technology layer taking the how, what,
and where perspective simultaneously. For each layer this leads to an integrated white-box
meta-model introducing concepts as business entity, business process, and business location
as well as their corresponding counterparts on the other layers. In line with the uniqueness
requirement regarding the models on the different layers, the integrated meta-models as rep-
resented in their types and relationships are structurally equivalent, whereas no one-to-one
mapping between the corresponding instantiations can be expected to exist. According to the
explanations complementing the meta-model, all concepts contained therein may be subject
to transformations during architecting, although concrete language facilities supporting the
description of transformational activities are not supplied by the framework. This leads to a
limited coverage of the dimensions (cf. Section 3.2) by the Zachman Framework as shown in
Table 3.4, whereas many of the not fulfilled requirements are discussed there in some detail
but not complemented with supporting language elements.

Black-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

White-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Strategies & projects business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Visions & goals business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Principles & standards business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Questions & KPIs business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Configure & adapt initially evolutionary

Table 3.4: Language classification for the Zachman framework

3.3.2 Architecture of Integrated Information Systems (ARIS)

The ARIS approach is a framework for holistic modeling of business information systems,
targeting the development of such systems from a process-based perspective (cf. Scheer [Sc01,
Sc02]). This in particular is mirrored by the overall method of the ARIS approach being very
close to a ‘classic’ software development consisting of the sequence requirements elicitation,
design specification, and implementation description. The waterfall-like method is nevertheless
not executed once, but applied on the different views9 that pertain to a business information
system.

9In line with the terminology used in this report, the views would correctly be alluded to as viewpoints.
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EA management or EA management-related approach

Name of approach: Architecture of Integrated Information Systems (ARIS)
Issuing organization: University of Saarbrücken, IDS Scheer AG
Tool support: ARIS Toolset
Period of activity: since 1992
Publications: [KNS92], [Ki99], [Sc01], [Sc02]
Inner organization: monolith
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Figure 3.7: ARIS house

The so-called “ARIS house” (see Figure 3.7) introduces these views as follows:

∙ organization view describing the structure of the organization together with the lines of
authority and the communication channels in the organization,

∙ data view describing the business data objects created, manipulated, and exchanged
between the business functions

∙ function view describing the business functions that are to be executed by the organiza-
tion as part of its value proposition

∙ output view describing the values, goods, and services delivered by the organization in
executing its business functions
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∙ control view interlinking the other views from a process-oriented point-of-view describing
the business processes that are executed by organizations, work on business data objects,
support the business functions, and are involved in delivering the goods and services

With the ARIS approach being centered around the question of modeling business information
system especially from a process-oriented point-of-view, the meta-language of ARIS introduces
manifold process-related concepts. From a strategic perspective, business processes are further
distinguished into support processes and core processes, for which the model further supplies
techniques to link to corresponding reference process models. The business functions of the
organization are linked to the organization’s goals and are distinguished with respect to the
level of IT support provided. In a similar sense, business data objects are refined with respect
to their IT involvement and the services provided by the organization are distinguished along
their information-relatedness. Linking together these different perspectives on the organiza-
tion, the concepts in a control view decompose the business processes into function and events,
of which the former are executed by organizational units and create business relevant output.
Figure 3.8 gives an overview on the meta-model of the ARIS approach against the background
of the viewpoints provided by the ARIS house.
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Figure 3.8: Overview of the meta-model of the ARIS approach

The event-function dichotomy of a control view is reflected in a corresponding model-
ing method, namely the one of the event-driven process chain introduced by Keller et al.
in [KNS92]. An event-driven process chain details the structure of events and functions with
additional operators that may be used to denote splits, joins, and decisions in the process
execution. For each concept introduced in the ARIS meta-model, the ARIS approach further
supplies a unique symbolic representation, making up the well-known and colorful appearance
of the event-driven process chains and their extended versions. In the light of the aforemen-
tioned modeling capabilities, we classify the language aspects of the ARIS approach as shown
in Table 3.5.
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Black-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

White-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Strategies & projects business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Visions & goals business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Principles & standards business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Questions & KPIs business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Configure & adapt initially evolutionary

Table 3.5: Language classification for ARIS approach

3.3.3 The Generalised Enterprise Reference Architecture and Methodology
(GERAM)

EA management or EA management-related approach

Name of approach: The Generalised Enterprise Reference Architecture and
Methodology (GERAM)

Issuing organization: IFIP-IFAC Task Force on Architectures for Enterprise Integration
Tool support: none
Period of activity: since 1994
Publications: [BN94], [BN96], [IF99], [In99], [BNS03], [IF03], [No03], [In06]
Inner organization: monolith

In the 1970s and the 1980s several EA-related frameworks have been developed (cf. CIMOSA
in [CI04], the Zachman framework as discussed in Section 3.3.1, DoDAF in [De09a, De09b],
or ARIS in Section 3.3.2). In response to the emerging number of frameworks in this area, the
International Federation of Information Processing (IFIP) and the International Federation
of Automatic Control (IFAC) established the International Task Force on Enterprise Inte-
gration aiming at the development of a reference framework that supports comparison and
evaluation of existing approaches (cf. Bernus and Nemes in [BNS03, page 13]). As a result of
the investigation, the Task Force developed the Generalised Enterprise Reference Architecture
and Methodology (GERAM), which in 2000 became part of the international standard ISO
15740:2000 [In99]. The intention of GERAM is to provide a framework to compare, evaluate,
and combine existing methodologies and modeling techniques.

GERAM consists of nine components as illustrated in Figure 3.9. In respect to the EA
modeling language, only the following three components are of interest, although even these
do not impose particular languages but define the criteria, which must be satisfied by an EA
management approach (cf. [IF03, page 25]):

∙ Generalised Enterprise Reference Architecture (GERA): GERA describes the basic con-
cepts to be used in enterprise engineering and integration projects. According to
GERAM these concepts can be categorized as human-oriented concepts, e.g. capabil-
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ities, skills, know-how, and roles of humans in the enterprise organization (responsibil-
ities, authorities, etc.) and operation (the qualities of humans as resource elements),
process-oriented concepts, e.g. functionality, behavior, entity life-cycles, and activities,
and technology-oriented concepts describing the supporting technology involved in en-
terprise transformation and operation.

∙ Enterperise Modeling Languages (EMLs): EMLs define the generic modeling constructs
for enterprise modeling. In particular, the EMLs provide constructs to describe and
model human roles, operational processes, supporting information, and technologies.

∙ Generic Enterprise Modeling Concepts (GEMCs): GEMCs define and formalize the
generic concepts of enterprise modeling. The following ways of formalization exists (in
increasing order of formality): natural language explanations (glossaries), meta mod-
els describing the elements and their relationships (information models), and theories
defining the meaning, i.e., semantics of enterprise modeling languages (ontologies).
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Figure 3.9: The components of the GERAM framework [IF99, page 5]

Reflecting the method-language-dichotomy as introduced by our analysis framework, GERAM
distinguishes between methodologies for enterprise engineering (EEMs) and modeling lan-
guages (EMLSs) used by the methodologies. The EMLs and the GERA, which defines the
foundations, are discussed subsequently alongside the analysis framework provided in Sec-
tion 3.2.
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GERA provides three dimensions for defining the scope and content of enterprise modeling as
shown in Figure 3.10 (cf. [IF03, pages 42–44]10), namely

∙ life-cycle dimension providing means for modeling entities according to the life-cycle
activities,

∙ genericity dimension supporting the controlled particularization, i.e., instantiation, from
generic and partial to particular, and

∙ view dimension enabling visualization of specific views of the enterprise entities.

Besides these dimensions, GERA opts to define the pragmatic purpose for each view and
thus for the concepts to be considered by the EA management endeavor. Possible pragmatic
purposes, e.g. support of design choices, simulation of processes to identify characteristics as
cost or duration are given in [IF03, page 45].

Identification

Concept

Requirements

Design

Implementation

Operation

Decommission

Preliminary design

Detailed design

Generic

Partial

Particular
Views

Instantiation

Life-cycle
phases

Reference Architecture Particular Architecture

Figure 3.10: The components of the GERA modeling framework [IF99, page 18]

GERA defines a life-cycle for each constituting concept of the enterprise, which consists of the
phases identification, concept, requirements, (preliminary and detailed) design, implementation,
operation, and decommission. While most of the aforementioned phases are self-explanatory,
the concept phase deserves a more in depth analysis with respect to our analysis framework.
The phase is concerned with the definition of the entity’s mission, vision, strategies, objectives,
etc. [IF03, pages 32–34]. Thereby, cross-cutting aspects as strategies, projects, visions, and

10The GERA Modelling Framework represents the basis for the International Standard ISO 19439:2006.
Framework for Enterprise Modelling [In06].
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goals are linked to any concept considered during enterprise transformation. In line with the
objective of GERAM to define requirements for EA (management) frameworks, no description
how this relation should be conceptualized is given. Similarly, the concept of life history is
discussed as main aspect of EA management approaches by GERA and the link to different
kind of projects, e.g. engineering, redesign, or improvement projects, is explored and related
to the phases of the EA concepts.

In addition, to the generalized propositions for a language for EA descriptions as discussed
above, the EMLs define two requirements to enable integration of special purpose modeling
languages (cf. [IF03, page 54]). First, every area as represented in the modeling framework
must be covered for every enterprise entity type, and second, any model developed must
be able to be integrated with models of other subject areas, if the information content of
the model requires integration. The need to integrate different languages results from the
distinct ‘expressive powers’ related to the intended purpose, e.g. description vs. analysis, of
the languages. Thereby, a link between the methodologies used and the supporting languages
can be established.

Keeping in mind the aim of generalization and therefore abstaining from presenting an explicit
language for EA modeling, the requirements elicited by GERAM result in the evaluation given
in Table 3.6.

Black-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

White-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Strategies & projects business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Visions & goals business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Principles & standards business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Questions & KPIs business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Configure & adapt initially evolutionary

Table 3.6: Language classification for GERAM

3.3.4 Semantic Object Model Approach (SOM)

In [FS95] Ferstl and Sinz diagnose a fundamental change in the way business information
systems are understood via models. Whereas up to this point IS modeling centered around
structural aspects of the systems, more recent approaches in those days started to identify IS
with the set of interlinked business processes that the systems support. Especially with this
perspective, the focus of IS modeling is broadened to not only incorporate the single system
but also its enterprise environment, called the context of the EA by Ferstl and Sinz in [FS95].
Reflecting this understanding of the enterprise, the Semantic Object Model (SOM) approach
introduces two key abstractions: the business transactions reflecting the exchange of services
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EA management or EA management-related approach

Name of approach: Semantic Object Model (SOM) Approach
Issuing organization: University of Bamberg
Tool support: SOM Modeling Environment (in development—see http://www.

openmodels.at/web/som, last-cited 04-05-2011)
Period of activity: since 1994
Publications: [Fe94], [FS95], [FS97]
Inner organization: monolith

between business objects that conversely provide or consume such services (cf [Fe94]). Key
principle of the approach is the decomposition of both objects and transactions into smaller
parts thereof, getting from an abstract perspective on an enterprise to more concrete descrip-
tions. This is further mirrored in the approach’s framework for the EA as shown in Figure 3.11.
The three layers of the EA cover the strategic goals as well as the value proposition of the
enterprise, the supporting business processes, and the necessary organizational, technical, and
physical implementation thereof.

Enter-
prise plan

Business objects & 
processes

Organizational, technical and 
physical structure

Figure 3.11: Enterprise architecture framework of SOM [FS95, page 8]

For the different modeling levels below the enterprise plan, Ferstl and Sinz [FS95, page 16]
call for formal modeling techniques and languages based on the principle of decomposition.
Using a BNF-like syntax, they describe decomposition rules which are to be applied in the
V-model method. An exemplary rule reads as follows

𝑂 ::= {𝑂1, 𝑂2, [𝑇 (𝑂1, 𝑂2)]}

and describes that a modeler may decompose an object into a set of two sub-objects that are
optionally linked with a transaction. Similar rules for decomposing transactions also exist.

Central to the SOM approach is the dichotomy of the object system (structure) and the process
system (behavior) that pertains through all layers of the EA framework shown in Figure 3.11.
Ferstl and Sinz reify this core distinction in the integrated meta-model of the approach as
described in [FS95, page 16].

This model (cf. Figure 3.12) concretizes the two systems via corresponding concepts. Processes
are decomposed into tasks, which in turn may be triggered by external events or form a
sequence of tasks linked via internal events. For the object system, Ferstl and Sinz introduce
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Task
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2 1..*
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delivers

2

      1..*

executes

   1

1..*
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*

      1..*

triggers

   2

*

links

Object system

Process system

Figure 3.12: Meta-model of SOM [FS95, page 16]

a distinction between external and internal participating business objects. Concerning the
kinds of transactions in which such objects are involved, two principles outlined in [Fe94] are
incorporated into the model:

∙ Negotiation principle: This principle describes that every transaction may be seen as
composed of initiating transactions (request), contracting transactions (acknowledge)
and enforcing transactions (deliver). These kinds of transactions are used to describe in-
teractions between actors that have no hierarchic control relationship in between (lateral
coordination).

∙ Hierarchic coordination principle: This principle describes that hierarchic relationships
can form the basis for coordination in a sense that one participating partner (super)
controls the other partner (sub), which in turn provides feedback on the transaction.

Building on the principles, the meta-model and a set of transformation rules, as exemplified
above, the SOM approach has a strong focus on the business perspective on both the enterprise
as well as its information systems. Not directly reflected in the meta-model is the linkage
between the tasks and the strategic goals as well as the value proposition of the enterprise. On
the downturn, the conceptual object model that may well be identified with a ‘classic’ object-
oriented model for IS is not directly linked to the meta-model but discussions on potential
linkages are undertaken by Ferstl and Sinz in [FS95, FS97]. In terms of the analysis framework
for the language aspect as described in Section 3.2, the SOM approach classifies as depicted
in Table 3.7.
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Black-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

White-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Strategies & projects business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Visions & goals business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Principles & standards business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Questions & KPIs business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Configure & adapt initially evolutionary

Table 3.7: Language classification for the SOM approach

3.3.5 Multi-perspective Enterprise Modeling (MEMO)

EA management or EA management-related approach

Name of approach: Multi-perspective Enterprise Modeling (MEMO)
Issuing organization: University of Duisburg-Essen
Tool support: MemoCenter NG
Period of activity: since 1994
Publications: [Fr94], [Fr98a], [Fr98b], [Fr99], [Ju07], [Fr08], [He08], [Ki08], [Fr09]
Inner organization: explicit organization

In [Fr94] Frank motivates the need for models “of the whole enterprise or of parts of it” as
means to address IS-related challenges as well as to leverage IS-enabled innovation, such as
business process re-engineering. These models are required to span the different levels of
the organization, ranging from a strategic perspective over an organization perspective to an
IS perspective. The different perspectives should not be treated independently in order to

human
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objects
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support
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Figure 3.13: Viewpoints and foci of MEMO
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reduce the risk of friction. Therefore, Frank devises the notion of the multi-purpose enterprise
modeling11 bringing together different viewpoints and foci on the enterprise (cf. Figure 3.13).The MEMO Language Architecture 

31 

Meta Meta Model

Meta Models

Object Models

Integrated
Object Model

MEMO Center

instance of

reconstruction of

integrates

conceptual 
foundation of

MML

OML OrgML SML ITML

 

Figure 17: The MEMO language architecture and corresponding conceptual foundation for 
modelling tools 

Figure 3.14: Make-up of MEMO’s language stack [Fr09]

By design the Multi-perspective Enterprise Modeling (MEMO) is able to mirror the plurality
of perspectives on the enterprise by supplying different languages. Each language brings along
its unique set of concepts together with a dedicated notation (cf. Frank [Fr99]). The Object
Modeling Language (OML), for example, [Fr98b] supplies typical object-oriented concepts, as
classes, associations, and attributes, which may in turn be used to describe the object model
underlying an information system. The Resource Modeling Language (ResML) of Jung [Ju07]
supplies concepts for describing physical resources, as computing devices, intangible resources,
as patents and software, as well as human resources together with their hard and soft skills.
Each of these concepts is further detailed via corresponding attributes covering certain charac-
teristics, such as performance. Switching from the resource perspective on hardware devices,
the IT Modeling Language (ITML) of Kirchner [Ki08] provides concepts that detail the re-
sources and allow describing IT-specific relationships among them. In particular, specific
hardware devices are concretized, i.e., scanners or printers are distinguished via specialized
classes bearing specific attributes. In a similar sense, the general concept software is further
detailed via concepts e.g. to model layered IT architectures as well as communication formats
for interfaces. The Score Modeling Language (ScoreML) of Frank et al. [Fr08] and Heise et
al. [He08] reflects a cross-cutting perspective on the enterprise, dedicated to modeling arbitrary

11The approach was in subsequent publications renamed to multi-perspective enterprise modeling.
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indicators that may be assigned to reference objects in the enterprise model. The mechanism
of the reference object thereby concretizes a recurring principle of the MEMO approach. Dif-
ferent languages (Organization Modeling Language (OrgML) for organizational structures and
processes as well as the Strategy Modeling Language (SML) for strategic modeling) committed
to a specific perspective on the enterprise are grounded in a single meta-language and are
interlinked via shared concepts. Figure 3.14 displays the basic make-up of the language stack
of MEMO.

TheMEMO meta-language (MML) has evolved over time since its initial publication in [Fr98a],
but has retained its object-oriented nature to its most recent version, presented by Frank
in [Fr09]. In all versions the meta-language supplies specific mechanisms to indicate that
a language concept is a border object, i.e., is located at the intersection of two language
perspectives. Summarizing above findings about the MEMO approach, we classify it according
to our framework as shown in Table 3.8.

Black-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

White-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Strategies & projects business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Visions & goals business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Principles & standards business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Questions & KPIs business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Configure & adapt initially evolutionary

Table 3.8: Language classification for MEMO

3.3.6 The Open Group Architecture Framework (TOGAF)

EA management or EA management-related approach

Name of approach: TOGAF
Issuing organization: The Open Group
Tool support: TOGAF 9 Method Plugin for the Eclipse Process Framework

Composer tool–
see http://www.opengroup.org/architecture/togaf/epf_

intro.html (last accessed 04-05-2011)
Period of activity: since 1995 (TOGAF version 1.0)
Publications: [Jo09], [Th09a], [Th09b]
Inner organization: explicit organization

The Open Group is a vendor and technology-neutral consortium with the objective to foster
information flow via open standards for enterprises. In 1995, The Open Group published
the first version of TOGAF which was based on the Technical Architecture Framework for
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Information Management (TAFIM) published by the Department of Defense. The current
version 9.0 of TOGAF has been released in October 2009 [Th09a]. TOGAF is based on
the terminology introduced in the ISO Standard 42010 [In07] and provides a method and
supporting models and techniques for developing an EA management function. As a widely-
used and known framework, the major players in the market of EA management tools have
incorporated TOGAF in their tools (cf. the analysis of sebis in [Er06a, se05] and Matthes et
al. in [Ma08]).

In line with other EA management approaches, TOGAF proposes to structure the EA in
different architecture domains representing subsets of the overall EA [Th09a, page 10]. Thus,
TOGAF distinguishes between

∙ business architecture concerned with strategic, governmental, organizational, and
process-related aspects,

∙ data architecture describing the structure of an organization’s data assets and data man-
agement resources,

∙ application architecture considers the application systems, their interactions, and their
relationships to the business processes, and

∙ technology architecture describing the logical software and hardware capabilities required
to support the deployment of business, data, and application services.

Answering the question which elements should be considered in an EA management endeavor,
TOGAF presents the core content metamodel, which is illustrated in Figure 3.15. Therein,
the core entities and relationships that make up an EA are described (cf. The Open Group
in [Th09a, pages 376–409]).

Principle Constraint Assumption Requirement Gap Work Package

Organization Unit

Actor Function

Belongs to

Contains

Is ownded by

Owns

Process

Role

is assumed by

Performs tasks in

Orchestrates, decomposes

Supports, is realized by

Is accessed byAccesses
Can be accessed by

Accesses

Involves

Participates in
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Orchestrates, decomposes

Supports, is realized by

Is bounded by

Provides governed interface to accessIs accessed by
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Is owned and governed by
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Data Entity

Provides, consumes

Is accessed and updated through
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Is supplied or consumed by
Application Component

Is encapsulated within/accessed byEncapsulates/accesses

Implements
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Is implemented on Provides platform for

Is implemented on

Provides platform for
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Implements

Is realized through

CapabilityDelivers is delivered by

Associated with all objects

Figure 3.15: The core content metamodel of TOGAF [Th09a, page 376]
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The core content metamodel provides entities for all architectural layers from business architec-
ture, e.g. organizational unit or process, via data and application architecture, e.g. application
component or data entity, to technology architecture, e.g. technology component or platform
service. Besides the entities, which can be grouped to one of the architectural layers, TO-
GAF also introduces crosscutting entities associated with all objects among others principle,
requirement, and work package. Thereby, the kind of relationship, e.g. affects, introduces,
retires, is not discussed. TOGAF further provides six metamodel extensions (cf. The Open
Group in [Th09a, pages 380–392]), namely

∙ governance extension to support operational governance by introducing concepts as goal,
objective, measure, and contract,

∙ services extension to enable description and management of IS services in addition to
business services,

∙ process modeling extension to allow detailed modeling of process flows by adding product,
event, and controls,

∙ data extension to enable more sophisticated modeling and management of data by in-
troducing entities like physical or logical data component,

∙ infrastructure consolidation extension to support consolidation endeavors by introducing
physical and logical application components as well as the location entity, and

∙ motivation extension to enable measurement of business performance by introducing
concepts as driver, goal, and objective.

For each of the above extensions, TOGAF describes the situation in which the respective ex-
tension should be used and the benefits it bears. Table 3.9 summarizes the key characteristics
of TOGAF in general and the content meta model in special classified against the background
of the language framework from Section 3.2.

Black-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

White-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Strategies & projects business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Visions & goals business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Principles & standards business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Questions & KPIs business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Configure & adapt initially evolutionary

Table 3.9: Language classification for TOGAF
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3.3.7 The EA management approach of TU Lisbon

The research group of José Tribolet at TU Lisbon has a long history in what they call in
their publications “information system architecture” (ISA) (cf. [VST03, pages 78–79]). In
the recurring definition information system architecture is regarded as architecture on an
intermediary level between enterprise architecture and software architecture laying a focus on
“the representation of the IS components structure, its relationships, principles, and directives,
with the main purpose of supporting business”. With this broad definition and in the light
of more recent publications of Vasconcelos et al. [VST07] and of Aveiro et al. [AST10b],
we reconcile the group’s research as contribution to the field of EA management. In these
publications more emphasis is laid on method aspects related to EA, whereas the focus of
the work initially was on modeling ISAs. For supporting concise modeling, Vasconcelos et
al. propose in [VST03, page 79] the so called “CEO framework” that introduces a high-level
meta-model for describing ISAs, subsequently refined in [CST09] to an embracing framework
targeting EAs in five views12: an organizational view, a business view, an information view, a
system’s application view, and a system’s technological view.

EA management or EA management-related approach

Name of approach: (Approach of TU Lisbon)
Issuing organization: TU Lisbon
Tool support: none
Period of activity: since 2003
Publications: [Va01], [VST03], [Va04], [VST05], [Ca07], [MaZT07], [VST07],

[AMT08], [VST08], [CST09], [AST10a], [AST10b], [Av10], [CST10],
[MZT10], [Za10]

Inner organization: implicit organization

The CEO framework introduced by Vasconcelos et al. in [VST03, page 79] is realized in a
meta-model profile for the UML [Ob10b] covering three sub architectures (cf. Vasconcelos et
al. [Va01]), namely the informational architecture containing business relevant data types, the
application architecture describing supportive applications, and the technological architecture
representing the technologies used for application implementation. This trifecta of IS subar-
chitectures is embedded into the context of the EA (cf. Figure 3.16) by establishing links to
business goals, business processes, and resources in an orthogonal manner. The corresponding
basic meta-model (cf. Figure 3.17) establishes the abstract notion of the Block to represent
ISA concepts of any sub architecture. Further concretizing this abstract representation of ISA
concepts, Vasconcelos et al. denote in [VST03, pages 79–81] different IS and IT concepts as
applications or platforms but also specialize blocks to concepts providing a more functional
perspective on the IS sub architecture as e.g. business service or IS service.

The CEO framework does not impose restrictions on the specializations to be used, although
the different techniques and metrics described in related publications target only a subset
of the provided types (cf. [Va04], [VST05] and [VST07]). In this sense, one might argue
that the approach of the CEO framework retains a notion of configurability but does not
make prescriptions on when to use which of the specializations. Building on the concept of
the Block and its specializations an exemplary case in [VST03, pages 81–83] outlines how

12According to the terminology adopted in our work, the term viewpoint would be more appropriate here.
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 Page 2  
  

research step confirmed the need for tools capable of supporting the architect while building the ISA 
and quickly accessing his or her design choices. 

More recently, considering that the evaluation topic is a quite mature issue on the software 
engineering domain, the authors classify several software evaluation approaches in order to consider 
its applicability for ISA evaluation and adapted some software metrics to the information system 
context (Vasconcelos et al. 2005). 

In this paper the authors present theirs recently developments on ISA evaluation by proposing and 
explaining the foundation of a set of metrics for ISA evaluation. 

The ISA modelling framework that supports the evaluation metrics is introduced in section 2. In 
section 3 the authors proposed a coherent set of ISA evaluation metrics, relating ISA qualities and 
ISA components. In section 4 the metrics proposed are applied to an e-government ISA project. The 
conclusions and future work are presented in section 5. 

2. CEO Framework for ISA modelling 
The CEO Framework (Figure 1) aims at providing a formal way of describing business goals, 
processes, resources and information systems and the dependencies between them. It is composed 
of three separate levels, each of which provides adequate forms of representing the notions about the 
layer being described (Vasconcelos et al. 2001). 

 
Figure 1. Goal / Process / System framework 

In the first level, the aim is at describing the current set of goals that drive business. These goals must 
be achieved through one or more business process. The business processes are described at the 
second level and must exist in order to satisfy one or more goals. Besides serving goals, business 
processes interact with resources in order to do work and may be supported by information systems. 
The information systems layer aims at modelling the components of the system that support business.  

The modelling language used to implement the CEO Framework was UML (Unified Modelling 
Language). As UML was initially designed to describe aspects of a software system, it had to be 
extended to more clearly identify and visualize the important concepts of business, namely by use of 
stereotypes – for further detail on UML extension mechanisms see OMG (2004). Due to size 
restrictions, we will not do a full presentation on the CEO Framework (for further reading, refer to 
Vasconcelos et al. (2001)). Figure 2 presents the UML metamodel defined for the CEO Framework. 

Figure 3.16: Goal/process/system frame-
work according to Vasconce-
los et al. [Va01, page 72]

implementing the software. SWA is a quite stable and mature field 
[4].  
Enterprise Architecture is a group of models defined for getting a 
coherent and comprehensible picture of the enterprise [5]. The 
models define different “perspectives or viewpoints from which the 
company is considered, focusing on some aspects and ignoring 
others in order to reduce complexity” [6]. Thus, a model of the 
company can contain several activity, processes, organization, 
information and behavior diagrams of the company.    
Finally, Information System Architecture (ISA) addresses the 
representation of the IS components structure, its relationships, 
principles and directives [7], with the main purpose of supporting 
business [8].    
In the 80’s, software architecture (SWA) and ISA where considered 
synonymous. Only in last decade the need for manipulation of 
concepts that overwhelm the description of how a system is 
internally built emerged. Zachman framework [2], is defined has the 
first important sign that ASW has not enough. 
Quoting IEEE [9], ISA level should be high. Thus, ISA is 
distinguished from software representation and analysis methods (as 
E-R diagrams, DFD), presenting an abstraction of internal system 
details and supporting organization business processes [10]. 
Sassoon, discusses the concept of “IS urbanization”, emphasizing, 
like in city planning, the need for models that guide the evolution 
and growth of IS robust and independent of technological trends 
[11]. 
ISA usually distinguish three aspects, defining three “sub 
architectures” [12]: 

• Informational Architecture, or Data Architecture. This level 
represents main data types that support business. 

• Application Architecture. Application architecture defines 
applications needed for data management and business support. 

• Technological Architecture. This architecture represents the 
main technologies used in application implementation and the 
infrastructures that provide an environment for IS deployment. 

Organizational Engineering Center (Centro de Engenharia 
Organizacional (CEO), in Portuguese), supported on other authors’ 
research ([13], [14], [15]), in [16], proposes a framework for 
enterprise modeling. The CEO framework provides a restricted set 
of business objects, defined in an UML profile [15], used for 
Enterprise modeling. Though CEO framework presents some 
extensions in order to represent business/system dependences, it 
does not allow defining ISA.   
The business objects defined in the framework are: goals, for 
strategy modeling; processes, for business process modeling; 
resources, for business resource modeling; and blocks, for IS 
modeling. 
CEO, supporting its framework in an Object Oriented approach, 
namely UML, ensures consistence, easy of use and provides 
mechanisms for maintain modeling integrity, reducing the gap 
between business and IT architectures. 
Figure 1 presents the UML profile for enterprise modeling defined 
by CEO framework. 
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Figure 1. CEO framework meta-model profile 

CEO framework provides the means for jointly IS and business 
modeling through formal mechanisms (supported in UML), 
however it presents several insufficiencies, namely at ISA level, like 
the proposed taxonomy used to represent the concepts at IS level is 
not sufficient, it does not identifies stakeholders, perspectives or 
views, it does not defines objects or attributes for application or 
technological architecture, it also does not define a methodology for 
ISA definition or evaluation, among others.   
As discussed previously in this section, the ISA definition has a 
vital role in development of IS that actively contribute for business 
and IT aligning, defining an adequate IT strategy, ensuring IS 
robustness, IT independence, IS flexibility and IS adaptability to 
business needs.  
Formerly, the software development process was focused on coding 
– minimizing the internal application architecture. Similarly, 
nowadays, the vast majority of organizations, in order to respond to 
business demands, opt to acquire or implement applications that 
answer instantly to its needs, without firstly define a global solution 
for the IS. 
This ISA overview confirms that, nowadays, it is not possible to 
represent an ISA, at informational, application and technological 
levels, and its dependences with business level, in a standard, 
normalized and simple way – in order to develop subsequent 
inspection and/or simulation of different business and technological 
scenarios.  

3. INFORMATION SYSTEM REPRESENTATION 
The related work discussion presented in previous section 
emphasized the inexistence of any praxis, mechanism or language 
for ISA modeling. 
In this article, the authors argue that it is crucial to have formal, 
comprehensible and useful mechanisms that assist the ISA 
representation, namely at information, application and technology 
levels, as well as in its relationship with the business model.   
The authors argue that the ISA representation, at information, 
application and technology levels, is vital for subsequent IS 
research.   
The next subsections present a collection of operations and 
founding and root concepts, as well as graphical representations 
that allow the semantic ISA manipulation. The definition of such 
founding concepts provides the conceptual tools for addressing 
subsequent research issues in ISA area.   
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Figure 3.17: Meta-model of CEO framework ac-
cording to Vasconcelos et al. [VST03,
page 79]

current states of the architecture as well as target states thereof can be represented. The
embracing perspective on structural aspects of the EA ranging from business to IT as well
on functional aspects of the intermediary aspects of the IS is present in the more recent pub-
lications of Zacarias et al. [Za10] as well as Caetano et al. [CST10]. In [Za10] the goal and
resource perspective on business processes (cf. Figure 3.17) is furthered with a concrete un-
derstanding of input and output factors as well as associated agents taking a particular role in
the execution. Based on such functional view on business processes, Caetano et al. [CST10]
describe mechanisms for decomposing processes into sub-processes that are independently em-
bedded into their organizational, motivational, and operational contexts. In [Va04, VST05]
Vasconcelos et al. discuss the concept of architecture analysis. The analyses target differ-
ent aspects of the ISA with [Va04] putting emphasis on metrics for evaluating “IS/business
alignment”, whereas [VST05] discusses the applicability of ‘classical’ software architecture
metrics, as “lack of cohesion” on ISA level. In [VST07] Vasconcelos et al. raise a multitude
of relevant quality attributes, reified in corresponding questions linking to a subset of the 16
concrete metrics presented therein. For each metrics actual computation rules based on an
according EA modeling language are provided. A comprehensive overview on the relation-
ship between different metrics and according “ISA qualities” (questions) is further provided
by Vasconcelos et al. in [VST08], emphasizing that these metrics and questions cover all sub
architectures, with functional analyses of the business perspective being discussed by Zacarias
et al. in [Za10]. Further, the questions target generic quality attributes of an architecture and
are hence not linked to architecture-related goals as modeled according to the CEO frame-
work’s meta-model (cf. [VST03, page 79]). In the recent publication [AST10b] Aveiro et al.
delineate two information models, namely the “viability model space” targeting the manage-
ment function concerned with EAs and the “GOD model space”. Latter information model
targets the “Generation, Operationalization, and Discontinuation of objects”, i.e., of architec-
tural elements. While the viability perspective is specifically concerned with adaptations to
the management methods, the GOD perspective is capable of describing arbitrary Engineer
Transactions that change the architecture or parts thereof. In this sense, the notion of
the project is introduced into the canon of the modeling language in a cross-cutting manner
targeting architectural elements from business to infrastructure level. In [AST10a, page 235]
the notion is further developed and extended towards a lifecycle modeling for arbitrary archi-
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tectural elements as well as for modeling the actors responsible for performing “Engineering
Processes”, i.e., changes to the architectural elements. A minor drawback nevertheless exists
with this mechanism. In describing the GOD model space Aveiro et al. [AST10b, page 155]
do not provide indications on how this information model is to be linked to the meta-model of
the CEO framework. This may be ascribed to the focus of the work but leaves a willing user
of the approach puzzled in a twofold way, not only as a description of the linkage is missing,
but also as different underlying meta-languages (UML [Ob10b] and ORM [Ha05]) are used.
Table 3.10 shows the classification of the approach of TU Lisbon according to the requirements
delineated in Section 3.2.

Black-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

White-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Strategies & projects business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Visions & goals business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Principles & standards business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Questions & KPIs business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Configure & adapt initially evolutionary

Table 3.10: Language classification for the approach of TU Lisbon

3.3.8 The Systemic Enterprise Architecture Methodology (SEAM)

EA management or EA management-related approach

Name of approach: Systemic Enterprise Architecture Methodology (SEAM)
Issuing organization: École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL)
Tool support: SeamCAD [LW06]
Period of activity: since 2003
Publications: [We03], [RBW03], [LW04b], [LW05], [BW06], [LW06], [RW06],

[RW07], [We07a], [We07b], [We08], [Re09]
Inner organization: explicit organization

The Systemic Enterprise Architecture Methodology (SEAM) roots in the work [We03] of
Wegmann, where he elaborates on the multi-disciplinary nature (see also Rychkova et
al. [RBW03], Lê andWegmann [LW04b], etc.) of EA projects and the resulting need to support
these projects with methods and models. Here thereby outlines the central method-model-
dichotomy, also alluded to as method-notation-dichotomy by Rychkova et al. in [RBW03],
of SEAM. Diagnosing a lack of support in respect to the method part of EA project sup-
port, SEAM seeks to complement existing approaches with additional methodical guidance.
An example for such complementation is given by Wegmann et al. in [We08], where the
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Zachman Framework (cf. Section 3.3.1) is augmented with a systemic conceptualization based
on SEAM. The systemic nature of SEAM-based conceptualizations makes up another pre-
dominant characteristics of the approach in the different publications. Wegmann formulates
in [We03, pages 486–488] the underlying systemic paradigm based on the SEAM ontology,
which itself builds on the prefabrics of RM-ODP [In96], and the constructivist epistemologic
perspective. In line with the constructivism principle, SEAM assumes that knowledge about
a system is relative to the observer, meaning that no observer-independent descriptions of re-
ality exist. By this fact Wegmann motivates in [We03, page 487] a hierarchical understanding
of any system considering different levels of reality owned by dedicated stakeholders. This
understanding pertains to the work on SEAM, especially through the foundational language
descriptions by Lê andWegmann [LW04b, LW05], and is further mirrored in the methodology’s
tool support (SeamCAD) presented by Lê and Wegmann in [LW06].

A key characteristics of the modeling language associated with SEAM is outlined by Weg-
mann in [We03, page 488] as part of the ethics of the systemic paradigm. He states that each
concrete EA project needs to develop an actual enterprise model. In this sense the language
prescriptions of SEAM are formulated on an abstract level allowing the project team to reify
them and thereby to configure the language as needed. Central aspect of configurability in
respect to the language is the intrinsically hierarchic understanding of the enterprise system
in the method, see e.g. Rychkova et al. [RBW03] or Lê and Wegmann [LW04b]. In the latter
article, foundational theories for the language are outlined, namely the Living System Theory
of Miller [Mi95] and the conceptualization of RM-ODP [In96]. Based on these theories a set
of three basic concepts, namely computational objects, information objects, and actions of EAs
is devised. In subsequent work of Lê and Wegmann [LW05] these concepts are complemented
with a textual description of their semantics as well as a formalization based on the Alloy 2.013

language. At this point in time a different formalization perspective on the SEAM language
had already been outlined by Rychkova et al. in [RBW03], being concretized in the subsequent
work [RW06] of Rychkova and Wegmann. This work describes an executable Abstract State
Machine (ASM) interpretation of the language concepts. The complete information model
underlying the SEAM language (cf. [LW05, page 185]) puts special emphasis on the hier-
archical nature of the according descriptions by annotating the layer-spanning relationships
via specific UML stereotypes. This reflects the aforementioned dimension of configuration,
in which a using EA project team has to find an appropriate level on its own. While only
implicitly alluded to in the information model specification, the same language is used to
describe as-is and to-be states of the underlying system building on two different kinds of
abstractions (cf. Wegmann et al. [We05, WRL05]): an organizational and a functional one.
Where the functional abstraction is used to specify what the system under consideration does
or is intended to do, the organizational perspective details how this functionality is provided
internally. The linkage between these perspectives further allows to conduct gap analysis
between actual and intended function abstracting from implementation specific details. The
ASM-based technique for performing such analyses, as described by Rychkova and Wegmann
in [RW06], introduces further language concepts, namely relationships between actions and
properties, of which the latter reflect specific qualities of computational objects. The three
types of relationships are concretized by Rychkova and Wegmann in [RW07] making use of
the Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) [Ob10a] to model action-action-relationships
as well as of a pre- and post-condition based technique for action-property-relationships. In

13For additional information about Alloy see http://alloy.mit.edu/, last accessed 04-05-2011.
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this context, post-conditions are used to describe property changes mediated by the according
action. Finally, two types of property-property-relationships are introduced: part-of and used,
reflecting hierarchical (inter-layer) and lateral (intra-layer) dependencies between properties,
respectively. In the most recent publication [Re09] of Regev et al. SEAM models are revisited
against the background of four generic questions utility, warranty, value, and risk. Each of
these questions is stated on an abstract and general level, for which a using project must find
a specific operationalization into concrete metrics. Table 3.11 summarizes the key character-
istics of the modeling language employed by SEAM classified against the background of the
framework from Section 3.2.

Black-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

White-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Strategies & projects business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Visions & goals business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Principles & standards business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Questions & KPIs business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Configure & adapt initially evolutionary

Table 3.11: Language classification for the Systemic Enterprise Architecture Methodology

3.3.9 The ArchiMate language

EA management or EA management-related approach

Name of approach: ArchiMate language
Issuing organization: Telematica Institute / Novay
Tool support: ArchiMate Workbench [La05, La09a]
Period of activity: since 2003
Publications: [Jo03], [Jo04b], [La04], [La05], [Jo06], [Ar07], [La09a], [Jo10],

[QEJ10], and http://www.opengroup.org/archimate/doc/ts_

archimate/, last accessed 04-05-2011
Inner organization: monolith

The ArchiMate modeling language for EAs has a long development history starting with the
early work [Jo03] of Jonkers et al., who therein outline the key requirements and principles
of what would later become a language for coherent enterprise architecture descriptions. In
particular, they introduce a notion of flexibility in respect to the model, plurality in respect
to visualizations as well as viewpoints, and integrability with respect to existing modeling
documentations. Building on this basic understanding, Jonkers et al. describe the three
core aspects of an enterprise that any suitable modeling language should account for, namely
structure, information, and behavior. For each of these aspects as well as for the three relevant
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layer, namely business, application, and technology, the ArchiMate modeling language provides
appropriate concepts and visualizations. Figure 3.18 summarizes the architecture framework
behind the ArchiMate language as defined by the aforementioned aspects and layers.
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Figure 5. Architectural framework 

We develop our description language step by step. For 
each next step we validate concepts and add new concepts 
or relations. In this, we follow a ‘middle-out’ approach: 
the focus of this paper is on the business and application 
layers. In a later stage, among other things the product 
domain and the technology layer will be added. 

4.2 Relations  
As observed in the introduction, this paper focuses on the 
business and application layers. Moreover, we focus on 
the concepts that are required to model the “operational” 
issues in an enterprise; i.e. the issues that directly contrib-
ute to the primary processes and business goals. Our aim 
is to describe the relations between existing concepts or 
define specific relationship concepts in order to arrive at 
the desired coherence. Therefore, we draw inspiration 
from existing architecture languages or approaches such 
as UML, Testbed [5] and the RM-ODP Enterprise Lan-
guage [11].  

In addition to the concepts that are required to describe 
the various architectural domains, inter-domain meta-
models are necessary to define the relation concepts be-
tween two or more domains. In this way, a hierarchy of 
domain and inter-domain metamodels can be constructed 
(see Figure 6). 

Domain metamodel Domain metamodel

‘main’
concepts

relation
concepts ‘main’

concepts

relation
concepts

Inter-domain metamodel
relation

concepts

 

Figure 6. Domain and inter-domain concepts 

The order in which the aspects are presented is arbitrary: 
any two aspects may be related to each other. In contrast, 
the layers in the framework constitute a functional or sys-
tem hierarchy. We do not model all inter-layer relations 
explicitely. Following a common layered approach (e.g., 

OSI-model) layers are directly related only to layers di-
rectly above or below them.  

In order to preserve the readability and clarity of mod-
els, we do not model the ‘diagonal’ relations between 
cells explicitly. In our view these relations are not re-
quired for modelling the main coherency. These relations 
can be derived if necessary. 

4.3 Concepts and metamodel 
It is our assumption that, in principle, the same generic 
concepts can be used to describe the structure, behaviour 
and information aspect of systems in all three layers of 
the framework in Section 4.1. In spite of the general ap-
plicability of these generic concepts, it is still very useful 
to also define the concepts specific to each layer. These 
specific concepts are more easily recognised by the rele-
vant stakeholders. Moreover, they are needed to make the 
relations between the layers explicit, which is an impor-
tant goal of our approach. In most cases, the layer-specific 
concepts are straightforward specialisations of the generic 
concepts. 

In Table 1 we first summarise the most important ge-
neric concepts that we have identified, after wich we dis-
cuss their main relationships.  

 

Figure 3.18: The ArchiMate architecture framework according to Jonkers et al. [Jo03]

In [Jo04b] Jonkers et al. call ArchiMate an umbrella language that is used to integrate different
architecture-related design models from different languages. Central to this understanding is
the flexibility of ArchiMate in respect to its level of specificity, while a remark puts that
the ArchiMate language resides on a higher level of abstraction than the design languages.
According to Jonkers et al. this ascribes to the fact that “a single language covering all
domains [...] would probably result in an unworkable behemoth” [Jo04b, page 258]. Jonkers
et al. discuss in [Jo03] key requirements for the ArchiMate language, of which flexibility in
respect to the viewpoints as well as to the meta-model are deemed of highest interest. With
respect to the former requirement, Jonkers et al. discuss mechanisms to decouple visualizations
from underlying EA models, making it possible to specify stakeholder-specific viewpoints. The
latter requirement is addressed with a core meta-model consisting only of six concepts as shown
in Figure 3.19.
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Fig. 7. The core concepts in three dimensions

products on the left, five business functions on the right, and ten application
components in the middle. The landscape map on the right canvas visualizes an
easy to understand 2D ‘map’. The two models refer to the same architecture.
Moreover, in this particular case the landscape map has been automatically
generated from the underlying model.

Fig. 8. Model with associated landscape map view

A more detailed exposition of the ArchiMate language and its uses can be
found in Lankhorst and others (2005). It has been developed and tested in
cooperation with several companies. The language is a coarse grained lan-
guage, which facilitates the integration of symbolic models. However, the use

14

Figure 3.19: The core concepts of the ArchiMate meta-model according to Arbab et al. [Ar07]

As stated by Arbab et al. in [Ar07] these concepts reflect three central dichotomies of
an EA, namely a) internal-external which resembles a white-box/black-box differentiation,
b) individual-collective, and c) behavior-structure. In [La05, pages 90–105] and later in [La09a,
pages 91–106], Lankhorst gives a more detailed exposition of the meta-model, therein de-
scribing that the six concepts are specialized on the three architectural layers of business,
application, and technology. Complementing what would otherwise turn out to be a language
for describing layered architectures, Lankhorst further introduces a set of so-called “structural
relations” that may be used to link structural elements on arbitrary layers. In addition, behav-
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ioral relations are introduced as means to link behavior on different architectural levels. These
two set of relations may be considered a core source of ArchiMate’s flexibility, as they allow to
interrelate the layers even if no strict layering can be achieved. More precisely, an interaction
element from the business layer can be directly linked to the technical collaboration that it
stems from. On the opposite, this flexibility calls for responsible modeling. With respect
to analytical methods applied on the model, Lankhorst describes in [La09a, pages 206–208] a
technique for annotating models with the necessary quantitative information, mirrored by cor-
responding attributes that augment the core meta-model. Based on these augmentations, he
devises general rules and mathematical models that may be used to compute or derive quanti-
tative information on one architectural layer from corresponding information on another layer.
In particular, two sets of rules are described, namely one for top-down workload calculation
and one for bottom-up performance calculation. When it comes to the customization of the
modeling language, both editions of Lankhorst’s book [La05, La09a] provide guidelines for
modeling, describing a preliminary phase before to start and a phase for deciding what to cap-
ture in the model. Complementing these content-related discussions, also guidelines on the
visual appearance of the language are given by Lankhorst in [La09a, pages 144–150]. There,
topics of layout, utilization of color, and establishing a unique ‘symbolic terminology’ are
accounted for. In the recent whitepaper [QEJ10, pages 14–15] Quartel et al. introduce addi-
tional language concepts that can be used to model goals and principles affecting the EA. For
the former concept, a decomposition into “assessment”, e.g. concretizing metrics, is incorpo-
rated into the language. The principles remain on an abstract level and cannot be concretized
using standards or constraints. Another recent whitepaper [Jo10, page 9] specifically targets
transformation aspects of EA management as reflected in the concepts of the “project” and
the “project result”, respectively. Using these means, the language can express planned states
for the EA, although specific aspects of time are not incorporated. In particular, the language
prescriptions remain limited with respect to the lifecycle of EA elements. Summarizingly,
it can be said that the ArchiMate language presents itself as a comprehensive EA modeling
language that is useful for describing current (and future) states of an EA. This leads to a
classification of the ArchiMate language as shown in Table 3.12.

Black-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

White-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Strategies & projects business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Visions & goals business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Principles & standards business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Questions & KPIs business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Configure & adapt initially evolutionary

Table 3.12: Language classification for ArchiMate language
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3.3.10 The EA management approach of KTH Stockholm

EA management or EA management-related approach

Name of approach: (Approach of KTH Stockholm)
Issuing organization: KTH Stockholm
Tool support: EA Tool [Ek09]
Period of activity: since 2004
Publications: [Ek04], [Jo04a], [GLS06], [JNL06], [JE07], [Jo07], [La07], [La08a],

[LJ08], [Nä08], [Bu09g], [Ek09], [KUJ09], [RNE09]
Inner organization: monolith

The EA management approach developed at KTH Stockholm aims at providing decision sup-
port for IT management in enterprises, among others for the CIO, as key responsible for
strategic IT-related decisions. Ekstedt et al. outline in [Ek04] this focus for the topic of EA,
further relating it to the disciplines of software engineering and IS engineering, on whose meth-
ods EA management is required to build. With the focus on support for decision making, it is
not surprising that the approach’s contributions center around techniques and models for an-
alyzing EAs with respect to specific qualities. Thereby, the approach of KTH Stockholm seeks
to complement existing approaches for modeling EAs, such as the pattern-based approach of
Techische Universität München (cf. [Bu09g]) or the ArchiMate modeling language [Nä08].
Complementing the work on evaluating architecture qualities, Ekstedt et al. outline in [Ek09]
an analysis tool.

The KTH approach specifically accounts for the cost/utility ratio of EA-related information
and does hence not aim to provide a comprehensive information model. Ekstedt et al. pro-
vide in [Ek04] a core information model, linking business-level concepts as business processes
and organizational units to IS-related concepts, e.g. software components. The model is nev-
ertheless complemented with guidelines for utility-based adaptation, specifically highlighting
that every using organization has to select the concepts with highest utility compared to
the costs. In [JNL06, Jo07] Johnson et al. introduce a key concept of their approach, the
so-called extended influence diagram. Building on these diagrams, Johnson et al. devise a
technique that can be used to describe quality characteristics mirroring goals and relate these
abstract characteristics to measurable, i.e., operationalized, characteristics of the architecture.
In particular, the influence diagrams can be used to designate which architectural character-
istics may be influenced by management activities, i.e., are controllable. Exemplifying, how
the technique may be used to operationalize the architectural characteristic of maintainabil-
ity, Lagerström provides in [La07] an exemplary extended influence diagram and derives a
corresponding information model for maintainability analysis. This model is strongly system-
centric, i.e., describes application systems in the context of the maintenance processes, the
operating platform, and the available documentation. In [LJ08] Lagerström and Johnson
further detail this model, in particular the maintenance processes, into change activities on
system and component level. In more recent publications, the notion of the influence diagram
is replaced with the more formalistic understanding of the probabilistic relational model (cf.
Getoor et al. [Ge07]). This modeling technique based on conventional relational models allows
go beyond the influence diagrams by making explicit uncertainty with respect to the contained
information. The publications of Raderius et al. [RNE09] and of Sommestad et al. [SEJ08]
show the applicability of a technique on the architectural characteristics of availability and
security, respectively. Both publications provide specific information models reflecting the
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characteristics constituting the relationship modeling. Närman et al. take in [Nä08] a more
general perspective on different architectural qualities using Bayesian networks to complement
the relationship models, which are themselves based on the ArchiMate architecture model-
ing language (cf. Section 3.3.9). In [JE07] Johnson and Ekstedt supply a set of information
models corresponding to different architectural viewpoints, e.g. an organization viewpoint, a
business process viewpoint and application usage viewpoint, of which the latter introduces a
service perspective on applications. A further information model is concerned with goals, more
precisely with their interdependencies. Lagerström et al. describe in [La08a] how Bayesian
belief networks can be used to discover correspondences between information models orig-
inating from different sources. In particular, the networks can be used to find out, which
classes originating from different information models may be identified with each others. The
network-based technique can be employed in step three of the guidelines provided by Källgren
et al. in [KUJ09], where the information models underlying the stakeholder-specific viewpoints
are integrated into a comprehensive information model. In the light of above properties, the
approach of KTH Stockholm is classified as shown in Table 3.13.

Black-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

White-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Strategies & projects business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Visions & goals business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Principles & standards business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Questions & KPIs business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Configure & adapt initially evolutionary

Table 3.13: Language classification for approach of KTH Stockholm

3.3.11 The EA3 CubeTM

EA management or EA management-related approach

Name of approach: EA3 CubeTM

Issuing organization: Scott A. Bernard, Syracuse University
Tool support: none
Period of activity: since 2005
Publications: [Be05], [Do08], [BG09], [Do09a], [Do09c], [Do09b]
Inner organization: monolith

In [Be05] Bernard presents his experience gained through his work in practice and academia in
the area of EA management. Identifying the need for a textbook for students, Bernard wrote
the book “An Introduction to Enterprise Architecture Management” in which he presented
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the EA3 CubeTM approach. According to Bernard, a framework for EA management follows
the dichotomy of language (what) and method (how) [Be05, page 75] and consists of six basic
aspects:

1. an EA governance process, which links the EA management function to other enterprise-
level management functions,

2. a repeatable methodology describing the management function,

3. a framework representing the core elements and layers, i.e., the scope, of the initiative,

4. an integrated set of artifacts, i.e., architectural descriptions,

5. documentation tools with a repository to support architectural descriptions, and

6. associated best practices, which guide the implementation of the management func-
tion [BG09, page 220].

These constituents are further detailed subsequently along the EA3 CubeTM.

In [Be05, pages 38–40] Bernard introduces a framework for EA descriptions—the EA cube,
which consists of three dimensions (see Figure 3.20). The first dimension is concerned with the
different architectural levels ranging from high-level strategic goals and initiatives to technical
network and infrastructure aspects on the bottom. The segments dimension divides the overall
EA in different parts covering one ore more lines of business, i.e., distinct areas of activity in the
organization. From a holistic perspective, these lines of business should cover all architectural
layers. Complementingly, the third dimension artifacts refers to the components that make
up the organization. Thereby, vertical components that serve one line of business but may
affect more than one architectural level and horizontal, i.e., crosscutting components, which
serve several lines of business, are distinguished.
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Figure 3.20: The EA3 cube description framework [Be05, page 40]

The above introduced concept of cross-cutting components can not be put on a level with the
idea of cross-cutting aspects as introduced in Section 3.2. As the cross-cutting components as
introduced by Bernard in [Be05, page 40] relate to instances, while the cross-cutting aspects
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introduced in Section 3.2 related to the class level. Goals of an EA management endeavor,
which represent a cross-cutting aspect in terms of the analysis framework, are referred to by
Bernard in [Be05, pages 64–69] and their relation to supporting components of the EA is de-
tailed [Be05, page 181]. Similarly, strategies, goals, and measures are discussed to quantify the
EA management endeavor [Be05, pages 72–74] but only from a methodological perspective.

Black-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

White-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Strategies & projects business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Visions & goals business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Principles & standards business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Questions & KPIs business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Configure & adapt initially evolutionary

Table 3.14: Language classification for EA3 Cube Framework

3.3.12 The EA management approach of Niemann

EA management or EA management-related approach

Name of approach: (Niemann)
Issuing organization: act! consulting (consultant)
Tool support: none
Period of activity: since 2006
Publications: [Ni06]
Inner organization: monolith

Klaus Niemann is managing director of act! consulting, a consultancy specialized in the topic
of EA management. With more than 20 years of experience in this field, his book “From
Enterprise Architecture to IT Governance” [Ni06] summarizes the key lessons and guidelines
for EA management from Niemann’s perspective. Central to the EA management approach
is a method called “EA cycle” consisting of phases for documentation, analysis, planning,
and acting. Within this method cycle, the language-related prescriptions concentrate on the
documentation phase. In this phase the scope and reach of the EA management function
and the EA description is defined, further populating the corresponding model with relevant
information [Ni06, page 41]. Niemann proposes to structure the EA model into three main
levels called “business architecture”, “application architecture”, and “systems architecture”,
respectively [Ni06, page 77]. Each sub-architecture is further complemented with a detailed
description of the concepts and relationships contained as well as with information on cross-
architecture relationships. Futher, functional and non-functional requirements are alluded to
as cross-cutting aspects targeting different sub-architectures as shown in Figure 3.21.
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Figure 3.21: The EA framework of Niemann [Ni06]

Understanding EA management as highly interlinked with existing management processes in
the enterprise, projects are considered in the EA planning phase [Ni06, page 161]. The cor-
responding description nevertheless remains on a textual level. In particular, Niemann does
neither provide prescriptions on how to incorporate projects into the EA description nor on
how to reflect their effects. In a similar sense the topic of principles, called “reference mod-
els” by Niemann [Ni06, page 97], is only textually alluded to, omitting concrete modeling
concepts for reflecting principles or relating them to architectural elements. For the analysis
phase of the EA cycle, quantitative as well as qualitative analysis techniques are provided and
detailed [Ni06, pages 126–152]. While being detailed with respect to the steps of the corre-
sponding techniques and with respect to possible metrics concretizing EA-relevant questions
on homogeneity or complexity, manifestations of the questions in the EA modeling language
are not provided. In summary, the approach of Niemann can be characterized with respect to
language aspects as shown in Table 3.15.

Black-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

White-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Strategies & projects business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Visions & goals business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Principles & standards business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Questions & KPIs business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Configure & adapt initially evolutionary

Table 3.15: Language classification for the approach of Niemann
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3.3.13 The EA management approach of the University of St. Gallen

EA management or EA management-related approach

Name of approach: (Approach of the university of St. Gallen)
Issuing organization: University of St. Gallen
Tool support: ADOben [Ai09c, Ai09b]
Period of activity: since 2007 (2003)
Publications: [ÖW03], [WF06], [AS07], [Br07], [KW07], [SS07], [Ös07], [Ai08b],

[ARW08a], [Fi08], [HW08], [WS08], [Ai09c], [Ai09b], [AW09],
[Ku09], [KW09], [RA09], [AG10]

Inner organization: explicit organization

At the university of St. Gallen there is a long history in the field of business engineering build-
ing on the groundworks of Österle and Winter in [ÖW03]. Understanding business engineering
as an holistic approach for designing organizations in the information-age, hence closely re-
lated to EA management, one can claim that the university of St. Gallen is into the topic
of EA management since 2003. Nevertheless, at least since 2007 more and more of the work
becomes specifically devoted to EA management topics. In 2007 Winter and Fischer [WF06]
introduced the layered framework for the EA as shown in Figure 3.22.
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tion.  For example, the organizational goals of a
corporation  (or  government  agency)  that  are
defined on a very aggregate level  in a balanced
scorecard,  are  subsequently  decomposed  into
more and more specific performance  indicators,
resulting in a multilayer goal/indicator aggrega
tion hierarchy. Such aggregation hierarchies are
commonly used not only for goals/indicators, but
also  for  products/services,  business  processes,
organizational  units,  information  objects,  or
software artifacts.

Figure 1 provides a  schematic  illustration of an
EA comprising the above mentioned five hierar
chical layers. On each layer, aggregation hierar
chies are used to represent artifacts on different
levels of aggregation.

Alongside  the  formation  of  architecture  layers
and  aggregation  hierarchies,  views  are  often
used  in  order  to  master  complexity
(Sowa/Zachman  1992).    In  a  multilayer  archi
tecture,  views  can  be  layerspecific  or  cross
layer.  Examples  for  layerspecific  views  in  EA
are  the  structural  view  (organizational  units,
responsibilities) and  the process view (business

processes,  performance  indicators)  on  the  or
ganization/process  layer.  Examples  for  cross
layer  views  are  security  architecture  and  infor
mation architecture.
Based on the concepts of multilayer representa
tion, aggregation hierarchy and crosslayer view,
EA can  be defined as  the  view  that  represents
all  aggregate  artifacts  and  their  relationships
across all  layers (Fig. 1). This  is due to the fact
that only the most aggregate artifact representa
tions  can  be  ‘fundamental’,  and  that  all  more
decomposed artifact representations have  to be
covered by specialized architectures.

The  remainder  of  this  paper  is  organized  as
follows:  In  Section  2  we  analyze  several  EA
approaches with regard to the core artifacts they
propose.  Interfaces  to other corporate architec
tures and models are discussed in Section 3. In
Section  4,  we  compare  our  recommendations
against several EA case studies in large compa
nies  from  different  countries  and  industry  sec
tors.  In  Section  5,  conclusions  regarding  the
level of detail of EA core artifacts and their inter
faces  to other  architectures  are drawn,  and an
outlook to future research in this area is given.

Business
Architecture

Process
Architecture

Integration
Architecture

Software
Architecture

Enterprise
Architecture

Technology
Architecture

Figure. 1. Enterprise Architecture as a Crosslayer View of Aggregate ArtifactsFigure 3.22: Essential layers of an EA [WF06]

Backbone of the EA modeling language employed in the approach of the University of St.
Gallen is the core business meta-model described by Österle et al. in [Ös07]. This meta-
model, shown in Figure 3.23, introduces the basic concepts that reside on the different layers
of an EA.
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The concepts contained in the core business meta-model are described on an abstract level,
focusing on relationships and abstaining from giving details on the attributes of the concepts.
Further, Österle et al. call for an intuitive understanding of the concepts giving no explicit
glossary of terms. In [Br07] Braun complements the core business meta-model14 with more
explicit sub-models for strategy modeling, organization modeling, and IS modeling. The corre-
sponding sub-models introduce the relevant model concepts together with a textual definition
of their semantics and additionally provide a notation, i.e., define the symbols used to repre-
sent a specific concept. The different sub-models are further complemented with techniques
and viewpoints that are to be applied as part of performing EA management. Braun puts
special emphasis on the relationships between the sub-models [Br07, pages 171–178] and de-
lineates how other modeling language, as the UML, may link to specific sub-models [Br07,
pages 178–181]. Notwithstanding, the different sub-models ought to be used as a whole in
order to achieve comprehensive business modeling. In a brief side-note, Braun discusses how
service-oriented concepts may be incorporated into the meta-model, an idea taken up by Aier
and Winter in [AW09]. There, they advocate for introducing an additional architectural layer,
called alignment architecture to decouple supply and demand layers in an architecture. Ex-
emplifying this along a decoupling in the IS support for business processes, Aier and Winter
introduce the concept of the enterprise service on an intermediary level. These services are
identified using the domain clustering technique as described by Aier and Schelp in [AS07].

Aside from aforementioned discussions on the additional abstractions in architecture model-
ing, Kurpjuweit and Winter discuss in [KW07, pages 6–10] the need for organization-specific
meta-models. This is explained with the high maintenance effort connected to describing parts
of the overall organization that are not needed for EA management. As the understanding of
what is needed for EA management may differ from organization to organization, Kurpjuweit
and Winter describe a “systematic approach to meta-model engineering” that enables an or-
ganization to develop a specific meta-model. The approach consists of five steps as follows:

1. identify relevant concerns, i.e., areas-of-interest,

2. elicit stakeholder requirements and derive situated metrics,

3. select viewpoints and create a viewpoint relationship overview,

4. select or design meta-model fragments, and

5. integrate meta-model fragments.

Whereas the general approach may be regarded as adaptation of classic domain modeling
techniques, especially Step 4 deserves special attention. The selection of meta-model frag-
ments points towards a collection of such fragments that was at that time yet to be compiled.
Two years later, Kurpjuweit made available such a collection in [Ku09]. In the thesis he
describes different partitions of the core business meta-model that may be regarded meta-
model fragments in their own rights. Each fragment is further complemented with at least
one viewpoint that may be applied to visualize the specific information contents conveyed in
the fragment, more precisely in instantiations thereof. For particular examples of viewpoints
in application cases Kurpjuweit [Ku09, pages 224–228] further details which additional infor-
mation may be attached to a viewpoint in order to embed it into the situated context of an EA
management method. Based on the common terminology of the core business meta-model,

14According to the terminology from Section 3.2 the meta-model can be identified with the information model.
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Kurpjuweit describes techniques for integrating different meta-model fragments and further
details the system approach for meta-model engineering as introduced in [KW07]. Summariz-
ing the characteristics of the language prescriptions in the EA management approach of the
University of St. Gallen, we classify it as shown in Table 3.16.

Black-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

White-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Strategies & projects business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Visions & goals business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Principles & standards business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Questions & KPIs business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Configure & adapt initially evolutionary

Table 3.16: Language classification for the approach of the University of St. Gallen

3.3.14 Strategic IT management approach of Hanschke

EA management or EA management-related approach

Name of approach: Strategic IT management
Issuing organization: iteratec GmbH (consultancy)
Tool support: iteraplan
Period of activity: since 2010
Publications: [Ha10]
Inner organization: explicit organization

In [Ha10] Hanschke presents what she calls strategic IT management, a collection of best-
practices further labeled as a “practical toolkit”15 for EA management. In the preface of the
work Hanschke calls upon the need to have such workable toolkit, as literature on approaches
for strategic IT management is abundant, but “remote from real-life practice and do not permit
ad-hoc use” [Ha10, page 65]. This reflects the gap that the work of Hanschke seeks to close by
describing practice-proven prescriptions and guidelines for the context of EA management. It
may be ascribed to this self-image of the approach that the majority of statements contained
in [Ha10] are of pragmatic nature, not detailing the intricacies of doing research on a sound
and coherent terminological basis. Moreover, the presented approach is complemented with
an open source EA management tool, iteraplan16, in which the prescriptions and guidelines,
especially concerning the language perspective, are implemented. Central to the approach is

15Publisher’s description of the book available at http://www.iteratec.com/download/

StrategicITManagement.pdf, last accessed 04-05-2011.
16See http://www.iteraplan.de/, last-accessed 04-05-2011.
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a framework deconstructing the EA into a set of interrelated sub-architectures as shown in
Figure 3.24. For each of these architectures, the strategic IT management toolkit provides best-
practices and prescriptions, although the focus of [Ha10] lays on the application architecture
and the corresponding management activity of IT landscape management.

Figure 3.24: EA framework “Best-practice enterprise architecture” of Hanschke [Ha10, page 66]

With its emphasis on providing an executable toolkit, the strategic IT management approach
of Hanschke [Ha10] adds profound information on language related aspects. More precisely, all
four landscapes are to some degree detailed with information models that outline the relevant
concepts on the business, the application, and the infrastructure side as well as concepts for
standardizing applications and infrastructure elements. On the business level these concepts
target both an external perspective, describing the organization’s offerings to its customers
e.g. products, as well as an internal perspective of service delivery in business processes and
via business functions. On the application and the infrastructure layer structural aspects
are alluded to, describing the business applications and their interconnections as well as the
linkages to hardware and network devices, always with a technical perspective. Projects are
essential elements in the information model and may be linked to EA concepts on business,
application and technical level. In this sense, the language brings along mechanisms for
describing how projects influence the corresponding landscapes on an abstract level, whereas
the actual transformations performed by the projects can only be inferred on the application
level using application lifecycle information. With the technology landscape being a central
constituent of the approach’s understanding of the EA, different concepts belonging to this
landscape may be used to describe the technological standardization of the applications as well
as their interfaces and interconnections. This allows to describe concretizations of architectural
principles which are in turn devised as part of technical standardization (cf. [Ha10, pages 223–
242]). In the context of standardization, again aspects of lifecycle modeling are alluded to,
making it possible to specify, whether a technology should be used in the future, is in a phase
out, or has already been retired.
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Figure 3.25: EA information model

Special language mechanisms are applied on different concepts to account for a volatility
in respect to the taken level-of-detail. Exemplifying this, the approach supplies a language
primitive hierarchization that denotes that an instance of the corresponding concept may be
repeatedly decomposed into sub-instances. Other such primitives are specialization to denote
that instances of the concept represent types in the EA domain, which can be specialized, and
successor to describe that an instance of the concept can be superseded by another instance
of the same type. The information model of the approach as shown in Figure 3.2517 indicates
hiearchization by the H-sign in the top-right corner of the corresponding concept.

The analysis mechanisms of the approach add further concepts for describing typical analysis
questions in terms of so-called “analysis pattern” [Ha10, pages 151–157] that may be applied
on any architectural level. These patterns do not only describe steps to be taken in analyzing
landscapes, but also anchor the corresponding analyses in the affected architectural concepts.
Therefore, textual descriptions of the analysis procedures are given and architectural attributes
are referenced textually. These prescriptions could in the majority of cases be converted to
algorithmic analysis techniques reified in EA-related questions, although the approach only
sketches such a procedure. Additionally, the approach describes how these analyses relate
to the concept of the “IT goal”, which is briefly alluded to by Hanschke [Ha10, pages 23–
26]. At this point nevertheless no conceptual linkage between goals and the affected elements
of the application landscape is established. In the context of IT landscape documentation
methods, the approach of Hanschke [Ha10, pages 206–215] supplies what is called “guidelines
for personalization” there. In these guidelines, the need to adapt the modeling language to
the specific information demands of the stakeholders (called beneficiaries there) is alluded
to, and concrete prescriptions on how to analyze the concern-stakeholder-relationships are
provided. In this sense, mandatory and nice-to-have modeling concepts are distinguished

17See https://www.iteraplan.de/wiki/display/iteraplan/iteratec+Best-Practice+Enterprise+

Architecture, last-accessed 04-05-2011.
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and an understanding of the needed data quality is discussed. Against the background of the
embracing information model provided by the approach, no dedicated mechanisms for evolving
an existing model are considered. Reflecting these characteristics against the background of
the language analysis framework discussed in Section 3.2, we can classify the approach as
depicted in Table 3.17.

Black-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

White-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Strategies & projects business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Visions & goals business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Principles & standards business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Questions & KPIs business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Configure & adapt initially evolutionary

Table 3.17: Language classification for Strategic IT management

3.4 Summary and conclusion

The fundamental concepts of modeling presented in Section 3.1 establish a profound and sound
basis on which we establish an analysis framework for our review of the state-of-the-art in EA
modeling. The design perspective of Simon [Si96] is central to this framework as presented in
Section 3.2. In Section 3.3 we applied our analysis framework on EA management approaches
and their EA modeling languages. Based on the gained insights and our findings in [BS11],
we draw the subsequent conclusions:

The blackbox-perspective on business and application aspects is well covered by many
approaches. This may be a consequence of the importance of service-orientation on
both application and process level. A blackbox-perspective on infrastructure is taken
by only a few approaches, although the recent virtualization ‘rally’ may call for a more
strict distinction between infrastructure components and their services.

The whitebox-perspective is employed by a majority of approaches, almost equally tar-
geting business, application, and infrastructure aspects. This can be explained with the
importance of documentation in most EA management approaches [BS11]. The equal
coverage on the three layers further objects the often raised argument of EA management
being IT-centric.

Both strategies & projects are covered by less than half of the approaches. This means
that only a minority of the approaches covers the concepts needed to plan EA transfor-
mations.
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Both visions & goals are made explicit by slightly less than half of the approaches, at least
when it comes to business or application level goals. This is surprising, as there is a
strong agreement on the need for target states for the architecture, whereas means for
rationalizing the target state are scarce.

Both principles & standards are only covered by a few approaches with special focus on
standards on both application and infrastructure layer. This fact mirrors the strong
IS focus of today’s EA management approaches as well as the fact that as of today no
concise understanding of the role of principles in EA management has developed (cf.
[St09]).

Both questions & KPIs are addressed by half of the approaches, nearly equally concerning
metrics on application and infrastructure level with business level metrics being not only
slightly behind. This reflects a situation as discussed by Frank et al. in [Fr08] stating
that the architecture-related metrics are decoupled from business relevant ones.

The dimension configure & adapt is only covered by about half of the approaches. This
is especially surprising as the need for an organization-specific information model has
repeatedly been discussed in literature, e.g. in [Bu07b, Ai08a, KW09].

This summary shows that EA modeling is more than one step away from a configurable and
adaptable ‘lingua franca’. Table 3.18, which builds on our analyses as well as on the work of
Winter et al. [Wi10], shows that the Archimate language (cf. Section 3.3.9) provides advanced
prescriptions that cover the different aspects necessary for supporting the design activity of
EA management well. The approach also supports the initial configuration. Mechanisms to
ensure consistency over the configuration are nevertheless not incorporated in the configuration
method, but are left to the users of the language. In addition does the Archimate language
not strictly separate the different aspects of EA modeling, but interlinks aspects as projects
and standards, such that users cannot chose to employ only one of these aspects. Cross-
cutting aspects of EA modeling are only supported by a minority of the approaches and even,
if support is provided, it remains limited to dedicated architecture layers. This means that
instead of providing support for modeling arbitrary standards, the approaches mostly confine
themselves to specific standardization concepts for the different architectural layers or even
particular architectural concepts on these layers. This nevertheless is not a consequence of the
specificity of the standardization concepts per layer, but seems to be an accidental restriction.
Our work in [BMS10b, BMS10i] discusses this accidentiality along the content metamodel of
TOGAF and outlines how dispersive types are helpful to describe cross-cutting aspects in a
more concise manner. In Section 6.2 the role of dispersive typing is analyzed in more detail,
and dispersive type are applied to reflect cross-cutting aspects. These considerations take
place in the context of a comprehensive method for designing EA modeling languages, whose
constituents are described in Chapter 6.
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Black-box perspective business &
organization
(2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12,

13, 16, 21)

application &
information
(3, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14,

20)

infrastructure
& data
(3, 13)

White-box perspective business &
organization
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,

9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17,

18, 19, 20, 21)

application &
information
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9,

10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 17, 18, 19,

20, 21)

infrastructure
& data
(1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10,

11, 13, 14, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21)

Strategies & projects business &
organization
(5, 8, 11, 12, 13, 20,

21)

application &
information
(5, 8, 11, 12, 13, 20,

21)

infrastructure
& data
(5, 8, 11, 13, 21)

Visions & goals business &
organization
(2, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 13,

19, 20)

application &
information
(5, 8, 9, 11, 13, 19,

20, 21)

infrastructure
& data
(5, 9, 13, 19)

Principles & standards business &
organization
(8, 9, 13, 18)

application &
information
(8, 9, 13, 18, 19, 21)

infrastructure
& data
(8, 9, 13, 17, 18, 19)

Questions & KPIs business &
organization
(7, 9, 13, 14, 21)

application &
information
(7, 8, 9, 11, 13, 14,

19, 21)

infrastructure
& data
(7, 9, 11, 13, 14, 19,

21)

Configure & adapt initially
(3, 4, 6, 8, 14, 17, 20,

21)

evolutionary
(6, 9, 20)

1 The Zachman Framework
2 Architecture of Integrated Information Systems (ARIS)
3 The Integrated Architecture Framework (IAF) [Wo10]
4 Enterprise Architecture Planning (EAP) [SH93]
5 The Generalised Enterprise Reference Architecture and Methodology (GERAM)
6 Semantic Object Model Approach
7 Multi-perspective Enterprise Modeling (MEMO)
8 The Open Group Architecture Framework (TOGAF)
9 Extended Enterprise Architecture (E2A) [SK04], [Sc06a], [Sc06b], [Sc06c], [Sc06d], [Sc08a]
10 EA management approach of MIT [Ro03], [WR04], [RB06], [RWR06]
11 EA management approach of TU Lisbon
12 Systemic Enterprise Architecture Methodology (SEAM)
13 Archimate
14 EA management approach of KTH Stockholm
15 Finnish Enterprise Architecture Research (FEAR) [HP04], [PH05], [Pu06], [IL08], [LHS08], [VS08], [PNL07],
[SHL09], [VSL09]

16 Methodology for (re)design and (re)engineering organizations (DEMO) [Di05], [Di06a], [LD08], [ED09]
17 The EA3 CubeTM [Be05], [Do08], [BG09], [Do09a], [Do09c], [Do09b]
18 Dynamic Architecture for modelling and development (DYA) [St05], [Wa05], [BS06], [SBB07a], [SBB07b], [Lu09],
[SB09], [Br10] [St10a]

19 EA management approach of Niemann
20 EA management approach of the University of St. Gallen
21 Strategic IT management of Hanschke

Table 3.18: Summary of language classifications
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We have different ways of solving problems.
» Yes. You ignore them.

How could I possible ignore them? I see the
problems. I feel them and I’m trying to
make something good out of it.

Dialog of Una and Æon Flux – Æon Flux

CHAPTER 4

Towards a Building Block-Based Method for Designing EA Modeling

Languages

The analyses of the state-of-the-art in describing EAs undertaken in Section 3.3 have shown
that current EA modeling approaches differ in respect to their focus. In particular, there
usually is at least one approach covering a relevant aspect of an EA. We have also shown
that no single approach offers comprehensive support for all aspects, although some fairly
developed approaches are able to cover large parts of relevant EA aspects. These approaches
usually comprise comprehensive EA modeling languages that are intended to be used as a
whole. A using organization has to customize the language such languages without guidance
on how to perform these customization. This lack of support ascribes to the circumstance
that the approach often does not encompass explicit mechanisms for customization, as the
analyses revealed. The organization can hence not fully benefit from the prescriptions made,
but has to develop own adaptation mechanisms.

In this chapter we develop the building blocks for EA management solutions (BEAMS) to
close the aforementioned gap. We start with a requirements elicitation in Section 4.1, where
we establish quality criteria for EA modeling language. Therefore, we use the general lan-
guage quality framework of Krogstie [Kr02] that provides six categories for language qualities,
so called appropriatenesses. In response to the discussed gap, BEAMS proposes a method
for developing organization-specific EA modeling languages. We continue our requirements
elicitation on the method level from the perspective its prospective users and delineate their
expectations in Section 4.2 and apply the design guidelines of Hevner et al. [He04]. This
sources help to understand requirements that pertain to the development method. They are
further of interest in answering our research question 3 raised in Section 1.1. We lay the
groundwork for the method by discussing relevant fundamental concepts from literature in
Section 4.3.
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4.1 Quality criteria of EA modeling languages

Many of today’s EA management approaches have, as shown in Section 3.3, a specific per-
spective on the goals that can be attained and on the problems that can be addressed by
applying the approach. This perspective reflects the approach’s understanding of EA and
EA management. Each approach satisfies by design a specific set of EA management-related
user quality criteria, while there is no general agreement on such criteria among the different
approaches. This mirrors the diverse expectations of the users regarding EA management.
According to the findings of Section 3.3, any EA modeling language must be

1. appropriate for the modeled domain (the EA),

2. usable for both model creators and model users (the EA stakeholders), as well as

3. accessible for tool-supported EA model creation.

Especially the coverage of the different structural as well as cross-cutting language aspects
shows what users expect from an EA modeling language. In the following, we use different
sources for eliciting the quality criteria. One relevant source is GERAM, which has been
analyzed in Section 3.3.3. According to its focus on a generic reference for EA management, it
supplies a set of general principles, which are delineated by Bernus and Nemes in [BN94] and
by Bernus et al. in [BNS03, pages 14–15]. The following principles lay the basis for defining
the quality criteria1:

GE1 “best treatment of the enterprise scope”: the EA management function must cover all
activities in designing, operating, and maintaining the enterprise and its architecture
also with a modeling language,

GE2 “provision of a consistent modeling environment”: the EA management function must
offer an expandable set of related modeling views based on a common information model,
going from high level enterprise concepts to executable code,

GE3 “existence of a detailed methodology”: the EA management function must provide a
technically correct and consistent methodology both usable and understandable to the
target communities, supporting specialization to particular contexts,

GE4 “adoption of good engineering practice”: the EA management function must utilize re-
usable building blocks to encapsulate complex details of EA management in order to
foster sustainability of the management activities, and

GE5 “provision of a unifying perspective”: the EA management function cover the enterprise
from strategies and products to processes and development activities, as already ad-
dressed by related management activities.

The principle GE4 is special in its nature and does not pertain to the EA management
function in operation, but to the development of such function. In this respect, the principle
does not contribute to the elicitation of the quality criteria for EA modeling languages, but
is incorporated in the best-practice-based development method. Above principles are further
detailed by the ISO Standard 15704:2000 [In99] as well as by Noran in [No03]. In revisiting
the principles as part of our elicitation of quality criteria, we use the additional details.

1In line with the terminology of GERAM, we talk of modeling instead of describing EAs in GE1-GE5.
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In addition, we derive quality criteria from a survey on the state-of-the-art in EA manage-
ment tools conducted by us [Ma08] at the chair sebis at Technische Universität München in
2008. As reference for analyzing the EA management tools, our survey establishes two sets
of scenarios, namely “scenarios for analyzing specific functionality” and “scenarios for analyz-
ing EA management support” [Ma08, page 39]. Former scenarios describe functional quality
criteria for EA management tools, whereas latter scenarios delineate typical activities of EA
management. These activities are described on a level of detail where not only the core con-
cerns are outlined in an abstract fashion, but also concrete management-relevant questions are
given. These questions are further complemented with visualizations that exemplify possible
answering techniques. The eighteen scenarios reflect the EA management quality criteria as
experienced in the chair’s EA management projects during a six years period, but further
leverage the knowledge of 30 industry partners participating in the survey, of which 25 sent
at least one leading EA representative to on-site workshops. These workshops are part of
a larger method that we [Ma08] applied in developing the scenarios. This five step method
ensures that the scenarios reflect a broad variety of expectations related to EA management
in practice:

1. The survey team derives the initial descriptions of the scenarios based on project expe-
riences and EA management-relevant literature.

2. Representatives from the industry partners and the survey team conduct on-site work-
shops to discuss the initial scenario descriptions.

3. The survey team revises the scenario descriptions based on the workshops’ feedback.
This step includes re-scoping of scenarios and introducing new scenarios.

4. Representatives from the industry partners conduct remote reviews of both the scenarios
and provide feedback.

5. The survey team incorporates the feedback into the final scenario descriptions.

Following above method we elicited eighteen scenarios, see Table 4.1.

Specific functionality EA management support
SF1 Importing, editing, and validating

model data
ES1 Landscape management

SF2 Creating visualizations of the EA1 ES2 Demand management
SF3 Interacting with and editing of EA

visualizations1
ES3 Project portfolio management

SF4 Annotating visualizations with cer-
tain aspects

ES4 Synchronization management

SF5 Supporting leightweight access ES5 Strategies and goals management
SF6 Editing model data using an external

editor
ES6 Business object management

SF7 Adapting the information model ES7 SOA transformation
SF8 Handling large scale EAs1 ES8 IT architecture management
SF9 Supporting multiple users and collab-

orative work
ES9 Infrastructure management

1 In [Ma08] the scenarios’ titles refer to “application landscapes”, although entire EAs are considered.

Table 4.1: EA management tool scenarios of Matthes et al. [Ma08]
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The scenarios SF1 “importing, editing, and validating model data”, SF6 “editing data using
an external editor”, and SF8 “handling large scale EAs” are only of minor interest for our
subsequent elicitation of quality criteria. This owes to the fact that these scenarios aim at
tool-specific aspects, which are not specific to the EA modeling language.

From 2006 to 2008, we conducted a survey [Bu09a] to analyze the state-of-the-art of the EA
management practice. This survey, whose results are based on 22 interviews with enterprise
architects and on an online questionnaire filled by 31 enterprise architects, raises ten key topics
of EA management practice. We apply a rigorous method for extracting the findings from
the interviews, building on interview transcription and iterative text comprehension taking
into account interviewee’s feedback. The identified topics provide another valuable source to
understand, what EA management is meant to be:

PT1 “searching for a definition of EA management” shows the diversity of definitions of the
subject and its terms

PT2 “the E in EA management” discusses the holistic nature of EA management

PT3 “governance and EA management” relates EA management to supporting and existing
governance activities

PT4 “EA frameworks offer only minor assistance” delineates the fallibilities of current EA
frameworks

PT5 “the information gathering process” inquires into the difficulties of gathering the rele-
vant information

PT6 “visualizations as a communication basis” shows how visualizations are employed in
EA management

PT7 “on the importance of communication” discusses the communicative nature of EA
management and the enterprise architects

PT8 “tools for EA management” delineates the importance of tool support and its current
shortcomings

PT9 “the role of SOA” relates EA management to the topic of SOA

PT10 “metrics and KPIs” discusses the usability of quantitative measures to support EA
management

Practitioners’ topic PT4 “EA frameworks offer only minor assistance” does not directly sup-
port a specific quality criterion of the language. This on the one hand can be considered
a consequence of the nature of the topic, being a mere statement. On the other hand, the
statement itself can be regarded the rationale behind the investigations in this thesis, leading
to a different approach towards EA management and EA modeling languages.

In the following, we derive a set of requirements for EA modeling languages. To structure
and guide the derivation, we use the quality framework for modeling languages presented by
Krogstie in [Kr02]. This framework introduces several qualities of a model specification:

Physical quality is concerned with internalizability and externalizability of domain knowl-
edge and corresponds to the representation quality of Stachowiak [St73]. Both qualities
demand that the model covers aspects of the modeled domain in an unambiguous way.
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Syntactic quality describes that all model statements are correct with respect to the syntac-
tical rules of the modeling language.

Semantic quality is concerned with semantical completeness. This means that on the one
hand the meanings of all parts of the model are described and that on the other hand
no conflicting meanings are provided.

Pragmatic quality aims at mechanisms, e.g. indexes or glossaries, that improve understand-
ability of the modeling constructs.

Tool quality is concerned with tools to create and maintain the model as well as with the
question, how good a model creation and utilization can be supported with adequate
tools.

Perceived semantic quality describes that the model users should be able to interpret the
model and to understand the meaning of the model as a whole.

Social quality is concerned with socialization of the model, i.e., the adoption of the model in
the intended user community as a means of description and communication.

In line with Krogstie [Kr02] a model results from the application of a modeling language to
a subject from the specific domain. Via syntactic quality the modeling language influences
the other qualities, that can be achieved. From this fact Krogstie derives the notion of appro-
priateness, by which he relates the modeling language to the recipients of the corresponding
qualities. Figure 4.1 depicts Krogstie’s quality framework, which provides a basis for under-
standing quality criteria for an organization-specific EA modeling language.
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Figure 4.1: Quality framework for modeling languages adapted from Krogstie [Kr02]

We must distinguish two types of human actors relating to a model and thereby also to
the corresponding language. Firstly, there are the modelers or model creators, who use the
language to externalize their knowledge about the domain. Secondly, there are the users of
the models, that want to understand the information made available in the model. As several
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of the appropriatenesses discussed in the following are concerned with the human actors, it
should further be noted that their understanding of the models is influenced by their specific
knowledge on the domain, i.e., the base level in terms of Tanaka and Taylor [TT91].

4.1.1 Communication appropriateness

Communication appropriateness aims at the interpersonal qualities related to a modeling lan-
guage and to the communicative function of the language as discussed by Becker et al. [Be03,
pages 8–10]. We understand communication appropriateness as the fact that the modeling
language promotes user agreement on the contents of the model, based on an already es-
tablished understanding of the modeled domain. For the context of EA modeling languages
communication appropriateness also accounts for ‘political’ implications of the EA descrip-
tions. Such implications can e.g. arise, when information about a planned restructuring of the
organization is promulgated early.

The state-of-the-art analysis reveals that many of the analyzed approaches acknowledge that
EA management is a collaborative endeavor. The corresponding key quality of ‘good’ EA
management is to communicate the ‘right information to the right people at the right time’.
From this tryptichon, especially the latter two properties are relevant in respect to commu-
nication appropriateness. A quotation given in [Bu09a, page 21] highlights the implications
of right and timely communication: “It is important and difficult to communicate the results
of architectural planning [to application owners] who loose the business applications, they
are responsible for”. The scenario “supporting lightweight access” presented by us in [Ma08,
pages 48–49] details what communication appropriateness means, raising the requirement to
restrict user access on information or limit it to read-only access. Noran describes in [No03,
pages 122–123] a related quality criterion for enterprise modeling languages, demanding that
any language explicitly targets an intended audience. The scenario “supporting multiple users
and collaborative work” [Ma08, pages 51–53] details on the information supplier role. This
entails assigning responsibilities for information supply regarding specific areas-of-interest in
the EA. In [Bu09h] we discuss the difficulties that arise, when responsibilities for information
maintenance remain undecided. In response, we present a bottom-up approach to address
the difficulties. The fact that EA descriptions get outdated fast, as the analyses of Aier et
al. [Ai09a] show, calls for clearly defined maintenance responsibilities.

Quality criterion Cm1: Rights and responsibilities assignment

An EA modeling language must supply means for assigning access rights to parts
of the EA description as well as to define maintenance responsibilities for specific
areas-of-interest in the EA.

The creation and maintenance of EA models are collaborative tasks in which a large number
of users residing in a highly distributed environment contributes information. This results
in a continuous stream of changes and updates that are applied to the EA description. In
his discussions on the Generalised Enterprise Reference Architecture (GERA), Noran [No03,
pages 81–82] puts special emphasis on the life history pertaining to all architecture elements.
The life history of an element thereby describes the entirety of change steps that the element
has undergone. The approaches analyzed in Section 3.3 do highlight the importance of com-
plying with regulations, as e.g. with the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) [1002], which demands
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traceability especially with respect to decisions. Against the background that EA manage-
ment provides holistic decision support targeting the enterprise on many different levels, the
need for compliance entails the need to trace changes especially regarding planned states of
the EA. This understanding is further backed in the scenario “supporting multiple users and
collaborative work” [Ma08, pages 51–53], describing the importance to trace changes to the
EA descriptions. As part of historization also the scenario “landscape management” [Ma08,
pages 55–58] discusses the need to know, which changes have been applied to architecture el-
ements. We also discuss this aspect in [Bu09h], where we highlight versioning of EA elements
as a key benefit of a wiki-based approach to EA documentation. Also Aier et al. discuss
in [Ai09a] the importance to retain change traces in order to understand, how ‘old’ parts of
the EA description are. This information is used to identify maintenance demands and helps
to keep the EA descriptions timely. We discuss a similar topic in [Bu09a, pages 15–18] for the
aspect of “information gathering”, where meta-information about the last-modification and
the last-modifier is considered an important aspect of EA descriptions.

Quality criterion Cm2: Traceability of changes

An EA modeling language must supply means for documenting change traces for the
elements in the EA description to document who has edited what and when.

4.1.2 Comprehensibility appropriateness

Comprehensibility appropriateness relates the modeling language with the social actors that
interpret models created in the language. Krogstie describes in [Kr02] the essence of com-
prehensibility as the ability of the language’s intended audience to understand all statements
possible in the language. In this vein, comprehensibility relates to the notion model pragmatics
of Stachowiak (cf. Section 3.1.1).

The analysis of the state-of-the-art reveals the importance of perspectives in EA modeling.
All analyzed approaches do not convey only a single way of looking at the EA, but delineate a
spectrum of possible viewpoints in the sense of the IEEE Recommended Practice 1471:2000
(cf. Section 3.1.3). These viewpoint differ from approach to approach, which means that there
exist approaches, which cover disjoint viewpoints on the EA. As a viewpoint is a stakeholder-
specific conceptualization, the plurality of viewpoints reflects the multi-disciplinarity of EA
management as well as of its stakeholders with respect to their background (cf. Lucke et
al. [LKL10]). We discuss in [Bu09a, pages 18–19] the importance of different visualizations
grounded in a “common information basis”. The multi-perspectivity in EA management is a
central topic explicitly accounted for by Noran in [No03, page 95] and reverberating through
the EA management scenarios presented by us in [Ma08]. All scenarios therein target a single
enterprise with a consistent architecture, which is approached and visualized from different
perspectives. The particular perspectives reflect the viewpoints of the stakeholders as involved
in the specific scenario. Such viewpoint omits certain architecture elements, which are not
necessary to understand a specific context. We also discuss multi-perspectivity as an important
property of EA descriptions in [Bu09h], highlighting that stakeholder-specific viewpoints are
required in the context of comprehensive EA descriptions.

Quality criterion Cp1: Multi-perspectivity support

An EA modeling language must support different stakeholder-specific perspectives
on the overall enterprise.
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The discipline of EA management is still a maturing discipline, which is among others re-
flected in the terminology used to describe the management subject EA. This terminology can
partially build on the existing work in related disciplines, e.g. software engineering or business
process modeling. It further has, as shown in the state-of-the-art analysis, to establish addi-
tional terms to cover aspects originating on the EA level. The analysis of Schönherr [Sc08b]
shows the terminological plurality in the field along a simple, but fundamental example. He
points out that there is no commonly accepted definition of the term EA itself. A similar dis-
cussion on the practitioners’ perspective on EA can be found in [Bu09a, pages 10–11], showing
that practitioners experience the need for a consistent terminology in the field. Revisiting our
analysis in [BS11] we diagnose that the situation is less critical, when it comes to EA concepts.
Many of the approaches discuss the importance of having a glossary of terms, thereby promot-
ing a common understanding, on which the users can call, when they utilize the EA modeling
language. The glossary supplies the semantics for the concepts of the EA modeling language
by providing standardized predicators (cf. Kamlah and Lorenzen [KL67, pages 26–29]) for the
language’s underlying conceptualization. In [No03, page 176] Noran explicitly accounts for the
construct of the glossary, demanding that any EA modeling language targeting the enterprise
supplies at least textual descriptions for the language concepts.

Quality criterion Cp2: Glossary support

An EA modeling language must supply backing glossary of terms textually defining
the relevant concepts.

4.1.3 Domain appropriateness

Domain appropriateness relates the modeling language with the domain to be represented
in the sense of the representation characteristic outlined by Stachowiak (cf. Section 3.1.1).
In line with Krogstie [Kr02], we understand domain appropriateness as the fact that in the
represented domain no statements can be made that cannot be expressed in the language. For
our elicitation of quality criteria, domain appropriateness builds on our general understanding
of the EA domain described in the analysis framework in Section 3.2.

The analysis of the state-of-the-art shows that EA management is an activity operating at
the junction of business and IT topics. The analyzed approaches understand EA manage-
ment as the logical continuation of what Henderson and Venkatraman call strategic alignment
in [HV93]. Therein, the authors advocate for considering the transformation of the organi-
zation in an integrated manner both from a business and an IT perspective. The alignment
nature of EA management, linking business and IT, is also reflected in the scenarios of our tool
survey [Ma08]. These scenarios range from “business object management” [Ma08, page 68]
concerned with the business-relevant object types and their processing along the process chains
to “infrastructure management” [Ma08, pages 75–76], in which the technical infrastructure
needed to support the enterprise operations is considered. In [Bu09a, page 10] we discuss the
“holistic” nature of EA management, covering both business and IT aspects. This embracing
nature of the management subject pertains to the modeling languages that accordingly have
to cover all the different aspects. A discussion undertaken by Noran in [No03, page 95] par-
tially mitigates this criterion. From the GERA perspective he demands that any language for
modeling enterprises is complete with respect to the corresponding modeling framework, i.e.,
its corresponding conceptual basis.
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Quality criterion Do1: Business and IT coverage

An EA modeling language must supply concepts for describing both business and IT
elements of an enterprise, as well as the interconnecting entities.

Today’s enterprises find themselves confronted with a volatile regulatory and economic envi-
ronment (cf. Wagter et al. [Wa05]), to whose changes the organization as a whole has to react.
Henderson and Venkatraman describe in [HV93] the need to transform both the organizational
structures and processes as well as the underlying IT support. These enterprise transforma-
tion processes are directed towards one or more enterprise goals. In [Ma08, pages 66–68] we
discuss “stragies and goals management” as a typical scenario of EA management aiming at
establishing and managing these goals, which provide transformation guidance. In addition
to the transformations, the enterprise undergoes continuous change resulting from ongoing
maintenance activities. We exemplify one of these activities in the scenario “IT architecture
management” in [Ma08, pages 72–74] with a migration of a database management system.
Such activities not necessarily entail EA-level changes, but can interfere with ongoing trans-
formation processes. We discuss these interdependencies in the scenario “synchronization
management” [Ma08, pages 61–66]. EA management is a coordinating management function
as we discuss in [BMS09c] and in [Bu09a, pages 13–14]. Therefore, the EA modeling language
must provide means for modeling what Murer et al. call in [MWF08] the managed evolution of
the organization. This in particular means that the modeling language must support the dis-
tinction between the current state, called “as-is state” by Noran in [No03, pages 185–186], and
planned states of the EA, which delineate the EA roadmap [Bu09f]. These states are discussed
by Matthes et al. in [Ma08, pages 55–58] as part of the scenario “landscape management” as
transformation snapshots in the sense of Noran [No03, pages 68–69]. Noran further discusses
the transformation processes consisting of the activities performed to evolve the enterprise.
We also discuss this topic in [Ma08, pages 58–60] with the scenarios “demand management”
and “project portfolio management”, which link the projects to the architectural changes.

Quality criterion Do2: Transformation coverage

An EA modeling language must supply concepts for describing the evolution and
transformation of the EA, relating the changes to the underlying demands and
projects, and accounting for the temporal frame of architectural elements.

The design space for the EA has become increasingly diverse through different developments.
New technologies, new paradigms, but also novel business models open new options for shap-
ing the organization in response to existing or changing demands. This plurality of options
nevertheless does not come without costs, but leads to an increased heterogeneity in the
organization, i.e., a situation, where similar functionalities, services, or capabilities are pro-
vided in highly diverse manners. According to Murer et al. [MWF08] a management function
that controls the organization’s evolution must counter this heterogeneity with guidelines
that limit the design space. The analysis of the state-of-the-art shows that principles and
standards for evolving and developing the EA are discussed by one of two EA management
approaches. Aitken describes in [Ai10] a related contribution to the field and presents an
EA design pattern specifically targeting the definition of design principles. The establishment
and management of guidelines for the EA is also discussed in the scenario “IT architecture
management” presented by us in [Ma08, pages 72–74]. Dedicated EA concepts are used in the
scenario to reflect prescriptions on how to constitute a business application in an enterprise.
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This information is used in a twofold way, firstly for assessing the homogeneity of the current
state of the EA, and secondly for constraining the admissible architecture evolutions against
the background of their changes in respect to architecture standardization. Noran introduces
in [No03, pages 185–186] “model-based control” and demands that any language for modeling
enterprises must be usable to control via guidelines and prescriptions. On a more concrete
level the topic of SOA, as we discuss in [Bu09a, pages 23–26], is an instantiation of specific
guidelines that are pertinent to the field of EA management.

Quality criterion Do3: Guidelines coverage

An EA modeling language must supply concepts for designating certain architectural
structures as intended or desired or as unwanted.

4.1.4 Externalizibility appropriateness

Krogstie explains in [Kr02] externalizibility appropriateness as a relationship between the
language and the model creator’s knowledge. Appropriateness means that the language is
suitable to express all statements in the relevant knowledge of the model creator. In order to
derive quality criteria from this demand, we have to understand the meaning relevance. In
the context of EA descriptions relevant knowledge is confined to knowledge that is needed
to address the problems that an EA stakeholder has risen. In line with the discussions of
Aier et al. [ARW08b] many different problems are considered in EA management. General
requirement G3 of GERAM [BN94, pages 14–15] states that the problem-specific perspectives
have to integrate into a “technically correct whole”, which is further easy to use for the model
creators. For the subsequent quality criteria, we refine the general understanding of EA
problems along two dimensions, namely ‘where’ and ‘what’. EA problems are compositions of
a specific area-of-interest (concern) and a particular goal to be achieved in this area.

The majority of the EA management approaches analyzed in Section 3.3 states that the
EA forms a highly complex management subject. As Rhodes et al. delineate in [RRN09]
organizations tend to underestimate the complexity of the corresponding EA management
endeavors. These organizations do not focus on dedicated parts of the EA and often end
up with “giant models” [Bu07b]. Such models are usually hard to use and form a well-
known anti-pattern of EA management, as documented by us in [Bu09d]. If the EA modeling
language fails to provide the concepts needed to cover the relevant parts of the EA, model
creators tend to develop ‘workarounds’ that deprive the EA description of its usability (cf.
Bauer [Ba10b] and Matthes et al. in [Ma08, pages 49–50], “adapting the information model”).
In this sense, completeness with respect to the concern, as demanded by Noran in [No03,
page 95], is a prerequisite for an adequate scoping of the EA model. Such scoping is according
to Lucke et al. [LKL10, page 8] a critical issue of EA management. Only a minority of the
EA management approaches analyzed in 3.3 explicitly accounts for the question of scoping
the EA description in respect to the stakeholders’ concerns. Information model adaptation
is a key quality of a specific type of EA management tools, the so-called metamodel driven
tools [Ma08, page 344].

Quality criterion Ex1: Concern coverage

An EA modeling language must provide mechanisms to explicitly account for the
concerns of its stakeholders, keeping the EA descriptions simple but sufficient.
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The analysis of the state-of-the-art in EA management shows that explicit goal setting is a
topic for a majority of the prominent EA management approaches. Goals are EA quality
criteria raised by the stakeholders of the management function and reflect a broad variety of
possible objectives that the management endeavor can target. Our work [Ma08] on practice-
related EA management scenarios shows the range of possible goals from reducing application
landscape complexity to optimizing business object processing. The scenario “strategies and
goals management” [Ma08, pages 66–68] accounts for this plurality and describes modeling
techniques that can be used to make explicit, which part of the EA is affected by which goal.
Similar findings can be derived from the analysis undertaken by Aier et al. in [ARW08b], which
describes the variety of different goals addressed by means of EA management. In [Bu09a,
pages 26–29] we outline the plurality of practice-relevant goals and highlight the practitioners’
need for concrete measures, metrics and KPIs to reflect these goals [LS07, LS08]. In [BMS10b]
and [BMS10i] we describe how specific concepts in EA information models can be used to
concretize goals to questions in line with the goal-question-metric approach of Basili et
al. [BCR94]. A question is reified by concept that can be added to an arbitrary architec-
ture element. With questions, stakeholders can externalize their understanding of a goal in
terms of architectural qualities. Explicit concretized goals are the basis for “model-based
control” in the sense of Noran [No03, pages 185–186].

Quality criterion Ex2: Goal coverage

An EA modeling language must provide mechanisms to explicitly account for the
goals of its users, and for externalizing the goals via questions.

4.1.5 Technical appropriateness

Technical appropriateness relates the language with technical actors (tools) that are used to
work with the language. As Krogstie discusses in [Kr02] such appropriateness entails formality,
analyzability, and executability. The latter property refers to the operational semantics of the
language (see Chapter 5 for in-depth discussions on the different types of semantics) and is only
of limited interest for modeling languages. As we discuss in [Bu09a, pages 21–23], analyses
of the EA are a topic of high practical relevance. Analyzibility builds on a formal semantics
of the language. The importance of tools providing a “consistent environment” for modeling
enterprises is also delineated by criterion (GE2) of GERAM [BN94, pages 14–15].

According to the state-of-the-art, EA visualizations are highly relevant means of communica-
tion in all EA management approaches. Visualizations can be used to present the complex
structures and dependencies making up the architecture of an enterprise to the stakeholders.
As we show in [Bu09a], practitioners make heavy use of various diagrams and visualizations as
a basis for communication. The creation of such visualizations is, as discussed by Wittenburg
in [Wi07] as well as by us in [Bu07a], a time-consuming and error-prone task, especially when
executed manually. Lucke et al. discuss in [LKL10] that tool support for creating visualiza-
tions is beneficial for successful EA management. Our survey [Ma08, pages 41–48] formulates
three scenarios targeting the visualization of EAs. The first scenario “creating visualizations of
the application landscape” describes the general variability of the types of visualizations that
a tool should support. Scenario “annotating visualizations with certain aspects” adds graphi-
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cal annotations, e.g. ‘color-coding’, to the basic visualizations to indicate certain architectural
properties. The third scenario “interacting with and editing of visualizations of the application
landscape” discusses how visualizations can be changed to facilitate communication.

Quality criterion Te1: Visualization generation

An EA modeling language must be designed in a way that graphical models describ-
ing EAs can be generated out of non-graphical descriptions.

Analyses play an important role as supportive techniques for design activities. Different EA
management approaches in the state-of-the-art analysis discuss ways of to analyze the EA or
parts thereof. As Lankes describes in [La08b] analyses are used mainly for two different rea-
sons. Firstly, they realize the check-phase of a typical management cycle (cf. Deming [De82]
or Shewart [Sh86]), i.e., measure the achievement of goals. Secondly, analyses are applied to
identify potentials for improving the EA and for discovering areas that could profit from a
transformation. Our findings in [BMS09a] show the broad variety of types of analyses applied
to EA descriptions, ranging from pattern-based qualitative analyses to metrics-based quanti-
tative analyses. Especially analyses of the latter type are according to [Bu09a] considered
a relevant, but yet still developing topic in the field of EA management. In the scenarios
“interacting with and editing of visualizations of the application landscape” and “annotating
visualization with certain aspects” described by us in [Ma08, pages 44–48], we discuss the
topic of analyses from a visualization-centric perspective. Former scenario introduces the idea
of the graphical impact analysis, an ad-hoc analysis method, whereas latter scenario discusses
how both quantitative and qualitative analysis results can be displayed. Following our ar-
gumentation in [BMS10i] as well as the one of Noran in [No03, pages 185–186], analyses are
an important aspect in EA management, which has to be adequately reflected in the EA
description.

Quality criterion Te2: Analysis coverage

An EA modeling language must supply concepts for anchoring qualitative and quan-
titative analyses on architectural elements, supporting automated analyses.

4.1.6 User knowledge appropriateness

User knowledge appropriateness roots in the relationship between the language and the knowl-
edge of its users. In line with Krogstie [Kr02] this means that all language statements made
by different users can be intercalated in the knowledge of any other user. This forms an
abstract quality requiring that statements in the language remain interpretable against the
evolving knowledge backgrounds of the users. GERAM further raises in [BN94, pages 14–15]
the quality criterion that interpretation must be easy to perform.

User acceptance is crucial for the adoption of EA models as means for EA management.
Wittenburg discusses this in [Wi07] from a visualization-centric point of view. He outlines
that in order to promote the use EA models, these models should use familiar notations, i.e.,
symbols that are well-known to the “target audience” (cf. Noran in [No03, pages 122–123]).
The analysis of the state-of-the-art show that the topic of notations is only discussed by a
minority of the EA management approaches. Some of these introduce dedicated symbols for
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specific EA-relevant concepts. Other approaches allude to the need to align the graphical
notation of EA models with the notations of standards, as the UML. The adequate selection
of the standard to adopt can according to us [Bu09a, pages 18–19] be considered relevant
for user acceptance. The scenario “adapting the information model” presented in [Ma08,
pages 49–50] raises a particular quality criterion pointing in the same direction. According
to this scenario an EA management tool must support to assign a specific standard symbolic
representation to an EA concept. This is a means to familiarize the user with the underlying
EA modeling language. The question of familiarization pertains to the “layering principle” of
Wittenburg [Wi07, pages 83–84]. This principle describes that EA visualizations should build
on a slowly-changing base-map that facilitates quick recognition of architectural elements.
More volatile information is added on layers. Different layers can be used to display the same
information using different ways of representation. The layering principle allows to supply
users with only the specific information, which fits their specific knowledge background.

Quality criterion Us1: Representational fit

An EA modeling language must supply means to adapt its notation to fit the knowl-
edge of its intended users, especially adopting familiar and quickly recognizable sym-
bolic representations.

The analysis of the state-of-the-art shows that especially more comprehensive EA manage-
ment approaches discuss the evolvability of the EA management function itself. In particular,
the approaches state that the relevant goals and concerns of the management function change
in the course of managing the EA. For the aspect of the goals, this fact is discussed in the sce-
nario “SOA transformation” in [Ma08, pages 69–72]. This scenario describes an organization,
which has already implemented EA management to among others pursue standardization.
This organization decides to adopt the paradigm of service orientation. This raises a new goal
for their EA management function. In [Bu10d] we discuss three evolutions of an EA concern
targeting enterprise-wide information access. As the organization’s EA management evolves,
the corresponding concerns become increasingly fine-grained and the EA modeling language
has to adapt. The scenario “adapting the information model” in [Ma08, pages 49–50] discusses
such language adaptations. A similar consideration can be found in [No03, pages 185–186],
where Noran describes that “modularity and extensibility with respect to the meta-model” is
a key property of any EA modeling language. Our discussions in [BMS10f] focus on the evolu-
tionary nature of EA descriptions and discuss the need to prepare the descriptions as well as
their underlying languages to inevitable adaptations. As Aier et al. state in [Ai08a, page 559]
evolutions must not be “disruptive”, but have to be supported via language mechanisms that
help to guide language users with respect to their developing understanding.

Quality criterion Us2: Sustainability

An EA modeling language must be designed in a way that it supports future adap-
tations with respect to the addressed EA management-relevant goals and covered
concerns.

The communicative function (cf. Becker et al. [Be03]) of an EA modeling language has impli-
cations with respect to knowledge appropriateness. The EA is a highly diverse subject and
targets concepts originating from a broad variety of domains and disciplines. Therefore, the
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corresponding language has to bring together many different terms. The analysis of Schön-
herr [Sc08b] shows that this terminologically challenging background has lead to a diverse
image of the EA and its constituents. According to our argumentation in [Bu09h] terminolog-
ical differences are the consequence of the stakeholders’ differing base levels (cf. Tanaka and
Taylor in [TT91]) with respect to describing the EA. This means that stakeholders tend to
use terms that are according to their knowledge neither very general nor very specific. They
instinctively adopt an intermediary base level for communication. With the different back-
grounds of the involved stakeholders, boundary objects (cf. Star and Griesemer [SG89]), i.e.,
objects relevant to two backgrounds or perspectives, are at risk to be denoted by synonyms.
The application of a standardized terminology nevertheless does not necessarily have positive
implications with respect to understandability. As Aier et al. discuss in [Ai08a, page 559], this
can cause “terminological disruption”, which means that the terminology is perceived as ‘alien’
by the stakeholders. We discuss in [Bu09a, pages 18–20] that an enterprise architect has to
“translate” between different stakeholders. Noran [No03, pages 122–123] regards an accepted
and clear terminology being “appropriate to the aspect modeled” a necessary prerequisite for
successful EA management.

Quality criterion Us3: Terminological fit

An EA modeling language must supply means to adapt its terminology to fit the
linguistic communities of its users, especially with respect to boundary objects.

4.2 Requirements for the development method for EA modeling
languages

Different approaches to develop an EA modeling language can, as already discussed in Sec-
tion 1.1, be taken, namely the greenfield approach, the customization approach, and the inte-
gration approach. With respect to these approach, the design method has to provide different
kinds of prescriptions. A method supporting

greenfield development supplies a process model for eliciting the language’s concepts together
with a meta-modeling technique for documenting the concepts. Further, such method
must provide techniques to ensure consistency and avoid terminological disruptions as
well as ambiguities,

development by customization supplies an embracing modeling language built on an inte-
grated terminology. Supplementary techniques help to determine which concepts can be
omitted with respect to specific EA management goals and EA concerns, while ensuring
overall consistency of the modeling language.

development by integration supplies an organized collection of modeling language fragments
complemented with techniques for selecting the fragments suitable for certain EA man-
agement goals and EA concerns. Moreover, the method must supply techniques for
consistently integrating the chosen fragments.

All three approaches are grounded in techniques for meta-modeling, i.e., for describing the
EA modeling language itself. In the light of GERAM requirement GE4 [BNS03, pages 14–15],
the integration and the customization approach can be considered a good basis for a method
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for developing EA modeling languages. Both approaches can leverage practice-proven knowl-
edge. These approaches, while being distinguishable in respect to the ‘direction’ from which
the EA modeling language is approached, require closely related techniques. In particular
both approaches need techniques for selecting the appropriate concepts and for keeping the
developed EA modeling language consistent. The major difference therefore reduces to the
question, if an embracing model is adapted by omission and restriction or if model fragments
are combined and integrated. Therefore, the requirements for the development method can be
elicited regardless of the approach taken. Following Section 4.2.1 presents the requirements
links them to the “guidelines of modeling” delineated by Becker et al. in [BRS95] as well
as Schütte and Rotthowe in [SR98]. In Section 4.2.2 we revisit the general design guidelines
formulated by Hevner et al. in [He04].

4.2.1 Domain-specific method requirements

The domain of developing organization-specific EA modeling languages raises a set of require-
ments to the development method. As a first step, we designate the intended user group
for such method. In line with the discussions in TOGAF [Th09a], Op’t Landt et al. [La09c,
pages 114–119], and with the statements given by the practitioners [Bu09a], we assume that
enterprise architects are the user group skilled for using the method. In particular, enter-
prise architects are expected to be

skilled communicators, i.e., are able to gather requirements from a broad range of EA stake-
holders and are capable of understanding as well as translating their terminologies,

skilled modelers, i.e., are able to generalize the requirements as well as the relevant architec-
ture elements in the enterprise towards a conceptual level, and

able to structure the enterprise into architectural concerns and goals.

Above does not necessarily mean that we also expect the enterprise architects to be the
stakeholders rising the concerns and goals. The architects act as agents on behalf of these
stakeholders and develop EA modeling languages that address the stated EA management
problems. The role of the agents can further be taken by (external) consultants. Against
this background, we assume for the subsequent requirements that at least one agent, either
an enterprise architect or an EA consultant, with the outlined skillset is available to use the
method.

Requirement MU1: Being easy to use

The method as well as the corresponding techniques and models must be easy to
use for architects, who have familiarized themselves with the underlying terminology
and conceptualizations.

In the light of the inherent complexity of the management subject, we do not assume that the
method and its enclosed language fragments are understandable for the users without prior
familiarization. Structuring principles of the method, as the separation of goal and concern,
are to be learned by the users such that they can leverage the provided prescriptions. After an
initial understanding of these principles is acquired, the method as well as the language frag-
ments must be easy to understand and to use. Therefore, especially a consistent and uniform
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way of presenting the language fragments is necessary, fostering overall clarity of the presen-
tation. Latter aligns to the corresponding principle of modeling [SR98, pages 248–249], which
states that any useful model has to provide an adequate level of intuitive understandability.

Requirement MU2: Providing practice-proven prescriptions

The method must supply the users with practice-proven design prescriptions as well
as problem-specific fragments for EA modeling languages, facilitating their re-use.

This requirement particularly means that the prescriptions made by the method as well as the
provided language fragments must have proven themselves as solutions to problems of practical
relevance. Thereby, a two-faceted view is taken: firstly, the solution fragments described must
reflect ones not theoretically invented but abstracted for adoption from different practice cases.
Secondly, the corresponding problem must have occurred repeatedly and must have shown to
be of relevance for practitioners. This links to the fundamental principle of construction
relevance, which demands that any specific model has to be “right” in respect to the thereby
addressed goal and problem [SR98, pages 245–246].

Requirement MU3: Being systematically extensible

The method and its underlying organized library of language fragments must be
adaptable and extensible in respect to new practice-proven prescriptions.

The ever changing environment, in which the discipline of EA management acts, is subject to
influences from economic, regulatory, and technical factors (see e.g. [La05, Wa05, RWR06]).
These factors make the possible scope of the EA modeling languages a ‘moving target’. This
not necessarily renders the method for developing EA modeling languages infeasible, but
makes it subject to ongoing adaptation and extension. Therefore, the method must support
adaptation of the supplied language fragments as well as the contribution of new fragments
without disrupting the underlying structure of the method. The extension method must supply
means to ensure usability of the overall development method and its underlying organized
library. This in turn can be regarded as implication of the principle of systematic design [SR98,
page 249], which demands that any ‘good’ modeling remains consistent over changes.

Requirement MU4: Being semantically correct

The method must be semantically correct, i.e., especially formulated using a consis-
tent terminology, pertaining to its different language fragments.

Understandability of a method is a key prerequisite to usability and semantic as well as syn-
tactical correctness are necessary to promote understandability. For a method that builds on
practice-proven prescriptions from various origins, the question of a clear conceptualization
of the domain as well as of utilizing a consistent terminology is crucial. The terms consti-
tuting this terminology in addition have to be embedded into a consistent overall structure,
i.e., be unambiguous and not conflicting with respect to their statements about EAs. Fur-
ther assuming that the method employs a well-defined syntactical structure for providing its
prescriptions as well as the language fragments, this requirement directly aligns to the one of
language adequateness as stated by Schütte and Rotthowe [SR98, pages 246–247].
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Requirement MU5: Leveraging tool supported design

The method must be supported with a tool that guides the users in performing the
method’s steps and helps to access the language fragments.

The analysis of the state-of-the-art of EA modeling languages in Section 3.3 reveals, that there
is a large number of different guidelines to address a wide range of different EA management-
related problems. Therefore, the development method builds on a large number of language
fragments. The users of the method should be supported by a tool that helps them to find
the adequate fragments in a timely manner. Further, the tool should guide users through the
steps of the method, documenting the configurations and integrations already performed, and
support the remaining ones. Thereby, usability of the method is greatly enhanced by lowering
the investment of the users. By providing a dedicated tool, we follow the principle of economic
efficiency according to Schütte and Rotthowe [SR98, pages 247–248].

Requirement MU6: Integrating with other EA management approaches

The method must link the corresponding language fragments with the prescriptions
made in EA management approaches, therefore providing a starting point for inte-
gration and comparison.

The language fragments should not be developed to be used solely by the method, but should
also be designed to facilitate integration with other approaches, in particular the ones from
which the fragments have been derived. For doing so, the fragments expressed in a consistent
terminology must retain links to their original descriptions. The requirement reflects a key
part of the principle of comparability as stated by Schütte and Rotthowe [SR98, page 249],
which demands that any ‘good’ model supports its users in comparing the model to possible
alternatives.

4.2.2 General design guidelines according to Hevner et al.

Hevner et al. derive seven key guidelines that reflect the fundamental nature of design science
according to which “knowledge and understanding of a design problem and its solution are
acquired in the building and application of an artifact” [He04, page 83]. For the context of
the design problem addressed in this thesis, the artifact under consideration is no actual EA
modeling language but with the method for developing such languages. This corresponds to
guideline 1 of Hevner et al. demanding that design science research produces a purposeful
artifact in the form of a construct, a model, a method, an instantiation, or a combination of
the aforementioned [MS95, pages 256–258]:

∙ The constructs constitute a conceptualization that is used to describe the context, prob-
lem, and solution domain, i.e., provide a suitable vocabulary for discussions on the design
field. For our contribution, the constructs2 provide a language for describing the orga-
nizational context and the EA management problem that should be addressed, as well
as the corresponding EA modeling language.

2Constructs in this context correspond to the meta-concepts discussed in Section 2.2.2.
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∙ A model gives a set of propositions about relationships between the constructs, i.e.,
provides a useful combination of constructs in respect to a defined notion of utility. In our
contribution, the mdoel interlinks the design problems and context with the solutions,
i.e., forms the core of the organized library of building blocks (see Section 2.2).

∙ A method delineates a set of steps or guidelines on how to perform a particular task,
building on the constructs’ language. In our contribution, the method prescribes who
uses which constructs to document which aspects of the context and problem domain.
Further, the method describes which techniques are used to derive an appropriate solu-
tion from the model.

∙ An instantiation realizes some or all of the aforementioned artifacts, i.e., demonstrates
the feasibility and effectiveness of the artifacts. For our contribution, a nexus-based
information systems generator, see Section 2.2, forms the instantiation. The generator
supports users in accessing the model, in performing the steps of the method, and
in applying the relevant techniques, leading to an organization-specific EA modeling
language.

In guideline 2 Hevner et al. [He04] state that the design artifact has to solve a relevant
problem, i.e., has to provide an innovative contribution changing the phenomena that occur.
For our work this means that the artifact helps to close the gap between the current state
in developing EA modeling languages and an intended state according to the requirements of
Sections 4.1 and 4.2.

Guideline 3 of Hevner et al. [He04] highlight the importance of evaluation as part of the
research process. After applying the design artifact in the target environment, the researcher
has to find out, which requirements are satisfied. If the researcher diagnoses that several re-
quirements are not met, the research process can be iterated, thereby evolving and adapting
the artifact and providing more elaborate conceptualizations, models, methods, and instanti-
ations. For our work, evaluation has to target the artifact on a meta-level with the methods
as outlined in Section 2.3. We have to evaluate the artifacts general applicability instead of a
specific application.

The research contribution is subject to discussions in guideline 4, which states that the
design artifact must provide a clear contribution in the corresponding research field. In [He04]
Hevner et al. distinguish three different types of contributions:

∙ design artifacts solving a heretofore unsolved problem, i.e., ones extending the knowledge
base,

∙ foundations introducing novel constructs, models, methods, or instantiations for an al-
ready solved problem, and

∙ methodologies defining new ways to evaluate design science research contributions.

Regardless of the type of contribution, the artifact has to be implementable against the back-
ground of the existing knowledge base. Our work contributes new foundations for the problem
of developing organization-specific EA modeling languages.

Guideline 5 of Hevner et al. [He04] focuses on research rigor and requires the application of
rigorous methods for constructing and evaluating the designed artifact. In particular, rigor
relates to the effective use of the existing knowledge base, meaning that the researchers must
be able to ground their findings in the theoretical foundations of the discipline. Further,
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rigor depends on the ability of the researchers to skillfully select the appropriate techniques
to justify and evaluate their artifact. For our work rigor has especially to be considered in
respect to the organized library of building blocks.

In guideline 6 the nature of design as a search process is discussed, emphasizing that ‘good’
design is not achieved in a single step, but employs iterative search procedures. Such pro-
cedures are often based on heuristic search strategies, in which alternative design solutions
are created and subsequently tested against the elicited requirements. The decomposition of
the actual design problem in sub-problems is a favorable strategy according to the guideline.
Nevertheless, the achieved sub-solutions have to be analyzed with respect to unforeseen inter-
dependencies. Our work is the result of a long-running research project in which preceding
contributions, as the EA management pattern catalog [Ch10], have been presented.

The final guideline 7 is concerned with the proliferation of the research outcomes. The
strong practical focus of design science research makes it necessary that the findings, i.e.,
the design artifacts and their rationales, are communicated to both a technology-oriented as
well as management-oriented audiences. Latter act as consumers of the design artifacts and
need sufficient information to decide, if purchasing or making use of the artifact is feasible
to address their specific problems. The technology-oriented audience on the opposite need
information to replicate and instantiate the artifact, hence focusing more on information
about artifact construction. Our research is made available via the corresponding information
systems generator and is discussed in relevant publication outlets.

4.3 Contributing theories for the building block-based method

In the following we prepare our method for developing an EA modeling language and start with
some definitions and considerations on the notion of the (conceptual) modeling language. Sec-
tion 4.3.1 establishes our basic understanding of modeling languages and their constituents
syntax, semantics, as well as notation, and delineates different ways to describe these con-
stituents. Furthering the considerations from the requirements elicitation, we investigate the
subject of relevant architectural properties in more detail in Section 4.3.2. Thereby, we use
a formal framework proposed by Guarino and Welti in [GW00a] to reflect on the notion of
identity in the EA context. In Section 4.3.4 we revisit relevant theories for multi-perspective
modeling and the related issue of consistency. Section 4.3.5 discusses how notational aspects
and syntactic aspects of a modeling language can be considered independent from each other
along a framework established by us in [Er06b]. In the final Section 4.3.6 we present the notion
of EA management patterns introduced by us in [Bu07b] and furthered by Ernst in [Er10].
In particular, we revisit how patterns are used to present practice-proven solutions for EA
management and analyze potential drawbacks with respect to integration and redundancy.

4.3.1 Modeling languages

Several definitions of the term modeling language are given in literature not at least differing
with respect to their commitment to an ontological and epistemological position. In line with
Mylopoulos [My92] and Guizzardi [Gu05] which both take an interpretivist position, we define
a modeling language as follows:
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Definition: Modeling language

A modeling language is an explicit set of language primitives and rules that can
be used to describe some aspects of the physical and social world for purposes of
understanding and communication.

This definition reflects three central characteristics of a language, namely the language primi-
tives and rules that make up the structure of the language, the descriptive nature with respect
to the universe of discourse, and the communicative quality of the created descriptions. These
characteristics are also mirrored in the three constituents of a modeling language as alluded
to by Harel and Rumpe [HR00] as well as Kühn [Kü04, pages 30–37]:

Syntax 3 The syntax describes the primitives, of which the language is constituted, the struc-
ture of language expressions, and the correctness rules for language expressions. Kühn
presents two techniques for defining a language’s syntax:

In the graph-grammar approach any model is interpreted as a graph consisting of
primitive nodes and edges, i.e., the elements of the grammar’s alphabet. Comple-
menting, the grammar provides a set of rules that defines which productions can be
applied to a valid graph to obtain another valid graph.

In the meta-model approach a meta-model, i.e., a model residing on a linguistically
higher level of abstraction, describes the modeling primitives as linguistic instances
of concepts in another language, the meta-language.

Semantics The semantics describes the meaning of the primitives and the expressions in
relationship to the represented objects from the universe of discourse. In line with
Klar [Kl99], Kühn describes the following techniques to define semantics:

In text-based semantics definitions the meaning of the language primitives is de-
scribed using natural language.

In denotational semantics definitions elementary mathematical objects, e.g. sets,
are used to denote the meaning of the primitives.

In operational semantics definitions language primitives are mapped to executable
operations on an abstract virtual machine.

In axiomatic semantics definitions logic axioms and inference rules are used to
mirror language primitives.

In type-theoretic semantics definitions language primitives are mapped to higher-
order mathematical and type-theoretic objects, e.g. data types and algebras.

Notation 4 The notation describes how the language primitives and expression are visualized,
i.e., represented in a textual or graphical manner. In respect to defining notations, Kühn
distinguishes two techniques:

Static notation definitions assign, usually by example, a static symbol to any syn-
tactic primitive.

Dynamic notation definitions assign a symbol to the syntactic primitives and add
rules for translating states of the primitive onto visual variables of the symbol.

3The syntax is sometimes also alluded to as abstract syntax.
4The notation is sometimes also alluded to as concrete syntax in distinction to the abstract syntax.
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Below, we exemplify the language constituents along the well-known Unified Modeling Lan-
guage (UML) [Ob10d] and explain how syntax, semantics, and notation of selected elements
of UML class diagrams look like. In the example, we find a situation common to many other
modeling languages, especially in the EA context: Firstly, the semantics of the modeling con-
cepts is provided in an informal and textual manner. Secondly, the graphical notation of the
modeling language is given by example, which might cause ambiguities in the utilization of
notational concepts. Finally, the description of language’s syntax by using a meta-model is
a source of inconvenience also, as the meta-model itself must be expressed in the primitives
provided by the meta-language. While EA modeling languages often resolve this ‘issue’ by
using multi-purpose modeling languages as the UML [Ob10d] or Entity Relationship (E/R)
modeling [Ch76], the UML itself has to address this issue in a more sophisticated manner.
UML introduces are core set of language primitives, the so-called UML infrastructure, whose
syntax can be described by themselves, more precisely by instances of a modeling language,
whose syntax is isomorph to the one of the UML infrastructure.

Example 4.1: UML language primitives. Central abstraction of UML
class diagrams is the concept class, of which properties and associations
should be described. The standard defines a class as “a type that has
objects as its instances”. In a similar fashion, the semantics of the property
and the association are textually defined as “a declared state of one or more
instances in terms of a named relationship to a value or values” and “a set
of tuples whose values refer to typed instances”, respectively. Defining the
syntax of the language, the UML uses a class diagram as follows:

Association
isDerived : BooleanType

Property
isReadOnly : Boolean
default : String
isComposite : Boolean
isDerived : Boolean
isDerivedUnion : Boolean

Class
isAbstract : Boolean

1..* * 0..1 2..*

0..1 *

{subsets namespace, subsets 
featuringClassifier, subsets classifier}

{subsets attribute, subsets 
ownedMember, ordered}

+ class + ownedAttribute

+ association + memberEnd
{subsets member, ordered}

+ /endType

{readOnly, subsets 
relatedElement}

The notation used to represent the language’s constructs is given in the
UML specification in a table as the subsequent. The table contains graph-
ical examples that illustrate graphical representations for the concepts:

Graphical representation of a class named
”Class”

Graphical representation of a class with
two attributes named ”attribute1” and ”at-
tribute2”

Graphical representation of an association
”associates” connecting two classes
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4.3.2 A formal ontology of properties

The IEEE Recommended Practice 1471:2000 in its adapted version of Wittenburg [Wi07] can
be used to understand the environment in which EA descriptions are employed. Character-
istics of this environment also pertain to the EA modeling languages. In the light of the
quality criteria for the language elicited in Section 4.1 the standard requires a brief revisit.
Externalizibility criteria Ex1 and Ex2 give rise to a more detailed perspective on the nature
of viewpoints in EA descriptions. The criteria introduce a distinction between goals and
concerns, which are combined to a stakeholder’s specific EA management-related problem.
This distinction is of interest for our method as it allows to re-use the operationalization of an
abstract goal, as increase homogeneity, on different architectural concerns, e.g. business appli-
cations or hardware devices. Put in the perspective of conceptual modeling, above distinction
yields two fundamentally different properties that an architecture element can have. Firstly,
an element can represent a ‘thing’, e.g. a business application or a hardware device. Secondly,
an element can represent some sort of property, e.g. being homogenizable. While being a
‘thing’ element entails to have a set of properties, e.g. a name, being a ‘property’ element
adds a particular perspective on an associated thing element. Moreover, being homogenizable
is not necessarily a permanent property of an element, at least, if the stakeholders’ perspective
is taken. It can be that business applications are subject to the goal of increased homogeneity
for a certain period of time, after which the focus of the EA management activities shifts
to homogenizing business processes. At this point, it is not longer necessary nor sensible to
model that business applications are ‘homogenizable’, i.e., the corresponding property of the
business applications ceases to exist.

With the framework of Guarino and Welti [GW00a] we put above considerations on a more
sound basis. According to them, the term property is in practice often used confusing in
respect to its taxonomic structure. Together, the properties form the conceptualization of
the world [GW00b] and provide the basis for conceptual modeling. This according to Guarino
and Welti inevitably leads to difficulties with respect to formally understanding the conceptual
models as well as in applying the models to an actual modeling domain. Guarino and Welti
devise in [GW00a] and in [GW00b] a formal toolkit that seeks to remedy the aforementioned
issues. The toolkit introduces three principles, called meta-properties:

∙ unity is a relationship between an entity and its constituting parts,

∙ identity is an equivalence relation between entities, stating whether two entities are the
same, and

∙ rigidity describes that a characteristic is essential, i.e., is constant for an entity.

Especially the later two meta-properties are of interest for our subsequent considerations.

Guarino and Welti ground their understanding of identity in the philosophical concept of the
identity condition (IC). Given an arbitrary property, an identity condition is established via
an equivalence relationship. Whenever this relationship holds between two properties, these
properties are considered identical. This statement may at first sight seem to be an eloquent
formulation of a tautology, but at a closer look supports a formal understanding of the principle
of identity. The formalization of an IC on instances ℐ reads as follows:

∀𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ ℐ : 𝜑(𝑥) ∧ 𝜑(𝑦)⇒ (𝜆(𝑥, 𝑦)⇔ 𝑥 = 𝑦)
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The relational predicate 𝜆 supplies the equivalence relationship. This understanding of ICs
is nevertheless not fully satisfactory. Firstly, the formulation does not allow to distinguish
between supplying an IC and carrying an IC. This distinction especially applies in respect to
properties that do not hold permanently, but inherit from a permanent property. Secondly, the
formulation does not directly account for the existence of instances and is hence not capable
to express that one instance existing at one point in time is identical to another instance
existing at a different point time. In [GW00a] Guarino and Welti respond to the first issue
by distinguishing between necessary and sufficient ICs. They resolve the second issue by a
distinction between two kinds of identity in respect to the points in time from 𝒯 . In formal
terms, these kinds read as:

∙ synchronic identity with ∀𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ ℐ, 𝑡 ∈ 𝒯 : 𝜑𝑡(𝑥) ∧ 𝜑𝑡(𝑦)⇒ (Λ𝑡,𝑡(𝑥, 𝑦)⇔ 𝑥 = 𝑦) and

∙ diachronic identity with ∀𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ ℐ, 𝑡, 𝑡′ ∈ 𝒯 : 𝜑𝑡(𝑥) ∧ 𝜑𝑡′(𝑦)⇒ (Λ𝑡,𝑡′(𝑥, 𝑦)⇔ 𝑥 = 𝑦).

The parameterized predicate 𝜑𝑡 evaluates to true, if property 𝜑 holds for the (existing) element
at the designated point in time. The equivalence relationship is replaced by a parameterized
relational predicate Λ for two selected points in time.

Time further plays an important role for the meta-property of rigidity. Guarino and
Welti [GW00a] state that a property is rigid, if it is essential to all corresponding elements.
This means that any element, which has such a property at one point in time, also has the
property at any point in time, while it exists. Using temporal logic, we can formalize the
notion of rigidity as

∀𝑥 ∈ ℐ : 𝜑(𝑥)⇒ 2𝜑(𝑥).

𝜑 denotes a predicate representing the property and 2 stands for the universal quantifier
of time, i.e., designates that the subsequent statements are bound to hold for all points in
time. Negating the notion of rigidity leads to the meta-property of being non-rigid [GW00a]
formalized as

∃𝑥 ∈ ℐ : 𝜑(𝑥) ∧ ¬2𝜑(𝑥).

This means that there exists at least one instance, for which the property holds at some
particular point in time, but is not essential over the lifetime. A more interesting meta-
property can be derived from rigidity, designating some properties as anti-rigid [GW00a]. An
anti-rigid property is not essential to all of its corresponding instances, i.e., any instance which
holds the property at some point in time, does not hold it at one or more other points in time,
reading as

∀𝑥 ∈ ℐ : 𝜑(𝑥)⇒ ¬2𝜑(𝑥).

Anti-rigid properties are frequent in the context of describing EAs, as life-cycle related prop-
erties as being in planning or being in dissolution are prototypic anti-rigid properties. Any
particular business application is planned at some point of its lifetime and inevitably faces dis-
solution at the end of production. A method committing to develop sound and easy to use EA
modeling language has to account for the anti-rigid nature of relevant domain-inherent prop-
erties. From this perspective, the method can beneficially build on the ontological framework
of Guarino and Welti [GW00a].
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4.3.3 Temporal and bi-temporal modeling

The modeling of temporal, i.e., time-dependent, facts is a prominent topic especially in the
field of database research. Date [Da00, pages 730–731] understands a temporal database as a
database “that contains historical information instead of, or as well as, current data”. Date
introduces the basics of temporal databases, starting with the concept of the timestamped
fact. Any such fact is valid since a particular point in time and is valid until a (different)
point in time. Both points can be indefinite, i.e., the corresponding facts may hold ever since
or throughout. The points in time are determined by events that validate and invalidate the
timestamped fact, respectively. This understanding is reflected by a valid time assigned to
any fact in the database. Contrary, Date does not assume that the fact is immediately ‘made
known’ to the database. This means that a potentially different point in time exists, at which
the timestamped fact becomes part of the database, as well as some point in time can exist,
where the fact is deleted from the database. The first point, when the fact is added, is called
in line with Date the transaction time. Especially, when planning is concerned, transaction
time and valid time are not necessarily identical, as also the following example explains.

Example 4.2: Transaction in EA modeling. An enterprise documents
the business applications together with information on their number of
users. In addition, information on the organizational unit responsible for
any particular application at a point in time is stored. This entails an
information model for their EA as shown below:

Organizational
Unit

Business
Application

noOfUsers:int
1 *

responsible for

1 *

responsible for Business
Application

Organizational
Unit

NoOfUsers
value:int
validFrom:timestamp
validTo:timestamp

1 1..*
has 

Organizational
Unit 1 *

responsible for
«temporal»

Business
Application

«temporal» noOfUsers:int

On January, 7th information on the business applications as-is is collected
and entered into the database. Accordingly, transaction and valid time for
the corresponding facts is January, 7th. A week later, the enterprise archi-
tects and business architects meet and decide on the application portfolio
for the next planning period. Several applications are assigned to different
organizational units or undergo changes in their user-base. These archi-
tectural changes are planned to be effective October, 1st (valid time), and
are documented on January, 14th (transaction time).

For any relevant dimension of time (valid and transaction), the corresponding fact in the
database has to be equipped with a timestamp, that stores the temporal information. If only
one dimension of time is considered, the corresponding model is called a temporal model. A
model equipped with both valid time and transaction time is accordingly called a bi-temporal
model. Bi-temporality raises several implications in respect to constraints applying to the
database. Uniqueness of a relationship end, for example, changes to uniqueness per point in
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time, yielding a different set of constraints and evaluations. These issues become even more
obvious, when object-oriented models are considered.

Anderson [An99] as well as Carlson et al. [CEF99] discuss, what temporal and bi-temporal
modeling imply for object-oriented models. These authors present patterns for ‘things that
change with time’. Anderson putts particular emphasis on storing historic data. Central
thereto is the pattern edition [An99, pages 267–270] that links a memento (cf. Gamma et
al. [Ga94]) to a change transaction. Thereby, historic states of an object can be stored. In a
similar vein, but with a slightly different intention, Carlson et al. present patterns targeting
properties and relationships with limited periods of validity. In Example 4.3 we detail the
difficulties associated with modeling a temporal property [CEF99, pages 241–247].

Example 4.3: Valid time in EA modeling. The enterprise implements
the information model into the an object-oriented system. In order to
reflect that a particular state of the user-base of a business application
is—according to the plan—only valid for a certain period of time, the
model is adapted as follows.

Organizational
Unit

Business
Application

noOfUsers:int
1 *

responsible for

1 *

responsible for Business
Application

Organizational
Unit

NoOfUsers
value:int
validFrom:timestamp
validTo:timestamp

1 1..*
has 

Organizational
Unit 1 *

responsible for
«temporal»

Business
Application

«temporal» noOfUsers:intThe information model has changed in two significant ways: firstly, the time-dependent prop-
erty has been converted to a first-level class, equipped with timestamps. Secondly, a change
with respect to the multiplicities has occurred. While formerly any business application had
one particular value for the property number of users, it now supplies at least one related
instance of the property class. Without an additional constraint, such information model
would allow that contradicting information on the user base at a particular point in time was
supplied. But, as Carlson et al. argue in [CEF99], even if such constraint was provided, the
information model becomes less clear. The authors propose a stereotype «temporal»to in-
dicate that a particular relationship end is temporal, i.e., that the supplied multiplicity holds
for any point in time.

The pattern temporal association of Carlson et al. [CEF99] can be used to add temporal
validity to an association in an object-oriented model. Similar to the temporal property, the
relationship (association) is reified in a class with properties indicating the period of validity.
The make-up of the model is thereby changed in two ways: firstly an additional class is
introduced and secondly the multiplicities are adapted appropriately. Again modeling clarity
is lost, such that Carlson et al. advocate to use the stereotype introduced above. Example 4.4
shows the stereotypes applied.
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Example 4.4: Valid time and transaction time in EA modeling.

Finally, the enterprise implements the information model with all time-
related features into an object-oriented system. The actual model to be
implemented reads as follows.

Organizational
Unit

Business
Application

noOfUsers:int
1 *

responsible for

1 *

responsible for Business
Application

Organizational
Unit

NoOfUsers
value:int
validFrom:timestamp
validTo:timestamp

1 1..*
has 

Organizational
Unit 1 *

responsible for
«temporal»

Business
Application

«temporal» noOfUsers:int

4.3.4 Consistency in multi-perspective modeling

Quality criterion Cp1 multi-perspectivity support raises several implications with respect
to the interplay of the different perspectives as well as their underlying modeling languages.
A key implication relates to the question of consistency between the different perspectives.
Andrade et al. discuss in [An04] a framework for understanding how different viewpoints, as
they call the perspectives, relate. The underlying definition of viewpoint is slightly different
from the one given in the IEEE Recommended Practice 1471:2000 [IE00, Wi07], as Andrade
et al. state that a viewpoint contains partial information about an actual problem in the
universe of discourse. According to the standard, this information would in turn be part of
a view corresponding to the viewpoint. Based on the more embracing definition of the term,
Andrade et al. introduce in [An04] the notion of the discrepancy between two viewpoints
which can take two distinct forms:

∙ A conflict describes a situation, in which the problems to be addressed with one viewpoint
interfere with another viewpoint’s underlying problems.

∙ An inconsistency describes a situation, in which information established by one viewpoint
is violated, i.e., contradicted, by information in the other viewpoint.

The two types of discrepancies necessarily entail two different resolution strategies, of which
the strategy for addressing inconsistencies is of particular interest for our considerations. An-
drade et al. propose in [An04, page 288] that in case an inconsistency is detected, firstly the
contradictory pieces of information can be “refuted” against reality, and secondly a “transfer”
to the correct information is initiated. Especially the first step of the process is to be distin-
guished from the strategy of “negotiation” that is applied to resolve conflicts, i.e., intentional
discrepancies. Nevertheless, the refutation against reality does not rule out the involvement
of knowledgeable stakeholders, which are necessary according to the epistemological position
of interpretivism. The position of interpretivism on the downside aggravates to distinguish
between the two types of discrepancies, but calls for a design of the corresponding modeling
languages to prevent accidental inconsistencies.

A more detailed perspective on inconsistencies is taken by Nuseibeh et al. [NKF94, page 762].
They identify a viewpoint with a “distributable object encapsulating partial knowledge [...]
about a systems and its domain” and decompose a viewpoint into five “slots”:
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∙ the style which describes the notation, i.e., representation schema, used by the viewpoint,

∙ the work plan that delineates the processes and activities in which the viewpoint is used,

∙ the domain which identifies the concern in the universe of discourse,

∙ the specification that supplies a partial description of the universe of discourse, and

∙ the work record which traces the development state and history of the viewpoint.

The work plan as well as the work record are only of limited interest in respect to consistency
between different viewpoints, although the plan can cause conflicts. The style also does not
critically interlink with the question of consistency either. Contrariwise, both the domain and
the specification have to be considered, when relating viewpoints with each other in order
to reason on consistency. Nuseibeh et al. introduce in [NKF94] four types of relationships
between viewpoints, namely independent, existentially dependent, partially overlapping, and
totally overlapping. Independent viewpoints cannot interfere with each other, while overlap-
ping viewpoints share both parts of their specifications and their domains. When a viewpoint
is existentially dependent from another one, this requires a domain-inherent relationship, ac-
cording to which the existence of an instance in the specification of the first viewpoint entails
the existence of one or more instances in the dependent viewpoint’s specification. This actual
nature of this dependency is not discussed by Nuseibeh et al. in [NKF94] but indications are
provided that refinement-relationships and temporal relationships should be considered. Nu-
seibeh et al. introduce the concept of the viewpoint template, referring to types of viewpoints
that are not actually instantiated. Such a viewpoint template defines style, work plan, and
domain, of which only the latter accordingly is of interest for considerations on consistency.
The relationships between viewpoints are in line considered as instantiations of correspond-
ing relationships defined between viewpoint templates. These relationship definitions in turn
commit to the relationships between the domains (overlap) or in respect to the work plan
(existential dependency).

In [DQS08, page 737] Dijkman et al. establish “re-usable consistency rules” pertaining to
“multi-viewpoint design” for architectures. They develop a conceptual framework, see Fig-
ure 4.2, building on the IEEE Recommended Practice 1471:2000 [IE00] and introduce addi-
tional elements thereto, namely:

A level of abstraction describes a relative position in the design process that indicates
which information is considered essential at this point in design.

A system property designates a set of characteristics of the part of the system under
consideration, being essential to the design.

A concept is an abstraction of a design-relevant property of the system defined in a
stakeholder’s viewpoint on the design.

A concept instance complements the concept with an actual value of the property, re-
flected in a particular view on the system.

Dijkman et al. [DQS08, pages 742–743] discuss formal consistency rules interlinking different
viewpoints. Central thereto is an understanding of three essential and coarse-grained concerns,
namely the structural, the behavioral, and the information concern. Dijkman et al. provide
for each of these high-level concerns a dedicated set of abstract concepts as entity, action, or
type, for which particular consistency rules are described using a formal mechanism. For any
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Design
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instance of

has has

                            constructed from

Figure 4.2: Framework for multi-viewpoint design (cf. [DQS08])

language not bound to these concerns, the approach’s underlying considerations on consistency,
as described by Dijkman in [Di06b], provide a good starting point. There, he distinguishes
between four approaches to define consistency between viewpoints [Di06b, pages 46–51]:

1. An informal approach building on natural language consistency rules.

2. An approach building on a relational algebra over the concept instances, i.e., using
declarative consistency invariants.

3. An approach defining a formal semantics for concepts in terms of a mathematical rep-
resentation, which further yields consistency rules pertaining to concept instances.

4. An approach defining a semantic mapping for concepts to so called “basic concepts”, on
which corresponding consistency rules are established.

These approaches are not to be considered to be exclusive, but can according to Dijkman
be combined. He specifically describes the benefits of combining approaches 3 and 4 as well
as 2 and 4. In the latter case, well-established consistency mechanisms as the Object Con-
straint Language (OCL) [Ob10c] can be re-used to describe the consistency invariants on basic
concepts instead on arbitrary concepts. This reduces the overall complexity and amount of
consistency rules. In a similar sense, the formal semantics in approach 3 can be confined to
target only basic concepts as of approach 4, thereby again reducing the complexity of formal-
ization in respect to consistency. Regardless of the approach taken, the discussions of Dijkman
provide further input to the question on how to formulate consistency rules.
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On a general level, he distinguishes between two types of relationships between viewpoints,
namely the overlap and the refinement relationship. One viewpoint refines another, if it
covers all of the other’s system properties and resides on a lower level of abstraction.
Two viewpoints overlap, if they share at least one system property via the contained
concepts. On actual views, Dijkman revisits the cases of overlap on the level of concept
instances in [Di06b, page 161], distinguishing equivalent, partly equivalent, complementary,
and composite equivalent. Figure 4.3 illustrates these different cases.

ci1 ci2

p1

view 1 view 2

ci1 equivalent c2

ci1 ci2

p1

view 1 view 2

p2 p3

ci1 partly equivalent c2

p

ci1 ci2

p1

view 1 view 2

ci1 and c2 complementary

p2

ci3 ci2

p1

view 1 view 2

ci1 & ci3 composite equivalent c2 & c4

ci1 ci4

Figure 4.3: Cases of concept instance relationships according to Dijkman [Di06b, page 161]

Above discussions not only highlight the importance of consistency in multi-perspective mod-
eling environments, but also establish a conceptual basis on which our method builds. In
particular, the distinction between intensional discrepancies (conflicts) and accidental discrep-
ancies (inconsistencies) is introduced by Andrade et al. [An04]. On the level of interrelating
viewpoints, two different kinds of such relationships have to be distinguished: overlaps and
refinements (existential dependencies). For the overlap relationship, the considerations of
Dijkman [Di06b] provide further concretizations that relate to viewpoint-level properties.
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4.3.5 Decoupling notational aspects of a modeling language

Different modeling languages, e.g. the UML, do not only provide a single notation for the
language’s concepts, but supply alternative visual representations for selected language primi-
tives. This reflects a situation, where the syntax of the language remains fixed, while multiple
different symbols are used for a single syntactical primitive to reflect the needs of different
target audiences. As the analysis of the state-of-the-art in EA modeling languages revealed,
the situation in the context of EA management is similar. Each modeling language brings
along a unique notation and the using organizations are likely to either have adapted these
notations according to their needs or have developed their own notations. Moreover, also in
one organization, different stakeholders can use different notations for the same concepts.

Some research in the field of modeling languages and notations is motivated from the area of
graphical modeling, more precisely from the tool perspective on this subject. This ascribes
to the fact that building generic modeling toolkits for arbitrary languages necessarily calls for
techniques that allow applying arbitrary symbolic or textual representation mechanisms to the
syntactic primitives. Prominent proponents of such generic modeling toolkits are the Generic
Modeling Environment (GME) [Le01] and the Graphical Modeling Framework (GMF)5. Both
toolkits provide dedicated concepts for describing visualized instances of syntactic primitives,
although these concepts are not solely of graphical nature but represent some sort of ‘entan-
glement’ between symbol and primitive instance. The actual situation in the graphical model
resembles the one in the UML diagram interchange [Ob06b]. A graphical model in terms of
the diagram interchange is a model of solely graphical instances, as rectangles, tightly coupled
with a model of primitive instances. Such an entanglement in turn is native from a tool’s
perspective, but remains limited with respect to its merits both for understanding what a
notation is and for decoupling notational aspects.

Domokos and Varro explore in [DV02] an alternative approach for graphically representing
models. This approach builds on a graphical model instantiating a generic visualization meta-
model, i.e., a meta-model that introduces primitives as rectangles, circles, and lines. The
instances of graphical primitives are not directly coupled with the instances of the syntactic
primitives that they should represent. In turn, a model-to-model transformation is applied to
create symbols representing the underlying primitive instances. While this approach in general
can be regarded powerful for describing notational aspects only loosely coupled to the syntax,
its expressiveness is limited. This ascribes to the visualization meta-model that Domokos and
Varro employ in [DV02], as it focuses on graph-like ‘node-and-edge’ diagrams and does not
provide more sophisticated graphical primitives, i.e., for nesting symbols. Later primitives are
nevertheless prevalent in the context of graphical models of the EA.

We discuss in [Er06b] a closely related approach for creating graphical representations of
EA models according to a predefined notation. This approach builds on a model-to-model
transformation linking syntactic primitives of the EA modeling language, contained in what
we call the information model, to graphical primitives from the visualization meta-model,
the so-called visualization model. Compared to the complementary model presented by
Domokos and Varro [DV02], our visualization model is richer, as it provides a class of visual
primitives called visualization rules. These rules are used to describe graphical relationships
between symbols, e.g. to express that one symbol instance is nested into another one. As a

5Information on GMF can be found at http://www.eclipse.org/gmf/, last accessed 04-05-2011.
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part of the approach, we show how the visualization rules relate to mathematical statements,
which in turn can be used to compute a rule-conform layout of the visualization. Figure 4.4
shows the central mechanism of our approach, and describes the executable nature of the
mechanism as discussed by us in [Bu07a]. Whereas Wittenburg has later shown in [Wi07],
that the mechanism can be applied to generate relevant visualizations of the application land-
scape of an enterprise, a limitation of the approach applies. The visualizations are graphical
representations generated from the syntactic primitives. In this sense, the model-to-model
transformation provides only ‘half of’ a notation, which in turn should also allow adding,
changing, and removing primitives in the described model. Our approach in [Er06b] describes
a one-way transformation from syntactic to visual primitives, whereas a notation has to define
both ways.
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Figure 4.4: Model-transformation approach to visualization generation [Bu07a]

Despite the aforementioned limitations, our model-transformation approach [Er06b] forms a
good basis to settle a technique for defining notations. This means that our technique in
its core builds on a language for describing model-to-model transformations, i.e., notation
functions.

language primitives↔ visual primitives (notation function)

Above, we formulate a bijective function between the syntactic primitives and visual primitives
of the EA modeling language. In case, the language’s models are used read-only, the resulting
representation function does not need to be bijective. This in turn means that no inverse
of the representation function, i.e., no interpretation function exists.

language primitives→ visual primitives (representation function)

In Chapter 5 we explore the notion of representation functions and notation functions

in more detail to understand how above technique integrates into the formal framework for
describing architectures provided by the IEEE Recommended Practice 1471:2000 (cf. Sec-
tion 3.1.3) and its successor, the ISO standard 42010 [In07].
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4.3.6 EA management patterns

In [Bu07b] we discuss the difficulties, which an organization willing to establish an EA man-
agement function finds itself confronted with. In particular we elaborate how the absence of
proven-practice prescriptions on a concrete and problem-specific level leads organizations to
unwanted results. Especially the greenfield approach of developing EA modeling languages
causes organizations fall for typical difficulties as “giant models” [Bu09d]. In [Bu07b] we
respond to these difficulties by applying the notion of the pattern onto the field of EA man-
agement. A pattern is thereby understood in line with Alexander et al. [Al77, page x] as an
observed and not invented solution for a recurring problem.

The EA management patterns outlined by us in [Bu07b, pages 154–155] are in line with
above argument “small, re-usable units preferably based on established practices” and can be
distinguished into three different types, namely:

Methodology patterns (M-pattern) 6 that define steps to be taken in order to address problems
of a distinct type. These M-patterns further delineate the intended usage context and
describe possible consequences from applying the steps. Finally, the patterns establish
relationships to viewpoints that can be used in addressing a problem.

Viewpoint patterns (V-pattern) that describe how certain aspects, i.e., concerns, in the EA
can be presented to the actors and stakeholders of the method. The V-patterns’ under-
lying conceptualization of reality, i.e., its corresponding information model, is contained
in a referenced pattern.

Information model patterns (I-pattern) that supply conceptual models for describing the EA
or certain aspects thereof. The elements contained in the I-pattern are further com-
plemented with textual definitions of their semantics. These textual definition together
form the glossary that accompanies the patterns.

Patterns of all three types follow a standardized documentation schema derived from the
canonical form for patterns according to Buschmann et al. [Bu96]. Ernst adopts this form for
the context of EA management first in [Er08] and discusses the different components thereof
in [Er10]. Accordingly, an EA management pattern always provides a fact sheet with an
expressive name, a unique identifier as well as versioning information, and follows a typical
structure consisting of eight components:

1. The brief example describes a practical application case of the corresponding pattern.
The case can be anonymized or can contain real-world information.

2. The short description of the context delineates environmental factors that have to hold
for the pattern being reasonably applicable.

3. The appellative description of the problem directly addresses the prospective users and
delineates the type of problems onto which the pattern can be applied. The general
problem statement is further detailed with forces that apply in the problem space and
can influence the solution.

6More precisely, we should have talked about method patterns in [Bu07b].
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4. The solution describes the steps to be taken (M-pattern), exemplifies the viewpoint
to be used (V-pattern), or shows the information model (I-pattern). As part of the
solution possible resolutions to the aforementioned forces are provided and corresponding
alternatives are denoted.

5. The implementation delineates how the solution can be operationalized, e.g. which roles
have to be established and which tool support has to be provided.

6. The known uses explicitly account for organizations that have successfully applied the
described pattern. This section can be omitted for reasons of anonymity.

7. The consequences denote known side-effects that can arise from the implementation of
the pattern.

8. Finally, related patterns are listed under see also, thereby establishing interconnections
between patterns.

In respect to the interconnections between patterns, three different categories have to be
distinguished. Firstly, interconnections can target patterns of a different type necessary or
beneficial for implementing the pattern under consideration. Secondly, patterns of the same
type can be targeted to denote interdependencies as being a prerequisite or being mutually
exclusive. Finally, patterns of all types committing to the same terminology can be referenced.
For the EA management patterns presented in the EA management pattern catalog, presented
in [Bu08b] and [Ch10], only interconnections of the former two categories are made explicit.
Thereby, especially the first type of relationships deserves special attention. Patterns of all
three types are closely related to each other, as to say that any M-pattern involves at least
one V-pattern to convey the relevant architecture information to the method’s users. Further,
a V-pattern links to an underlying I-pattern that supplies the concepts used in the viewpoint.
The tightness of this relationship between V-pattern and I-pattern becomes obvious when
regarding an actual viewpoint as a language for describing EAs. The notation of this language
(cf. Section 4.3.1) is specified in the V-pattern, whereas both syntax and semantics for the
language are supplied in the corresponding I-pattern.

In respect to the terminological relationships between patterns, the pattern catalog presented
in [Bu08b] and [Ch10] takes a pragmatic perspective. A common glossary underlying the
I-patterns and henceforth also the V-patterns ensures terminological consistency. To achieve
this, the wording of selected patterns had to be adapted prior to integrating them into the
pattern catalog. When it comes to the M-patterns, terminological clarity is only partially
maintained. Especially in respect to denoting the goals and corresponding concerns, the M-
pattern remain abstract, thus leaving their relationship to the catalog’s underlying terminology
unclear. While this is in line with Ernst [Er10] not to be considered a drawback of the
catalog but an inherent characteristic of pattern-based approaches, users of the catalog have
to resolve the according issues themselves. This in turn aggravates the utilization of the
provided prescriptions.

Our pattern-based approach towards EA management presented in [Bu07b] provides a good
starting point for a method for developing EA modeling languages. Especially, the rela-
tionships between the patterns as well as the consistent distinction between notational and
syntactical aspects of EA modeling are valuable ideas.
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4.4 Summary

In this chapter we elicited fourteen quality criteria for EA modeling languages and classi-
fied these quality criteria along the appropriatenesses of Krogstie’s language quality frame-
work [Kr02]. Due to their generality, the quality criteria apply to all organization-specific EA
modeling languages and hence designate expected characteristics of the outcome of using the
development method. Therefore, the quality criteria pertain to this thesis’ contribution, as
the development method should by design facilitate the creation of EA modeling languages
fulfilling these ‘instance-level’ quality criteria. We additionally elicited requirements for the
method and organized library themselves grounded in the guidelines of modeling, see Schütte
and Rotthowe [SR98]. Finally, we approached the thesis’ contribution from a design perspec-
tive, mapping the fundamental design principles of Hevner et al. [He04] to the application
domain and devising statements to evaluate the quality of our contribution.

The quality criteria are derived from the criteria of GERAM [BNS03, pages 14–15], the sce-
narios of the EA management tool survey [Ma08], and the practitioners’ statements in the
state-of-the-art survey [Bu09a]. Topic PT4 “EA frameworks offer only minor assistance” and
scenarios SF1 “Importing, editing, and validating model data”, SF6 “Editing model data
using an external editor” as well as SF8 “Handling large scale EAs” do, as discussed in Sec-
tion 4.1, not provide input to particular quality criteria. Table 4.2 explains which quality
criterion builds on which source.

GERAM [BN94] and EA management tool State-of-the-art
[BNS03, pages 14–15] survey [Ma08] survey [Bu09a]
GE1 – GE5 SF1 – SF9 and ES1 – ES9 PT1 – PT10

Cm1 SF5, SF9 PT7
Cm2 SF9, ES1 PT5
Cp1 GE2 ES1 – ES91 PT6
Cp2 GE3
Do1 GE5 ES6, ES92 PT1 – PT3
Do2 GE1 ES1 – ES5
Do3 ES8 PT9
Ex1 GE33 SF7
Ex2 GE33 ES5 PT10
Te1 GE2 SF2 – SF4 PT6, PT84

Te2 GE2 SF3, SF4 PT84, PT10
Us1 GE33 SF75 PT6
Us2 GE33 SF7, ES7
Us3 GE33 PT7
1 Multi-perspectivity is reflected in the plurality of different EA management scenarios, not in a single scenario.
2 The two scenarios serve as representatives for the diversity of the domain.
3 Requirement GE3 connects to the question of consistent expressiveness and is hence relevant for all language
requirements categorized to externalization appropriateness and user knowledge appropriateness.

4 Practitioners’ topic PT8 alludes to tool support in general and is hence relevant for all language requirements
categorized to technical appropriateness.

5 Standardized symbolic representations are only a minor topic in the scenario SF7.

Table 4.2: Quality criteria of EA modeling language and their sources
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The thesis’ contribution is a development method for EA modeling languages that per design
fulfill the fourteen quality criteria. We employ different theories from bordering fields to
address these criteria. In Section 4.3 we give an overview on these contributing theories, along
seven groups of quality criteria as follows:

Cross-cutting aspects of architecture modeling are discussed in different quality criteria,
as rights and responsibilities (Cm1), guidelines coverage (Do3) and goals cov-
erage (Ex2) as well as transformation coverage (Do2). Cross-cutting aspects can
be reflected by dispersive types along the work of Guarino and Welti [GW00a, GW00b].

Temporal modeling pertains to both the type-level and the instance level. Non-rigid

types can be used to reflect the life-cycle of architecture elements during the transfor-
mation of the EA. valid times can be used to plan the transformation of the EA,
designating when a particular architecture element is planned to become valid. The
perspective of bi-temporal modeling contributes to a solution targeting quality criterion
traceability of changes (Cm2) according to which it is relevant to know, when a
certain information was edited (transaction time).

Specialization by constraint and derived properties are relevant for operationalizing
EA goals to more concrete questions, which can be used as basis for an automated anal-
ysis in the sense of quality criterion analysis coverage (Te2). Such analyses require
dedicated mechanisms for querying EA information models and to perform computa-
tions, i.e., to derive values.

Configurable viewpoints employ both computations as well as queries and provide the
basis for visualization generation (Te1), which requires operational definitions for the
visualizations’ underlying viewpoints. This definition builds on the formal understanding
of viewpoints as notation or representation functions acting on the EA information
model. Our fundamental work [Er06b] outlines how such formal understanding can
be established via model-transformations. The generating transformations support a
parameterization with according visual primitives and thereby allow to customize the
visualization. Via such customization representational fit (Us1) is ensured.

Multi-perspectivity in the sense of quality criterion (Cp1) is relevant for EA modeling,
especially in avoiding different qualities of potential conflicts between perspectives. Go-
ing into details with specific conflicts called inconsistencies in Section 4.3.4 we used
the framework of Dijkman et al. [Di06b, DQS08] to understand necessary prerequi-
sites for perspectives making inconsistent statements. In respect to the changing EA
management-relevant problems that the EA modeling languages have to address, it is
relevant that our development method provides mechanisms to ensure a once developed
set of EA modeling languages is sustainable (Us2).

Glossary development is relevant to ensure that the EA models are understood by their
prospective users in the sense of quality criterion glossary support (Cp2). Any using
organization is expected to form a specific linguistic community, such that concepts to
support the adaptation of the glossary to the terminology in line with criterion termi-
nological fit (Us3) are needed.
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Domain-specific modeling covers the EA from both a business and IT (Do1) perspec-
tive. This in particular pertains to the modeling primitives that are supported, such that
relevant types of the domain are covered as well as prevalent characteristics. Thereby,
the users of the model language are empowered to cover their EA concerns (Ex1)

with meta-conceptualizations that correspond to the domain under consideration.

As a final fundamental concept, we revisited our contributions from [Bu07b] and the one of
Ernst [Er10], in which we introduced and successfully applied the notion of the EA manage-
ment pattern onto developing EA management functions in general and EA modeling lan-
guages. Discussing the liabilities of the pattern-based approach, we prepare the exposition
of our solution and delineate how the EA management patterns can—in application of the
research method from Section 2.3—contribute to the development of our solution.
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CHAPTER 5

BEAMS: Building Blocks for EA Management Solutions

Our development method uses a design theory nexus instantiation in three steps for developing
an organization-specific EA management function: characterize situation, configure the
EA management function, and analyze the EA management function. In the first
step, the enterprise architect and the stakeholders designate the organizational environment of
the EA management function [BMS10j, Bu10a], supply information on the used terminology,
and select the EA management-related problems. Based on the organization-specific termi-
nology, a glossary adaptation is performed. The identified problems provide the basis used
during information modeling. In the second step actual EA management processes are
established. During viewpoint definition particular viewpoints for providing and collecting
information from participating organizational roles (participants) are defined. Steps one and
two are repeated until all current EA management-relevant problems are addressed. The final
step of the development method analyzes the performance of the EA management function
and identifies needs for adaptation, if the selected goals could not be achieved. Figure 5.1
gives an overview of the development method.

In Section 5.1 we explain our basic understanding of an EA management function constituted
from management methods and corresponding EA modeling languages. We introduce in Sec-
tion 5.2 the three types of building blocks that provide re-usable solutions for EA modeling
languages. These building blocks are used by the development method, which we describe and
exemplify in Section 5.3. The design theory nexus instantiation underlying our approach, i.e.,
the organized library of building blocks, itself is not fixed, but has to evolve, if new proven
EA management solutions become available in practice. In Section 5.4 we briefly revisit the
research method of this thesis and show how it is useful for developing and evolving the or-
ganized library of building blocks. Final Section 5.5 summarizes the employed mechanisms
for preserving consistency in the development method and prepares their formal discussion in
Chapter 6.
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Characterize situation

Configure the EA
management function

Analyze the EA
management function

[all problems addressed]    
[one or more problems remaining]

[noneed for adaptation identified]

[need for adaptation identified]

Figure 5.1: Overview of the major steps of the development method

5.1 The basic structure of an EA management function

In an EA management function, the EA modeling languages are used by different participants
to execute the tasks that they are responsible for. Figure 5.2 delineates how tasks, partici-
pants, viewpoints, and information models in an EA management function interrelate.
Regarding the viewpoints, we distinguish between ones used for representing and ones used
for modeling the corresponding information.

Information
model

Task

Viewpoint

Participant

Notation
function

Representation
function

* *

informed
*

    1

input

    *

1
                output

* 1
builds on

Figure 5.2: Interplay of tasks, participants, viewpoints, and information models
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The general quality criteria for EA modeling languages as raised in Section 4.1 have dif-
ferent implications on the nature of our development method, as any correct application of
the method should lead to EA modeling languages that fulfill all quality criteria. To pre-
pare these considerations, we introduce a framework of EA modeling language constituents.
Central thereto is the information model, which in line with our considerations in [Er06b]
specifies the syntax of a modeling language via model elements. Semantics is considered
as a function assigning exactly one predicator to each model element. This predicator
acts as surrogate for a corresponding part of the conceptualization in the sense of Dijkman
et al. [DQS08]. The notation is described as a representation function assigning one visual-
ization element1 to each model element. In consequence, a predicator (or the thereby
represented architectural property) is assigned a particular visualization element by the mod-
eling language. Different languages in turn can cover different sets of predicators and can
assign different visualization elements thereto. Figure 5.3 depicts the conceptual model for
modeling languages. The architecture property is therein shown in gray, as it represents a
purely intrapersonal concept, whereas the three basic constituents of the language—syntax
(information model), semantics (semantics function), and notation (representation
function)—are highlighted.

Semantics
assignment

Information
model
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     *

Model
element1 1

Predicator

    1

    1

 
                    designates

Architecture
property

     1

1
classifies                    

1 1
Visualization

element

Representation
assignment

Semantics
function

    1

     *

Representation
function

    1

     *

Figure 5.3: General constituents of an EA modeling language

In the combination of different EA modeling languages, the quality criteria relating to com-
prehensibility appropriateness, see Section 4.1.2, and to user knowledge appropriateness, see
Section 4.1.6, are of particular interest. Multi-perspectivity support (Cp1) requires con-
sistency between the descriptions made in different perspectives. This means any two per-
spectives that cover at least one common architectural property, i.e., overlap in the sense of
Dijkman [Di06b], make statements that do not contradict each other. In order to achieve
this, our development method facilitates the creation of a common information model for all
perspectives, such that the known values of architecture properties are reflected in the instan-
tiation of a single and consistent model. The same applies with respect to quality criterion
glossary support (Cp2) according to which each architectural property is predicated in an
1In line with Kamlah and Lorenzen [KL67] arbitrary speech acts can notate an element. With the focus of
the thesis we constrain our subsequent considerations to visualization elements.
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unambiguous and comprehensible manner. Our development method ensures that the sin-
gle information model is complemented with a single and consistent glossary of interrelated
predicators. The terminology, which builds on these predicators, has to be adapted to the
organization-specific terms in order to ensure the terminological fit (Us3) of the EA mod-
eling languages. This fit pertains to all employed languages, as different languages can bring
along elements assigned to the same predicator. Figure 5.4 displays the conceptual model
bringing together different EA modeling languages backed in a consistent terminology.

Semantics
assignment

Information
model

    1

     *

Model
element1 1..*

Predicator

Semantics
function

    1

     *

Figure 5.4: Semantics assignments in a set of EA modeling languages

The different perspectives on the EA are realized in different viewpoints on the information
model. In the sense of quality criterion representational fit (Us1), we have to revisit the
differentiation between the notation function and the representation function outlined in
Section 4.3.5. For each single modeling language the notation function establishes a bijective
mapping between model elements and visualization elements, i.e., one-to-one assigns
visualization elements to model elements. The representation function of a modeling language
contrariwise does not establish one-to-one relationships, but can provide an aggregated per-
spective on the information model elements, e.g. by abstracting relationships or calculating
sums. Put in terms of our conceptual model for the constituents of an EA modeling lan-
guage, we can describe the general distinction between notation functions and representation
functions via different cardinality constraints as shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6, respectively.
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Figure 5.5: Notation function
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Figure 5.6: Representation function

In Example 5.1 we illustrate the distinction between the different types of functions by linking
two visualizations grounded in a common set of model elements. These elements can be
understood to constitute the organization-specific EA information model. The two viewpoints
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are based on sub-models of this information model, the so-called viewmodels2. The view-
model of the first viewpoint is derived from the information model by selection, while the
second viewpoint’s viewmodel also employs aggregation mechanisms.

Example 5.1: Notation and representation function. An organiza-
tion has decided for an EA information model consisting of the concepts
Organizational unit, Business application, and Hardware de-

vice as well as their relationships to each other. Based on this information
model two viewpoints are established: one depicting the organizational
units using business applications (left) and one depicting the organiza-
tional units’ indirect utilization of the hardware devices (right). The first
viewpoint is thereby based on a notation function, i.e., a bijective map-
ping. The second viewpoint builds on a representation function, omitting
the intermediary business applications.
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* 0..1
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Organizational unit

Business
applcation

Organizational unit

Hardware
device

                   «maps to»                    «maps to»                                   «maps to» «maps to»                   

Additionally, the supplied EA modeling languages restrict the part of the organization-specific
information model that a participant has access to. From this perspective, the rights and
responsibilities assignment (Cm1) pertains to the relationships between the modeling
language and the management process, in which the language is used.

The information model and the viewmodels target the EA in an embracing manner, covering
identifiable and substantial architecture properties on various levels of abstraction as well as
layers, covering both business and IT (Do1). In addition to these substantial properties
also a variety of cross-cutting aspects are of interest, as alluded to in quality criteria Do2
transformation coverage and Do3 guidelines coverage. Depending on the kinds of
cross-cutting aspects incorporated in the EA model, we distinguish different states of the EA,
for which we introduced in [Bu09e] the following terminology:

2A similar concept is discussed from a strictly technical perspective by Smith in http://msdn.microsoft.

com/de-de/magazine/dd419663.aspx, last accessed 04-05-2011, and Fowler in http://martinfowler.com/

eaaDev/PresentationModel.html, last accessed 04-05-2011.
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∙ The current state of the EA represents the status quo of the architecture as described
at a certain point in time.

∙ The planned state of the EA represents a future state of the architecture as intended to
be at a specific point in time in the future. This state is developed in the EA management
process for a specific point in time, as the result of the project-related changes performed
up to that specific future date.

∙ The target state of the EA describes a long-term perspective as envisioned at a certain
point in time following the strategies and goals of the enterprise. According to the
discussions of Buckl et al. in [Bu09c] there is no need to have projects defined for
transforming the current or planned state towards the target one.

The distinction between different architecture states implies a twofold understanding of time
in EA management, more precisely the continuous planning and enactment processing in-
corporated therein. In [Bu08c, Bu09e] we introduce an understanding of two time-related
dimensions applying onto EA descriptions, namely:

∙ the time dimension ‘described for’, designating if an EA state is current, planned for a
specific time, or target, and

∙ the time dimension ‘described at’, designating the point in time, to which the EA state
references, i.e., when it was created.

Figure 5.7 displays the interplay of different EA states along the different dimensions of time.

planned for
today 2012-01-01 2013-01-01 2014-01-01 ∞

modeled at

2012-01-01

2013-01-01

2014-01-01

today

Current state of EA Planned state of EA Target state of EA
Legend

Figure 5.7: Interplay of current, planned, and target states of the EA [Bu09e, page 14]

The differentiation of two time dimensions is a key characteristics of bi-temporal modeling,
making it necessary that some or all language primitives explicitly account for the points in
time, that they were described at (transaction time) and described for (valid time). Following
the discussions undertaken by Aier and Gleichauf in [AG10] and by us in [Bu08c, Bu09e], an
additional quality in respect to the EA states has to be introduced for developing EA plans.
Quality criterion Cm2 traceability of changes demands for an EA modeling language that
allows storing design decisions, i.e., past plans for the EA. In line with these considerations,
we can refine our definition for the term enterprise architecture. This definition builds on
the general definition for the term “architecture” given in the ISO Standard 42010 [In07].
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Definition: Enterprise architecture

The enterprise architecture is the fundamental organization of an enterprise, embod-
ied in its components ranging from business to IT infrastructure, their relationships
to each other, and to the environment. The enterprise architecture exists at any point
in time and is planned as well as changed exclusively via projects in the boundaries
given by principles and standards. The change heads towards a target state, outlined
by strategies, visions and goals, which are measured via metrics and KPIs.

Any organization-specific EA modeling language institutes the linguistic primitives needed to
address the specific EA management problem in a given context. Organization-specificity on
the one hand applies to the semantics assignments and the representation assignments, which
have to match the organization’s terminology and visual identity. Organization-specificity
on the other hand entails problem-specificity. In line with quality criteria Ex1 concern

coverage and Ex2 goal coverage we regard any problem to be the application of an EA
management-relevant goal on a specific EA concern. The problem’s underlying concern is
reflected by corresponding model elements representing identifiable architecture elements,
whereas goals target intended characteristics of the architecture elements. Reasoning on goals
is nevertheless only possible, when corresponding model elements are used. Therefore,
we come back to the distinction between different qualities of an element to formulate the
assumption, that any model element representing a goal-specific characteristic, not the
goal itself, does not supply an identity condition (IC). In Example 5.2 we provide intuitive
counterexamples for goal elements having the meta-property of identity.

Example 5.2: Identity conditions in EA modeling. Two organi-
zational units having the same number of employees can be considered
equivalent in respect to the perspective reified in the goal ‘reduce labor
costs’.
Conversely, the same organizational unit generating different revenue at
two different points in time is not considered self-equivalent with respect
to the goal ‘increase revenue per period’.

Above counterexamples advocate for a distinction between model elements that reflect
architecture elements and those that reflect goals. The analysis framework from Section 3.2
indicates that goals are particular instantiations of a more general principle of describing EAs.
Similar to goals, also projects or standards themselves supply an IC, but relate to dependent
characteristics that do not supply an IC. The building block underlying our development
method have to account for this fact.
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5.2 Building blocks for EA management functions

The development method centrally relies on solutions, which have proven themselves use-
ful in practice for addressing particular management problems. These solutions form the
building blocks used to develop an EA management function or EA modeling languages,
respectively. In the following we differentiate between the embracing development method for
EA management functions and the particular method for developing EA modeling languages
for multi-viewpoint EA management. This yields a distinction between two types of building
blocks, namely the method building block (MBB) and the language building block (LBB). The
underlying method-language dichotomy is discussed e.g. in [AS09, page 55] as well as [SW08,
page 81] and aligns with the differentiation between the pattern types that we introduced
in [Bu07b]. The MBBs describe the steps to be undertaken, the decisions to be made, and
the participants to be involved in order to address a specific EA management problem in a
given organizational context. The LBBs conversely provide the language primitives used for
documenting, planning, communicating, and analyzing states of the EA in respect to a given
EA management problem.

The different EA management approaches, discussed in Section 3.3, document useful solu-
tions on different levels of abstraction and implicitly or explicitly describe the corresponding
specifics of the solution’s application. Two key specifics are the context, delineating facilita-
tors and impediments for the particular solution, and the problem that the solution addresses.
Because of the differing levels of abstraction in respect to the solutions also the granularity
of the described problems and contexts varies. This leads to a situation, in which a ‘classic’
contingency-based approach to determine the solutions relevant in a particular context and
for a specific problem is not sufficient. Any contingency approach is, as discussed by Pries-
Heje and Baskerville in [PHB08], confined to design situations with symmetric criteria. This
means that each alternative solution is assessed with respect to all criteria, yielding densely
populated decision matrices. If in contrast selected criteria do not apply to all alternative
solutions, but are only relevant for a few or only a single solution, these criteria are called
asymmetric. Pries-Heje and Baskerville devise in [PHB08] the concept of the design theory
nexus to address this special quality of such criteria. A design theory nexus links together a
set of competing approaches that apply to particular design problems in given contexts. The
linked approaches are not reduced to alternative solutions but retain their level of abstraction
also with respect to the described context and problem. These competing approaches are
design theories in the sense of Walls et al. [WWES92]. A selection of such theories, if con-
sistent, can be used to develop an organization-specific EA management function as well as
EA modeling languages contributing thereto. Figure 5.8 outlines how a design theory nexus
instantiated on the development of EA management functions is structured.

The MBBs provide re-usable sequences of tasks, that can be applied to different EA modeling
languages. Therefore, the building block’s descriptions do not directly employ information
models and viewpoints, but introduce corresponding variables that are bound during the con-
figuration of the organization-specific EA management function [BMS10h]. Figure 5.9 shows
how the tasks contained in an MBB are linked to according variables. The participant
variables are used to designate organization-specific actor roles executing a particular task,
while the trigger variables describe conditions leading to the initiation of the task. For
our subsequent considerations, the two highlighted types of variables are of special interest.
The information model variables are used to describe the conceptualizations of the EA,
on which a task operates. This conceptualization can be arbitrary, but there can also be
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tasks that require a particular concept to be part of the conceptualization. For example, tasks
that target projects have to specify that the corresponding information model variable is
bound to an information model that encompasses the project concept. The lower relation-
ship is used to specify such fact. The associated information model specifies the minimum
required conceptualization. This means that any valid value assignment for the variable has
to consistently embed the lower information model. Corresponding viewpoint variables

describe, how information according to the selected conceptualizations is communicated to
the participants of a task.
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Figure 5.9: General structure of an MBB
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During the development of an organization-specific EA management function, the variables
of the different types are bound to actual organization-specific roles, triggering conditions,
information models, and viewpoints. For the considerations on language development, espe-
cially latter two bindings are of interest. The actual information model bound to a specific
sequence of tasks has to be designed to cover a particular EA management-relevant problem
of the using organization. It nevertheless also must embed in the context of the using orga-
nization’s embracing understanding of the EA, i.e., must consistently embed in the whole
organization-specific information model. Further, the used viewpoints must be designed to
convey and to make accessible the relevant information, as contained in the corresponding
information model fragments. Finally, the particular languages used for the method have
to be backed by an underlying glossary.

Our development method targets three aspects of EA modeling languages, namely the in-
formation model, the semantics function, and the representation or notation function, with
corresponding building blocks. The general notion of the LBB is accordingly refined towards
the information model building block (IBB) supplying an information model, the viewpoint
building block (VBB) supplying a notation function, and the glossary building block (GBB)
supplying a semantics function. These building blocks are complemented with techniques
facilitating their integration and combination. Using the techniques and building blocks of
the different types a consistent set of EA modeling languages can be developed. Figure 5.10
shows the interplay of the different practice-proven building blocks complementing the devel-
opment method. Elements of the language framework pertaining to the development method
are therein marked with #, while syntactical constituents are marked with �, and notational
constituents with ~.
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Figure 5.10: Language framework for EA modeling languages

In Chapter 6 we introduce two dedicated meta-languages, namely the information model
meta-language (IM2L) and the viewpoint definition language (VDL) for specifying the syntax
and the notation of EA modeling languages. Additionally, we provide a glossary meta-model
for describing glossary elements, i.e., for supplying a textual semantics definition. In line
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with our previous discussions, we establish a distinction between both types of IBBs: the ones
building around identifiable (substantial) architecture elements (concern IBBs) and the ones
centering around cross-cutting architecture characteristics (cross-cutting IBBs).

Definition: Information model building block

An information model building block contains a practice-proven information model
reflecting a particular EA concern (concern IBB) or cross-cutting aspect of the EA
(cross-cutting IBB).

Figure 5.11 displays the different types of IBBs and shows how they correspond to goals and
concerns (depicted with highlighted background). These concepts are summarized under the
term area-of-interest. An IBB reifies a general area-of-interest in the EA [In07], which
can either be a concern or a cross-cutting aspect:

∙ A concern describes a part of the architecture in termes of identifiable and substantial
architecture elements.

∙ A cross-cutting aspect targets specific characteristics, e.g. goals [BMS10i] or
projects [Bu11c], that can be applied onto an arbitrary part of the architecture.
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11
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Figure 5.11: Different types of IBBs and contextualizing concepts

An IBB defines (a part of) the syntax of an EA modeling language by specifying the corre-
sponding model elements. During the development of an organization-specific information
model, cross-cutting IBBs corresponding to goals and questions, projects, or standards are
applied to concern IBBs. The different values that an architecture property can take are codi-
fied into instantiations of the corresponding model element. If this concept, for example, is
a property3 these instances can be identified with the range of the corresponding data type,
e.g. integer or string. Similar considerations also apply for types and relationships.
3We use the different typeset to avoid confusion with the architecture property.
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Another important aspect of developing EA modeling languages from practice-proven solutions
is the notational aspect. Any language brings along symbolic representations for the model
elements and their relationships, which must reflect the specific notational expectations of
the corresponding users. For our method, this means that the users must be able to select
and adapt practice-proven notations. The VBBs provide such practice-proven representation
assignments derived from the analyzed EA management approaches. These assignments are
of abstract nature, i.e., do not relate to a particular underlying information model, but to
an abstract conception of the information to be represented. In Example 5.3 we explain the
notion of the viewmodel along the example of the clustered visualization, which according to
Wittenburg [Wi07] is frequently used to represent EA information4.

Example 5.3: Viewmodel of a viewpoint. A clustered visualization
depicts instances of an outer type A and instances of an inner type B,
which are related via a relationship.

a:A

b1:B

A

B

b2:B

b3:B b4:B

     1

      *

 
             relates

The viewmodel supplies enough information to create the visualization but not more, such
that the representation assignments constitute a bijective representation function. It would
nevertheless be possible to create the visualization in cases, where additional information
was supplied. In mathematical terms this means that any particular kind of visualization,
i.e., any VBB, can be applied on any information model capable of supplying the sufficient
information. To support graphical modeling, the underlying information model must not
supply additional information, i.e., has to supply only the minimal necessary information.
Such information model is closely related to the viewmodel of the corresponding VBB. The
exact correspondence between the information models and the viewmodel yields a distinction
between notation functions and graphical representation functions. While the former re-
late visualizations to a necessary and sufficient information model, latter functions can build
equivalently on any sufficient information model. Any information model that can consistently
embed one of the visualization’s necessary and sufficient information models is itself sufficient
to create the visualization.
4Wittenburg calls this type of visualization “cluster map” [Wi07, page 78–79] consistent with his denomination
of the graphical representations of EA-related information as “software maps”.
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Definition: Viewpoint building block

A viewpoint building block defines a single or a set of representation assignments
between the model elements in the viewmodel and the visualization elements.

In line with our considerations in [BGS10] we detail on the contribution that a VBB makes with
respect to specifying a viewpoint. According to the provided contribution, we can distinguish
different types of VBBs as follows:

∙ Symbol VBBs that assign a mapping between a model element and a visible visu-
alization element, i.e., a symbol.

∙ Structural VBBs that assign a complex structure of model elements to a set of in-
terrelated visualization elements. Such building blocks are mostly not self-contained
but reference other VBBs as sub-assignments.

∙ Decorating VBBs that assign a mapping between a model element and a visual
property of a visualization element, which in turn results from a mapping specified
in a different VBB.

∙ Hybrid VBBs that specify a combination of the above. Such VBBs can be constituted
from other VBBs, e.g. a structural VBB referencing a symbol VBB to which additionally
a decorating VBB is applied.

Any viewpoint is configured in terms of at least one structural VBB that determines the overall
make-up of the corresponding visualization. This understanding aligns with the principle of
the base map as established by Wittenburg in [Wi07] used to describe the basic nature of
any software map. It is nevertheless not necessary for a viewpoint to build on an isolated
structural VBB, as also a hybrid VBB containing at least one structural VBB can serve as
base VBB for a viewpoint.

The GBBs are used to provide a consistent underlying understanding of the concepts employed
in the IBBs. Central thereto is the notion of the predicator, which is complemented with a
textual description of the according semantics. This description can further link to related
predicators, although the relationships established thereby are not typed, but give indications
on a corresponding connectedness. A GBB is defined as follows:

Definition: Glossary building block

A glossary building block introduces a predicator with a textual description of the
entry’s meaning. Further relationships to other GBBs are supplied textually.

The three types of building blocks are used to define information models, viewpoints, and
glossaries, of which the former two are bound to corresponding variables of the MBB. Fig-
ure 5.12 illustrates this variable binding using the stereotype «c» to designate relationships
that result from configuring the EA management function based on building blocks. The
actual binding in an EA management function thereby is not arbitrary, but has to obey the
following constraints:

∙ Pre-post consistency: For any sequence of two tasks (related via pre-post) the input
information model bound to the second task must consistently embed into the output
information model bound to the first task.
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∙ Representation consistency: For any viewpoint that realizes a representation func-
tion the underlying viewmodel (information model) must consistently embed into the
input information model bound to the corresponding task.

∙ Notation consistency: For any viewpoint that realizes a notation function the underly-
ing viewmodel (information model) must consistently embed into the output information
model bound to the corresponding task.

∙ Information model consistency: For any set of methods, i.e., task sequences, their
corresponding information models must consistently embed into the organization-specific
information model.

∙ Lower bound consistency: For any information model variable, the information
model specified as lower must consistently embed into the information model sup-
plied as value for the variable.
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Figure 5.12: Binding of information models and viewpoints to MBB variables

The relevant consistency constraints are operationalized via the consistent embedding-
relationship. This relationship establishes a partial ordering between information models, such
that one information model embeds in another information model, if all EA models instanti-
ating the first model are also valid in respect to the second one. The embedding-relationship
is complemented with two more relationships between information models or building blocks
thereof. These relationships, according to Dijkman [Di06b] arise from concepts reflecting the
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same architecture property. In an EA information model, a concept is represented by a model
element, which reifies a particular way of perceiving the underlying property, i.e., the phe-
nomenon. For the context of the method, the predicator, i.e., the glossary entry, identifies the
corresponding property. Two information models can relate in the following ways:

∙ They overlap, if they share at least one predicator.

∙ They conflict with each other, if they overlap, but make contradictory statements in
respect to the model elements assigned to overlapping predicators.

Consistent embedding and conflict are closely related to each other in the sense that for
two conflicting information models it is not possible to describe a third information model
embedding both. Contrariwise, an embedded information model completely overlaps the em-
bedding one without raising conflicts. In addition to the discussed relevance of the embedding-
relationship in respect to configuring the EA management method, embeddings between IBBs
can be used to determine possible ways of evolving an EA management function. During the
adaptation and evolution of the EA management function, we can proceed from one IBB to
an IBB that consistently embeds the first one. The transitivity of the embedding-relationship
ensures that this refinement of the covered area-of-interest has minimum impact on the con-
sistencies defined above.

The design theory nexus instantiation maintains a net of IBB-relationships. Figure 5.13 shows
the meta-model underlying the relationships and exemplifies a net of IBB-relationships. Each
of these relationships is therein set effective by at least one predicator.
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Figure 5.13: Modeling IBB-relationships

´

The IBB-relationships constitute the organizing structure of the method’s underlying library
of IBBs, which is part of the organized library of building blocks. In order to ensure
usability of the method, any newly added IBB has to be embedded into the net of IBB-
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relationships, if overlapping. It is thereby not sensible to demand the contributors of IBBs to
establish these relationships manually, as this would aggravate any extension of the organized
library of building blocks. To resolve the aforementioned difficulty, we decide to derive these
relationships from the relationships between predicators and model elements as well as the
containment of model elements in the IBBs.

5.3 Using the building blocks to develop and evolve EA
modeling languages

The development method uses the building blocks and in particular their relationships to
each other in three distinct activities to develop and evolve EA modeling languages, namely
information modeling, viewpoint definition, and glossary adaptation. Latter activity
is elemental, meaning that the users of the method browse through an existing glossary and
rename its entries. Thereby, the corresponding predicators are replaced with organization-
specific predicators, that consistently inherit all semantic assignments. The activity of infor-
mation modeling initially starts with an empty information model and iteratively applies the
following four steps:

1. Select an EA management-relevant goal to pursue and choose cross-cutting IBB reflect-
ing the goal on an adequate level of abstraction.

2. Select an EA concern on which the goal applies and choose admissible concern IBB
reflecting the concern on an adequate level of abstraction.

3. Integrate the cross-cutting IBB with the concern IBB to build a problem-specific infor-
mation model by specifying the goal-relevant model elements.

4. Integrate the problem-specific information model with the already existing information
model. (omitted in first iteration)

After above steps have been executed once, an information model is maintained by the method.
This information model is used to determine, whether a concern IBB is admissible or not. The
latter is the case, when the IBB conflicts with an already integrated one. Another subtlety
applies to this step, as the concern descriptions change with the adaptation of the glossary,
thus ensuring that the users perform the selection based on their adapted terminology. Both
the admissibility checks and the consistent adaptation of the glossary control the evolution
of the EA modeling languages and ensure sustainability (Us2) of the organization-specific
approach.

In the activity of viewpoint definition we apply a two step approach to develop the viewpoint
that is used to convey information to a task’s participant:

1. Select base VBB and establish admissible links from its viewmodel to the model of
available information.

2. Repeat: add VBB to detail existing viewpoint and establish admissible links from the
corresponding viewmodel to the model of available information.
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Two conceptions in the former approach deserve special attention. Firstly, it can be the case
that in some tasks of the EA management function not all information is available. This par-
ticularly applies for documentation-related tasks. For such tasks the viewpoint is confined to
the actually available information, which means that the VBBs have to be configured against
a reduced information model. Secondly, while there are in general only a few restrictions
on the VBB to apply for a specific task, the configuration of the corresponding viewpoint is
restricted in respect to the intended usage thereof. For a task-participant-relationship, accord-
ing to which the participant has to provide information about an EA concern, the configured
viewpoint must supply representation assignments that constitute a notation function for the
information under consideration. The participants must have the possibility to model the
corresponding part of the enterprise using the established modeling language. In this sense,
any mapping configuration is analyzed in respect to its suitability to maintain a bijective rela-
tionship with the underlying information model. This suitability has to be re-evaluated with
every adaptation of the information model, as changes to one area-of-interest can influence
overlapping areas-of-interest.

The three activities outlined above are employed by the development method for EA manage-
ment functions in its three major steps: characterize situation, and configure the EA

management function, and analyze the EA management function. In the first step,
the enterprise architect and the stakeholders designate the organizational environment of the
EA management function [BMS10j, Bu10a, Bu11e], supply information on the terminology,
used for glossary adaptation, and select the relevant EA management-related problems.
For these problems, the IBBs are identified and configured during information modeling.
In the second step actual EA management processes are established. Therein, the activity
viewpoint definition is executed to develop appropriate viewpoints for participating orga-
nizational roles (participants). Figure 5.14 gives an overview of the development method.
Therein, the activities that are supported by mechanisms and techniques established in this
thesis are highlighted.

The overall development method builds on pre-existing management processes, information
models, viewpoints, and glossaries. This organization-specific groundwork can be the result
of a previous application of the development method, but can also result from other activities
that have lead to the development of an EA management, e.g. from IT service management
or business process modeling activities. We subsequently assume that an organization-specific
information model and an organization-specific glossary constructed from building-blocks al-
ready exists. This is especially true for an empty information model and glossary.

5.3.1 Characterize situation

In the first step the enterprise architects describe the organizational context with special
emphasis on the relevant stakeholders. This information is used to identify stakeholders that
can rise an EA management-related problems which they would like to have addressed. The
enterprise architects use their knowledge of the organizational structures to identify personal
roles that have interests in the EA or particular parts thereof. The catalog of participants
and stakeholders as supplied with the development method provides a relevant starting point
for the identification. For any particular EA stakeholder, the enterprise architects iterate over
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Figure 5.14: Development method for EA management functions

the textual descriptions of the stakeholder’s corresponding areas-of-interest, identifying the
relevant glossary entries and related GBBs.
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Example 5.4: Applying BEAMS—Identify stakeholders. The newly
appointed enterprise architects of the financial service provider BS&M are
faced with a complex IT landscape that has grown over the last years.
This landscape, more precisely its contained IT systems, is documented
in a Configuration Management Database (CMDB) established at BS&M
during a former ITIL initiative. Due to the barely controlled growth, recent
projects had difficulties to completely understand and predict the impact
that changes to the IT landscape have on the business support provided.
Against that background, the enterprise architects identify the project
portfolio managers as the potential stakeholders of the EA management
initiative.

The enterprise architects prepare an interview with the particular stakeholders. Central to
the preparation is to revisit the EA management-related problems already raised by the group
of people as well as to (re-)familiarize with the terminology used by the group. Based on
this knowledge, the enterprise architects can decide to perform glossary adaptations and
change the predicators for the relevant architecture conceptualizations to the terms used by
the prospective stakeholders. Previous adaptations made for communicating with the par-
ticular group, e.g. from a former problem elicitation, can be used to guide the necessary
adaptations. Thereby, the enterprise architects have to aim at not to ‘revert’ the terminology
to an old wording. In particular, this means that agreed terms should not be re-mapped
to the stakeholder-specific terms, that were previously abandoned. Nevertheless, having this
mapping ready can be helpful for interviewing the group of people.

Example 5.5: Applying BEAMS—Adapting the glossary. Working
through the textual description of project portfolio managers, the enter-
prise architects get an overview of the terms relevant to this particular
stakeholder group. Key terms in this respect are project, project pro-
posal, and business application. Reading through the definitional
descriptions of the corresponding concepts, the enterprise architects un-
derstand, that according to the organization’s prevalent terminology the
term IT system is used to predicate business applications. There-
fore, the enterprise architects introduce IT system as synonym to the
organization-specific glossary, replacing the basic term from BEAMS.

Together, the enterprise architects and the stakeholders browse and discuss the different goals
that potentially are of relevance. Having identified one particular goal of interest, the center
of attention shifts towards the concern in the EA, to which the goal applies. The stakeholders
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and the enterprise architects browse the catalog of possible concerns and select one, onto which
the previously specified goal should be applied. Both browsing processes are supported by
BEAMS and its underlying techniques in different ways:

∙ The catalog of areas-of-interest (goals, concerns, and cross-cutting aspects) is restricted
to areas-of-interest, whose conceptualization can be consistently embedded into the
already existing conceptualization of the organization. Thereto, the IBBs corresponding
to any particular area-of-interest are compared with the organization’s existing informa-
tion model. If one IBB cannot be embedded, it is removed from the catalog of admissible
areas-of-interest. In all other cases, the area-of-interest is marked as fully admissible.

∙ The catalog of areas-of-interest is prioritized according to the coverage of potentially
relevant glossary entries. This means that for any area-of-interest, the corresponding
IBB, more precisely the contained model elements are analyzed. For any model element
that uses a predicator relevant to the stakeholders or a predicator synonymous to such
predicator, the area-of-interest is ranked higher. The areas-of-interest which correspond
to the largest number of relevant concepts (as represented by predicators) are prioritized
highest.

∙ The catalog of areas-of-interest is presented using the accepted terminology in the enter-
prise. For concepts that are yet not covered by predicators in the glossary of the existing
EA management function, the adapted terms supplied by the enterprise architects during
stakeholder identification are used.

The restricted and prioritized catalog is presented by the enterprise architects during the
discussion with the stakeholders.

Example 5.6: Applying BEAMS—Selecting goal, concern, and

cross-cutting aspect. Based on the selection of the stakeholder and
thereby of the relevant glossary entries, BEAMS prioritizes the goals “en-
sure compliance”, “improve project execution”, and “increase transparency”
highest. Former goal yields several references to the concept IT system,
whereas latter goals relate to project and project proposal. Read-
ing through the details, the team of project portfolio managers opts for
achieving transparency first.

Regarding the potentially interesting concerns, BEAMS prioritizes the IT
system-related ones. With a larger number of such concerns, the en-
terprise architects ask the project portfolio managers to specify another
architectural layer, which is of interest with respect to the IT Systems.
Selecting the “business & organization”-layer five concerns are proposed:

∙ IT systems support Business Processes at Organizational Units

∙ IT systems support Business Processes for Products

∙ IT systems support Business Processes for Products at Organizational
Units
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∙ Organizational Units host IT Systems

∙ Organizational Units use IT Systems

After some discussion, the project portfolio managers decide for “IT sys-
tems support Business Processes at Organizational Units”, which according
to their opinion best reflects the kind of business impact, that they would
like to understand. Further, the enterprise architects are able to elicit
that both current projects as well as the current project proposals are of
interest for the project portfolio managers.
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The stakeholders select one goal, concern, and (optional) cross-cutting aspects, which consti-
tute a single problem that the EA management process is intended to address. The enterprise
architects can refine the area-of-interest describe by any of the elements or the combination
thereof by applying a filter function. Thereto, specialization by constraint is applied to
specify onto which part of the organization the corresponding conceptualization applies. This
information is elicited by the enterprise architects during stakeholder interviews. In addition,
the enterprise architects define the time-reference for the described problem, if not already
determined by the nature of the goal or the involved cross-cutting aspects. Finally, the enter-
prise architects have to understand, which parts of the corresponding architecture information
has to be historized.

Example 5.7: Applying BEAMS—Selecting IBBs. Based on the
information about the role of the project portfolio managers in projects,
the enterprise architects decide to use the more detailed cross-cutting IBB
“Projects introduce, change, and retire Architecture Elements” for model-
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ing the impact of projects, whereas for project planning the more abstract
IBB “Project proposals affect Architecture Elements” is chosen. This yields
three IBBs, of which the following two are cross-cutting.

≪category≫
NameProject

name:string[]
start:date[]
end:date[]
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ProjectProposal

name:string[]
estimatedProjectCosts:money[]
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ProjectAffectableinfluences ▶0..* 0..*

In the next step the enterprise architects choose a particular operationalization of the goal
into a question reified in a corresponding IBB. The selection of this question is supported
by BEAMS indicating how different ways of operationalization result in different information
demands, i.e., are less or more complex to maintain. After the operationalization has been
chosen, the enterprise architects integrate the concern IBB and the cross-cutting IBBs into a
problem-specific information model fragment. This fragment is subsequently embedded into
the already existing information model of the organization. This embedding is a consistent
embedding in terms of the previously introduced understanding.

Example 5.8: Applying BEAMS—Integrating IBBs. With “increas-
ing transparency” as goal of EA management, no operationalization has
to be chosen. This reduces the step to integration of the IBBs. Knowing
that the project’s effects on the IT systems are to be considered, the
enterprise architects chose to designate the IT system as being project
affectable. The integration results in the following information model.
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The enterprise architects repeat above steps to compile a comprehensive, organization-specific
information model addressing the EA management-related problems raised by the stakeholders
of the EA management function. The organization-specific configuration stores the informa-
tion model as well as the glossary. The embedding of a new information model fragment
into the organization’s specific information model can necessitate further adaptations to the
already defined EA management function. A new information model fragment can change
the nature of the information model that valid EA descriptions according to the old informa-
tion model are not valid according to the new model (weak embedding). This can e.g. be
caused by the introduction of an additional mandatory relationship end. After the activity
characterize situation is finished, the organization-specific information model as well as a
complementing organization-specific glossary are established and provide the underpinning of
the EA management function.

5.3.2 Configure the EA management function

The configuration of the actual management process details which tasks are executed in EA
management by whom on which information and which events cause the tasks to be triggered.
Most of these concepts have a strong method focus and are hence only of limited interest for
the development of the EA modeling languages. The viewpoints used to convey information
to the participants of EA management are nevertheless important. From the perspective of
EA information, every single management task can be understood from the perspective of
pre-conditions and post-conditions that specify which information is available before the task
is executed and which information is provided after task execution. Rephrasing this in terms
of our framework from Section 6.1, we can say that any task takes one area-of-interest as its
input and provides another area-of-interest as its output5. Following example explains this
relationship between tasks and areas-of-interest represented in information models.

Example 5.9: Applying BEAMS—Identifying viewpoints. Having
identified the business processes as necessary input for the EA manage-
ment, a process for gathering information about the supported processes
and the used IT systems is set up. Central thereto is an interview, in
which the enterprise architects asks the process owners about the systems
used to support their processes. As part of the interview one viewpoint
for modeling the process support is needed. This viewpoint is textual in
its nature, realized in an office document.

In a later task the project portfolio managers are informed over the effect
of their projects on the current application landscape. The enterprise
architects chose to employ a graphical viewpoint for doing so, representing
both the business support provided by the IT Systems as well as the
influence that the projects exert on the IT systems.

5Precisely, we should say that the input as well as the output is information according to one area-of-interest.
We abstain from that complicated terminology to facilitate readability.
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The viewpoints used by the participants of a task can be distinguished into two types, namely
ones realizing a notation function and ones realizing a representation function. This
distinction influences the configuration of the viewpoints assigned to the task and its cor-
responding participants. BEAMS supports the actual configuration of the viewpoint in a
stepwise manner. At first, the user has to specify a structural VBB or hybrid VBB con-
taining a structural VBB as base VBB for the viewpoint. Stepwise, the user can add other
VBBs to the base VBB, thereby extending the viewpoint. Syntactic compatibility rules ensure
that the viewpoint configuration remains executable, with respect to an underlying viewmodel.
This viewmodel is evolved in parallel, i.e., with every extension new model elements are added
to the viewmodel. Complementing the configuration of the ‘raw’ viewpoint, the user can also
supply values for the visual parameters of the VBBs, as e.g. colors or symbol types. Following
example illustrates the composition of a hybrid VBB from smaller constituents.

Example 5.10: Applying BEAMS—Designing hybrid VBBs. The
application landscape, i.e., the business process support provided by the
IT systems at particular organizational units is displayed using a
“ternary matrix” VBB as base VBB. Several “create planar symbol” VBBs
are used to display the symbols on both axis as well as in the middle of
the map. In addition a “typed color-coding decorator” VBB is applied
on the “create planar symbol” VBB to color the rectangles representing
the IT systems. Thereby, the systems are distinguished by type between
“affected” and “not affected”. The configured hybrid VBB looks as follows.

Create Planar Symbol

rows:
cols:
row2col2center:

source sink

centerSymbol

Ternary Matrix
source

sink

colSymbolsource sink

input

source

sink

rowSymbol

sourcesink

input

sourcesink

input

sourcesink

symbol

Typed
Color-Coding Decorator

property:

source sink

input

Create Planar Symbol

source sink

input

Create Planar Symbol

After the configuration of the hybrid VBB is finished, the user completes the viewpoint by
binding the informational parameters to corresponding model elements in the input informa-
tion model. In this binding, the user specifies filter functions via specializations by constraints
and aggregations, as long as they are admissible with respect to the nature of the viewpoint,
i.e., the viewpoint realizing a notation function or representation function. This means that
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with any binding, it has to be checked, if and how the configured viewmodel can be consis-
tently embedded into the available information model. We distinguish two types of embedding,
namely:

∙ updating embedding which means that the viewpoint can be used to update the
underlying EA description and

∙ reading embedding which means that the viewpoint can be used to display information
from the underlying EA description.

If a notation function is expected, the checking has to ensure that the viewpoint is defined
in a manner that its viewmodel supports updating embedding. A representation function is
realized by any viewpoint that supports reading embedding of its viewmodel. The actual
quality of a viewpoint, i.e., the type of embedding (reading embedding or updating em-
bedding), has to be re-evaluated, whenever a new information model fragment is integrated in
the organization-specific information model. It can be the case that due to an added manda-
tory property or relationship end, a formerly updating embedding is reverted to a reading
embedding. In this case, the enterprise architect is informed that the expected quality of
the viewpoint (notation function) is not longer given and the viewpoint definition has to be
adapted following the steps outlined above.

5.3.3 Reverse engineering the configuration of an existing EA management
function

In the light of above considerations on configuration of an EA modeling language being an
iterative endeavor, in which the previously specified information model is taken as basis, no
specific adaptation method for EA modeling languages are needed. The development method
according to its nature already supplied the relevant mechanisms and steps. Nevertheless,
when it comes to adapting EA modeling languages from an existing EA management function
developed without building blocks, further steps have to be taken, namely reverse engi-

neer information model fragments, consolidate glossary, and integrate information
model fragments. These steps are applied to reverse engineer the building block-based
configuration that best approximates the modeling languages underlying a current EA man-
agement function.

Reverse engineer information model fragments

In the first step, the information model fragments underlying the current EA management-
function are elicited from the source of information, available in the organization. During the
elicitation, the users have to assume that each of the different sources provides only a partial
image on the overall architecture of the enterprise, which especially means that the underly-
ing conceptualizations are fragmentary and potentially contradicting. Two primary sources of
information are taken into account, during the reverse engineering:

∙ existing model repositories, databases as well as other tabular data resources, and

∙ existing visualizations of the EA or parts thereof.
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For the first kind of sources, the corresponding schemata are investigated either from explicit
specifications or by analyzing the corresponding instance data. From the schemata one or
more information models covering the relevant concepts can be derived. The termini used
to labeling the concepts (tables, columns, etc.) are regarded a predicators according to the
framework provided later in Section 6.1. Per source of information, these predicators constitute
a single glossary. During reverse engineering these sources, integrating the resulting glossaries
is not advisable, as this can compromise the semantics underlying the data sources.

With respect to the second type of sources, the VBBs are used to facilitate reverse engi-
neering. Understanding the basic make-up of a visualization, the matching structural VBB
is chosen as base VBB. In further steps, for each of the required sub-transformations of the
base VBB corresponding VBBs are instantiated, thereby stepwise composing the viewpoint,
more particular the according hybrid VBB, under consideration. Any VBB commits to a
viewmodel, which is in turn elicited from the hybrid VBB. The viewmodel is in the next
step refined to an information model, by linking the un-predicated concepts to corresponding
glossary entries and GBBs. In doing so, especially a legend supplied along the visualization
can be helpful. In the case that no such legend is available—a case frequent according to our
observations [Bu09d]—the authors and users of the visualization have to be interviewed to
supply additional information for interpreting the symbols. Further, the usage context of the
visualization (read vs. update) is elicited.

Consolidate glossary

In this step the different glossaries, derived during reverse engineering of information model
fragments, are consolidated. Understanding the terms currently used as synonyms for each
other or for predicators provided in a GBB, possible integration points are derived. If different
information sources yield different terms mapping to the same BEAMS predicator, the users
have to decide, which of these predications should be used in the EA management function.
Criteria to be taken into account are on the one hand the number of instances of the concept
under consideration, available in the according information sources, and on the other hand the
number of stakeholders using the particular term. Both numbers are therein used as indications
towards the familiarity with the term in the linguistic community of the organization.

In a similar vein, the method users have to resolve conflicts with respect to homonyms used in
predicating concepts in different information sources. Two central challenges in this context
are the analysis for homonyms and the identification of potential namespace conflicts between
different linguistic communities. Discussing with proponents of the involved linguistic commu-
nities, the method users define a resolution by renaming all of the conflicting terms but one.
Making optimal re-use of the practice-proven building blocks in the renaming, the terminology
of the GBBs should be adopted as far as possible. For any renamed predicator as well as for
any term that was not found in the GBBs, corresponding definitory statements interlinked
with the other predicators have to be developed in close cooperation with representatives from
the according linguistic community. Thereby, the entries of an organization-specific glossary
are developed.
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Integrate information model fragments

In the final step the different information model fragments are integrated into a comprehensive
information model. During this integration, we have to ensure consistency of the resulting
model. This challenge is addressed by the integration and aggregation operations described
in Section 6.2.3. During any particular integration, the source of the fragment to integrate is
taken into account: while for visualizations (viewpoints) used for reading access only, arbitrary
integration mechanisms can be chosen, updating viewpoints and technical information sources
are integrated via updating embedding. This means that as far as possible the viewmodels
and information models should be integrated without adaptation. If, nevertheless, due to
one of these sources taking a more abstract perspective on the EA, integration can only be
achieved based on aggregating existing information, the corresponding source is marked as
deprecated. Thereby, the method users indicate that the corresponding type of source is not
longer meant to be used and has to be replaced as part of the consistent operation of an
integrated EA managementfunction.

The three steps outlined above can be applied to understand how current EA management
endeavors and activities interrelate and how they embed into the embracing context of an
organization-specific EA management function. In an optional step, reverse-engineering can
proceed to forward engineering, i.e., to development, binding the hybrid VBBs elicited in
the first step to the integrated information model resulting from the last step. Thereby, the
method users ensure that the prevalent visualizations are supported based on the integrated
information model of the organization. This step nevertheless does not need to be taken and
alternatively, the development method can start with identifying the stakeholders of the EA
management function. While omitting the optional step clearly helps to reduce the effort spent,
it can cause the enterprise architects to ‘reinvent the wheel’ during the development method,
whenever a new viewpoint is defined. Moreover, the creation of new viewpoints superseding
already existing ones can cause resentments against the EA management function from the
side of the users of the prevalent EA management-related facilities.

5.4 Developing and evolving the organized library of building
blocks

The organized library of building blocks is the central knowledge base on which the de-
velopment method of BEAMS builds. The development and evolution of this library is the
critical success factor for the development method. BEAMS administrators are stakehold-
ers concerning with the development of this knowledge base. They seek to incorporate novel
solutions for EA management-related problems into the organized library, once these solutions
have proven to be applicable.

In a first step of administration, the BEAMS administrators identify a new EA modeling

language. In any EA management project or endeavor, EA modeling languages are created
and extended. To understand what specific EA management-related problem a language aims
at, the BEAMS administrators analyze the design rationale of the language. In case, no such
rationale is provided, the administrators conduct interviews with the language designers as well
as with the stakeholders rising the language demands. Thereby, the EA management-related
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problems have to be elicited. During the elicitation, the BEAMS administrators establish a
mapping between the organization’s terminology and the terms presented in the GBBs. In
particular, synonyms and homonyms have to be identified to facilitate the translation between
the different terminologies. Terms, that are not represented by GBBs, have to be converted
into GBBs by supplying a description and linking this to the set of existing GBBs. Based on the
terminological mapping, the BEAMS administrators can translate the EA management-related
problem using the terms of BEAMS. Subsequently, the identified problem is decomposed into
the cross-cutting, e.g. goal-dependent aspect, and the concern, i.e., the structural aspect. The
administrators of BEAMS thereto revisit the collection of cross-cutting aspects as well as the
one of known concerns, in order to determine, whether the cross-cutting aspect or the concern
are related to already documented areas-of-interest. In the sense of Dijkman et al. [DQS08],
different types of relationships between the areas-of-interest can be identified. Especially
overlap is of key interest:

∙ A complete overlap in respect to an existing concern renders the new solution irrelevant
for the evolution of BEAMS.

∙ A partial overlap in respect to an existing concern makes the corresponding concern a
good starting point for eliciting the IBB.

∙ A complete or partial overlap in respect to an existing cross-cutting aspect, in particular
a goal, requires the BEAMS administrators to familiarize themselves with the existing
IBBs covering the aspects.

If none of above relationships can be established, both concern and cross-cutting aspects are
assumed to be completely new.

In a second step, the BEAMS administrators document pattern candidates for EA man-
agement. The languages conceptualization is thereto reverse-engineered from the visualiza-
tions, repository models, or information resources. To facilitate a consistent and redundancy-
free modeling of the conceptualizations, a distinction between rigid and non-rigid types as
well as dispersive and substantial ones can be employed to devise an ontologically sound in-
formation model. In a similar vein, the viewpoint of the modeling language is documented
as a V-pattern that exemplifies the visualizations derived from the viewpoint. The BEAMS
administrators use the terminology of BEAMS to describe both types of patterns, i.e., to
establish links to the relevant GBBs.

The pattern candidates are documented in a candidate catalog similar to the pattern catalog
for EA management [Ch10]. The candidate catalog is administered using the methods de-
scribed by Ernst in [Er10]. In particular, the user community of BEAMS is involved to find
other application cases for the pattern candidates or for trying the candidates to address a
related problem. Once, three or more application cases have been gathered, the pattern can-
didate matures into a pattern. New as well as newly matured pattern provide the basis for the
subsequent steps of the administration method. In these steps, the BEAMS administrators
decompose the patterns into building blocks for the organized library.

The BEAMS administrators analyze the V-pattern and understand from which VBBs,
they are composed. Therefore, the reverse-engineering method as described in Section 5.3 can
be applied. Whenever the viewpoint cannot be explained based on the existing VBBs, the
administrators add an additional VBB to the knowledge base. Therefore, the visualization ele-
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ments in the exemplary visualization have to be determined and the corresponding viewmodel
has to be established. Central thereto is the understanding of the bijective mapping between
the visualization elements and the model elements of the viewmodel. Both the visualization
elements and the viewmodel can be used to determine, whether the newfound hybrid VBB
should be incorporated as a whole into the organized library, or not. Following indications
hint towards the inseparable nature of the VBB:

∙ The VBB uses or is parameterized with visualization elements that are used in no other
VBB or cannot be supplied as parameter values to any existing VBB.

∙ The VBB uses an not documented combination of visualization rules. The set of em-
ployed rules can further not be decomposed into sets used by existing VBBs.

∙ The VBB is parameterized with an unprecedented combination of viewmodel parame-
ters. Especially consistency rules between these parameters can provide an indication
towards the uniqueness of the VBB, e.g. when the rules cannot be composed from rules
as employed in existing VBBs.

During this activity, typical decorations of the viewpoint as color-coding or resizing are re-
moved to understand the basic nature of the analyzed viewpoint. The remaining VBB is
added to the organized library of building blocks.

In another activity, the BEAMS administrators analyze the I-pattern. In case of over-
lapping concepts the analysis greatly benefits from identifying relationships to existing IBBs.
Therefore, equivalently predicated model element are analyzed for embedding-relationships
to model elements in IBBs. Of particular interest are such relationships, where a model
element from BEAMS embeds an element in the I-pattern. In such case, the BEAMS admin-
istrators ‘subtract’ the existing element from the embedding one. For an universal type this
means that all properties and relationship ends that can be explained by the universal type
from BEAMS are removed and the remaining type is analyzed. Central to this analysis is to
determine, whether the remaining type is dispersive or substantial. It is very likely, that at
this point a dispersive type reifying a not support cross-cutting aspect remains. If it is not
possible to describe the remaining model elements with a domain terminology, i.e., if there is
no native predication for the concept, the BEAMS administrators incorporate the not-reduced
I-pattern as IBB into the knowledge base.

5.5 Summary

In this chapter we introduced the basic structure of an EA management function constituted
from methods and languages. The former describe the tasks to be taken, the participants
responsible for these tasks, and the triggering conditions initiating a sequence of tasks. The
languages are employed to convey information to the participants or to facilitate the partici-
pants in making their EA related knowledge explicit. In an actual EA management function
the languages are aligned to the information demands of the stakeholders, more precisely to the
EA management-related problems that the stakeholders seek to be addressed. Furthermore,
an integrated EA management function demands the different languages to be consistent and
requires that any information processed in one task is gathered in a previous one.
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As means to design an organization-specific EA management function we introduce differ-
ent types of building blocks that contribute practice-proven solutions for recurring problems
in EA management applying in distinct contexts. The method building blocks provide
prescriptions for the management process on an abstract level, where:

∙ participant variables act as placeholders for organization-specific roles,

∙ viewpoint variables replace actual stakeholder-specific viewpoints,

∙ trigger variables designate configurable triggering conditions, and

∙ information model variables act as placeholders for the EA conceptualization, on
which the tasks operate.

Both the viewpoint variables and the information model variables are relevant in respect to
EA modeling languages as they refer to the language’s notation and syntax, respectively. Cor-
responding building blocks, the viewpoint building blocks and the information model

building blocks, are used to define the viewpoints and the information models underlying an
organization-specific EA management function. The actual configuration of viewpoints and
information models is nevertheless not arbitrary, but has to fulfill different kinds of consis-
tency constraints, namely pre-post consistency, representation consistency, notation
consistency, information model consistency, and lower bound consistency. The de-
velopment method has to ensure that these different types of constraints are fulfilled in a
configured EA management function. Thereto, it builds on the notion of consistent embed-
ding between areas-of-interest represented in information model fragments. We further
distinguish two types of embedding as:

∙ updating embedding, where information corresponding to the embedded information
model can be read from and written to the embedding information model, and

∙ reading embedding, where information corresponding to the embedded information
model can be read from the embedding information model.

Based on techniques to determine whether and how an information model fragment embeds,
the enterprise architects can leverage the development method for creating an organization-
specific EA management function based on a consistent set of EA modeling languages. This
particularly addresses the challenges of consistently integrating IBBs into a comprehensive
information model as well as of aggregating EA information for visualization and visual mod-
eling. In addition, techniques for relating predicators and terms in different glossaries have to
be provided to facilitate the identification of synonyms as well as the resolution of homonyms.
In Chapter 6 we establish and formally define these techniques based on two dedicated meta-
languages for EA modeling.

The final section of this chapter discusses how the organized library of building blocks is devel-
oped and evolved. Central thereto is the research method as already outlined in Section 2.3.
In addition, three different types of relationships (overlap, conflict and consistent embed-
ding) are used to organize the IBBs for facilitating their use in the development method.
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We use crude tools to fashion better tools,
and then our better tools to fashion more
precise tools, and so on.

Chairman Sheng-ji Yang, Looking God in
the Eye – Sid Meier’s Alpha Centauri

CHAPTER 6

Foundations of BEAMS

The organized library of language building blocks supplies three different types of building
blocks that are used to develop organization-specific EA modeling languages. These mod-
eling languages relate to the described part of the reality, i.e., the universe of discourse.
The work of Guizzardi [Gu05] provides the basis for a formal way to understand this re-
lationship, which is subsequently called ontological commitment. Central thereto is the
conceptualization that underlies a modeling language. A conceptualization represents the
intra-subjective structuring principles implicitly used by modelers during the creation of a
model describing a corresponding part of reality. Any conceptualization useful to create com-
municable descriptions of a universe of discourse is reified in a modeling language. Figure 6.1
gives an overview of the correspondences between language, conceptualization, universe of
discourse, and model. It further complements the general framework correspondences with
the ones between the concepts of the ISO standard 42010 [In07].

The quality criterion Cp1 multi-perspectivity support adds a complexity, when simulta-
neously more than one conceptualization is employed. In Section 6.1 we further the framework
of Buckl et al. [BKS10] to establish a sound and formal basis for defining consistency between
different conceptualizations. Based on the extended framework, we establish the foundations
for the organized library of building blocks and introduce two dedicated meta-languages. The
IM2L is used to describe information models as well as fragments and building blocks thereof.
It supplies particular concepts for modeling EAs but also supplies a formal understanding
of the consistent embedding introduced in Chapter 5. The VDL provides concepts and
techniques to operationalize the transformation-based notion of the viewpoint in line with
Section 4.3.5. Via specialized techniques, the VDL also supports the integration of VBB into
a comprehensive viewpoint definition. A meta-model for describing glossaries and building
blocks thereof concludes the exposition of foundations in Section 6.4.
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Figure 6.1: Conceptual framework for supporting multi-viewpoint EA management

6.1 A framework for multi-viewpoint EA modeling languages

A conceptualization represents a set of structuring principles used by modelers during the
creation of a model of a corresponding part of reality [Gu05]. The universe of discourse
thereby does not need to be confined to a single world, but can represent different possible
worlds. Guizzardi’s formal set-theoretic definition of a conceptualization reflects this fact.

Definition: Conceptualization

A conceptualization 𝑧 ∈ 𝒵 is defined as a tuple consisting of

∙ the set of possible worlds 𝒦𝑧,

∙ the set of covered individualsa ℐ𝑧, and

∙ the set of conceptual relationships 𝒞𝑧 ⊆
⋃︀

𝑛∈N(𝒦𝑧 → P(ℐ𝑛𝑧 )).
aBoth substantial objects and relationship objects are considered “individuals” here.

The set 𝒞𝑧 requires additional explanation. In contrast to the relationship objects contained
in ℐ𝑧 the relationships in the set 𝒞𝑧 represent concepts, to which an instance or a tuple of
instances belongs. Example 6.1 helps to clarify this distinction.

Example 6.1: Conceptual relationships vs. relationships. In one
particular reality, i.e., possible world, the contained individuals are nomi-
nated as “my car”, “me”, and “my ownership”, of which the former two are
substantial objects, whereas the latter is a relationship object. The con-
cepts are {“my car”}, {“me”}, and {⟨“my car”, “my ownership”, “me”⟩},
mirroring predicators as “Audi A3”, “human”, and “ownership”.
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In this definition the term concept is understood both contextually and by extension. This
means that a concept is defined by its corresponding individuals in relation to the possible
worlds in the universe of discourse. In EA management possible worlds are the different ar-
chitectural states as discussed in Chapter 5. The notion of concept further deserves attention
from a type-oriented perspective. Thereto, we build on Guizzardi’s postulate 4.1 (cf. [Gu05,
pages 99–101]) stating that “each individual must be an instance of a [concept]”. The exten-
sion function maps a concept given in the context of a particular world to the set of all its
corresponding individuals. We write E𝜅[𝑐] to denote the extension function applied onto a
concept 𝑐 ∈ 𝒞𝑧 in the context of a world 𝜅 ∈ 𝒦𝑧. For any particular conceptualization 𝑧, the
following condition holds:

∀𝑐 ∈ 𝒞𝑧, 𝜅 ∈ 𝒦𝑧 : E𝜅[𝑐] ⊆ ℐ𝑧.

Subsequently, we revisit the meta-properties as well as meta-relationships discussed in Sec-
tion 4.3.2 and redefine them using the extension function. For reasons of convenience we
introduce two operators for quantifying over the corresponding possible worlds. Let 𝜓𝜅 be a
predicate over 𝜅 as free variable, we write:

∙ 2𝜅𝜓𝜅 as abbreviation for ∀𝜅 ∈ 𝒦𝑧 : 𝜓𝜅 and

∙ 3𝜅𝜓𝜅 as abbreviation for ∃𝜅 ∈ 𝒦𝑧 : 𝜓𝜅.

We use the extension function to operationalize the meta-property of rigidity of a concept
𝑐 ∈ 𝒞𝑧 in a particular conceptualization:

∙ The concept is rigid, if 2𝜅,𝜅′ ∀𝑖 ∈ E𝜅[𝑐] : 𝑖 ∈ E𝜅′ [𝑐] holds.

∙ The concept is non-rigid, if 3𝜅,𝜅′ ∃𝑖 ∈ E𝜅[𝑐] : 𝑖 /∈ E𝜅′ [𝑐] holds. In particular, we
distinguish between two specific kinds of non-rigid concepts as follows:

– The concept is anti-rigid, if 2𝜅 3𝜅′ ∀𝑖 ∈ E𝜅[𝑢] : 𝑖 /∈ E𝜅′ [𝑢]) holds.

– The concept is semi-rigid, if it is non-rigid but not anti-rigid.

For the notion of identity, we take a related approach. We call a concept 𝑐 identity providing,
if we can supply a binary predicate Λ𝑐 for which the following holds:

2𝜅,𝜅′ ∀𝑖 ∈ E𝜅[𝑐], 𝑗 ∈ E𝜅′ [𝑐] : Λ𝑐
𝜅,𝜅′(𝑖, 𝑗)⇔ 𝑖 = 𝑗.

In line with Guizzardi [Gu05, page 100] we introduce the meta-relationships specialization
between different concepts. A concept 𝑐2 specializes concept 𝑐1, if for all admissible contexts
𝒦 the extension of 𝑐1 is a subset of the one of 𝑐2. In terms of the extension function, we can
write specialization <: ⊆ 𝒞 × 𝒞 as

𝑐2 <: 𝑐1 ⇐ 2𝜅 E𝜅[𝑐2] ⊆ E𝜅[𝑐1].

In respect to the arity of the concept, we distinguish two different types of concepts. Concepts,
whose extension consists of single individuals, are according to Guizzardi called substantial
concepts, whereas 𝑛-ary concepts with 𝑛 > 1 are called relationship concepts. This distinction
is of additional importance regarding the specialization meta-relationships, as it is confined
to specializations between concepts of the same arity.
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A modeling language 𝑙 can be used to reify a conceptualization in a tuple ⟨𝒮𝑙, 𝜄𝑙, 𝑛𝑙⟩ [Gu05,
pages 81–82]. It consists of syntax 𝒮𝑙, a semantic interpretation function 𝑖𝑙 and a notation
function 𝑛𝑙. The semantic interpretation function is defined as 𝜄𝑙 : 𝒮𝑙 → ℐ𝑙 ∪ 𝒞𝑙, where
ℐ𝑙 denotes the set of covered individuals and 𝒞𝑙 denotes the set of supported concepts. The
ontological commitment between a language 𝑙 and a conceptualization 𝑧 operationalizes in
line with Buckl et al. [BKS10] as follows:

𝑙 ∼ 𝑧 ⇔ ℐ𝑙 = ℐ𝑧 ∧ 𝒞𝑙 = 𝒞𝑧.

Above formalization allows to reason on quality criterion Cp1 multi-perspectivity sup-

port. Therefore, we have to extend the concepts conceptualization and modeling language
towards the corresponding terms of the ISO standard 42010 [In07], namely area-of-interest
and viewpoint. According to Buckl et al. [BKS10], latter concepts are the as intensional
counterparts of the former ones. Central to this perspective is the notion of the type, which
is the intensional counterpart to the concept. A type defines a particular set of instances in
a given context, whereas the concept relates a set of individuals in a given context. We ex-
emplify the underlying correspondences between the intensional and extensional counterparts
along the notion of the extension function, whose intensional counterpart is the instantia-
tion operator introduced by us in [Er06b]. Let 𝑡 denote a type, then I𝜅[𝑡] designates the
application of the instantiation operator onto the type in a given context 𝜅. We introduce two
shorthanded notations of the instantiation operator as follows. Firstly, we allow applying the
operator on more than one type, i.e., a set of types 𝒯 ′, defining

∀ 𝒯 ′ ⊆ 𝒯𝜁 : I𝜅[𝒯 ′] :=
⋃︁
𝑡∈𝒯 ′

I𝜅[𝑡].

Secondly we use an abbreviated form to denote a mapping from a single or a set of types 𝒯 ′

to the set of instances that exist in different contexts.

∀ 𝒦′ ⊆ 𝒦𝜁 : I𝒦′ [𝒯 ′] :=
⋃︁
𝜅∈𝒦′

I𝜅[𝒯 ′].

Based on the notion of the type, we define an area-of-interest in an EA.

Definition: Area-of-interest

An area-of-interest 𝜁 ∈ 𝒜 is a tuple consisting of

∙ the set of admissible EA states 𝒦𝜁 ,

∙ the set of types 𝒯𝜁 , and

∙ the set of covered instances ℐ𝜁 := I𝒦𝜁
[𝒯𝜁 ].

Above definition accounts for the intensional nature of the area-of-interest, instead of be-
ing observation-based, as the conceptualization is. A type 𝑡 contained in an area-of-interest
corresponds to a concept 𝑐 in the conceptualization as:

2𝜅I𝜅[𝑡] ⊆ E𝜅[𝑐].
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This means, that from an intensional point of view a type can ‘intend’ to cover only a subset
of a concept’s individuals that exist in a given reality. From the intensional perspective
the notion of the specialization has to be revisited. A type 𝑡1 can intentionally specialize
another type 𝑡2, which means that 𝑡1 is defined to instantiate to instances of 𝑡2. Contrariwise,
it can unintentionally be the case that I[𝑡1] ⊆ I[𝑡2] holds, which we subsequently call that
𝑡2 subsumes 𝑡1, denoted as 𝑡1 <: 𝑡1. In order to support consistent reasoning on types,
we introduce two additional types. The bottom type ⊥ exists in any area-of-interest with
I[⊥] = ∅ and its complement the particular top type ⊤ for an area-of-interest with I[⊤] = ℐ.

In line with Buckl et al. [BKS10], we define a viewpoint as the intensional counterpart of a
modeling language. Let in the following ϒ designate the set of primitive graphical types, e.g.
rectangles and lines, from the visualization model introduced in [Er06b].

Definition: Viewpoint

A viewpoint supplies conventions for the construction, interpretation, and use of a
view reflecting information about a particular area-of-interest in the architecture.
Formally, a viewpoint 𝑣 is a tuple 𝑣 = ⟨𝒯𝑣, 𝜄𝑣, 𝑛𝑣,𝒦𝑣⟩ with:

∙ the (abstract) syntax denoted by the setℳ𝑣 of types,

∙ the semantics interpretation function for the types and their instances 𝜄𝑣 :
I𝒦𝑣 [𝒯𝑣] ∪ 𝒯𝑣 → I𝒦𝑣 [𝒯 𝑣] ∪ 𝒯 𝑣,

∙ the notation functiona 𝑛𝑣 : I𝒦𝑣 [𝒯𝑣]→ I[ϒ], and

∙ the set of admissible EA states 𝒦𝑣.
aFor reasons of simplification, we assume a bijective function here. When the model elements
are from the corresponding viewmodel which in turn can be embedded in an arbitrary richer
information, this assumption does not pose a restriction.

In the definition we employed two sets of types relevant for the viewpoint, namely the types
𝒯𝑣 constituting the viewpoint’s viewmodel and the types 𝒯 𝑣 of an underlying area-of-
interest. The correspondence of the two sets allows to extend the ontological commit-
ment-relationship between a conceptualization and a modeling language according to Buckl
et al. [BKS10] towards an addresses-relationship between an area-of-interest and a viewpoint.
Central thereto is the set of types covered by the viewpoint, i.e., the range of the embedding
𝜄𝑣 : 𝒯𝑣 → 𝒯 𝑣, which is a canonical sub-function of the semantics interpretation function. The
addresses-relationship between a viewpoint 𝑣 and a conceptualization 𝜁 is defined as follows:

𝑣 ∼ 𝜁 ⇔ 𝒦𝑣 = 𝒦𝜁 ∧ 𝑑𝑜𝑚(𝜄𝑣) = 𝒯𝜁 .

The nature of the embedding 𝜄𝑣 influences the quality of the viewpoint and determines, whether
the viewpoint realizes a notation function or a representation function on the underly-
ing area-of-interest. In addition the notion of consistency between different areas-of-interest
pertains to the embedding. In order to avoid inconsistencies between different viewpoints the
actual embeddings of the viewmodels into the underlying information model models must be
consistent embedding-relationships in the sense of Section 5.2. In the following, we formal-
ize the notion of the consistent embedding according to Buckl et al. [BKS10], further taking
into account the distinction between updating embedding and reading embedding. Let
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in the following 𝒯1 and 𝒯2 denote two sets of types, than a specific kind of embeddings can be
described by an injective mapping 𝜏 : 𝒯1 → P(𝒯2) between the types. This mapping reads as:
‘given a type 𝑡1, 𝜏(𝑡1) is the type or set of types, to which all information supplied by instances
of 𝑡1 is distributed’. Explaining what ‘distributed’ means, we use the graphical notation of
Dijkman in [Di06b]. We further assume that the types are contained in a corresponding area-
of-interest, although also types in the viewmodel of a viewpoint could be mapped. Type 𝑡2
as shown in Figure 6.2 covers all information contained in type 𝑡1 and even more, such that
𝜏(𝑡1) = 𝑡2 is an admissible mapping. Types 𝑡4 and 𝑡5 shown in Figure 6.3 together supply the
information contained in type 𝑡3, yielding an admissible mapping 𝜏(𝑡3) = {𝑡4, 𝑡5}. Embed-
dings based on mappings of the latter type realize an aggregation by composition. For
the exemplary types this reads a 𝑡3 = 𝑡4 ⊎ 𝑡5.
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Figure 6.2: Embedding via
generalization
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Figure 6.3: Embedding via aggrega-
tion by composition

A mapping 𝜏 : 𝒯1 → P(𝒯2) of types gives to a consistent embedding, if the mapping of types
is unambiguous, i.e.,

∀ 𝑡, 𝑡′ ∈ 𝒯1 : 𝑡 ̸= 𝑡′ ⇔ 𝜏(𝑡) ∩ 𝜏(𝑡′) = ∅

holds. In this case, we can establish a partial and bijective function between the instances
of the a type 𝑡 ∈ 𝒯1 and instances of the types 𝜏(𝑡). In this sense, the mapping defines an
updating embedding denoted as <::. If an area-of-interest 𝜁1 consistently embeds into an
area-of-interest 𝜁2, this means that 𝜁2 covers at least all EA states covered by 𝜁1 and if the
mapping of types is unambiguous. Formal this reads as:

𝜁2 <:: 𝜁1 ⇔ 𝒦𝜁1 ⊆ 𝒦𝜁2 ∧
∀ 𝑡, 𝑡′ ∈ 𝒯𝜁1 : 𝑡 ̸= 𝑡′ ⇔ 𝜏(𝑡) ∩ 𝜏(𝑡′) = ∅ ∧
∀ 𝑡 ∈ 𝒯𝜁1 : 𝑡 =

⨄︀
𝑡′∈𝜏(𝑡) 𝑡

′.

In a similar sense, we can establish a consistent embedding-relationship between a viewpoint
𝑣 and an area-of-interest 𝜁 based on a mapping 𝜏 : 𝒯𝑣 → P(𝒯𝜁). The viewpoint’s relevant set
of types is determined by the viewmodel, yielding the following formalization:

𝜁 <:: 𝑣 ⇔ 𝒦𝑣 ⊆ 𝒦𝜁 ∧
∀ 𝑡, 𝑡′ ∈ 𝒯𝑣 : 𝑡 ̸= 𝑡′ ⇔ 𝜏(𝑡) ∩ 𝜏(𝑡′) = ∅ ∧
∀ 𝑡 ∈ 𝒯𝑣 : 𝑡 =

⨄︀
𝑡′∈𝜏(𝑡) 𝑡

′.
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For the question, whether two areas-of-interest can be integrated into a single multi-perspective
approach to EA modeling, the consistent embedding-relationship provides a conceptual basis.
Two areas-of-interest 𝜁1 and 𝜁2 can be consistently integrated, if there exists an area-of-
interest 𝜁3 in which both areas-of-interest can be embedded based on a single type mapping
𝜏 : 𝒯𝜁1 ∪ 𝒯𝜁2 → P(𝒯𝜁3), in short:

∃ 𝜁3 ∈ 𝒜 : 𝜁3 <:: 𝜁1 ∧ 𝜁3 <:: 𝜁2.

If in a viewpoint 𝑣 the embedding 𝜄𝑣 realizes an updating embedding based on a mapping
𝜏 : 𝒯𝑣 → P(𝒯 𝑣), the corresponding viewpoint realizes a partial bijective mapping from I[𝒯𝑣]
to I[𝒯 𝑣]. Together with the ‘built-in’ bijection 𝑛𝑣 : I[𝒯𝑣] → I[ϒ] any mapping from the
instantiated viewmodel to the graphical primitives is bijective, such that the viewpoint realizes
a notation function.

A representation function does not require such strict mappings, i.e., the embedding 𝑖𝑣
does not need to be bijective. Nevertheless, the embedding is not allowed to be arbitrary but
has to satisfy certain constraints. We define the corresponding reading embedding (denoted
as <::) between a viewpoint 𝑣 and an area-of-interest 𝜁 via a type mapping:

𝜏 : 𝒯𝑣 → P(P(𝒯𝜁) ∖ {∅}) ∖ {∅}.

This type mapping supplies a conjunctive normal form for the mapping of types, i.e., specifies
alternative mappings for each single type from 𝒯𝑣. Two additional ways of mapping types,
i.e., two ways of aggregation, are thereby described. On the one hand, a single type from 𝑣
can be specialized to more than one type in 𝜁, with each of the specializing types providing a
superset of the information that is made available in the specialized one. On the other hand,
a single type from 𝑣 can be decomposed into more than one type in 𝜁 such that different
decomposing types together provide more than the information that is made available in the
decomposed one. In line with Dijkman [Di06b], we illustrate the different kinds of relationships
between corresponding types from 𝑣 and 𝜁, namely aggregation by weak generalization

and aggregation by partial composition, in Figures 6.4 and 6.5, respectively.
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The different kinds of aggregations of types are subsequently denoted by two operators on
types. We write:

∙ 𝑡1 = 𝑡2 ⊔ 𝑡3 to denote aggregation by weak generalization, and

∙ 𝑡4 = 𝑡5 ⊓ 𝑡6 to denote aggregation by partial composition.

Both kinds of aggregation can be applied together in a single mapping, reading for example as
𝑡2 ⊔ (𝑡3 ⊓ 𝑡4). This means that either an instance of 𝑡2 or a partial composition of instances of
𝑡3 and 𝑡4 maps to an instance of 𝑡1. Any such mapping 𝜏 gives rise to a reading embedding
between a viewpoint 𝑣 and an area-of-interest 𝜁 as follows:

𝜁 <:: 𝑣 ⇔ 𝒦𝑣 ⊆ 𝒦𝜁 ∧
∀ 𝑡, 𝑡′ ∈ 𝒯𝑣 : 𝑡 ̸= 𝑡′ ⇔ 𝜏(𝑡) ∩ 𝜏(𝑡′) = ∅ ∧
∀ 𝑡1 ∈ 𝒯𝑣 : 𝑡1 =

⨆︀
𝒯 ′∈𝜏(𝑡1)

d
𝑡2∈𝒯 ′ 𝑡2.

A similar relationship can be established between two areas-of-interest 𝜁1 and 𝜁2 as follows:

𝜁1 <:: 𝜁2 ⇔ 𝒦𝜁1 ⊆ 𝒦𝜁2 ∧
∀ 𝑡, 𝑡′ ∈ 𝒯𝜁1 : 𝑡 ̸= 𝑡′ ⇔ 𝜏(𝑡) ∩ 𝜏(𝑡′) = ∅ ∧
∀ 𝑡1 ∈ 𝒯𝜁1 : 𝑡1 =

⨆︀
𝒯 ′∈𝜏(𝑡1)

d
𝑡2∈𝒯 ′ 𝑡2.

A viewpoint 𝑣, whose embedding 𝜄𝑣 is realized based on a mapping 𝜏 : 𝒯𝑣 → P(P(𝒯𝜁)∖{∅})∖{∅}
supplies an injective function from I[𝒯𝑣] to I[𝒯 𝑣]. Together with the ‘built-in’ bijection

𝑛𝑣 : I[𝒯𝑣]→ I[ϒ]

any mapping from the instantiated viewmodel to the graphical primitives is only injective,
such that the viewpoint realizes a representation function.

Aggregation by weak generalization gives rise to an alternative definition of the subsumption-
relationship between different types. The aggregating type can read from the aggregated ones,
but instances cannot replace the the aggregated types regarding update operations. We extend
the reading embedding also to the level of individual types, such that we can denote the
reading relationships as described in Figure 6.4 via weak subsumption 𝑡2 <: 𝑡1 ∧ 𝑡3 <: 𝑡1.
For the aggregation by partial composition, a more complex correspondence with the weak
subsumption-relationship can be established via two intermediary types 𝑡′5 and 𝑡

′
6:

∃𝑡′5, 𝑡′6 : ((𝑡′5 ̸= 𝑡5) ∨ (𝑡′6 ̸= 𝑡6)) ∧ 𝑡5 <: 𝑡′5 ∧ 𝑡6 <: 𝑡′6 ∧ 𝑡4 = 𝑡′5 ⊎ 𝑡′6.

Two areas-of-interest 𝜁1 and 𝜁2 that can both be reading embedded into a third area-of-interest
𝜁3 based on a common type mapping 𝜏 : 𝒯𝜁1 ∪ 𝒯𝜁2 → P(P(𝒯𝜁3) ∖ {∅}) ∖ {∅} can be weakly
integrated. If such integration is possible, information modeled in accordance to 𝜁1 or 𝜁2 can
be migrated to information modeled according to 𝜁3. The migration can nevertheless change
the nature of viewpoints building on the original areas-of-interest. The missing bijection
between the instances of the original types and the types in the target area-of-interest 𝜁3
can invalidate the bijectivity of a viewpoint’s underlying embedding 𝜄 such that a notation
function ‘downgrades’ to a representation function.
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6.2 Information model meta-language (IM2L)

Chapter 5 already delineated several characteristics of the EA domain, which pertain to the
meta-language used to specify the information models and the information model building
blocks. In the following, we revisit these characteristics to derive requirements for a meta-
language for EA information modeling and discuss to which extent current multi-purpose
meta-modeling facilities are able to satisfy these requirements, as also discussed in [BMS10b,
BMS10g, BMS10i].

The paradigm of object-oriented EA information modeling requires a set of (C0) syntactic
primitives that must be supported by the information model meta-language (IM2L). Central
thereto are (C0a) types, (C0b) properties, and (C0c) 𝑛-ary relationships. For both
properties and relationship ends, cardinality constraints are necessary, i.e., it must be possible
to specify a (C0d) lower bound and an upper bound. Further, the IM2L must support
(C0e) nominating properties that supply a name for an identifiable part of the enterprise.
(C0f) Specialization mechanisms support modeling EA information on different levels of
detail, whereas (C0g) relationship types are specify properties of relationships.

In line with Section 4.4 we require additional IM2L concepts for:

(C1) Domain specific modeling: Properties of type (C1a) enumeration are frequently
used to designate different states of an architectural element or to classify such elements
in different groups. Particular domain specific primitive (C1b) data-types, as money,
date, or time, must be supported by the IM2L. Furthermore, (C1c) hierarchies are a
prominent concept in EA modeling used to reflect tree-like structures, as organizational
structures, business process hierarchies, or component-based application architectures.

(C2) Temporal modeling: EAs evolve over time, resulting in changes that pertain to both
the instance level and to the type level. The IM2L must therefore supply mechanisms
for historizing EA states and creating EA plans, i.e., must support (C2a) bi-temporal
modeling, that distinguished between valid time and transaction time. Further,
the conceptualization and classification of architectural elements can change over time
such that the distinction between (C2b) rigid and (C2c) non-rigid, in particular
semi-rigid and anti-rigid, types must be supplied.

(C3) Cross-cutting aspects: Similar cross-cutting aspects, as projects or goals can be
applied onto different architecture concepts. The IM2L must supply mechanisms to add
dispersive mixin types representing cross-cutting aspects to types. Further, it must be
possible to package different concepts that together reify a cross-cutting aspect into a
re-usable extension.

(C4) Specialization by constraint: EA modeling applies to different areas-of-interest
that can contain the same types distinguished only on property-level. Different stake-
holders of the EA management can have different information demands in respect to
the types, but can also have different understandings of relevant parts. The IM2L must
supply a mechanism to constrain the relevant part of the EA by specializing types to
sub-types that carry a particular property.

(C5) Glossary development: EA modeling is performed in the context of corresponding
linguistic communities. The IM2L must supply mechanisms to consistently adapt the
predication for the different EA concepts without changing the underlying syntactical
structure.
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(C6) Multi-perspectivity: The areas-of-interest of different EA stakeholders do not ex-
ist in isolation but relate to each other in manifold ways, e.g. representing different
levels of granularity of overlapping regarding selected concepts. The IM2L must support
the consistent integration of different areas-of-interest, represented in EA information
models, into one comprehensive description of the relevant EA concepts. Thereby, ap-
plicability of the particular stakeholder-specific viewpoints has to be ensured.

In the following, we analyze general purpose meta-languages as the Unified Modeling Lan-
guage (UML) infrastructure specification [Ob10c], the Object Role Model (ORM) [Ha09], or
the MEMO Meta Modeling Language (MML) [Fr09] against above characteristics. This analy-
sis builds on our findings from [BMS10g] and shows in Table 6.1 that especially ‘sophisticated’
characteristics as temporal modeling and dispersive types are not well supported in the three
meta-languages.

UML ORM MML

C0

C0a (type)    
C0b (property)  G#1  
C0c (relationship)   G#2

C0d (cardinality constraint)    
C0e (nominating property) # # #
C0f (specialization)    
C0g (relationship type)   #
C1a (enumeration)   #

C1 C1b (domain-specific data-type) # # G#3

C1c (enumeration)   #

C2

C2a (bi-temporal modeling) # # #
C2b (rigid type)    
C2c (non-rigid type) # G#4 #

C3 (dispersive type) # # #
C4 (specialization by constraint) G#5 # #
C5 (external predicator) # # #
1 ORM does not support typed properties with primitive types.
2 MML supports only binary relationships.
3 MML supports modeling of time.
4 ORM supports unary fact types which can be used to express non-rigid types.
5 The Query/View/Transformation (QVT) specification [Ob05] supplies templates that can be used to des-
ignate restrictions with respect to value assignments.

Table 6.1: Support for meta-language characteristics

C6 Multi-perspectivity does not directly demand additional IM2L concepts, but requires
that the concepts support formal underpinnings for embedding and aggregation as dis-
cussed in Section 6.1. Due to the prevalence of UML and UML-like meta-languages for de-
scribing EA information models (cf. discussions in [BMS10g]), we decided to use the UML
infrastructure, or more precisely the Meta Object Facility (MOF) [Ob06a] as basis for the
design of the IM2L. This decision is further promoted by the work of Guizzardi [Gu05], who
conducted an extensive analysis of the ontological underpinnings of object-oriented modeling
facilities. The different aspects of the IM2L are expatiated subsequently, starting with an
exposition of the language constituents, i.e., of the syntax and semantics in Section 6.2.1. The
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considerations on language semantics are furthered in Section 6.2.2, discussing the intrica-
cies of subsume-relationships on the model elements of an information model. Section 6.2.3
discusses how different information models or building blocks thereof can be integrated and
can be adapted based on operators that are consistent with the embedding-relationships in-
troduced before. Final section 6.2.4 describes how the syntactic primitives of the IM2L are
notated, i.e., represented graphically.

6.2.1 Syntax of the IM2L

Central to the IM2L is the concept of the type, which is further detailed via distinction of
universals proposed by Guizzardi in [Gu05]. He introduces two different kinds of universals:

∙ substantial universals, whose instances represent substance, i.e., isolated phenomena
from the universe of discourse, and

∙ relator universals, whose instances relate instances of other universals, i.e., are dependent
on the corresponding phenomena.

From an ontological point of view, this distinction is fully sufficient to cover all kinds of
phenomena in the universe of discourse. We further the discussions and account for a differ-
entiation between types that supply or carry at least one property or are related to other
types, and ones, whose instances carry in themselves the sufficient information. Types of the
latter kind are reflected in object-oriented modeling languages as enumerations. In EA mod-
eling properties of an enumeration type are used to represent different states or phases that
the instances of some other type can be in. In the mindset of Guizzardi [Gu05], enumeration-
typed properties should not exist, but corresponding semi-rigid or anti-rigid universals should
specialize the universal under consideration. Example 6.2 delineates this stringency.

Example 6.2: Modeling life-cycle states. The information model
should reflect that a business application can be in different life-cycle
states during its lifetime, ranging from in development to in dissolu-

tion. Two modeling alternatives, one using an enumeration-typed prop-
erty and one anti-rigid types, can be applied as follows.

Business application
state:BAState

Business application

«anti-rigid»
Business application

in development

«anti-rigid»
Business application

in production

«anti-rigid»
Business application

in dissolution
«enum»
BAState

in development
in production
in dissolution
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Both modeling alternatives are equivalent in respect to the provided information. Therefore,
and due to the frequent use of enumerations in EA descriptions, we decide to introduce the
concept enumeration as type to the IM2L. Nevertheless, in respect to evolving EA infor-
mation models, the conceptual and informational equivalence of both modeling alternatives
has to be incorporated in the subsume-relationships. The meta-properties of rigidity and
identity are of interest for universal types, i.e., types that carry at least one property.
In line with Guizzardi [Gu05] we detail the meta-property of identity: types that carry an IC
can be further distinguished into types that supply the IC and ones that inherit the IC. We
can more precisely formulate that a type supplies an IC, if it carries an IC, which is not carried
by all types that it specializes. An additional prerequisite for supplying an IC is according
to Guarino and Welti [GW00b] being rigid. This means that any non-rigid type can carry
an IC which has to be inherited from another type, ultimately a rigid one supplying the IC.
Figure 6.6 shows the UML inheritance hierarchy, in which the different kinds of types partic-
ipate. The diagram further introduces abbreviations for the meta-properties: +I and ¬I for
carrying an IC or not; +R and ¬R for rigid and non-rigid with ∼R and –R for anti-rigid and
semi-rigid, respectively.

Universal
type

Substantial
type

Relationship
type

Sortal
type

Mixin
type

«+I,+R»
Class

Non-rigid
sortal type

«+I,~R»
Phase

«+I,-R»
Role

«-I,+R»
Category

Non-rigid
mixin type

«-I,~R»
Mixin

«-I,-R»
RoleMixin

Type

Enumeration

Figure 6.6: Kinds of types reflecting their meta-properties

From the perspective of the denotational semantics temporal information in EA modeling has
to be discussed. Let in the following 𝒯 denote the set of points in time pertaining to both the
future 𝒯 + and the past 𝒯 −. For any instance 𝑖 of a universal type, two particular transaction
times 𝜏𝑐(𝑖) ∈ 𝒯 − and 𝜏𝑑(𝑖) ∈ 𝒯 − ∪ {∞} are of interest—the time of its creation and of its
deletion. The transaction time under consideration, e.g. the time of visualizing the EA, is
part of the context together with an information on the relevant valid time: 𝒦 = 𝒯 − × 𝒯 .
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We distinguish between two kinds of universal types, firstly ones not explicitly accounting for
a valid time and time-dependent ones. Latter supply two valid times ←−𝜏 ,−→𝜏 designating the
start-point and the end-point for the period of validity. This period of validity can change
with each transaction such that both valid times are functions ←−𝜏 ,−→𝜏 : [𝜏𝑐, 𝜏𝑑] → 𝒯 of the
current time 𝜏 such that

∀𝑖 ∈ ℐ, 𝜏 ∈ [𝜏𝑐(𝑖), 𝜏𝑑(𝑖)] :
←−𝜏 (𝜏) ≤ −→𝜏 (𝜏).

The model element of the property plays an important role for describing EA information
models. Any universal type can be equipped with properties further specifying characteris-
tics of the instances of the type. As any type itself is a reification of a specific property, the
distinction between a property and a type is not a sharp one. In contrast, it depends on the
level of abstraction taken in describing the EA. This is exemplified by the different ways to
reflect life-cycle information, which further rises the idea that the level of abstraction taken
can depend on the intended usage of the information model for representing the architecture
or parts thereof. A property in the information model does not only supply a name, but also
a data-type, i.e., specifies the admissible values, that an instance of the universal type can
assign to the property. In the context of EA modeling, several data-types are of interest,
namely enumerations and primitive data-types. Data-types of the latter group are listed
in the following, and are defined in terms of the XML schema specification1:

∙ The boolean data-type represents the values of two-valued logic: true and false.

∙ The date data-type represents exactly one day on the timeline, starting on the beginning
moment of each day, up to but not including the beginning moment of the next day.

∙ The dateTime data-type represents instants of time on the timeline.

∙ The decimal data-type represents numeric values that can be expressed as a fraction of
an integer by a non-negative power of ten, i.e., expressible as 𝑖/10𝑛, where 𝑖 and 𝑛 are
integers and 𝑛 ≥ 0.

∙ The integer data-type represents numeric values being either drawn from the natural
numbers or their negatives.

∙ The money data-type represents numeric values that can be expressed as a decimal value
together with a currency code, designating the currency in which the corresponding
amount of money is counted.

∙ The string data-type represents character strings, with a character being the atomic unit
of text.

Any primitive data-type 𝑑 supplies an equivalence relationships = ⊆ I[𝑑] × I[𝑑], which holds
for identical values from the type’s domain.

Enumerations specify sets of admissible values, the so-called enumeration literals, repre-
sented as text elements. In addition to specifying a data-type, a property also supplies two
cardinality constraints, called lower bound and upper bound, respectively. The cardinality

1For additional information on data-types in XML schemata see http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema11-2, last
accessed 04-05-2011.
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constraints specify the minimum and maximum number of expected values assigned to the
property at a particular instance. For any property, the lower bound can take values 0 and 1,
indicating that the property is optional or mandatory. The upper bound can take values 1
and ∞ indicating a unique and a multi-valued property, respectively. For any tuple ⟨𝑙, 𝑢⟩,
we define the multi-valued instantiation operator I𝑙,𝑢 on a type 𝑑 as follows:

I𝑙,𝑢[𝑡] =

{︃⋃︀𝑢
𝑖=𝑙

∏︀
𝑖 I[𝑡] if 𝑙 > 0

{∅} ∪ I1,𝑢[𝑡] if 𝑙 = 0
.

In this sense, we interpret a property 𝑝 supplied by a universal type 𝑢 as a function, depending
on the context 𝜅:

𝑝 : I𝜅[𝑢]×𝒦 → I𝑝.lower,𝑝.upper[𝑝.type].

Any universal type 𝑡 that carries an IC also carries at least one property, whose values act
as nominators for th type’s instances. The values of the nominating properties 𝑝1 . . . 𝑝𝑛
provide the basis for the IC as introduced in Section 4.3.2:

∀𝑖1, 𝑖2 ∈ I[𝑡] : Λ𝑡(𝑖1, 𝑖2)⇔
𝑛⋀︁

𝑗=1

𝑝𝑗(𝑖1) = 𝑝𝑗(𝑖2).

In above expression, we surpressed the time-dependency of properties. This is possible, as we
demand that the value of the nominating property does not change over time. The nominating
property therefore has a special denotational semantics in respect to the temporal context of
the model. Given the transaction time 𝜏𝑐(𝑖) ∈ 𝒯 −, when the particular instance 𝑖 ∈ ℐ was
created, and the time 𝜏𝑑(𝑖) ∈ 𝒯 −∪{∞}, when the instance was deleted, the following condition
holds for a nominating property 𝑝:

∀𝜏𝑡, 𝜏 ′𝑡 ∈ [𝜏𝑐(𝑖), 𝜏𝑑(𝑖)]; 𝜏𝑣, 𝜏
′
𝑣 ∈ 𝒯 : 𝑝(𝑖, ⟨𝜏𝑡, 𝜏𝑣⟩) = 𝑝(𝑖, ⟨𝜏 ′𝑡 , 𝜏 ′𝑣⟩).

The values of all other properties can change over time. We further distinguish properties,
whose values depend on the transaction time only, and ones dependent on both transaction
time and valid time. Latter properties are not subject to particular constraints, while for not
time-dependent ones the following constraint holds:

∀𝑖 ∈ ℐ; 𝜏𝑡 ∈ [𝜏𝑐(𝑖), 𝜏𝑑(𝑖)]; 𝜏𝑣, 𝜏
′
𝑣 ∈ [←−𝜏 (𝜏𝑡),−→𝜏 (𝜏𝑡)] : 𝑝(𝑖, ⟨𝜏𝑡, 𝜏𝑣⟩) = 𝑝(𝑖, ⟨𝜏𝑡, 𝜏 ′𝑣⟩).

For the model element of the relationship, we distinguish in line with Guizzardi [Gu05]:

∙ Material relationships are relationships carried and reified in a corresponding instance
of a specific universal type.

∙ Derived relationships2 are relationships that are derived based on certain other rela-
tionships of the involved substantial types.

Example 6.3 illsustrates the distinction between the two types of relationships.

2Guizzardi calls this kind of relationships formal relationships.
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Example 6.3: Types of relationships. The fact that a business ap-
plication is hosted at a specific organizational unit is dependent on
a deployment, i.e., a material quality in the universe of discourse. The
fact that one business application has less users than another busi-
ness application is not a material quality, but a consequence of both
applications having assigned certain numbers of users.

In Example 6.3 the deployment is a relationship type, relating business applications
and organizational units. Any kind of relationship, either material or derived, is specified by
its relationship ends. A relationship end originates at the substantial type participating
in the relationship and further supplies cardinality constraints in terms of a lower bound
(from {0, 1}) and upper bound (from {1,∞}). These constrain the minimum and maximum
number of relationship instances in which a single instance of the corresponding substantial
type can participate. Relationship ends with lower bound 0 are called optional, whereas ones
with lower bound 1 are called mandatory. In respect to the upper bound we distinguish
between unique ends (upper = 1) and multi-valued ends (upper = ∞). Any particular
relationship has at least two relationship ends. For most of our subsequent considerations both
material and derived relationships are treated in a uniform way. In line with the argumentation
of Halpin [Ha09] the uniform treatment is abandoned for special cases of 𝑛-ary relationships.
For any 𝑛 > 2 any 𝑛-ary relationships with unique relationship ends can be decomposed
into 𝑚-ary relationships, when 𝑚 − 1 > 1 is the number of incoming unique relationship
ends. While for reasons of model utilization, we do not impose a restriction on derived
relationships, we demand that ones reified in a relationship type cannot be decomposed. The
denotational semantics of a relationship is introduced in the following based on a partitioning
of the relationship’s ends ℰ according to their cardindality constraints into:

∙ mandatory and unique relationship ends ℰ1,1,

∙ optional and unique relationship ends ℰ0,1,

∙ mandatory and multi-valued relationship ends ℰ1,∞, and

∙ optional and multi-valued relationship ends ℰ0,∞.

A relationship 𝑟 is interpreted as a relation in a mathematical sense. Therefore, the admissible
instances of 𝑟 are confined to the following space of values:

I𝜅[𝑟] ⊆
∏︁

𝑒∈ℰ1,∞

I1,∞𝜅 [𝑒.type]×
∏︁

𝑒∈ℰ0,∞

I0,∞𝜅 [𝑒.type]→
∏︁

𝑒∈ℰ1,1

I1,1𝜅 [𝑒.type]×
∏︁

𝑒∈ℰ0,1

I0,1𝜅 [𝑒.type],

being total in respect to ℰ1,∞. In above definition we assume that for any non-empty set ℐ
the following holds ℐ × ∅ = ℐ.

The denotational semantics of a relationship has to be detailed regarding the temporal context.
Any relationship 𝑟 has two transaction times 𝜏𝑐(𝑟) ∈ 𝒯 − and 𝜏𝑑(𝑟) ∈ 𝒯 − ∪ {∞} assigned,
representing the time of its creation and deletion. These transaction times relate to the
transaction times of the corresponding instances ℐ of the related substantial types:

𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖∈ℐ𝜏𝑐(𝑖) ≤ 𝜏𝑐(𝑟) ≤ 𝜏𝑑(𝑟) ≤ 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖∈ℐ𝜏𝑑(𝑖).
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If the relationship further is time-dependent, the valid times of the relationship have to
satisfy the following constraint:

∀𝜏𝑡 ∈ [𝜏𝑐(𝑟), 𝜏𝑑(𝑟)] : 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖∈ℐ
←−𝜏 𝑖 ≤ ←−𝜏 𝑟 ≤ −→𝜏 𝑟 ≤ 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖∈ℐ−→𝜏 𝑖.

Information
model

Model
element

Universal
type

Relationship
type

Substantial
type

Predicator

Property
lower:LBound
upper:UBound
timedep:bool

Enumeration Enumeration
literal

Primitive
property

type:Data type
nominating:bool

Enumeration
property*

  1

                   type           

0..1*

assigns to

1 *

owns

1 *

carries

      1

*

Type

Relationship
end

lower:LBound
upper:UBound

1        

*

         type

«enum»
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0, 1

«enum»
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1, *

«enum»
Data type

boolean, date, dateTime,
decimal, integer, money,
string

Relationship
acyclic:bool
timedep:bool

       2..*

   1

carries     

Figure 6.7: Basic model elements of the IM2L

Figure 6.7 displays the model elements of the IM2L and embeds them into the context
of the information model as well as the semantics assignments by predicators. The model
elements according to the IM2L have the following meaning:

∙ A model element is a concept directly or transitively owned by the information model.
A model element represents an architecture property, that can be predicated, or a cor-
responding (named) value assignment.

∙ A type describes a common characteristics of different instances in the architecture.
According to the meta-properties that apply to this characteristics, different kinds of
types can be distinguished.

∙ A universal type is a type, whose instances can carry additional properties desig-
nating and specifying them. The instances can further be unknown at the time of EA
information modeling.

∙ An enumeration is a type, whose instances (the enumeration literals) do not
carry additional properties and are known at the time of EA information modeling.
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∙ An enumeration literal represents a named instance of an enumeration.

∙ A substantial type is a universal type, whose instances represent substance, i.e.,
architectural phenomena that exist in themselves.

∙ A property describes a characteristic of the instances of the owning universal type.
An property is explicitly bound to a set of admissible values by typing. In this respect,
the enumeration property and the primitive property can be distinguished.

∙ A relationship end specifies that a substantial type participates in a relationship with
other substantial types. The relationship end thereby specifies the exact quality of the
participation and acts as predicable designator for the different participating roles in a
relationship.

∙ A relationship is the hub for different relationship ends. It designates the inter-
relating quality and can be ‘made material’ in a relationship type.

∙ A relationship type is a universal type, whose instances represent relationships be-
tween other universal types.

Substantial types can relate to each other via a specialization relationship. Specialization
designates that the specializing type shares the ICS, properties, and relationships of the spe-
cialized type. Against the background of the distinction between different kinds of substantial
types, certain restrictions in respect to the specialization apply, of which some are already
discussed by Guarino and Welti [GW00a]:

∙ No mixin type can specialize a sortal type, as it would thereto inherit the IC of this
type.

∙ Every sortal type can specialize at most one other sortal type, as it otherwise
would inherit different and potentially conflicting ICs.

∙ No rigid type can specialize a non-rigid type, as a rigid type would fail to act as a
non-rigid one with respect to changing contexts.

∙ No sortal type can specialize a relationship type and vice-versa, as being inde-
pendent substance and dependent relation are inconsumerable.

∙ Every non-rigid sortal type must specialize another sortal type, as the non-rigid
type carries an IC, but cannot supply one.

∙ The specialization relationships between the universal types must form an acyclic graph.

If not otherwise stated by one of above restriction, a substantial type can specialize arbitrarily
many substantial types. Applying this rules to the general set of substantial types introduced
above, we can derive the supported specialization relationships between the universal types in
the IM2L as shown in Figure 6.8.

We revisit the concept specialization by constraint as discussed by Date and Darwen
in [DD00, pages 278–281]. In line with our understanding of subsumption being that the
instantiation of a subsumed type is a subset of the instantiation of its subsuming counterpart,
specialization by constraint derives a subsumed type by constraining its general counterpart.
Such constraints can apply on the properties and relationship ends of the type. Let 𝑡 be a
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Figure 6.8: Admissible inheritance relationships between the different types of universal types

universal type carrying a property 𝑝 of type 𝑑. Via specialization by constraint we can define
a type 𝑡′ based on a restriction of the admissible values for the property to the set ℐ ′𝑑 ⊂ I[𝑑]
or ℐ ′𝑑 = ∅ as follows

I𝜅[𝑡′] = {𝑖 ∈ I𝜅[𝑡] | 𝑖.𝑝 ∈ ℐ ′𝑑}.

We notate above specialization as 𝑡′ = 𝑡[𝑝/ℐ ′𝑎]. In Example 6.4 we revisit the enterprise
modeling business applications and organizational units once again.

Example 6.4: Specialization by constraint. A group of stakeholders
in the enterprise is especially interested in business applications of
vendor SAP. Thereto, the group specializes by constraint the class business
application to the relevant SAP business applications. A different group of
stakeholders is—for reasons of data quality—interested in the applications
that have no vendor specified. The EA information model supplying the
two specializations by constraint reads as follows:

Business application
name:string
vendor:string

SAP
Business application
vendor:string="SAP"

vendorless
Business application
vendor:string=null
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Specialization by constraint can also be used to restrict a type to its instances that relate to a
specific relationship. Let 𝑒1 be a relationship end carried by a relationship 𝑟 and targeting a
substantial type 𝑡, we can specialize 𝑡 by constraint to 𝑡′ = 𝑡[𝑒1 ↓ 𝑟′]. Therein, 𝑟 must subsume
𝑟′, which in turn can be a derived via specialization by constraint, e.g. by constraining the
owning type of an associated relationship end. Let 𝑟 be a binary relationship with ends 𝑒1
and 𝑒2 of types 𝑡1 and 𝑡2, respectively, we can specialize 𝑟 by constraint to 𝑟′ based on a type
𝑡′1 subsumed by 𝑡1 with

I𝜅[𝑟′] = {𝑖 ∈ I𝜅[𝑟] | 𝑖.𝑒1 ∈ I𝜅[𝑡′1]}.

In terms of a corresponding operation, we write 𝑟′ = 𝑟[𝑒1 ↓ 𝑡′1]. The formal mechanisms de-
scribed above are represented by dedicated language concepts that adopt the template mecha-
nism from the QVT specification [Ob05]. Figure 6.9 details the syntax of the IM2L in respect
to constrained substantial types:

∙ A constrained substantial type is itself a substantial type and relates to the base
type from which it specializes. Further it supplies at least one value constraint.

∙ A relationship end constraint is a specific value constraint specifying that one
relationship end is confined to a particular relationship.

∙ A enumeration property constraint is a specific value constraint demanding that
one enumeration property is assigned only the selected admissible enumeration lit-

erals.

∙ A primitive property constraint is a specific value constraint specifying that one
primitive property takes a selected value, which in turn is represented textually.

Different rules have to hold, when value constraints are applied. Firstly, the targeted
relationship end or property must be carried by the substantial type specified as base
type or by one of its generalizing types. Secondly, the value or type specification must
match the type specification of the enumeration property or relationship end. This
means that the selected relationship specified by a relationship end constraint must
be subsumed the end’s original relationship. As the bottom type ⊥ is subsumed any type,
we can constrain a relationship end to this type, meaning that only not related instances
are targeted. For any enumeration property constraint this means that the selected
enumeration literals must be owned by the property’s corresponding enumeration or be
the empty set ∅. In the following we describe these constraints in formal terms, using an
auxiliary function selfOrSuper(). Given a universal type 𝑡 the following holds:

selfOrSuper(t) = {𝑡′ | 𝑡 <: 𝑡′}.

The constraints are:

context: RelationshipEndConstraint

inv: selfOrSuper(targets.targets)->includes(carries.baseType)

inv: type <: targets.carries or type = null

context: EnumerationPropertyConstraint

inv: selfOrSuper(targets.carries)->includes(carries.baseType)

inv: targets.type.owns->includesAll(values)
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Figure 6.9: IM2L concepts for specifying a constrained substantial type

The constrained relationship is supplied with value inverse constraints that re-
strict the admissible types for a relationship end. Figure 6.10 details the corresponding
syntax of the IM2L.

For a relationship end inverse constraint two particular constraints have to hold.
Firstly, the targeted relationship end must be carried by the corresponding base type.
Secondly, the selected substantial type must be subsumes by the relationship end’s type,
as only thereby a restriction of the admissible values is achieved. Again the bottom type ⊥ can
be used to constrain to relationships with unbound ends. In formal terms, these constraints
read as:

context: RelationshipEndInverseConstraint

inv: selfOrSuper(targets.carries)->includes(carries.baseType)

inv: type <: targets.targets or type = null
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Figure 6.10: IM2L concepts for specifying a constrained relationship

6.2.2 Consistent embedding-relationships

In this section we present a formalization of the consistent embedding-relationships between
information models and delineate how the relationships between information models can be
derived from subsumption relationships between the constituting model elements. Therefore,
we build on the distinction between two types of subsumption as discussed by Pierce [Pi02,
pages 181–185]:

∙ Subsumption in respect to reading access: for this relationship, we assume that instances
of the model elements to relate are accessed read-only. In the following this kind of
subsuming is alluded to as weak subsumption. For two model elements 𝑚1 and
𝑚2 the fact that 𝑚2 is weakly subsumed 𝑚1 is denoted as 𝑚2 <: 𝑚1.

∙ Subsumption in respect to reading and writing access: for this relationship, we assume
that instances of the model elements to relate are read and written. This kind of sub-
suming is in the following alluded to as strict subsumption. For any two model
elements 𝑚1 and 𝑚2, of which the former strictly subsumes the latter, this is denoted
as 𝑚2 <: 𝑚1.

Burger and Gruschko discuss in [BG10] different kinds of meta-model adaptations and dis-
cuss to which extent these adaptations change the denotational semantics of the meta-model.
Applying their discussions on EA information models, we revisit the requirements for weak
and strict subsumption. In particular, they discuss how mandatory properties and relation-
ship ends are of interest regarding information model adaptations. If the adapted information
model suppresses a mandatory model element, it is not longer possible to use instantiations of
the adapted information model to update data according to the underlying information model.
In such cases, we are confined to weak subsumption. Conversely, strict subsumption demands
that any mandatory model element from the subsumed information model is also present
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in the subsuming one. Subsequently, we apply this understanding on the level of the indi-
vidual model elements, raising special conditions for strict subsumption of relationships,
universal types, and relationship types.

For any two model elements 𝑚1 and 𝑚2 strict subsumption entails weak subsumption, shortly
denoted as:

𝑚2 <: 𝑚1 (Weaken).𝑚2 <: 𝑚1

The following characteristics hold for strict subsumption [Pi02, pages 182–183]:

∙ strict subsumption is reflexive, meaning that for any model element 𝑚 the relationship
𝑚 <: 𝑚 holds.

∙ strict subsumption is transitive, meaning that for any model elements 𝑚1, 𝑚2, and 𝑚3

the following rule holds

𝑚1 <: 𝑚2 𝑚2 <: 𝑚3 (S-Transitivity).𝑚1 <: 𝑚3

From the strict subsumption, we can further derive a principle of identity as the strict
subsumption-relationship is anti-symmetric. This means that if two model elements mutually
subsume each other, they are:

𝑚1 <: 𝑚2 𝑚2 <: 𝑚1 (S-Equivalence).𝑚1 ≃ 𝑚2

In above rule a structural equivalence-relationship ≃ is introduced. We thereby account for
the fact that the strict subsumption-relationship <: is a structural relationship. This means
that two model elements are compared with respect to their structure to determine, if one
element subsumes the other. The corresponding predicators are not taken into account. Espe-
cially in respect to the embedding into the viewmodels of viewpoints, structural subsumption
is a relevant concept. For the evolution of information models, this relationship is contrariwise
not sufficient.

From the reflexivity of the strict subsumption we infer that weak subsumption is also reflexive.
Further, we demand that weak subsumption is also transitive, i.e., that the following rule
holds:

𝑚1 <: 𝑚2 𝑚2 <: 𝑚3 (W-Transitivity).𝑚1 <: 𝑚3

In the following we explore the different kinds of subsumption-relationships connecting the
concepts of the IM2L. The subsumption-relationship is of particular interest regarding tempo-
ral aspects. A time-dependent model element can be subsumed by both a time-dependent and
a not time-dependent one, while subsumption in the opposite direction is not possible. The
operational semantics in a situation, where a not time-dependent element subsumes a time-
dependent one uses the transaction time also as the valid time. In respect to reading, i.e.,
to weak subsumption, the time-dependence doe not need to be accounted for.
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Primitive properties

One primitive property subsumes another, if their types and cardinality constraints corre-
spond. The subsuming property 𝑝1 can make more strict prescriptions when it comes to car-
dinality constraints than the subsumed property 𝑝2. For strict subsumption, the data-types
of both properties have to be identical. For two properties, strict subsumption is defined as
follows:

𝑝2 <: 𝑝1 ⇔ 𝑝2.type = 𝑝1.type ∧
𝑝2.lower ≤ 𝑝1.lower ∧
𝑝1.upper ≤ 𝑝2.upper ∧
¬𝑝2.timedependent⇒ ¬𝑝1.timedependent.

In respect to weak subsumption between properties, we have to account for reading compatibil-
ity between different primitive data-types. Thereby, we derive weak subsumption-relationships
between these types, albeit data-types are no first-class model elements for the IM2L. These
relationships are employed in the subsequent definition of weak subsumption between proper-
ties. An integer can be read as a decimal:

integer <: decimal.

Similarly, we allow that any date is read as value of type dateTime:

date <: dateTime.

Finally, a value of any type 𝑑 ∈ {int, bool, float, date, dateTime,money} can be represented as
sequence of chars, i.e., a string:

𝑑 <: string.

The subsuming property 𝑝1 can employ a weak counterpart of the primitive data-type supplied
by the subsumed property 𝑝2. In formal terms this reads as follows:

𝑝2 <: 𝑝1 ⇔ 𝑝2.type <: 𝑝1.type ∧
𝑝2.lower ≤ 𝑝1.lower ∧
𝑝1.upper ≤ 𝑝2.upper

Enumerations and enumeration properties

Any enumeration specifies a finite number of mutually distinct enumeration literals. The
literals determine the instantiation of the enumeration, such that a structural subsumption-
relationship depends on the number of supplied literals. This means that an enumeration 𝑒1
strictly subsumes an enumeration 𝑒2, if they have the same number of literals, formally:

𝑒2 <: 𝑒1 ⇔ |𝑒1.owns| = |𝑒2.owns|.

It further holds that for any two enumerations 𝑒2 <: 𝑒1 also entails 𝑒1 <: 𝑒2, formally:

𝑒2 <: 𝑒1 ⇔ 𝑒1 <: 𝑒2 ⇔ 𝑒2 ≃ 𝑒1.

In the sense of weak subsumption, the subsuming enumeration 𝑒1 can make more strict pre-
scriptions than the subsumed one 𝑒2, i.e., can own less literals:

𝑒2 <: 𝑒1 ⇔ |𝑒1.owns| ≤ |𝑒2.owns|.
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We further establish a weak subsume relationship between enumerations and the primitive type
string, in such sense that any enumeration literal can be read as the string that represents its
predicator. Let E(ℳ) be the set of all enumerations, the following holds:

∀𝑒 ∈ E(ℳ) : 𝑒 <: string.

Based on above structural subsume-relationships between enumerations, we can reason on
subsume-relationships between enumeration properties, formally defined as:

𝑝2 <: 𝑝1 ⇔ 𝑝2.type ≃ 𝑝1.type ∧
𝑝2.lower ≤ 𝑝1.lower ∧
𝑝1.upper ≤ 𝑝2.upper ∧
¬𝑝2.timedependent⇒ ¬𝑝1.timedependent.

Above rules can be weakened with respect to the employed type relationship, reading as:

𝑝2 <: 𝑝1 ⇔ 𝑝2.type <: 𝑝1.type ∧
𝑝2.lower ≤ 𝑝1.lower ∧
𝑝1.upper ≤ 𝑝2.upper

Relationships

A relationship acts as ‘hub’ and owns at least two relationship ends. Two relationships
𝑟1 and 𝑟2 participate in a subsume-relationship:

𝑟2 <: 𝑟1 ⇔ ∀𝑒2 ∈ ℰ0,1(𝑟2) ∃𝑒1 ∈ ℰ0,1(𝑟1) : 𝑒2.type <: 𝑒1.type ∧
∀𝑒2 ∈ ℰ1,1(𝑟2) ∃𝑒1 ∈ ℰ1,1(𝑟1) : 𝑒2.type <: 𝑒1.type ∧
∀𝑒2 ∈ ℰ0,∞(𝑟2) ∃𝑒1 ∈ ℰ0,∞(𝑟1) : 𝑒2.type <: 𝑒1.type ∧
∀𝑒2 ∈ ℰ1,∞(𝑟2) ∃𝑒1 ∈ ℰ1,∞(𝑟1) : 𝑒2.type <: 𝑒1.type ∧
¬𝑟2.timedependent⇒ ¬𝑟1.timedependent.

The weak subsume-relationship is less constrained with respect to the possible evaluations:

𝑟2 <: 𝑟1 ⇔ ∀𝑒2 ∈ ℰ0,1(𝑟2) ∃𝑒1 ∈ ℰ0,1(𝑟1) : 𝑒2.type <: 𝑒1.type ∧
∀𝑒2 ∈ ℰ1,1(𝑟2) ∃𝑒1 ∈ ℰ0,1(𝑟1) ∪ ℰ1,1(𝑟1) : 𝑒2.type <: 𝑒1.type ∧
∀𝑒2 ∈ ℰ0,∞(𝑟2) ∃𝑒1 ∈ ℰ0,∞(𝑟1) : 𝑒2.type <: 𝑒1.type ∧
∀𝑒2 ∈ ℰ1,∞(𝑟2) ∃𝑒1 ∈ ℰ0,∞(𝑟1) ∪ ℰ1,∞(𝑟1) : 𝑒2.type <: 𝑒1.type.

In the sense of above conditions, specialization by constraint as introduced in Section 6.1
implies a subsume-relationship. Let 𝑟 be a relationship carrying a relationship end 𝑒 of type
𝑡. From 𝑡′ <: 𝑡 it follows that 𝑟[𝑒 ↓ 𝑡′] <: 𝑟.

Universal types

For any universal type, the subsume-relationship builds on the carried properties as well as
the targeting relationship ends. We can write the strict subsume-relationship between two
universal types 𝑢1 and 𝑢2 as follows:

𝑢2 <: 𝑢1 ⇔ ∀𝑝1 ∈ 𝑢1.carries ∃𝑝2 ∈ 𝑢2.carries : 𝑝1 <: 𝑝2 ∧
∀𝑒1 ∈ 𝑢1.targeting ∃𝑒2 ∈ 𝑢2.targeting : 𝑒1 <: 𝑒2 ∧
¬𝑢2.timedependent⇒ ¬𝑢1.timedependent ∧
∀𝑝2 ∈ 𝑢2.carries (𝑝2.lower = 1⇒ ∃𝑝1 ∈ 𝑢1.carries : 𝑝1 <: 𝑝2) ∧
∀𝑒2 ∈ 𝑢2.targeting (𝑒2.lower = 1⇒ ∃𝑒1 ∈ 𝑢1.targeting : 𝑒1 <: 𝑒2).
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The corresponding weak subsume-relationship between 𝑢1 and 𝑢2 is defined as

𝑢2 <: 𝑢1 ⇔ ∀𝑝1 ∈ 𝑢1.carries ∃𝑝2 ∈ 𝑢2.carries : 𝑝1 <: 𝑝2 ∧
∀𝑒1 ∈ 𝑢1.targeting ∃𝑒2 ∈ 𝑢2.targeting : 𝑒1 <: 𝑒2.

The strict subsume-relationship is consistent with the inheritance relationship introduced
above. Any universal type 𝑢2 inheriting from another universal type 𝑢1 conversely is sub-
sumed by this type. The exact kind of the types, distinguished along the dimensions of rigid
vs. non-rigid and dispersive or not, is further relevant for the subsume-relationship. Let in
the following U be the set of universal types3 and let U+𝑅 be the rigid, U¬𝑅 be the non-rigid,
U+𝐼 the non-dispersive and U¬𝐼 the dispersive types. We can formalize three prerequisites for
a subsume-relationship as follows:

∙ No non-dispersive type can subsume a dispersive type ∀𝑢 ∈ U¬𝐼 ̸ ∃𝑢′ ∈ U+𝐼 : 𝑢 <: 𝑢′.

∙ No non-rigid type can subsume a rigid type ∀𝑢 ∈ U+𝑅 ̸ ∃𝑢′ ∈ U¬𝑅 : 𝑢 <: 𝑢′.

∙ Every non-rigid and non-dispersive type must be subsumed by a rigid and non-dispersive
type ∀𝑢 ∈ U+𝐼 ∩ U¬𝑅∃𝑢′ ∈ U+𝐼 ∩ U+𝑅 : 𝑢 <: 𝑢′.

In line with the arguments brought forward by Guizzardi in [Gu05], we in addition can es-
tablish more sophisticated subsume-relationships involving non-rigid types. Two particular
relationships are of interest here. Firstly, we revisit the aforementioned correspondence be-
tween anti-rigid types (phases) and a substantial type with an enumeration property .
Secondly, we establish mutual subsume-relationships to reflect the correspondence between a
substantial type with an optional relationship end and a semi-rigid type (role). Exam-
ple 6.5 illustrates later kind of correspondence.

Example 6.5: Deriving roles from optional relationships. The en-
terprise seeks to model that organizational units may but not necessarily
do host business applications. Thereto, they introduce a distinction be-
tween ‘normal’ organizational units and ones taking the role of ‘hosting’
applications. The corresponding information model looks as follows.

Organizational unit

Business Application«role»
hosting

Organizational unit

1 1..*
hosts

3In later discussions, we will understand U as an operator filtering the model elements to the universals only.
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This subsume-relationships results from specialization by constraint. Let therein 𝑡 be a
universal type with an optional relationship end 𝑒 of type 𝑟, we can derive a type 𝑡′ = 𝑡[𝑒 ↓ 𝑟].
For instances of 𝑡′ the corresponding relationship end is not longer optional, yielding that
𝑡′ <: 𝑡 holds.

In a similar way, we apply specialization by constraint to a type 𝑡 holding an enumeration
property 𝑝, of which the corresponding enumeration supplies enumeration literals 𝑙1 . . . 𝑙𝑛. We
can derive types 𝑡1 . . . 𝑡𝑛 defined as follows: 𝑡𝑖 = 𝑡[𝑝/𝑙𝑖] for 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛. In case the enumeration
property is optional, we can further derive another type 𝑡∅ = 𝑡[𝑝/∅]. Any instance of 𝑡 can in
this respect be described as instance of one of the corresponding specialized types, which in
turn have to be designated as anti-rigid, as the property can change its value.

Relationship types

The subsume-relationship targeting two relationship types 𝑟1 and 𝑟2 is a refinement both of the
subsume-relationship between two universal types and of the subsume-relationship between
two relationships. We introduce two function reducing the relationship type to its underly-
ing universal type �̄�(𝑟) or its underlying relationship 𝑟(𝑟). The strict subsume-relationship
between the two relationship types is defined as

𝑟2 <: 𝑟1 ⇔ �̄�(𝑟2) <: �̄�(𝑟1) ∧ 𝑟(𝑟2) <: 𝑟(𝑟1).

Relationship type 𝑟1 weakly subsumes relationship type 𝑟2, if

𝑟2 <: 𝑟1 ⇔ �̄�(𝑟2) <: �̄�(𝑟1) ∧ 𝑟(𝑟2) <: 𝑟(𝑟1).

Information models

Based on the subsume-relationships defined above, we can derive the conditions under which
one information model represented as setℳ1 of model elements consistently embeds into an-
other information modelℳ2. Textually described the embedding-relationship demands that
any type in the first information model is subsumed by a corresponding one in the second in-
formation model. Therefore, three conditions for the strict embedding-relationship can be for-
mulated depending on the enumerations E(ℳ1) ⊆ℳ1, universal types U(ℳ1) ⊆ℳ1,
and relationships R(ℳ1) ⊆ℳ1 contained in the information models. These relationships
read as:

ℳ2 <:ℳ1 ⇔ ∀𝑒1 ∈ E(ℳ1) ∃𝑒2 ∈ E(ℳ2) : 𝑒1 <: 𝑒2 ∧
∀𝑢1 ∈ U(ℳ1) ∃𝑢2 ∈ U(ℳ2) : 𝑢1 <: 𝑢2 ∧
∀𝑟1 ∈ R(ℳ1) ∃𝑟2 ∈ R(ℳ2) : 𝑟1 <: 𝑟2.

Similarly, we can establish a weak embedding-relationship between information models ℳ1

andℳ2 based on the weak subsume-relationships between their model elements:

ℳ2 <:ℳ1 ⇔ ∀𝑒1 ∈ E(ℳ1) ∃𝑒2 ∈ E(ℳ2) : 𝑒1 <: 𝑒2 ∧
∀𝑢1 ∈ U(ℳ1) ∃𝑢2 ∈ U(ℳ2) : 𝑢1 <: 𝑢2 ∧
∀𝑟1 ∈ R(ℳ1) ∃𝑟2 ∈ R(ℳ2) : 𝑟1 <: 𝑟2.
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Predicated subsume-relationship

The predicated subsume-relationships further considerations on subsumption to the level
of predicators. Such relationships are necessary, as pure structural subsume is likely to raise
‘false positives’, when it comes to relationships between different model elements. Example 6.6
illustrates that fact.

Example 6.6: Structural vs. predicated subsumes. Consider an
EA information model, containing two classes ‘business application’ and
‘person’, respectively. Both classes each bear only one property ‘name’ as
shown in the figure below.

Person
name:string

Business application
name:string

The business application structurally subsumes the person and vice versa,
making them structurally equivalent.

We have to introduce an additional relationship that can be applied on all model elements.
We consider two model elements 𝑚1 and 𝑚2 as equivalently predicated (denoted as 𝑚1 ,
𝑚2), if they are assigned to the same predicator. An assignment to the same predicator
is a necessary prerequisite for two model elements participating in a predicated subsume-
relationship. For any two model elements 𝑚1 and 𝑚2 (not being enumerations) a updating
subsume holds, if:

𝑚1 <: 𝑚2 𝑚1 , 𝑚2 (U-Subsume).𝑚1 <:: 𝑚2

In a similar vein, we can establish a reading subsume-relationship on arbitrary model ele-
ments 𝑚1 and 𝑚2 (not being enumerations) as follows:

𝑚1 <: 𝑚2 𝑚1 , 𝑚2 R-Subsume).𝑚1 <:: 𝑚2

A minor exception from above rules has to be made in respect to the predicated subsume
between two enumerations 𝑒1 and 𝑒2. This relationship depends on the predicators of the
contained enumeration literals and formally reads as follows:

𝑒2 <:: 𝑒1 ⇔ 𝑒1 , 𝑒2 ∧ 𝑒1.owns = 𝑒2.owns.

The equality in the second condition means that the two sets contain an equal number of
elements, such that we find a bijection that connects any literal from the first set to an
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equivalently predicated one in the second set. A similar consideration applies to the read-
ing subsume between two enumerations 𝑒1 and 𝑒2, which depends on the predicators of the
enumeration literals, reading as follows:

𝑒2 <:: 𝑒1 ⇔ 𝑒1 , 𝑒2 ∧ ∀𝑙1 ∈ 𝑒1.owns ∃𝑙2 ∈ 𝑒2.owns : 𝑙2 , 𝑙1.

6.2.3 Aggregation-relationships

Information models represent conceptualizations of at least one particular area-of-interest
in the EA. A comprehensive EA information model underlying one or more consistent EA
modeling languages is designed to cover different areas-of-interest. Against the background
of the different ways how conceptualizations can be related by aggregation, we establish
techniques for integrating information models. Thereto, we discuss the operational semantics
of the different types of aggregation as introduced in Section 6.1, namely aggregation by

composition (denoted as ⊎), aggregation by weak generalization (denoted as ⊔), and
aggregation by partial composition (denoted as ⊓). It would be possible to establish
these types of aggregation on the different model elements that constitute an information
model. Such embracing set of aggregation operations is nevertheless way to expressive for
the utilization scenario of the IM2L. In addition, mechanisms of that generality would imply
a rich formalism for integrating arbitrary operations on the instantiations of all admissible
primitive types. Therefore, we restrict our considerations on aggregating universal types
and relationships, or appropriate specializations thereof. In terms of primitive operations,
such aggregations realize selections and joins on information models [Da00].

Aggregation by composition

Aggregation by composition describes a case, where all the information supplied by instances
of two distinct model elements is represented in instances of one model element in an un-
ambiguous manner. This means that changing the represented information in an instance of
the aggregating element directly maps to a changes in the instances of the underlying model
elements. The requirement of being unambiguous demands that given an instance of the
aggregating element, there must be mechanisms to determine which instances of the two ag-
gregated model elements are meant, which necessitates an identity condition on the model
elements. Thereto, aggregation by composition is restricted to work on sortal types only.
According to our rules on subsuming between non-dispersive types, it immediately follows
that the aggregating model element also is a sortal type. Let 𝑡2 and 𝑡3 be sortal types and
𝑡1 := 𝑡2 ⊎ 𝑡3 denote the aggregated type. The unambiguous mapping demands that 𝑡2 <: 𝑡1
and 𝑡3 <: 𝑡1 hold. From this we can derive that, whenever one of the aggregated types is
either anti-rigid or semi-rigid that the same also applies for the aggregating type.

Going down to the individual properties and relationship ends that detail the nature of a
sortal type, the following rules delineate how aggregation by composition is operationalized:

1. All properties of each of the aggregated sortal types, if uniquely predicated, are also
present in the aggregating sortal type.

2. All properties shared by both aggregated sortal types are unified, if possible, to one
property in the aggregating sortal type.
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3. All relationship ends of each of the aggregated sortal types, if uniquely predicated, are
also present in the aggregating sortal type.

4. All relationship ends shared by both aggregated sortal types are unified, if possible, to
one relationship end in the aggregating sortal type.

Rules 2 and 4 imposes a condition for synthesizing a new sortal type from two underlying sortal
types. In respect to equivalently predicated properties and relationship ends aggregation by
composition is only possible, if one property (or relationship end) subsumes the other:

∃𝑡1 = 𝑡2 ⊎ 𝑡3 ⇔ (∀𝑝2 ∈ 𝑡2.owns, 𝑝3 ∈ 𝑡3.owns : 𝑝2 , 𝑝3 ⇔ 𝑝2 <: 𝑝3 ∨ 𝑝3 <: 𝑝2) ∧
(∀𝑒2 ∈ 𝑡2.targeting, 𝑒3 ∈ 𝑡3.targeting : 𝑒2 , 𝑒3 ⇔ 𝑒2 <: 𝑒3 ∨ 𝑒3 <: 𝑒2).

Aggregation by composition can further be applied sortal types that have be derived by
specialization by constraint. Let 𝑡 be a sortal type carrying two properties 𝑝1 as well as
𝑝2. Further, the sortal type is target of relationship ends 𝑒1 and 𝑒2 carried by relationships
𝑟1 and 𝑟2. Let in addition be ℐ ′1, ℐ ′′1 ⊆ I[𝑝1.type] and ℐ ′2 ⊆ I[𝑝2.type]. Further 𝑟′1 <: 𝑟1 and
𝑟′2 <: 𝑟2 holds. In this context the following simplification rules on specialized sortal types
apply:

𝑡[𝑝1/ℐ ′1] ⊎ 𝑡[𝑝1/ℐ ′′1 ] =

{︃
⊥ if ℐ ′1 ̸= ℐ ′′1
𝑡[𝑝1/ℐ ′1] if ℐ ′1 = ℐ ′′1

,

𝑡[𝑒1 ↓ 𝑟′1] ⊎ 𝑡[𝑒1 ↓ 𝑟′′1 ] =

{︃
⊥ if 𝑟′1 ̸= 𝑟′′1
𝑡[𝑒1 ↓ 𝑟′1] if 𝑟′1 = 𝑟′′1

,

𝑡[𝑝1/ℐ ′1] ⊎ 𝑡[𝑝2/ℐ ′2] = 𝑡[𝑝1/ℐ ′1][𝑝2/ℐ ′2],

𝑡[𝑒1 ↓ 𝑟′1] ⊎ 𝑡[𝑒2 ↓ 𝑟′2] = 𝑡[𝑒1 ↓ 𝑟′1][𝑒2 ↓ 𝑟′2],

𝑡[𝑝1/ℐ ′1] ⊎ 𝑡[𝑒1 ↓ 𝑟′1] = 𝑡[𝑝1/ℐ ′1][𝑒1 ↓ 𝑟′1].

Aggregation by weak generalization

Aggregation by weak generalization describes a case, where instances of two distinct model el-
ements are generalized to instances of one model element that carries a part of the information
supplied by the aggregated instances. By generalization at least one part of information is re-
moved, namely the distinction between the two generalized types. In this respect, aggregation
by generalization is designed for uniformly treating the instances of both aggregated types
with respect to reading. To facilitate our subsequent discussions we introduce an abbreviated
formalism on arbitrary model elements 𝑚1, 𝑚2, and 𝑚3:

𝑚1 = 𝑚2 ⊕𝑚3 ⇔ 𝑚2 <:: 𝑚1 ∧𝑚3 <:: 𝑚1.

For universal types 𝑡2 and 𝑡3 with 𝑡1 = 𝑡2 ⊔ 𝑡3 this condition is reflected in the rules for
aggregation. Any property of the aggregating universal type weakly and predicated subsumes
a shared property of both aggregated universal types.

∀𝑝2 ∈ 𝑡2.carries, 𝑝3 ∈ 𝑡3.carries : (𝑝2 , 𝑝3 ⇔ ∃𝑝1 ∈ 𝑡1.carries : 𝑝1 = 𝑝2 ⊕ 𝑝3).
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The type for the aggregating properties can be less strict as any of the types supplied by their
aggregated counterparts. Two properties 𝑝2 and 𝑝3 that are differently typed are aggregated
by weak generalization to a property that supplies a type that weakly subsumes the types of
these properties, being at least the primitive type string.

We establish an aggregation by generalization applying on relationships 𝑟2 and 𝑟3 to a rela-
tionship 𝑟1 = 𝑟2 ⊔ 𝑟3. For any owned relationship end of the aggregating relationship one
equivalently predicated relationship end exists in each of the aggregated relationships:

∀𝑒2 ∈ 𝑟2.carries, 𝑒3 ∈ 𝑟3.carries : (𝑒2 , 𝑒3 ⇔ ∃𝑒1 ∈ 𝑟1.carries : 𝑒1 = 𝑒2 ⊕ 𝑒3).

The relationship ends 𝑒2 and 𝑒3 are aggregated by weak generalization to a relationship end
that targets a substantial type, which weakly subsumes the corresponding substantial types.
Such substantial type can be constructed by aggregating both supplied substantial types by
weak generalization 𝑒1.targets = 𝑒2.targets ⊓ 𝑒3.targets.

Substantial types 𝑠2 and 𝑠3 with 𝑠1 = 𝑠2 ⊔ 𝑠3 are aggregated by weak generalization in a
similar way. In particular, the mechanism for aggregating the properties is also applied for
aggregating the targeting relationship ends:

∀𝑝2 ∈ 𝑠2.carries, 𝑝3 ∈ 𝑠3.carries : (𝑝2 , 𝑝3 ⇔ ∃𝑝1 ∈ 𝑠1.carries : 𝑝1 = 𝑝2 ⊕ 𝑝3) ∧
∀𝑒2 ∈ 𝑠2.targeting, 𝑒3 ∈ 𝑠3.targeting : (𝑒2 , 𝑒3 ⇔ ∃𝑒1 ∈ 𝑠1.targeting : 𝑒1 = 𝑒2 ⊕ 𝑒3).

The relationship ends 𝑒2 and 𝑒3 are aggregated by weak generalization to a relationship end
that is carried by a relationship (or relationship type), which weakly subsumes the relationships
(or relationship types) supplied by the two aggregated ends. This relationship (or relationship
type) results from aggregating both relationships (or relationship types) by weak generalization
𝑒1.owns = 𝑒2.owns ⊓ 𝑒3.owns.

Finally, we can describe the operator for generalizing two relationship type 𝑟2 and 𝑟3 to one
relationship type 𝑟1. For the carried properties of both relationship types carries1), the rule
established with the universal types has to apply, whereas regarding the carried relationship
ends carries2), the corresponding rule established for relationships has to hold. For 𝑟1 = 𝑟2⊔𝑟3
this reads as:

∀𝑝2 ∈ 𝑟2.carries1, 𝑝3 ∈ 𝑟3.carries1 : (𝑝2 , 𝑝3 ⇔ ∃𝑝1 ∈ 𝑟1.carries1 : 𝑝1 = 𝑝2 ⊕ 𝑝3) ∧
∀𝑒2 ∈ 𝑟2.carries2, 𝑒3 ∈ 𝑟3.carries2 : (𝑒2 , 𝑒3 ⇔ ∃𝑒1 ∈ 𝑟1.carries2 : 𝑒1 = 𝑒2 ⊕ 𝑒3).

Aggregation by weak generalization can be applied to universal types that result from special-

ization by constraint. Let 𝑡 be a sortal type carrying a property 𝑝. Further, the sortal type
is target of relationship end 𝑒 carried by relationship 𝑟. Let in addition be ℐ ′, ℐ ′′ ⊆ I[𝑝1.type].
Further 𝑟′, 𝑟′′ <: 𝑟 and 𝑡′, 𝑡′′ <: 𝑡 holds. In this context the following simplification rules on
specialized sortal types apply:

𝑡[𝑝/ℐ ′] ⊔ 𝑡[𝑝/ℐ ′′] = 𝑡[𝑝/(ℐ ′ ∪ ℐ ′′)],

𝑡[𝑒 ↓ 𝑟′] ⊔ 𝑡[𝑒 ↓ 𝑟′′] = 𝑡[𝑒 ↓ (𝑟′ ⊔ 𝑟′′)],

𝑟[𝑒 ↓ 𝑡′] ⊔ 𝑟[𝑒 ↓ 𝑡′′] = 𝑟[𝑒 ↓ (𝑡′ ⊔ 𝑡′′)].
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Aggregation by partial composition

Aggregation by partial composition describes a case, where instances of two distinct model
elements contribute parts of their corresponding information to an instance of the composed
model element. From a general point of view this corresponds to an operation that has both
the character of a composition and of a generalization. With the the narrow definition of the
composition confined to only sortal types, we nevertheless have to add a definition for the
operation of partial composition. Due to its nature, where necessarily parts of the underlying
information are lost, a model element resulting from partial composition is confined to reading
access on the underlying model elements.

Two universal types 𝑡2 and 𝑡3 are aggregated by partial composition to 𝑡1 = 𝑡2⊓ 𝑡3, when each
property of the aggregating universal type can be read from corresponding properties of the
aggregated types. Formally, this condition reads as:

∀𝑝1 ∈ 𝑡1.owns : (∃𝑝2 ∈ 𝑡2.owns : 𝑝2 <:: 𝑝1) ∨ (∃𝑝3 ∈ 𝑡3.owns : 𝑝3 <:: 𝑝1).

Therein, the case, where equivalently predicated properties are supplied by both universal
types, deserves special attention. In this case the less restrictive type (primitive type or
enumeration) supplied by 𝑝2 or 𝑝3 is used. If neither 𝑝2.type <: 𝑝3.type nor 𝑝3.type <: 𝑝2.type,
it necessarily follows that property 𝑝1 is of type string. Further, the cardinality constraints of
𝑝1 are adapted to the corresponding ones of 𝑝2 and 𝑝3 as follows:

𝑝1.lower =

{︃
0 if 𝑝2.lower = 0 = 𝑝3.lower

1 otherwise
𝑝1.upper = ∞.

Two relationships 𝑟2 and 𝑟3 are aggregated by partial composition to 𝑟1 = 𝑟2 ⊓ 𝑟3, when
each relationship end owned by the aggregating relationship can be read from a corresponding
relationship end of the aggregated relationships. The formalization of this condition resembles
the one provided for the properties of universal types and reads as follows:

∀𝑒1 ∈ 𝑟1.owns : (∃𝑒2 ∈ 𝑟2.owns : 𝑒2 <:: 𝑒1) ∨ (∃𝑒3 ∈ 𝑟3.owns : 𝑒3 <:: 𝑒1).

In case two equivalently predicated relationship ends 𝑒2 and 𝑒3 are supplied, the less restrictive
of the targeted substantial type is used. If neither of the types weakly subsumes its coun-
terpart, a new type is introduced by weak generalization 𝑒1.targets = 𝑒2.targets ⊓ 𝑒3.targets.
Further, the cardinality constraints of 𝑟1 are adapted to the corresponding ones of 𝑟2 and 𝑟3
as follows:

𝑒1.lower =

{︃
0 if 𝑒2.lower = 0 = 𝑒3.lower

1 otherwise
𝑒1.upper = ∞.

In a similar vein, two substantial types 𝑠2 and 𝑠3 are aggregated by partial composition to
𝑠1 = 𝑠2 ⊓ 𝑠3 both regarding the owned properties and the targeting relationship ends. This
yields the following two conditions:

∀𝑝1 ∈ 𝑠1.owns : (∃𝑝2 ∈ 𝑠2.owns : 𝑝2 <:: 𝑝1) ∨ (∃𝑝3 ∈ 𝑠3.owns : 𝑝3 <:: 𝑝1) ∧
∀𝑒1 ∈ 𝑠1.targeting : (∃𝑒2 ∈ 𝑠2.targeting : 𝑒2 <:: 𝑒1) ∨ (∃𝑒3 ∈ 𝑠3.targeting : 𝑒3 <:: 𝑒1).
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The discussion on the type of the aggregating properties as undertaken above on the universal
types also applies for the properties of substantial types. For the targeting relationship ends
the least restrictive owning relationship (or relationship type) is used. If neither 𝑒2.owns <::
𝑒3.owns nor 𝑒3.owns <:: 𝑒2.owns holds, a new type is introduced by weak generalization
as follows: 𝑒1.owns = 𝑒2.owns ⊔ 𝑒3.owns. Again above rules for adapting the cardinality
constraints hold:

𝑝1.lower =

{︃
0 if 𝑝2.lower = 0 = 𝑝3.lower

1 otherwise
𝑝1.upper = ∞.

𝑒1.lower =

{︃
0 if 𝑒2.lower = 0 = 𝑒3.lower

1 otherwise
𝑒1.upper = ∞.

Finally, we describe how two relationship types are aggregated. For the owned properties
(owns1) of 𝑟2 and 𝑟3 the rule established with the universal types is applied, whereas regarding
the owned relationship ends (owns2), the corresponding rule established for the relationships
has to hold. For 𝑟1 = 𝑟2 ⊓ 𝑟3 this read as:

∀𝑝1 ∈ 𝑠1.owns1 : (∃𝑝2 ∈ 𝑠2.owns1 : 𝑝2 <:: 𝑝1) ∨ (∃𝑝3 ∈ 𝑠3.owns1 : 𝑝3 <:: 𝑝1) ∧
∀𝑒1 ∈ 𝑟1.owns2 : (∃𝑒2 ∈ 𝑟2.owns2 : 𝑒2 <:: 𝑒1) ∨ (∃𝑒3 ∈ 𝑟3.owns2 : 𝑒3 <:: 𝑒1).

Again above rules for adapting the cardinality constraints hold:

𝑝1.lower =

{︃
0 if 𝑝2.lower = 0 = 𝑝3.lower

1 otherwise
𝑝1.upper = ∞.

𝑒1.lower =

{︃
0 if 𝑒2.lower = 0 = 𝑒3.lower

1 otherwise
𝑒1.upper = ∞.

Integrating information models

Based on the different types of aggregation described above, two different ways for integrating
two information models can be derived:

∙ Strict integration in which only generalization and aggregation by composition are
applied.

∙ Weak integration in which all types of aggregation are applied. In particular, aggre-
gation by weak generalization or aggregation by partial composition have to be applied
at least for one contained model element.

An information model resulting from the strict integration of two other information models is
compatible with respect to both reading and updating operations on the instances of model
elements. The information model resulting from a weak integration still support reading op-
erations, but cannot be updated in the same way as the two integrated information models.
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6.2.4 Notation of the IM2L

In this section we introduce the graphical notation for the IM2L. Due to the provenience of
the UML as a language for describing EA information models, the graphical notation for the
IM2L is designed to resemble the notation of the UML. In particular, we decide to utilize
stereotypes to designate specific qualities of types, relationships, and properties. Thereby, we
seek to make the information models accessible to modelers having no specific experience with
the IM2L. Additionally, we use color-coding to facilitate the quick recognition of the different
kinds of types. The color-coding applies to differentiate between enumerations, different
kinds of substantial types, and relationships or relationship types, respectively.
Enumerations are colored green and are equipped with the stereotype «enumeration». Fig-
ure 6.11 shows the notation for an enumeration owning a literal denoted in a single row in the
second compartment.

Name
≪enumeration≫

literal

Figure 6.11: Notation of information models: enumerations

Both the enumeration and its literals are labeled with the representations of the corresponding
predicators.

In depicting substantial types the color-coding is used to distinguish between different
kinds of such types with respect to the applicable meta-properties. The background colors of
the symbols are used to designate whether the type is rigid (white), anti-rigid (blue), and
semi-rigid (red). The border-color of the symbols is used to differentiate between substan-
tial (black) and dispersive types (blue). With the two meta-properties being independent,
this yields in total six different kinds of substantial types, for which the corresponding sym-
bols and stereotypes are depicted in Table 6.2, further indicating properties owned by the
types.

substantial type rigid anti-rigid semi-rigid

non-dispersive

Name

property:type[l..u]

Name
≪phase≫

property:type[l..u]

Name
≪role≫

property:type[l..u]

dispersive

Name
≪category≫

property:type[l..u]

Name
≪mixin≫

property:type[l..u]

Name
≪roleMixin≫

property:type[l..u]

Table 6.2: Notation for information models: different kinds of substantial types

Both the substantial type and its properties are labeled with the representations supplied by
the corresponding predicators. In respect to the notation for properties the corresponding
values for lower and upper bound are supplied in brackets [a,b] after the property’s data-type.
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Therein, a can take the values 0 or 1, whereas b can take the values 1 or *. Later value
indicates an upper bound set to ∞. If a specification of that kind is omitted, we assume per
default that lower and upper bound are set to 1. The nominating property of a sortal type is
designated via a ‘key’ symbol in front of the property specification as shown in Figure 6.12.

Name

property:type[1..1]

Figure 6.12: Notation for information models: nominating property

Another notational element is concerned with specialization and generalization relationships
between different types in an information model or IBB. Such relationships are denoted as lines
with an empty arrow head, pointing from the specialized type to the general one. Figure 6.13
shows the corresponding notation in action, indicating that the type sub specializes the type
super.

Type Type 2

Figure 6.13: Notation for information models: specialization

For denoting relationships and relationship types, the notation of the IM2L goes be-
yond the one of the UML by introducing a dedicated symbol reflecting the hub-nature of
a relationship. The relationship ends a complementary designated via lines connecting the
corresponding substantial type with the relationship or relationship type. The cardinality
constraints, i.e., lower and upper bound, of the relationship end are depicted at the ‘inward’
end of the line. The same applies for the corresponding predicator of the relationship end,
whose representation is used to label the inward end. The symbol representing the ‘hub’ is
labeled with the representation of the predicator assigned to the relationship or relationship
type. On the ‘outward’ end of the line, i.e., the end pointing towards the substantial type,
an ‘artificial’ cardinality 1 is supplied to mimic the way, relationships are designated in the
UML. This notational specificity should help users familiar with the UML to understand the
relationship semantics of the IM2L. Due to similar reasons, we further supply a notation al-
ternative that applies to binary relationships, i.e., relationships that are targeted by
exactly two relationship ends. For such relationships, the symbolic representation of the
‘hub’ can be omitted and the cardinality constraints are moved to the opposite end. Table 6.3
displays the notations and notation alternatives for relationships and relationship types. For

relationship (regular) relationship (alternative) relationship type

name
r1

l2..u2
r2

l1..u1
namer1

l2..u2
r2

l1..u11 1≪relationship≫
namer1

l2..u2

r2

l1..u1

property:type [l..u]

1 1≪relationshipType≫

Table 6.3: Notation for information models: relationships and relationship types

binary relationships the meta-property of being acyclic is supplied via a stereotype applied
onto the corresponding relationship symbol, i.e., the ‘hub’ or the line.
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Time-dependency of universal types or properties is designated via a ‘clock’ symbol attached
to the corresponding element. Following Table 6.4 shows the notation for a time-dependent
substantial type, a time-dependent property, and a time-dependent relationship.

time-dependent substan-

tial type

time-dependent property time-dependent
relationship

Name

property:type[l..u]

Name

property:type[l..u]

namer1

l2..u2
r2

l1..u11 1≪relationship≫

Table 6.4: Notation for information models: time-dependent universal types and prop-

erty

6.3 Viewpoint definition language (VDL)

The discussions in Section 4.3.5 promote a strongly mathematical understanding of the nota-
tion as a function relating syntactical concepts to their graphical counterparts. Each actual
notation is realized by a bijective notation function, whereas also non-bijective representation
functions exist, which are used to create symbolic EA representations, that cannot be used for
modeling. Both functions can in line with our findings from [Er06b] be formalized building
on a visualization model containing types (represented in the set ϒ) and properties that can
be used for describing visualizations.

VisualizationElement

Symbol

LinearSymbol PlanarSymbol

VisualizationRule

Nesting Attachment

Polyline
CompositeSymbol

Circle Rectangle

0..1

1..*

1 *

outer

1 0..1
inner

    1           0..2

attaches

    1      *
attaches

Visualization 0..1 1

Figure 6.14: Concepts from the visualization model
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Figure 6.14 shows a part of the contents of the visualization model. The model requires that
any Visualization consists of one VisualizationElement which in turn may be a Com-
positeSymbol that itself supplies one or more child elements. Different kinds of Symbols
may be distinguished: planar ones (ϒplanar) that extend over two dimensions and linear ones
(ϒlinear) that are one-dimensional of nature. The model further introduces Visualization-
Rules which define how different symbols relate to each other. For example the visualization
rule Nesting designates that the inner planar symbol is positioned completely inside the
outer planar symbol. The second visualization rule exemplified, Attachment, demands
that a linear symbol keeps attached, i.e., linked, to a corresponding planar symbol. In the
following we revisit the transformation nature of a viewpoint that translates instances of uni-
versal types 𝒰 from the viewmodel to instances of visualization elements ϒ. We understand
that such transformation is constituted from sub-transformations, which instantiate config-
urable and re-usable viewpoint building blocks. To provide a consistent description of such
building blocks, we establish the VDL.

6.3.1 Syntax of the VDL

We introduce a type 𝛾 that acts as container for the instances of the universal types, i.e.,
denotes the semantic model. Based thereon, the viewpoint function can be described as

I𝒦[𝛾]→ I[ϒ].

This function operates an instance of the viewmodel’s container and maps the corresponding
child elements to an instance from the visualization model, usually a Composite Symbol.
Three different types of transformations constituting a viewpoint can be distinguished along
the signatures of the corresponding notation functions, as to say we distinguish three types
of elementary VBBs. As part of the signature, an arbitrary parameter from the set of
parameters, subsequently denoted as 𝒫 can occur:

Symbol VBB transforming instances of a universal type to instances of a visual type.
This yields a signature, of which we distinguish two facets as follows:

Root VBB transforming instances of the container type 𝛾 to instances of com-
posite symbol, reading as I[𝛾]→ I[ϒ].

General symbol VBB transforming instances of one universal types 𝑢1 to in-
stances of symbol. A general symbol VBB can be equipped with parameters 𝒫,
e.g. for selecting symbol types. The signature reads as I[𝑢1]× I[𝒫]→ I[ϒ].

Decorating VBB augmenting an instance of a visual type returned by a decorated
VBB with additional visual information derived in accordance to another parameter
𝑝 ∈ 𝒫. The signature reads as I[𝑢1]× (I[𝑢1]→ I[ϒ])× I[𝑝]→ I[ϒ].

Structural VBB transforming instances of a universal type to instances of a visual
type according to a given visualization structure. In this transformation 𝑁 ≥ 2 sub-
transformations can be employed and parameters 𝒫 can exist. The signature reads as
I[𝑢]×

∏︀𝑁
𝑛=1(I[𝑢𝑛]→ I[ϒ])× I[𝒫]→ I[ϒ].
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A parameter of a VBB exports, i.e., makes accessible, the value of a specific variable on which
the operational semantics of the building block depends. The actual quality of the parameter
depends on the intended usage context in the VBB’s inherent transformation, which binds to
the underlying variable. We distinguish four types of variables: universal type variables,
property variables, relationships variables, and symbol variables. Variables of the
former three types bind to corresponding concepts from the viewmodel, whereas symbol vari-
ables bind to classes in the visualization model. The variables targeting viewmodel concepts
can further be subject to additional constraints, specified as lower bound for the value as-
signments. If the variable is bound to an actual model element, the element specified as lower
bound must subsume the supplied value in a structural sense. Let 𝑣 be a variable and 𝑚1 and
𝑚2 model elements supplied for the value, we distinguish between:

∙ strictly admissible assignments with 𝑚1 <: 𝑣.lower bound and

∙ weakly admissible assignments with 𝑚2 <: 𝑣.lower bound.

Figure 6.15 details the syntax of the VDL with its different types of variables and shows the
mechanism for specifying lower bounds. Model elements from the IM2L, used to constrain the
valid value assignments, are highlighted in the model.

VBB
name:string

Variable

       0..*

UniversalType
Variable

Relationship
Variable

Property
Variable

Symbol
Variable

UniversalType Property Relationship

   *

       0..1lower             

   *

       0..1lower             

*    

0..1                    lower

Parameter
name:String

0..1          

1      

              exports

Figure 6.15: Variable concept in the VDL

Each parameter and thereby each underlying variable is bound to one value during the config-
uration of the viewpoint. The restriction to exactly one value does not limit the expressiveness
of the viewpoint definitions. One can assume that whenever more than one value, e.g. uni-
versal type, was to be used, we can construct an appropriate type by weak generalization.
Central to the syntax of VBBs are the concepts of the sink and source. A sink specifies
a part of the domain of the VBB’s corresponding function. Conversely, a source designates
a part of the range of the VBB’s corresponding function. This in particular applies to VBBs
that are supplied with other VBBs as sub-transformations. One or more sinks and one or more
sources are grouped to a transformation port according to logical dependencies, i.e., cor-
responding sinks and sources for invoking a particular sub-transformation are grouped to one
transformation port in order to designate their logical relatedness. In respect to the direction
of the transformation port we distinguish input ports and output ports. Figure 6.16
shows the part of the VDL syntax that is used to describe the ports, sinks, and sources of a
VBB.
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VBB
name:string

InputPort
name:string

OutputPort
name:string

InformationSource InformationSink

VisualizationSourceVisualizationSink

1

1

1

1

    10..*         

SymbolValued

InformationValued

Figure 6.16: Port, sink, and source concept in the VDL

The operational semantics implemented in the corresponding VBB raises a relation between
the sinks as well as sources on the one hand and the variables on the other hand. Every
symbol valued, i.e., every sink or source for symbol instances, is bound to a symbol from the
visualization model. In the same sense, every information valued, i.e., any sink or source
for instances from the viewmodel, is bound to a particular universal type. Such universal type
is either supplied by the different types of variables in different ways:

∙ The universal type variable directly supplies a universal type.

∙ The property variable allows to derive the universal type under consideration from
the supplied property, where the carrying type is taken.

∙ The relationship variable supplies a 𝑛-ary relationship between 𝑛 universal types.
The actually considered type is specified by the index at of the type to be taken.

Figure 6.17 shows the corresponding part from the syntax of the VDL. For any information
valued concept exactly one of the relationships has to be set. A configured viewpoint com-
posed from instantiated VBBs supplies value-bindings for information valued and symbol
valued propagated from the parameters and their values.

UniversalType
Variable

Relationship
Variable

Property
Variable

SymbolVariable

InformationValued

0..1         

1..*
          binds

0..1         

1..*         

          binds
0..1         

1..*         

binds
at:int

SymbolValued 1..* 0..1
          binds

Figure 6.17: Bindings between variables, sinks, and sources in the VDL
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6.3.2 Notation of the VDL

The graphical elements shown in Table 6.5 are used to denote sinks and sources of different
types. In addition thereto a VBB supplies transformation ports and supply parame-
ters, i.e., properties, that bind to a specific type. Figure 6.18 shows the symbol used to
designate a VBB with a parameter symbolType and an output transformation port.

Information
object

Visualization
object

Source

Sink

Table 6.5: Notation for VBBs: sources and sinks

For example, a parameter can expect to be supplied with a particular universal type, prop-
erty, or relationship. In the following exemplary VBBs, we illustrate how transformation
ports as well as parameters are depicted, and how they relate to the VBBs’ signature.

Create Root Symbol

This VBB provides one output transformation port consuming an instance of the container
type 𝛾 and creates an instance of Composite symbol. This yields a signature as

cr : I[𝛾]→ I[ϒ].

Create Planar Symbol

This VBB provides one transformation port and supplies a parameter for selecting the type
of planar symbol to create. The corresponding signature reads as

cp : I𝒦[𝑢1]×ϒ𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑟 → I[ϒ𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑟],

whereby ϒ𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑟 denotes the set of Planar Symbols supplied in the visualization model.
Currying the VBB with an actual planar symbol 𝜐 ∈ ϒ𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑟, the following condition holds:

∀𝑖 ∈ I𝒦[𝑢1] : cp(𝑖, 𝜐) ∈ I[𝜐].

Create Planar Symbol
sink source

symbolType :

Figure 6.18: Exemplary VBB: create planar symbol (cp)
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The VBB cp is denoted as shown in Figure 6.18. A single transformation port with a sink for
instances of universal types and a source for instances of visualization elements is provided
together with a parameter for selecting the visualization element to create.

The universal type, on whose instances this VBB operates, is designated by the variable 𝑢1.
The VBB further specifies a lower bound for this variable via a universal type 𝑢 that supplies a
nominating property of type string. The value of this property is used to label the instances of
the symbol created by this VBB. By the lower bound, the viewmodel of the VBB is partially
determined, demanding that any valid viewmodel is structurally subsumed by the one shown
in Figure 6.19.

____

____:string[1..1]

Figure 6.19: Exemplary viewmodel: create planar symbol (cp)

Create Cluster

This VBB provides three transformation ports, two input ports for sub-transformations and
one output port along which the VBB can be used externally. In addition, a parameter
representing the relationship between the clustered symbols is provided. With 𝑢1 and 𝑢2
being sortal types, this yields the following signature

cc : I𝒦[𝑢1]× (I𝒦[𝑢1]→ I[ϒplanar])× (I𝒦[𝑢2]→ I[ϒplanar])× (I1,1𝒦 [𝑢1]→ I0,∞𝒦 [𝑢2])→ I[ϒplanar].

Therein I1,1𝒦 [𝑢1]→ I0,∞𝒦 [𝑢2] designates a single parameter of the VBB cc, which is denoted as
shown in Figure 6.20. One port receives an instance of universal types and provide an instance
of visualization elements, thereby constituting the VBB’s output port. Two ports each provide
an instance of universal types and receive an instance of visualization elements. These ports
import the results of sub-transformations. This VBB does not supply lower bounds for the

Create Cluster

input

source sink
outerSymbol

source

sink

innerSymbol

sink

source

reference :

Figure 6.20: Exemplary VBB: create cluster (cc)

corresponding variables. The binding of the parameters to the variables partially determines
the viewmodel of the VBB, demanding that any valid viewmodel is subsumed by the one
shown in Figure 6.21.
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0..*1..1
________

____
____ ____

Figure 6.21: Exemplary viewmodel: create cluster (cc)

Decorate with Color-coding

This VBB provides two transformation ports, one output port along which the VBB can be
used externally and one input port for sub-transformations. Furthermore, the VBB specifies
a parameter representing a property that applies to the universal type whose instances are
supplied in the input port. The value of the specified property is used to determine the color
of the output visualization element. Color-coding can, as Krogmann et al. [Kr09] showed,
be used to convey additional information of a substantial architecture element in a quickly
conceivable manner. With 𝑑 being any arbitrary primitive type or enumeration, the signature
of dcc reads as

dcc : I𝒦[𝑢1]× (I1,1𝒦 [𝑢1]→ I1,1[𝑑])× (I𝒦[𝑢1]→ I[ϒ])→ I[ϒ].

Therein I1,1𝒦 [𝑢1]→ I1,1[𝑑] designates the single parameter of the VBB. Figure 6.22 shows how
this signature can be described in terms of the graphical notation introduced above. This VBB

Color Coding Decorator

symbol

source sink

input

source sink

property :

Figure 6.22: Exemplary VBB: decorate with color-coding (dcc)

does not supply lower bounds for the corresponding variables. The binding of the parameters
to the variables partially determines the viewmodel of the VBB, demanding that any valid
viewmodel is subsumed by the one shown in Figure 6.23.

____

____:____[1..1]

Figure 6.23: Exemplary viewmodel: decorate with color-coding (dcc)
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6.3.3 Integrating and configuring viewpoints

The building block-based approach to viewpoint definition centers around the integration of
VBBs. This means that different VBBs can be combined to more comprehensive VBBs, called
hybrid VBBs. A combination of VBBs is described via connections between corresponding
sinks and sources. Figure 6.25 illustrates how such connections are graphically represented in
the VDL notation. During configuration and integration, any sink for information objects is
connected to exactly one source of information objects. Furthermore, any sink for visualization
objects is connected to one source of visualization objects. One output port remains unbound.
Via this port the symbolic model I[𝛾] is supplied to the hybrid VBB. Figure 6.24 displays the
syntax for the integration and configuration and introduces relationships that are set during
these activities. These relationships are designated by the stereotype «c».

UniversalType
Variable

Relationship
Variable

Property
Variable

UniversalType Property Relationship

*    

0..1        
lower             

InputPort
name:string

OutputPort
name:string

InformationSource InformationSink

VisualizationSourceVisualizationSink

1

1

1

1

0..1 0..1
«c» connects

0..1 0..1
«c» connects

*    

1     
 

   «c» binds

*    

0..1        
lower             

*    

0..1        
lower             

*    

1     
 

   «c» binds

*    

1     
 

   «c» binds

Figure 6.24: Connections between source and sink as well as variable assignment in the VDL

The corresponding rule of combination builds on the principle of currying. Thereby, more
complex VBBs, e.g. structural or decorating VBBs, are transformed to functions taking less
parameters. During the application of currying as part of composing VBBs, the consistency
rules between the different transformation ports of the participating VBBs have to be obeyed.
From a syntactic perspective, currying means to bind the together sources and sinks of dif-
ferent VBBs. Such binding is possible, when the corresponding expected and provided values
match both regarding the employed types. The connected VBBs thereby establish a set of
consistency constraints that apply to the unbound variables, i.e., to the ones not ‘curried
away’. Figure 6.25, employing the graphical notation, displays an example of a hybrid VBB
constituted from the VBBs introduced above. The variables underlying connected sources and
sinks are set equivalent in respect to their value. Let in the following A be an information
source bound to a universal type variable 𝑢A, and B be an information sink bound to a vari-
able 𝑢B. If A connects to B, then 𝑢A.lower ≃ 𝑢B.lower has to hold. Thereby, 𝑢A and 𝑢B can
be unified to a single variable 𝑢, which additionally inherits the lower bound of both original
variables. This means that 𝑢.lower <: 𝑢A.lower and 𝑢.lower <: 𝑢A.lower have to hold, if values
for the lower bound were specified. Similar considerations apply for property variables and
relationship variables.
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6. Foundations of BEAMS

The hybrid VBB from Figure 6.25 can be written as function that is composed of the functions
provided by the elementary VBBs. The function of the hybrid VBB thereby retains several
parameters 𝑝1, 𝑝2, 𝑝3 and 𝜐1, 𝜐2, which have not been curried. To clearly designate the VBB
instance for our subsequent discussions, we assign letters to parts of the specification:

cc⏟ ⏞ 
a

( cr⏟ ⏞ 
b

, 𝑝1, cc⏟ ⏞ 
c

( cp⏟ ⏞ 
d

(𝜐1), 𝑝2, dcc⏟ ⏞ 
e

(𝑝3, cp⏟ ⏞ 
f

(𝜐2)))).

Based on the constraints supplied by the elementary VBBs, we can derive the set of constraints
that applies to the variables and parameters in the composed function. For 𝜐1 and 𝜐2 these
constraints are formulated as 𝜐1 ∈ ϒplanar and 𝜐2 ∈ ϒplanar. In the following, the constraints
applying to 𝑝1, 𝑝2, and 𝑝3 are derived stepwise. To clearly designate the variables employed
in the different functions, we refrain the numbering of types as introduced in the signature
of each elementary VBB. The number is further prefixed with a single letter, denoting which
function is meant. In these terms, we can write the following bindinds:

1. b to the first parameter of a: we establish the condition 𝛾 ≃ b.𝑢1 ≃ a.𝑢1.

2. c to the second parameter of a: the following condition is established a.𝑢2 ≃ c.𝑢1.

3. 𝑝1 to the third parameter of a: we establish a.𝑢1 ≃ 𝑑𝑜𝑚(𝑝1) and 𝑟𝑎𝑛(𝑝1) ≃ a.𝑢2.

4. d to the first parameter of c: we obtain c.𝑢1 ≃ d.𝑢1.

5. e to the second parameter of c: the following condition is established c.𝑢2 ≃ e.𝑢1.

6. 𝑝2 to the third parameter of c: we establish the condition c.𝑢1 ≃ 𝑑𝑜𝑚(𝑝2) and 𝑟𝑎𝑛(𝑝2) ≃
c.𝑢2.

7. 𝑝3 to the first parameter of e: the following condition is established e.𝑢1 ≃ 𝑑𝑜𝑚(𝑝3).

8. f to the second parameter of e: we obtain e.𝑢2 ≃ f.𝑢2.

From (1) we derive that a.𝑢1 = 𝛾, which via (3) yields that 𝑑𝑜𝑚(𝑝1) = 𝛾. From (2) and
(3) we reason that 𝑟𝑎𝑛(𝑝1) ≃ c.𝑢1 which together with (6) evaluates to 𝑟𝑎𝑛(𝑝1) ≃ 𝑑𝑜𝑚(𝑝2).
In a similar way we can use (6) and (7) to derive that 𝑟𝑎𝑛(𝑝2) ≃ 𝑑𝑜𝑚(𝑝3). The range of
𝑝1 is a universal type, which participates in a relationship described via 𝑝2 to a universal
type, which supplies an arbitrary typed property 𝑝3. From the lower bounds specified in the
different VBBs, we derive further constraints for the parameters. VBB instance D of type cp
demands that coded.𝑢1 carries a nominating property. A similar constraint derives via VBB
instance f for codef.𝑢1. VBB instance e of type dcc demands that an additional property for
coloring exists in codee.𝑢1. From there, the viewmodel corresponding to the hybrid VBB can
be derived. This model is shown in Figure 6.26, whereby no actual names are assigned to the
model elements, but the names of the corresponding variables are provided.

0..*1..1 ____
____ ____ ____

____:string[1..1]

____:____[1..1]

____

____:string[1..1]

Figure 6.26: Viewmodel of the exemplary hybrid VBB
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6.4 Meta-model for EA glossaries

According to our considerations from Section 3.1.2 a predicator serves as textual representa-
tion for a model element from an EA information model. Any such element is of its nature
intensional, which entails that in order to convey the meaning of the model element or the
predicator, respectively, a description therefore is needed. A glossary underlying an EA
modeling language is a set of predicators, each supplied with a consistent textual descrip-
tion providing a definition and an explanation. Both the predicator and the description are
represented textually. In this respect a glossary is used to supply the semantics for an EA
modeling language via text-based semantics definitions, as discussed in Section 4.3.1. As it
does so, a glossary can only be sensibly interpreted and used by a member of the correspond-
ing linguistic community. The description of a predicator can contain a textual reference
to one or more different predicators. These references have to be taken into account, when it
comes to rules for understanding what makes a glossary consistent or not. Given one glossary
this means that all predicators must not be described using references to predicators contained
in a different glossary. Additionally, a glossary can be structured into namespaces which act
as providers for the identity conditions on predicators. This means that with respect to the
owning namespace, a predicator must be unique. This further yields the notion of the fully
qualified predicator, which is derived from the current predicator and the fully qualified
designator of the surrounding namespace. A glossary in turn does not supply a namespace
designator. Figure 6.27 depicts the basic interplay between namespaces, glossaries, predica-
tors, and textual descriptions. For the two derived characteristics employed in the interplay of

Namespace

Glossary Predicator
representation:string

Description
representation:string

1

1..*         

owns

1 1
describes

* *

references

    * *     
relate

1 1..*
/root

Figure 6.27: Basic structure of a glossary

namespaces and predicators, i.e., for the root-relationship and the fqDesignator-property,
the derivation rules are established. Expressed using the OCL [Ob10b], these rules read as:

context: Predicator

derive: root = owner.oclIsKindOf(Glossary)?owner:owner.root

derive: fqDesignator = owner.oclIsKindOf(Glossary)?

representation:

owner.fqDesignator + "." + representation
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Based on these derivation rules, we can further operationalize consistency and uniqueness
constraints. Particular interesting is the second invariant for the description, which de-
mands that the textual representation can be split into different fragments with the number
of fragments exceeding the number of referenced predicators by exactly one. This is regarded
a prerequisite of compiling the actual description text, as a subsequent derivation shows. The
consistency and uniqueness constraints formally read as follows:

context: Predicator

inv: owner->collect(p.representation | owns)->count(representation)==1

context: Description

inv: references->forAll(p.root==describes.root)

inv: representation->count()==references->count() + 1

The explicit references between descriptions and the predicators used in describing make it
possible to ensure consistent usage of textual representations throughout the glossary. For
referencing a predicator as part of the complete textual description, a representation of the
referenced predicator is used. If both the described and the referenced predicator reside in the
same namespace of one acts as namespace for the other, the simple textual representation is
used. In other cases, the fully qualified predicator is used. Formally, this derivation rule can
be described using helper functions as:

context: Description

define: prHelper(p:Predicator) = (p.owner==owner||p.owner==self||owner==p)?

p.representation:

p.fqDesignator

define: repHelper(i:int) = (i->mod(2)==0)?

representation->at(i->div(2)):

prHelper(references->at(i->div(2)))

define: fullRepresentation(i:int) = (i<2*representation->count())?

repHelper(i)->concat(fullRepresentation(i+1)):

""

derive: fullRepresentation = fullRepresentation(0)

One type of relationships between predicators belonging to different glossaries exists. This
type is used to indicate, that the related predicators have a nearly equivalent meaning. Such
relationships are in particular used to link an organization-specific glossary against the back-
ground of the EA management approaches from which the corresponding terms have been
borrowed or derived.

A glossary building block of BEAMS is a small-scale glossary, i.e., a very limited namespace,
only supplying one distinct predicator and its owned sub-predicators. With respect to the
fact that the predicators contained in different GBBs not necessarily are consistent with each
other, two additional types of relationships between predicators are introduced, namely syn-
onym and homonym. While former relationship indicates that two predicators supply the
same understanding of semantics, later relationship designates that two predicators have a
different meaning, albeit they supply the same textual representation. Figure 6.28 introduces
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Namespace
/fqDesignator:string

Glossary Predicator
representation:string
/fqDesignator:string

1

1..*         
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1 1..*
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references {non-unique}

1 1
describes

Description
representation:string[1,*]
/fullRepresentation:string

    * *     
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    * *     

synonymous

    * *     relate

Figure 6.28: Conceptual model relating glossaries and GBBs

the GBB to the basic conceptual model relating glossaries and predicators. The two addi-
tional relationships provide a refinement to the notion of being equivalently predicated

as introduced in Section 6.2. In the case of a single glossary, two model elements are called
equivalently predicated, if they relate to the same predicator. If GBBs provide the predi-
cators’ namespaces, two model elements are equivalently predicated, if they relate to the same
predicator or to two synonymous predicators. With respect to the additional relationships
between predicators, the following constraints hold:

context: Predicator

inv: synonym->forAll(p.root<>root and p.representation<>representation | p)

inv: homonym->forAll(p.root<>root and p.representation==representation | p)

Building on these relationships, we can establish a necessary condition for different GBBs
supporting the integration into a consistent namespace or glossary, respectively. A consistent
namespace must own only consistent namespaces and must not contain two or more predi-
cators, which are mutually homonymous. With this background the consistent integration of
GBBs poses a condition to which we have to adhere, when we integrate IBBs into a compre-
hensive information model. In the analyses of consistency we additionally have to account for
the fact that being homonymous is transitive4, i.e., that for any three predicators 𝑝1, 𝑝2, and
𝑝3 the following holds:

𝑝1 homonym 𝑝2 ∧ 𝑝2 homonym 𝑝3 ⇒ 𝑝1 homonym 𝑝3.

The relationships between GBBs are also used, when a glossary is adapted to the specific
terminology of a using linguistic community, e.g. an organization. Using GBBs, we seek to
support the organization in establishing a specific terminology, while at the same time the
EA modeling language must support being extended by further building blocks. Therefore,
especially the predicated subsume-relationship introduced in Section 6.2.2 is important.
With this relationship building on the equivalently predicated-relationship, it is important

4Actually, being homonymous is an equivalence relationship, i.e., a reflexive, symmetric, and transitive rela-
tionship. This nevertheless is of minor importance here.
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that during the adaptations we keep track of the applied renamings, i.e., of the changes in
the representations of the predicators. This is achieved by initially duplicating the predicator,
renaming the duplicate, and establishing a relationship indicating that both predicators are
homonymous. Making use of the following extension of the principle of being equivalently
predicated, the predicate subsume-relationship remains consistent over renaming operations.
Two model elements from one or more information models are equivalently predicated, if they
share the same predicator or relate to predicators that are homonymous.

6.5 Summary

In this chapter we described the building blocks for EA management solutions (BEAMS).
BEAMS is a method for developing organization-specific EA management functions. Cen-
tral to the descriptions in this chapter is the ‘language part’ of BEAMS, i.e., the building
blocks and methods used to develop organization-specific EA modeling languages. Laying the
groundwork for BEAMS we develop and explain a language framework that shows how two
dedicated meta-languages are employed for describing information models and viewpoints, or
corresponding IBBs and VBBs, respectively. In Section 6.1 we stepwise develop the frame-
work, extending the ideas of Buckl et al. [BKS10] towards a comprehensive conceptualization
for the domain for EA modeling. Key element in the framework is a formal understanding of
information models and their relationships to each other via embedding-relationships. These
relationship were further decomposed to elementary relationships between the model ele-
ments of information models. Subsequent Section 6.2 furthers the idea and introduces the
IM2L as well as its constituting model elements. Preparing this, we briefly revisit general pur-
pose meta-languages as the UML [Ob10c], ORM [Ha09], or the MML [Fr09], and show which
characteristics of EA information modeling are not well reflected in these languages. In par-
ticular, we show that non-rigid typing, temporality, and specialization by constraint

are not supported well. Responding to these shortcomings, we develop a specialized meta-
language for EA information modeling—the IM2L—whose model elements, especially their
syntax and semantics, is discussed. Linking back to the concept of embedding, we formally
derive rules and conditions for subsume-relationships between model elements and refine the
general notion of subsume with respect to the usage context. Following Table 6.6 displays the
different types of subsume-relationships introduced in Sections 6.2 and 6.3, respectively.

read & write subsume (strict) read subsume (weak)
only structure strict structural subsume <: weak structural subsume <:
structure and predicator updating subsume <:: reading subsume <::

Table 6.6: Different kinds of subsume-relationships

A graphical notation for the modeling elements of EA information modeling concludes the
exposition of the IM2L. This notation resembles the one of the UML, which is prevalent
in the context of EA information modeling. Proceeding from the IBBs to comprehensive
information models, we introduce different operators that can be used to combine IBBs as
well as to refactor information models. Later particularly accounts for the fact that different
alternatives for representing the same domain qualities can exist, with the refactorings allowing
to transform between such representations. Subsequent Section 6.3 revisits the conceptions
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notation function as well as representation function, which are rewritten in formal terms
building on the visualization model presented by us in [Er06b]. Building blocks for defining
such functions are subsequently presented and a meta-language for describing such VBBs is
delineated. This language in particular facilitates the composition of more complex VBBs and
ultimatively of viewpoints from other VBBs. From a semantic perspective, this composition
is identified with the operation of currying of functions, especially using other functions.
Building on this understanding, consistency rules are derived and a technique for deriving
the viewmodel of a hybrid, i.e., composite, VBB is introduced. Building on this technique
and the updating subsume-relationship and reading subsume-relationship, we delineate
how to determine whether a VBB can notate or represent an underlying information model.
Completing the exposition of building blocks, we delineate how GBBs can be integrated and
adapted to build an organization-specific glossary for the EA modeling language. Therein, we
further describe how the GBBs are used to root BEAMS in the EA management approaches,
from which the relevant prescriptions and best-practices have been drawn.
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We study the mysteries of laser and circuit,
crystal and scanner, holographic demons
and invocation of equations. These are
tools we employ, and we know many things.
» Such as?

Dialog of Elric and John Sheridan, The
Geometry of Shadows—Babylon 5

CHAPTER 7

Implementation Aspects of BEAMS

In this chapter we discuss the role of tool-support for BEAMS. Therein, we have to distin-
guish two different aspects of tool-support: firstly, the support for the building block-based
development method, and secondly, the support for the implementation of the configured EA
modeling languages. Figure 7.1 gives an overview of the two aspects of tool-support, their
interplay, and their stakeholders.

BEAMS 

configurator
EA modeling 

languages

Information model

Viewpoints

GlossaryOrganized library 

of BBs
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Enterprise

architect

Terminology
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Figure 7.1: Overview about the tool-support for BEAMS

Along the two aspects of support, we distinguish two specific tools:

∙ The BEAMS configurator is used by the enterprise architects to develop a set
of organization-specific EA modeling languages. These languages address the EA
management-related problems that the stakeholders of the EA management function
rise.
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∙ The configurable EAM tool implements the modeling languages and is used by the
stakeholders as well as other participants to execute the EA management function.
The tool in particular supports the graphical modeling as well as representation of EA
information.

The two tools are subject to strongly different requirements. While the configurator provides
decision support for a small but highly skilled user group, the EA management tool has to
provide collaborative access for EA management stakeholders from diverse educational back-
grounds. Therefore, we discuss both tools separately, starting with the BEAMS configurator
in Section 7.1. We describe the use cases for such configurator and derive a feasible design.
The implementation of the design on a web-based wiki-platform tricia [In10] and a web-based
modeling platform ORYX [DOW08a, DOW08b] is further described. Regarding the config-
urable EA management tool, we delineate in Section 7.2 how characteristics of the building
block-based perspective to EA management pertain to requirements for the tool. We discuss
to which extent the relevant aspects of a) the language for describing IBBs from Section 6.2,
b) the language for describing VBBs from Section 6.3, and c) the techniques for supplying
GBB-based glossaries are supported in today’s EA management tools and related platforms.
Final Section 7.3 summarizes implementation aspects and the tool-support for BEAMS.

7.1 Implementation of the BEAMS configurator

Pries-Heje and Baskerville explain in [PHB08] that a nexus-based development method re-
quires tool-support. A corresponding tool provides decision support for the users of the devel-
opment method, especially for selecting the appropriate design theories based on the supplied
values for the criteria. This decision support is static, i.e., the selection of one design the-
ory does not affect the appropriateness of another theory. In the context of BEAMS this
assumption does not hold, as we highlighted in Section 5.2. Two building blocks can be in-
compatible with respect to their prescriptions, such that an admissible design cannot contain
both of them. Therefore, the BEAMS tool-set has to provide dynamic decision support

that adapts to the current organization-specific configuration.

7.1.1 Use cases

The use cases of the BEAMS configurator reflect elementary actions from the development
method as outlined in Section 5.3. Central to the development method is the organization-
specific configuration that determines the outcome of several of the steps taken. Initially,
the development method starts with an empty organization-specific configuration, which is
extended in a stepwise manner. In order to reflect the interplay between the use cases and the
current organizational configuration, we use the UML concept of the extension point [Ob10d,
pages 609–610] to designate that given a non-empty configuration a use case is extended with
additional activities. Two kinds of use cases, namely ones for browsing the organized

library and ones for searching the organized library are provided to the different types
of users of the BEAMS configurator. Figure 7.2 gives a corresponding use case diagram.
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Figure 7.2: BEAMS configurator: general use cases

In the following we give a brief textual description for the use cases and their specializations:

UC1 Browse The users can browse through the different parts of the organized library of
BEAMS. If the users have already supplied a non-empty organization-specific configu-
ration, the library elements are filtered for admissibility. The following specializations
of browsing are available:

UC1a Browse library of cross-cutting aspects The users can access the list of (admis-
sible) cross-cutting aspects ordered by the (adapted) name of the aspect or the
corresponding cross-cutting dimension.

UC1b Browse library of concerns The users can access the list of (admissible) concerns
ordered by the (adapted) name or by the corresponding architectural layer.

UC1c Browse library of terms The users can access the (adapted) list of terms ordered
by name or by the corresponding architectural layer and cross-cutting dimension.
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UC1d Browse library of VBBs The users can access the (adapted) list of (admissible)
VBBs ordered by the name of the VBB.

UC2 Search The users can search elements in the organized library of BEAMS by name
or by full-text content. In case the users already specified a non-empty organization-
specific configuration, the search results are filtered for admissibility. The following
specializations of searching are available:

UC2a Search cross-cutting aspect The users can find (admissible) cross-cutting aspects
based on the name, a textual element in the description or in the complementing
IBB, or a particular term.

UC2b Search concern The users can find (admissible) concerns based on the name, a
textual element in the description or in the complementing IBB, or a particular
term.

UC2c Search term The users can find (adapted) terms based on textual elements in
the description.

UC2d Search VBB The users can find (admissible) VBBs based on the name, or a
textual element in the description.

UC3 Filter and adapt library The BEAMS configurator filters the organized library to the
elements that remain admissible in a given context. This means that any area-of-interest
expressed in an IBB that conflicts with a single IBB in the organization-specific config-
uration is filtered out. For the VBBs similar filtering to the usage context (notation vs.
representation function) applies. Further, the terminology is adapted to the one in the
organization-specific configuration. This means that for any predicator a corresponding
synonym from the organization-specific glossary is used.

The development method and its constituting activities are supported by corresponding use
cases of the BEAMS configurator. These use cases can be invoked by the enterprise ar-

chitects, who develop the organization-specific EA modeling languages. During development
the current organization-specific configuration plays an important role. This configuration
is used according to use case UC3 Filter and adapt library to filter not admissible concepts
and adapt their descriptions to the organization-specific terminology. Figure 7.3 displays the
enterprise architect’s use cases in the development method, of which we further give a brief
textual description in the following:

UC4 Rename predicator The enterprise architects change the glossary term that is used to
predicate an EA-relevant concept. The adapted term becomes part of the organization-
specific configuration and retains a linking synonym-relationship to the original term
from the organized library.

UC5 Specify problem The enterprise architects specify an EA management-related problem
raised by one of the stakeholders of the EA management function. Any problem spec-
ification is composed of at least one goal and one concern and optionally encompass
one or more cross-cutting aspects. This lists of areas-of-interest are filtered, in case of
incompatibilities with the organization-specific configuration. The following use cases
are sub-activities of the problem specification:
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Figure 7.3: BEAMS configurator: use cases of the development method

UC5a Select goal The enterprise architects choose one goal from the list of admissible
goals, and select a particular operationalization thereof. Thereby, the corresponding
IBB is selected.

UC5b Select concern The enterprise architects choose a concern from the list of ad-
missible concerns. Thereby, the corresponding IBB is selected.

UC5c Select aspect The enterprise architects select one or more cross-cutting aspects
from the list of admissible aspects. Thereby, the corresponding IBB is selected.

UC6 Integrate information models The enterprise architects integrate the IBB reflecting
goal, concern, and optional cross-cutting aspects. Especially, the architects have to
specify, which architectural element is subject to the selected goal. The resulting infor-
mation model is subsequently integrated into the information model of the organization-
specific configuration. The BEAMS configurator performs an automatic integration for
all concepts, where aggregation by composition or by generalization can be applied (cf.
Section 6.2.3).
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UC7 Select VBB The enterprise architects iteratively select VBBs that contribute to a cur-
rent viewpoint. This use case is invoked intermittently with the use case UC8, such
that any new VBB is integrated into the viewpoint.

UC8 Integrate VBBs The enterprise architects integrate the VBBs to a comprehensive view-
point description. The BEAMS configurator therein ensures syntactic consistency of the
integrated viewpoint, which in turn is described as hybrid VBB.

UC9 Bind viewmodel to information model The enterprise architects assign information
model elements to the corresponding parameters of the viewpoint specifying the view-
model. This viewmodel is iteratively updated, whenever an information model element
is bound. The BEAMS configurator additionally provides configuration support by rec-
ommending further model elements to be bound.

Above use cases UC4–UC9 are also used in evolving a building block-based EA modeling
language. Different use cases are required to support the administration method, in which
the BEAMS administrators add new language building blocks to the organized library or
update existing ones. Central to the administration method are use case UC2 Search and its
specializations. Thereby, the administrators inform themselves on the already supported EA
concepts in order to avoid the introduction of duplicates and synonyms. The search further
extends the administration-related use cases outlined below by providing auto-completion for
names and predicators. Figure 7.4 describes the use cases of the BEAMS administrators,
which are subsequently detailed textually.

BEAMS
administrator

Create GBB

Create IBB

Specify
model elements

Link
predicators

Classify IBB

Create VBB

«includes»

«includes»

«includes»

Specify
ports

Specify
parameters
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consistency rules

«includes»

«includes»

«includes»

User

Figure 7.4: BEAMS configurator: use cases of the administration method
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UC10 Create IBB The BEAMS administrators introduce a new IBB into the organized li-
brary of building blocks. Thereto, the following sub-activities have to be performed:

UC10a Specify model elements The BEAMS administrators describe the model ele-
ments using the graphical notation for IBBs as described in Section 6.2.4.

UC10b Link predicators The BEAMS administrators relate the model elements in the
IBB to existing or newly defined predicators in the organized library of GBBs.

UC10c Classify IBB The BEAMS administrators specify the quality of the area-of-
interest represented by the IBB. They specify, whether the IBB represents a goal,
a cross-cutting aspect, or a concern.

UC11 Create GBB The BEAMS administrators introduce a new GBB into the organized
library of building blocks and provide a textual description for the concept. Thereby,
links to related GBBs are established. The configurator ensures that the new GBB has
a unique predicator.

UC12 Create VBB The BEAMS administrators introduce a new VBB into the organized
library of building blocks and provide an exemplary visualization for the VBB. The
administrators further supply a description of the VBB’s operational semantics, either
textual or using a formal language. The following sub-activities are also employed in
creating a new VBB:

UC12a Specify ports The BEAMS administrators specify which input and output
ports are supplied by the VBB, assigning the ports to names that are unique in the
VBB. Any port is further described in terms of its range and domain values.

UC12b Specify parameters The BEAMS administrators specify which parameters in-
fluence the operational semantics of the VBB. Each parameter is further described
in terms of its corresponding value range.

UC12c Describe consistency rules The BEAMS administrators describe how the range
and domain values of the different ports as well as the value ranges of the parameters
of the VBB relate. The administrators identify the different sets of admissible or
expected values with each others.

7.1.2 Design

The BEAMS configurator is a tool, which provides two distinct operating modes: develop-
ment and administration. In former mode, the configurator provides decision support for the
enterprise architects in developing EA modeling languages. In the latter mode, the configu-
rator works as a knowledge management system to store, retrieve, analyze, and communicate
information about best-practice building blocks. Both operating modes build on the same
information base—the organized library of building blocks. The hybrid nature of the descrip-
tion consisting both of structured and unstructured content formulates a design constraint
for the BEAMS configurator. Against this background and in the light of the twofold nature
encompassing knowledge management and decision support aspects, we revisit the function-
alities provided by enterprise 2.0 platforms. Büchner et al. describe in [BMN09] the typical
services provided by an enterprise 2.0 platform, distinguishing between two major groups of
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services, namely content-centric and user-centric ones. In the following, we briefly introduce
the services that are useful for realizing the BEAMS configurator. In addition, we relate the
services to the use cases from Section 7.1.1 that they can support:

Authoring is the collaborative and web-based creation and manipulation of content. The
content can be textual or structured and can contain tables, images, and other media
objects. Further, functionalities to export content are regarded critical.

Link management contains services to reference content of different types. Two key function-
alities of link management are automatic propagation of link updates and highlighting
of links that are not longer valid.

Tagging allows the users to create a categorization for content of different types. Specific
services in this context support to establish private tags, which are only visible to their
owners.

Search supports to find contents based on tags or names. Sophisticated search mechanisms
allow full-text search and combined searches for different criteria.

The generic services of enterprise 2.0 platforms provide a good starting point for realizing the
BEAMS configurator. Nevertheless, the modeling-related use cases as well as the use cases
demanding algorithmic functionality for integrating building blocks or ensuring consistency
are not natively supported. The same is true for the filtering use cases that build on the
organization-specific configuration. Web-based modeling platforms can be used to support the
modeling-related use cases, if the platforms can be adapted to the syntax of the meta-languages
described in Section 6.2 and 6.3. This motivates a design for the BEAMS configurator, where
we integrate an enterprise 2.0 platform with a web-based modeling platform and realize missing
algorithmic functionalities by self-developed extensions. Mirrored against the relevant services,
this general design entails the following adaptations:

Authoring The authoring service has to be extended to support modeling activities. There-
fore, a WISYWIG-editor service supporting both the meta-language for specifying in-
formation models and the meta-language for defining viewpoints has to be integrated.
This editor incorporates the consistency rules for viewpoint configuration as supplied in
Section 6.3.

Link management The information models as well as the viewpoint definitions extend the
content model of the platform. Additional functionality for linking between these models
or represented model elements to textual descriptions and vice-versa are required. Link-
checking and link-propagation mechanisms have to be extended to also operate on the
model content.

Tagging Information models and viewpoint definitions are treated as content objects and
must be taggable.

Search The contents of the information models as well as of the viewpoint definitions must
be accessible via the unified search mechanisms of the platform. This in particular
means that models can occur as search results, if a corresponding model element sup-
plies a searched predicator or term. The search is further extended to incorporate the
consistency rules supplied in Section 6.2.
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An additional service for automatically integrating information models has to be provided by
the BEAMS configurator. This service operates on a selection of information models, that can
be consistently aggregated, and creates an integrated information model, which is handed
over to model authoring.

7.1.3 Implementation

Our prototypic BEAMS configurator is based on the open-source enterprise 2.0 framework
Tricia [In10]. This framework provides a platform core providing the basic abstractions for
enterprise 2.0 tools, as user management, including registrations, login, and group creation.
Building on the basic abstractions, a plugin-based mechanism can be used to extend Tricia
with additional functionality. Tricia out-of-the-box delivers a set of plugins that provide
functionalities targeting different content types [BMN09]:

wiki plugin introduces support for the content type wiki page and allows authoring, tagging,
searching, and link management regarding wikis and wiki pages [BMN10].

hybrid wiki plugin introduces the content type of the semi-structured hybrid template that
allows to supply key-value pairs in-line in a wiki page.

Graphical modeling is not supported by Tricia, but is of central importance to our configu-
rator. Therefore, we decided to incorporate the open-source web-based modeling framework
Oryx1 as plugin to the Tricia framework [Di10]. The resulting model editor plugin enables
authoring, tagging, searching, and link management regarding the thereby introduced content
type diagram. Oryx provides the “stencil technology” [DOW08a] that allows to define dif-
ferent stencil sets, which represent the notation and the syntax of a modeling language. We
implemented the syntactic rules and the notational aspects for modeling information models,
see Section 6.2, and for describing viewpoints, see Section 6.3, in two stencil sets for Oryx.

The consistency rules used during searching and configuring as well as the aggregation tech-
niques for information models can be supported in a dedicated BEAMS techniques plugin.
The plugin operates on the graphical representations of the corresponding models and can
check, whether two information models are compatible, i.e., can be consistently integrated.
The results from this analysis are incorporated into the result of searches and used to rule
out models, that are not admissible. The aggregation techniques are applied on informa-
tion models and integrate the model elements to the point, where consistent embedding can
unambiguously be performed.

In the following, we describe how the organized library of building blocks is documented
using the enterprise 2.0 services provided by Tricia, Oryx, and our extensions. The library
is represented by the BEAMS wiki2, in which each building block is documented by a single
wiki page. Depending on the type of building block, the corresponding page is tagged with
“ibb”, “vbb”, or “gbb”, respectively. Furthermore, the pages representing IBBs and VBBs are
equipped with hybrid templates that describe the characteristics of the corresponding building
block in a structured manner. For an IBB, the template references the coarse grained area-

1For more details on the Oryx project see http://bpt.hpi.uni-potsdam.de/Oryx/, last accessed 04-05-2011.
2The BEAMS wiki is available at http://wwwmatthes.in.tum.de/wikis/beams/home, last accessed 04-05-
2011.
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of-interest, to which the IBB commits, and lists the predicators that are represented in the
IBB. In addition, the “references” section of the hybrid template designates which related EA
management approaches employ the IBB and which IBBs are subsumed by the current IBB.

Figure 7.5 exemplifies a wiki page representing an IBB.

Figure 7.5: BEAMS configurator: wiki page representing an IBB

In a similar sense, we use wiki pages to document VBBs and designate them as symbol,
structural, decorating, or hybrid VBBs. Due to the graphical nature of the VBBs, we
use exemplary views corresponding to the viewpoint to illustrate the nature of the repre-
sented perspective. We further supply a graphical model of the building block designating
the transformation ports and parameters. A final part of the describing wiki page designates
the viewmodel corresponding to the VBB. Figure 7.6 exemplifies a wiki page representing a
VBB.

The GBBs are represented in two different ways. Top-level GBBs, i.e., ones directly belonging
to the BEAMS glossary, are represented as single wiki pages. The contained GBBs are de-
scribed in line with the description of the enclosing GBB. Each used term is provided a short
description on the corresponding pages and hyper-links are used to represent connections in
the descriptions. Linking between the wiki pages representing the different types of building
blocks allow to navigate between related concepts and to access related concepts in a conve-
nient manner. We distinguish the two actor roles of the BEAMS configurator along their
access privileges with respect to the wiki pages and the contained graphical representations.
The BEAMS administrators can read and edit the wiki pages representing the building
blocks, whereas enterprise architects are restricted to reading access and (personal) tagging.

The search mechanisms are used in different ways to support the use cases of the BEAMS

configurator. We use the functionality to store searches to represent a particular perspective
on the overall BEAMS wiki. For instance, one stored search identifies all IBBs that are of type
goal IBB. These stored searches are embedded into wiki pages that organize the contents
of the BEAMS wiki and facilitate user access to the different types of organized libraries.
Figure 7.7 shows the central organization page for the IBBs.
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Figure 7.6: BEAMS configurator: wiki page representing a VBB

Figure 7.7: BEAMS configurator: browsing the organized library of IBBs

The search mechanisms of the configurator allow the enterprise architects to identify appro-
priate building blocks. The full-text search can be used to find building blocks containing
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arbitrary terms, whereas the referencing between the different types of building blocks can be
used to traverse from relevant GBBs to corresponding IBBs and vice versa. Advanced search
options as logical conjunction between different search criteria allows the enterprise architects
to narrow the search results. Highlighting of the searched keywords in the preview of a search
result facilitates quick recognition and access of the relevant information. Figure 7.8 illustrates
the search mechanisms for enterprise architects.

Figure 7.8: BEAMS configurator: searching the organized library of IBBs

The dedicated techniques for integrating information models are realized in a plugin that oper-
ates on two information models and performs consistent integration. The resulting configured
information model (fragment) is inserted into the organization-specific wiki representing the
architects’ organization-specific configuration. In this wiki access rights are set differently,
such that the enterprise architects can adapt the information model as well as related con-
cepts. From the organization-specific wiki, also the export of the configured EA modeling
languages is performed. Therein, the configured information model is represented as meta-
model in terms of the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF)3, i.e., as .ecore-file. The configured
viewpoints are represented as .json4files that encode their composition and binding. This file
format is chosen as no standardized format for describing viewpoints in a machine-readable
way exists.

7.2 Characteristics for a configurable EA management tool

The building block-based development method for EA modeling languages creates language
descriptions consisting of an organization-specific glossary, information model, and viewpoint
definitions. These descriptions have to be implemented in an EA management tool to sup-
port developing EA modeling languages in the context of an EA management function. The
specifics of the syntax, semantics, and notation of the languages developed with BEAMS
raise certain requirements with respect to the EA management tool. In the following, we
discuss these requirements and show to which extent current EA management tools provide
the required functionalities.
3For more information see http://www.eclipse.org/emf, last accessed 04-05-2011.
4For more information see http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4627, last accessed 04-05-2011.
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The elicitation of the required syntactic characteristics in Section 6.2 is the primary source of
requirements for the information modeling capabilities of the tool. Especially, the characteris-
tics that are not well-supported by the analyzed meta-languages are of particular interest for
our analysis. An EA management tool suitable for supporting BEAMS-based EA modeling
languages must support:

∙ domain-specific data-types date, time, and money,

∙ non-rigid typing types,

∙ bi-temporal modeling for selected EA model elements,

∙ specialization by constraint, i.e., a mechanism to derive types by selection mecha-
nisms, and

∙ external predicators that are linked to the model elements.

In [Bu08a, Ma08] we discuss that EA management tools can be distinguished along their
fundamental approach towards EA management. We identified three dimensions along which
EA management tools can be classified, namely “flexibility vs. guidance”, “preconfigured vs.
customization”, and “integration vs. single-point-of-truth”. Especially the first dimension is
of interest to define the characteristics of an EA management tool that can be used to realize
an EA modeling language developed using BEAMS. On this dimension we distinguish the
following types of tools:

Meta-model driven tools allow to flexibly adapt the information model based on strong meta-
modeling capabilities. These capabilities are often based on standardized meta-modeling
facilities, as the Meta Object Facility (MOF) [Ob08]. Tools of this type usually provide
only limited out-of-the-box visualization capabilities and require their users to specify
notations and representations themselves.

Methodology driven tools supply comprehensive predefined information models together with
predefined visualizations. Usually, only minor adaptations to the information model,
e.g. by adding properties or renaming concepts, can be made. The same applies to the
supported visualizations.

Process driven tools do not only predefine the information model and the corresponding
visualizations, but also incorporate a predefined EA management process. This process
designates roles and responsibilities of the different stakeholders of the EA management
function, and prescribe the tasks that the stakeholders have to execute.

The flexibility of the information models, which can be developed using BEAMS, demands for
an equal flexibility in the EA management tool. Due to their nature, only meta-model driven
tools can be used to realize the different EAmodeling languages developed with BEAMS. In the
following, we briefly analyze typical proponents of this type of tool with respect to the provided
fulfillment of the five aforementioned relevant characteristics. Thereby, we concentrate on tools
that provide own meta-modeling facilities. Therefore, we do not discuss adaptive EAM 5.0 as
well as MEGA Modeling Suite 2007, as these tools provide comprehensive MOF support. In
this vein, the analysis results in Table 6.1 applies to them. We also analyze the open-source
wiki platform Tricia [In10], as wikis can according to our findings in [Bu09h, Bu11d] also be
used to document EAs. The results of the analysis are based on the thesis of Balke [Ba10a].
In the following Table 7.1 we summarize the findings.
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ADOxx Metastorm
Provision

6.0

System
Architect

11.0

Troux 7 Tricia

domain-specific data-types     #
non-rigid typing # # # #  
bi-temporality support  # # # #
specialization by constraint # # # # G#1

external predicators G#2 G#2 G#2 G#2 G#2

1 Stored searches in Tricia can be used to constrain a type to only instances constrained to particular
characteristics.

2 The predicators assigned to the types can be changed on a global, i.e., repository-wide basis.

Table 7.1: Flexible EA management tools and their support for the relevant information model
characteristics

The analysis shows that the different characteristics of BEAMS-based information models can
partially be reflected in current EA management tools and a wiki-based approach. While
this hints towards the implementability of EA information models resulting created by the
development method, three characteristics deserve special attention. The ‘typical’ EA man-
agement tools do not support non-rigid typing, i.e., instances of architectural elements are
confined to a particular type that cannot be changed over the existence of the instance. Wiki
pages in Tricia can be dynamically re-typed by changing the tag assignment. Temporal mod-
eling and bi-temporal modeling are only supported by one tool and remain a critical topic for
comprehensive tool support for EA modeling. Specialization by constraint is not supported
by ‘typical’ EA management tools. Wiki-based tools can provide stored searches, which are
nevertheless no types in a conceptual sense. From this perspective, more comprehensive tool
support, especially for these characteristics is required.

Prevalent EA management tools provide functionalities for visualizing and graphical modeling
of EAs. The provided functionalities differ between the types of tools as distinguished along the
dimension of “flexibility vs. guidance” [Bu08a, Ma08]. The more flexible tools offer out-of-the-
box only basic graph-like visualizations. More complex visualizations, e.g. clustering elements,
can be accessed using corresponding programming APIs. As we documented in [Ma08], these
APIs are ‘low level’ and do not provide a concept as a re-usable building block for devel-
oping organization-specific viewpoints. The methodology-driven and the process-driven tools
provide richer out-of-the-box visualization functionalities. These functionalities are neverthe-
less bound to the predefined information model of the tool and do not provide a basis for
flexible definition of viewpoints. With this respect, our subsequent analysis takes a different
approach and investigates prevalent tools for defining a domain-specific language (DSL). The
following characteristics are relevant for the technical realization for supporting BEAMS-based
viewpoints. The platform for technical realization must

∙ be able to bind to arbitrary information models.

∙ abstract from the details of implementing layout algorithms and provide re-usable layout
component encapsulated in building blocks.

∙ support the automated generation of visualizations from other information representa-
tions.
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∙ allow to use the visualizations as graphical models, such that a user can update the
underlying information or parts thereof by editing the visualization.

In the following, we analyze five approaches from the field of DSLs, namely the Graphical
Modeling Framework (GMF)5, the Graphical Modeling Environment (GME) [Le01], Graphiti6,
Oryx [DOW08a, DOW08b], and the SyCaTool [Bu07a, Ac10, BGS10]. Both GMF and Graphiti
originate from the eclipse ecosystem and build on the EMF as a common meta-modeling
facility. A GMF definition for a graphical representation is a mapping from model elements in
the information model to graphical primitives. These primitives are nevertheless confined to
visible primitives, i.e.,map symbols in terms of Section 6.3. Only basic visualization rules,
as clustering are supported via dedicated relationships, as childSymbol. Graphiti takes a
slightly different approach and augments the information model with graphical information.
While this allows to specify visualizations in a more direct manner, it does not affect the
expressiveness of the definition language. Therefore, we regard Graphiti and GMF comparable
with respect to their contributions as platforms for technical realization. The GME offers
a design framework for DSLs that focuses on the syntactic aspects of such languages. In
addition to sophisticated mechanisms for defining the syntax, the GME also allows to specify
a mapping from the syntactic concepts to corresponding visualization elements. Similar to
GMF, the provided technique is confined tomap symbols and does not supply visualization
rules. Based on the plugin mechanisms of GME, such rules and layout facilities based thereon
can be established but have to employ low level API operations. Oryx provides the notion of
the stencilset which defines both notational and syntactical aspects of a modeling language,
whereby the notational aspects are defined based on the graphical expressiveness of the Scalable
Vector Graphics (SVG)7 recommendation. This in turn limits the available visual elements
to map symbols, which are extended by Oryx with elementary visualization rules as
clustering.

None of the aforementioned approaches puts strong emphasis on the generation of visualiza-
tions, nor on a rich set of visualization rules as concepts used to relate visualization elements
with each other. The SyCaTool pursues a different approach and understands the mapping
between the syntactic concepts and their graphical representations from an operational per-
spective as a model-transformation. This understanding is grounded in the basic principles
that also promote our distinction between notation function and representation func-

tion as discussed in Section 4.3.5. A central principle behind the SyCaTool approach is a
rich visualization model that encompasses both map symbols and visualization rules.
The current state of the tool, as described in [Ac10, BGS10] also encompasses building blocks
for defining the transformation, although the transformation remains unidirectional, i.e., can
create visualizations from the information, but cannot feed changes back,

Table 7.2 shows the fulfillment of the technical realization requirements provided by the afore-
mentioned approaches. This analysis reveals that the requirements can be fulfilled by today’s
visualization tools and model language platforms. It nevertheless also delineates that re-
usable layouts, as represented by the VBBs, are yet not fully covered, although the technical
realization is possible.

5For more information see http://www.eclipse.org/gmf/, last accessed 04-05-2011.
6For more information see http://www.eclipse.org/graphiti/, last accessed 04-05-2011.
7For more information see http://www.w3.org/TR/SVG/, last accessed 04-05-2011.
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GME GMF Graphiti Oryx SyCaTool
arbitrary information models      
re-usable layouts G#1 G#1 G#1 G#1  
automated generation # # # #  
graphical modeling     #
1 The tools do not provide visualization rules, but support basic layouts as clustering or line-routing.

Table 7.2: Flexible EA management tools and their support for the relevant viewpoint
characteristics

7.3 Summary

This section covers two facets of tool support for BEAMS. On the one hand, we discuss how
the development as well as the administration method, their constituting activities, and com-
plementing techniques can benefit from a tool, the BEAMS configurator. On the other
hand, we describe characteristics of the design of EA modeling languages that pertain to the
configurable EA management tool needed to put such languages into action. In a first step,
we elicit the use cases for the BEAMS configurator from the perspective of the two different
types of users, namely the enterprise architects that enact the development method, and
the BEAMS administrators that enact the administration method. We subsequently un-
derstand that the use cases can be realized using services ‘typically’ supplied by enterprise 2.0
platforms [BMN09]. We discuss this correspondence in more detail and take the design de-
cision to use the open-source enterprise 2.0 platform Tricia to prototypically implement the
BEAMS configurator. Regarding the implementation, different aspects are of interest: firstly,
we detail how the services of the plugins wiki and hybrid wiki are used to store, to retrieve,
and to edit IBBs, VBBs, and GBBs. We further detail that Dierl developed an additional
plugin [Di10] that leverages the open-source modeling platform Oryx [DOW08a, DOW08b] to
support editing of graphical information models and viewpoint definitions.

The characteristics of an EA management tool that supports BEAMS-based EA modeling
languages are discussed both with respect to the information model and the viewpoint def-
initions. We revisit our survey [Ma08] on the state-of-the-art in EA management tools and
derive that only meta model-driven, i.e., highly flexible, EA management tools can be adapted
to support the information models that result from the development method. Special char-
acteristics of these models, as non-rigid types, bi-temporality and specialization by

constraint are supported by only a minority of today’s EA management tools. Therefore,
we conclude that tools supporting the BEAMS-based information models exist, but also that
future development in this field is needed to provide more comprehensive support for these
special characteristics. Regarding the viewpoint aspect of the EA modeling languages devel-
oped using BEAMS we build on a result in [Ma08], according to which the graphical modeling
capabilities in current EA management tools are ‘configured’ by programming against low-
level visualization APIs. In the light of characteristic, we decide to analyze frameworks and
platforms for visualization as well as for realizing a domain specific language (DSL). These
frameworks actually provide good support for BEAMS-based viewpoints based on arbitrary
information models. With respect to the support for re-usable layouts, automated generation
of visualizations, and graphical modeling, we have to distinguish between the visualization
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and the DSL frameworks. Former provide good support for automated layout calculation, but
are confined to visualization capabilities only. Latter frameworks in contrast support graph-
ical modeling, but stay to a low-level understanding of layouts, most often not supported by
automated generation mechanisms. From this, we conclude that different tools can provide
the relevant characteristics for realizing BEAMS-based viewpoints. Nevertheless, currently no
comprehensive coverage of all characteristics can be achieved in a single tool.
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A process cannot be understood by
stopping it. Understanding must move with
the flow of the process, must join it and
flow with it.

Paul Artreides – Dune

CHAPTER 8

Evaluating and Applying BEAMS

This chapter decomposes into two main parts. Firstly, we evaluate the development method
and the underlying organized library of building blocks. Secondly, we present results from two
practice cases. The evaluation is of theoretic nature, following the research method outlined in
Section 2.3, as a comprehensive evaluation of the development method would require a time-
frame beyond the scope of a PhD-thesis. Therefore, the evaluation in Section 8.1 focuses on
quality criteria for an EA modeling language and requirements for the development method.
The application in Section 8.2 is no evaluation but provides an expository instantiation of the
development method. We report on two cases, where BEAMS and its development method
are applied to develop organization-specific EA modeling languages.

8.1 Theoretic evaluation of BEAMS

The fourteen quality criteria for EA modeling languages, as devised in Section 4.1, are or-
ganized into six groups along the appropriatenesses of Krogstie’s language quality frame-
work [Kr02]. Subsequently, we argue on the characteristics of EA modeling languages, that
are developed using BEAMS, with respect to each of these appropriatenesses.

By design a BEAMS-based EA modeling language offers several characteristics relating to
interpersonal quality, i.e., to communication appropriateness. As part of the activity char-
acterize situation in the development method, the enterprise architects designate which
stakeholder is interested in which area-of-interest in the enterprise. These interests reflect
the actual information demand of the stakeholder, if such demand is admissible against the
background of the organization’s information policies. In the steps of the subsequent activity
configure the method the enterprise architects develop one or more viewpoint that reflects
this information demand and graphically represents the corresponding information from the
organization’s information model. Via its associated viewmodel, the viewpoint establishes
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both a projection and a selection of the overall available information to the stakeholder-specific
part. The viewmodel is further interesting from a different perspective as the chosen kind of
relationship between the viewmodel and the information model determines the nature of the
viewpoint either committing to a representation function or to a notation function.
Stakeholders assigned to a viewpoint of representation quality can read the information con-
tained in the corresponding viewmodel, whereas stakeholders using a notation viewpoint are
also allowed to update the contained information or parts thereof. Based on these mechanisms
and distinctions, any EA modeling language based on BEAMS supports an implicit rights and
responsibilities management in the sense of quality criterion Cm1. Rights and responsibilities
are therein approached from the information perspective, i.e., the information model assigned
to stakeholders is used to determine their rights and responsibilities put into effect via corre-
sponding viewpoints. The meta-language for defining EA information models, as devised in
Section 6.2, explicitly supplies a mechanism for specifying temporality aspects. Temporal mod-
eling can thereby be selected for certain parts of the information model, whereas other parts of
the model have no dedicated operational semantics with respect to time. Thereby, the enter-
prise architects developing the organization-specific information model can exert control over
historization and traceability of EA model changes on a fine-grained level, i.e., regarding sin-
gular types, properties, or relationship ends. With this respect, quality criterion Cm2
is partially fulfilled: for timeDependent elements in the information model it is possible to
determine ‘what was edited when’. Mechanisms for supplying the ‘who’ are not defined in the
meta-language for EA information modeling. The two EA management tools that according
to our analysis from Section 7.2 support temporal modeling, also store the originator of a
model change. Based on this tool support, a BEAMS-based EA modeling language is able to
completely fulfill the temporal modeling demand.

BEAMS-based EA modeling languages per design have several characteristics that facilitate
the comprehension of language statements, i.e., that contribute to comprehensibility appropri-
ateness. Enterprise architects iteratively execute the activity characterize situation as part
of the development method. During each iteration, the areas-of-interest for the identified
EA stakeholders are described in terms of a concern and corresponding cross-cutting aspects.
Each of these areas-of-interest is reified in a corresponding information model fragment. This
information model fragment is composed from the IBBs that reflect the concern and the
cross-cutting aspects, that the enterprise architects selected. The selection is supported by
techniques to determine, if an IBB can be consistently embedded into the already spec-
ified information model of the organization-specific configuration. Against this background,
the enterprise architects cannot add IBBs or information model fragments that would cause
inconsistencies. Based on the selected problem, i.e., combination of concern and cross-cutting
aspects, the enterprise architects develop the viewpoints that are used by the stakeholders
to access and update the corresponding information. Based on the stakeholders’ input, the
enterprise architects iteratively augment the information model and specify viewpoints taking
a particular perspective on this model—in short, they establish a multi-perspective EA mod-
eling in the sense of quality criterion Cp1. Every model element in the EA information model
is not a purely syntactical concept, but also retains a link to a corresponding predicator in the
glossary of the EA management function. The GBBs are used to develop the corresponding
glossary and the glossary itself presents an interlinked system of terms that are complemented
by textual descriptions of their meaning. The prospective users of the EA modeling language
can access this glossary from the corresponding EA models. All EA management tools an-
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alyzed in Section 7.2 provide support for global glossaries, i.e., provide means to define the
terms at a central point and re-use the predicator in different viewpoints. In this respect the
quality criterion Cp2 is fulfilled by any BEAMS-based EA modeling language. Furthermore,
the tool support for such languages enables the EA stakeholders to use the predicators in the
glossary.

The organized library supplies a wide range of IBBs targeting different areas-of-interest in
the organization. We derived these IBBs from the information models provided by the EA
management approaches and frameworks analyzed in Chapter 3 as well as in [BS11]. In Ta-
ble 3.18 we summarize the coverage of the business and IT aspects as described in the analysis
framework. In this respect, the organized library of IBBs inherits the coverage provided by
each of these approaches and unifies the coverage to a comprehensive image of the EA domain.
Table 8.1 describes how many approaches contributed to the knowledge base of BEAMS with
respect to which aspect of the EA according to our understanding of the domain. Above

Business &
organization

Application &
information

Infrastructure &
data

Black-box perspective 10 7 2
White-box perspective 20 18 16

Table 8.1: Contributions to EA domain coverage

numbers show that a comprehensive coverage of the EA domain ranging from business to IT
is incorporated into the library of IBBs. The numbers also show that a service-centric per-
spective on infrastructure and data is not prevalent in today’s EA management approaches.
Quality criterion Do1 is nevertheless fulfilled, at least to the same degree as the state-of-the-
art in EA management reflects the corresponding aspects. The organized library of BEAMS
supplies different IBBs that relate to cross-cutting aspects of EA management. Specifically,
IBBs for planning EA transformations based on demands and projects are supplied along
IBBs for providing transformation guidance via standards. The meta-language for EA infor-
mation modeling as described in Section 6.2 provides the concept of dispersive types. Based
on these types, cross-cutting aspects can be modeled in isolation, i.e., without being tightly
linked to corresponding architectural elements. The corresponding IBBs reflect the nature
of the cross-cutting aspects and their related concepts without directly attaching the aspect
to a particular concern in the overall EA. Based on the cross-cutting IBBs, a BEAMS-based
EA modeling language can be developed to cover transformation aspects and guidelines on
different architectural elements, thereby fulfilling quality criteria Do2 and Do3.

The enterprise architects develop EA modeling languages with BEAMS to empower differ-
ent stakeholders to express the relevant parts of their EA knowledge. This entails that the
modeling languages must be appropriate for their prospective users especially with respect to
externalizing EA information. Central to this consideration is the notion of relevance, which
we already discussed in Section 1.1. Different enterprises address different EA management-
relevant problems and therefore have a different understanding of relevance. In the activity
characterize situation the enterprise architects perform two steps, in which they select the
EA management goal and the EA concern, respectively. Together the goal and the concern
designate an EA management problem that is relevant to the stakeholders identified in the
first step of the activity. Each concern corresponds to an IBB that supplies the necessary
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and sufficient model elements needed to describe the corresponding part of the EA in the
sense of quality criterion Ex1. The fine-grained structure of the IBBs thereby supports the
concern-specific design of the EA modeling language. The organized library of building blocks
further supplies different operationalizing IBBs for a cross-cutting aspect as a goal. These
IBBs describe questions reflecting the goals in dispersive types that supply metrics and
can be attached to affected architectural elements. Based on the selected goal, the enter-
prise architects choose the adequate question and thereby an IBB that contains the necessary
and sufficient model elements for the particular operationalization. The model elements in
this IBB are in the next step of the development method integrated into the elements in the
concern IBB and the enterprise architects create the information model fragment that covers
the corresponding EA management-relevant problem in an operationalized manner. In this
respect quality criterion Ex2 is fulfilled by any BEAMS-based EA modeling language.

In Section 7.2 we already discussed different characteristics of a BEAMS-based EA model-
ing language and analyzed to which extent today’s EA management tools as well as DSL
frameworks can be used to technically realize such modeling languages. We briefly revisit
the corresponding arguments. Quality criterion Te1 is fulfilled by design in the VBBs. Each
VBB represents a function that maps elements of viewmodel to corresponding visualization
elements. This function is a specialization of the general mechanism of a model transfor-
mation, for which technical realizations as QVT [Ob05] or the Atlas Transformation Lan-
guage (ATL) [AT06] exist. The formal meta-language for the EA information models provides
a basis for techniques that build on EA information models. The dispersive types in the
meta-language further supply a mechanism that can be used to anchor quantitative analyses
in the model elements and the thereby represented architectural elements. Specialization
by constraint is useful for specifying qualitative analyses, e.g. via queries to model elements
that have a particular characteristic. In this light quality criterion Te2 is partially fulfilled, as
techniques to supply computation rules on architectural elements and automated quantitative
analyses are not supported by the IM2L.

During the activity configure the method the enterprise architects identify the viewpoints
needed to convey the relevant architectural information. The organized library of VBBs helps
to design these viewpoints by providing indications, for which stakeholders the particular VBB
is suited better or worse. Based on this information and employing the expressiveness of the
visualization model from Section 6.3 especially with respect to the supported symbols, the
enterprise architects can define viewpoints that match their target stakeholders. Regarding
the symbolic representation of the architectural concepts, the enterprise architects can choose
freely. With this respect, quality criterion Us1 is partially fulfilled. This means that the
enterprise architects are empowered to freely configure the viewpoints and symbols, but are
not further supported in selecting the most familiar graphical representation in a particular
usage context. The development method is an iterative method, which builds on an exist-
ing organization-specific configuration for EA modeling languages based on building blocks.
While this configuration initially is empty, the method also supports steps to extend an ad-
missible configuration in a consistent and implementable manner. These techniques ensure
that BEAMS-based EA modeling languages remain adaptable and extensible. This extensi-
bility nevertheless reaches its limit when no more admissible IBBs are available, i.e., if given
the organization-specific configuration no additional IBB can be consistently embedded. The
relationships between the IBBs, especially the subsume-relationships allow to derive possible
paths for evolving an existing information model and the EA modeling languages building
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thereon. The aforementioned mechanisms and facilities ensure that EA modeling language
developed using BEAMS remain extensible with respect to future changes in goals and con-
cerns. Per design these languages therefore fulfill quality criterion Us2. A key step during
the activity characterize situation is the adaptation of the glossary. The enterprise archi-
tects search the glossary of EA predicators as supplied by the organized library of GBBs and
establish an organization-specific terminology by providing synonyms for termini. This ter-
minology is consistently used in displaying areas-of-interest. As the predicators also serve
as designators for the model elements in the information models, the adapted terminology
is further propagated to the organization-specific information model as well as to the IBBs,
when browsed from the perspective of the corresponding organization. Thereby, quality cri-
terion Us3 is fulfilled, as BEAMS-based modeling languages are adapted to the terminology
of the corresponding linguistic community.

In Section 4.2.1 we elicited six requirements for our development method for EA modeling lan-
guages. These requirements are based on the six general principles of modeling, as described
by Schütte and Rotthowe in [SR98, pages 245–249]. In the following, we briefly discuss these
requirements and their fulfillment by the presented development method. The building blocks
constituting the knowledge base of BEAMS are derived from the state-of-the-art literature, as
discussed in Section 3.3, and from EA management patterns presented in the EA management
pattern catalog [Ch10, Er10]. The pattern in particular and most of the analyzed approaches
in general formulate prescriptions that have proven to work in practice. From this perspective,
we can state that BEAMS itself is based on practice-proven solutions in the sense of require-
ment MU2. BEAMS can further be extended by such solutions via the administration
method. This method builds on the concept of the pattern as ‘draft’ for a building block.
The nature of such patterns as observed successful solutions to dedicated problems ensures
that future extensions of the organized library of building blocks are also practice-proven in
the sense of requirement MU3. The building blocks in the organized library of BEAMS are
derived from prevalent EA management approaches and frameworks. The blocks’ prescriptions
are formulated in the unifying terminology of BEAMS. This terminology has been derived by
applying the steps of the administration method to resolve inconsistencies and homonyms.
Based on this terminology and the conceptual framework for the building blocks as well as
their relationships, we regard requirementMU4 to be fulfilled, i.e., semantical and syntactical
correctness in BEAMS to be given. The BEAMS terminology does nevertheless not exist in
isolation, but links to the termini used by the different incorporated approaches, designates
synonyms, and highlights homonyms. The enterprise architects can make use of these linkages
between the approaches, when they seek to combine BEAMS with another EA management
framework. In the sense of requirement MU6, the terminological linkages further provide a
starting point for integrating and comparing BEAMS and other EA management approaches.
These comparisons are nevertheless confined to the fourteen approaches that have been used
as information sources for the development of BEAMS. RequirementMU1 regarding the ease-
of-use of the method cannot be theoretically evaluated. The tool support for the method as
described in Section 7.1 facilitates the use of the method, such that requirementMU5 can be
regarded fulfilled. Results regarding its applicability can only be gathered in practice cases as
discussed in Section 8.2.
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We subsequently reflect our method and its complementing organized library of building blocks
against the design research guidelines of Hevner et al. [He04]:

Design as an artifact Our building block-based framewor (see Section 6.1) and the two meta-
languages for describing information models (see Section 6.2), and viewpoints (see Sec-
tion 6.3) supply a vocabulary for describing EA problems, contexts, and solutions. To-
gether they form the constructs on which the organized library of building blocks
is based. The library in turn is the model, which is used by the methods, namely the
development method and the administration method, see Sections 5.3 and 5.4.
The prototypic toolset described in Section 7.1 instantiates our design solution.

Problem relevance The plurality of EA management approaches and EA modeling languages,
as discussed in Section 3.3, gives an indication towards the relevance of the field. Our
analyses in [Bu07b] as well as the work of Aier et al. [Ai08a] showed that EA modeling
languages have to organization-specific, in order to be useful for the stakeholders. Todays
EA management approaches and frameworks in contrast do not account for this kind of
specificity, rendering the problem of how to develop organization-specific EA modeling
languages a relevant one.

Design evaluation Due to the nature of the design artifact, compiling practice-proven pre-
scriptions from different sources, the evaluation is confined to target the integrating
structures and conceptualizations. These elements cannot be directly evaluated by prac-
tical application due to the sheer number of admissible combinations thereof. Further,
a practical application would take about five years according to the findings of Ross and
Beath [RB06]. Therefore, we subject the development method but also the outcomes of
the application of this method to a theoretic and argumentative evaluation.

Research contributions The design artifact presents five contributions to the scientific knowl-
edge base. We contribute two meta-languages for describing EA information models
and viewpoints, respectively. We present an organized library of language building
blocks, consolidating and structuring practice-proven prescriptions for developing EA
modeling languages according to our development method. This method is supported
with a technical toolset, the BEAMS configurator, that realizes the method’s activi-
ties. Finally, we present an administration method which can be used to extend the
organized library. Latter method is, as discussed in Section 2.3, an application of a more
general method for pattern-based construction of a design theory nexus instantiation.

Research rigor We developed and researched BEAMS using the research method described in
Section 2.3. This method is based in the conceptual foundations provided by Pries-Heje
and Baskerville in [PHB08] and rigorously builds on a pattern-based way for developing
design theories [BMS10k]. The sources for extracting the patterns in turn are results
of rigorous research documented in the state-of-the-art literature of the discipline as
analyzed in Section 3.3.

Design as a search process The organized library of building blocks is the result of an
iterative search process that builds on the findings presented in a previous artifact,
the EA management pattern catalog [Ch10]. The administration method allows to
continue the search process and to integrate novel practice-proven solutions into the
knowledge base of BEAMS.
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Communication of research We have communicated the contributions of this thesis or pre-
liminary versions thereof in different ways. Firstly, we have submitted the parts of
the contribution to scientific conferences, e.g. in [BMS10j, BMS10a, BMS10c, Bu10a,
BMS11a, Bu11b, BMS11b]. Secondly, we have taught BEAMS as part of a master level
lecture1 on EA management to students as well as to the industry partners hosting the
complementary student mini-projects [Bu09i, BES10]. Thirdly, we have presented the
organized library of building blocks as well as the development method to practitioners
in the field of EA management at several practice relevant events, e.g. EAMKON 2010
and cq-event IT-Industrialisierung.

8.2 Exemplary applications of BEAMS

In the following, we present two exemplary applications of our development method at part-
nering organizations. The applications are intended to demonstrate the usability as well as
feasibility of the development method. In addition, we discuss lessons learned in the cor-
responding practical settings. Both practical applications were performed by master-level
students in close cooperation with relevant representatives of the partnering organizations
and under supervision by us. This means that:

∙ the students act as enterprise architects in the sense of the development method, i.e.,
perform the steps of the method, whereas

∙ the representatives of the organization act as stakeholders for the EA modeling lan-
guage.

We present both practical applications in an anonymized way along the following structure:

Organizational environment briefly describes the partnering organization, gives a short
overview on the student’s involvement in the organization, and describes available tool
support for EA modeling.

Identified EA management-related problems introduces the goals and concerns that
have been selected and names the corresponding stakeholders.

Results describes the integrated information model of the case, gives explanations to the
used glossary, and shows exemplary visualizations.

8.2.1 An application case from an IT service provider

In this exemplary application, alluded to as application case IT in the following, the develop-
ment method was applied by a student between September 2010 and January 2011 at an IT
service provider for the public sector. The method was thereby used to develop organization-
specific EA modeling languages.

1For more information, see http://wwwmatthes.in.tum.de/wikis/sebis/vorlesung-eam, last accessed 04-
05-2011.
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Organizational environment

The organization is the IT service provider for a large number of federal ministries of an
European country. Over the years, the different ministries have sought to establish IT gov-
ernance initiatives, which remained confined to the local IT portfolio. Only recently, the IT
service provider itself decided to establish an EA management function. This management
function is intended to support the IT governance endeavors in the different ministries by
providing relevant information for decision making. An employee of the IT service provider is
responsible for developing the EA management function and in parallel documents the models
and viewpoint for his master’s thesis in computer science. He therefore takes a double role
as enterprise architect applying the development method and as stakeholder to the method’s
outcome. In addition, he works in close cooperation with an IT responsible from one of the
ministries, whose IT infrastructure should be used to pilot the EA management initiative.
Performing the literature search for his thesis, the student comes across the building block-
based EA management approach and decides to establish contact with us. We conduct two
on-site workshops to familiarize the student with the fundamental principles of our approach
and provide guidance, where necessary. The student decides to concentrate on the language
aspect of the EA management function and proceeds through the steps of the development
method. The thereby created EA modeling languages are prototypically implemented us-
ing the wiki-based approach to EA management together with the visualization capabilities
provided by the SyCaTool as described in Section 7.2.

Identified EA management-related problems

The stakeholder identification has already been finished as the student’s work starts. IT re-
sponsibles from the ministries are the designate stakeholders of the EA management function,
which in turn should “increase transparency”. Different parts of the overall EA are of interest
in this context, namely the concerns “organizational units host business applications”, “busi-
ness application using infrastructure”, “business applications use technologies”, and “service
provisioning” by the business applications. As the IT service provider uses German as working
language, the corresponding predicators are translated to the organization-specific terminol-
ogy as shown in Table 8.2. In the following, the case description uses the organization-specific
terminology.

BEAMS predicator Organization-specific predicator
Business application Anwendung
Infrastructure element Hardware
Organizational unit Organisationseinheit

Service Verfahren
Technology Technologie

(Organizational unit) hosts
(business application)

betreibt

(Business application) provides
(service)

unterstützt

(Business application) uses
(technology)

nutzt

(Business application) uses
(infrastructure element)

läuft auf

Table 8.2: Application case IT: mapping of organization-specific glossary
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Results

The abstract goal “increase transparency” does not entail a cross-cutting IBB, such that the
different concern IBBs can be integrated into a comprehensive information model without
previous creation of model fragments. The only exception in the context is the IBB “service
provision”, who introduces the category of the service provider. This category has to
be bound to the corresponding EA concept, which is identified by the enterprise architect as
“Anwendung”. The resulting information model is shown in Figure 8.1.

Organisationseinheit Verfahren

Hardware

Anwendung

name:string[]

Technologie

betreibt

läuft a
uf

unterst
ützt

nutzt

1

*

*

1..*1

*

*

*

name:string[]

name:string[]

name:string[]name:string[]

Figure 8.1: Application case IT: organization-specific information model

Based on the identified concerns, the enterprise architect develops two viewpoints. The first
viewpoint uses a cluster VBB as base VBB to visualize, which Verfahren is supported by
Anwendung. The second viewpoint builds on a matrix VBB to display which Anwendung
uses which Technologie. The organization-specific configuration of the second viewpoint is
displayed in Figure 8.2.

Matrix  

  xType: Anwendung
  yType: Technologie
  relation: Anwendung nutzt
                Technologie

CreateSymbol
symbol: Rectangle

CreateSymbol
symbol: Cross

xAxis yAxis

cell

CreateSymbol
symbol: Rectangle

input

Figure 8.2: Application case IT: definition of matrix viewpoint Anwendung-Technologie
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Anonymized variants of the visualizations resulting from the two defined viewpoints, which
are used representation-only, are shown in Figures 8.3 and 8.4. These views are automatically
created based on the EA information stored in the hybrid wiki using the SyCaTool (see
Section 7.2).

VerfahrenA

TroubleTicket

ZIP

XYS Client

SRAED2

Figure 8.3: Application case IT: clustered
view

XYS Client

PLSQL J2EE

TroubleTicket X

ZIP X

SRAED2 X X

KEA-D X X

Figure 8.4: Application case IT: matrix
view

8.2.2 An application case from the public sector

In this exemplary application, alluded to as application case PS in the following, the de-
velopment method was applied by a student between October 2010 and January 2011 at
the central IT department of an association of research institutes. The method was thereby
used to develop an EA management function from scratch. We subsequently report on the
language-related aspects of the development and its resulting EA management function.

Organizational environment

The organization is constituted from independent research institutes that perform research in
many different areas. The diversity of the areas and the ‘academic freedom’ of the individual
institutes has promoted the development of a diverse EA with a highly heterogeneous IT. The
central administrative division of the organization seeks to leverage synergy effects between the
different institutes and has thereto recently established the position of an enterprise architect.
Synergy effects are especially expected in the field of IT system usage, where reduced diversity
in supportive applications will lead to increased cost-efficiency and a more sharp skill-setting
for the IT departments. A master-level student of Technische Universität München worked,
as part of a “guided research” with the enterprise architect to establish the EA management
function. Prior to the guided research, the student had attended our BEAMS-based lecture
on EA management2. The student and the enterprise architect held a series of workshops
going through the different steps of the development method. We supervised the student
in the workshop preparation and accompanied the student to the workshops.

2For more information, see http://wwwmatthes.in.tum.de/wikis/sebis/vorlesung-eam, last accessed 04-
05-2011.
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Identified EA management-related problems

In the activity characterize situation, the student identified two stakeholders of the EA
management function, namely the “IT project managers” responsible for working with exter-
nal IT development companies in realizing IT services, and the “upper management” of the
central branch. The upper management stated the abstract goal “increase transparency” tar-
geting the concern “business applications support business processes at organizational units”,
when asked for the EA management-relevant problem that should be addressed. As the
student elicited, the different research institutes are understood as the “organizational units”
according to former concern. The project managers are interested in “increasing homogeneity”
(abstract goal) with respect to the “technologies used by business applications”. The student
and the enterprise architect elicit two different perspectives on homogeneity, depending on the
vendor of the business application. Applications developed by SAP are considered standard,
and not targeted by the homogenization endeavor, whereas applications of other vendors are
standardized based on the technologies, they use.

Results

The abstract goal “increase transparency” does not contribute a cross-cutting IBB, such
that the concern IBB is incorporated in the information model without adaptations. The
abstract goal “increase homogeneity” is operationalized via the cross-cutting IBB “book of
standards”, which is added to the corresponding concern IBB, relating technologies and busi-
ness applications. Both IBBs are integrated into an information model fragment as shown in
Figure 8.5. Thereby, the categories Standardizable and Standard are identified with
the substantial types Business Application and Technology, respectively.

Standardizable
≪category≫

isStandard:boolean

Standard
≪category≫

isStandard:boolean

BusinessApplication

⚷ name:string

Technology

⚷ name:string

uses

uses

* *

* 1..*

Figure 8.5: Application case PS: information model fragment for technology-based
standardization

The information model fragment from Figure 8.5 is further refined to reflect the fact that the
vendor of an application is relevant with respect to homogeneity. Firstly, the property ven-
dor is added and secondly, specialization by constraint is applied to exclude applications
from vendor SAP from technology-based standardization. The integration of this adapted in-
formation model fragment with the fragment, discussed above, yields the organization-specific
information model as shown in Figure 8.6.
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ResearchInstitute

⚷ name:string

BusinesssProcess

⚷ name:string

support
≪relationship≫

BusinessApplication

⚷ name:string
vendor:string

SAPBusinessApplication

vendor = "SAP"

NonSAPBusinessApplication

⚷ name:string

Technology

⚷ name:string
isStandard:boolean

uses* 1..*

* *

Figure 8.6: Application case PS: organization-specific information model

8.3 Summary

The theoretic evaluation targets the development method from an outcome-oriented, a
method-oriented, and an artifact-oriented perspective. From the perspective of the outcome,
we argument how the development method and its underlying organized library of building
blocks are useful to construct organization-specific EA modeling languages that fulfill the
quality criteria raised in Section 4.1. Regarding the method perspective, we discuss, if the
development method itself satisfies the domain-specific requirements for such method as de-
scribed in Section 4.2.1. The evaluation from these two perspectives yields the evaluation
results as summarized in Table 8.3. Therein ( ) denotes that a characteristic is completely
provided and (G#) designates a partial fulfillment.

Quality criteria Method requirements
(Cm1) Right & responsibility  (Ex1) Concern coverage  (MU1) Easy to use -1

(Cm2) Traceability  (Ex2) Goal coverage  (MU2) Practice-proven  
(Cp1) Multi-perspectivity  (Te1) View generation  (MU3) Extensible  
(Cp2) Glossary support  (Te2) Analysis coverage G# (MU4) Correct  
(Do1) Business & IT coverage  (Us1) Representation fit G# (MU5) Tool-supported G#2

(Do2) Transformation cover.  (Us2) Sustainability  (MU6) Integration G#
(Do3) Guidelines coverage  (Us3) Terminological fit  
1 The ease of use cannot be evaluated theoretically. The practical applications nevertheless indicate, that
the development is easy to use after an initial familiarization phase.

2 The prototypic tool described in Section 7.1 demonstrates that tool support for the method is feasible, but
further several mechanisms remain to be added.

Table 8.3: Fulfillment of language and method requirements
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Finally, we understand the development method as artifact of design research and revisit this
artifact as well as the research process that has lead to its creation from the perspective of
the general design guidelines discussed in Section 4.2.2. Therein, we show a good fulfillment
of the design guidelines of Hevner et al. [He04].

In addition, we present findings gathered during the BEAMS-based development of EA mod-
eling languages. The two application cases conducted from September 2010 to January 2011
apply the development method to establish a new EA management function. Particularly, we
focus on the language-related aspects of the function and apply the steps of the development
method in the sense of Section 8.2 for:

∙ nexus-driven problem elicitation, in which the particular EA management-related
problems of the using organization were identified,

∙ nexus-driven artifact design, in which the development method was applied to con-
struct organization-specific EA modeling languages, and

∙ nexus-driven artifact evaluation, in which the industry partners of the cases were
asked for their feedback regarding the practicability of the approach and the usability
of the EA modeling languages.

The artifact evaluation showed the stakeholder’s initial satisfaction with the modeling lan-
guages, although these statements remain punctiform. A comprehensive evaluation required
a time-frame of at least one year, which was beyond the scope of this thesis. The subjec-
tive feedback of the method’s users in addition showed that BEAMS in general is useful for
creating EA modeling languages, although the rudimentary tool-support especially regarding
the integration of building blocks posed a challenge. Furthermore, the demand to familiarize
oneself with the dedicated meta-languages for EA information modeling and viewpoint defi-
nition, respectively, was mentioned. Here again, a stronger tool-support is expected to help
prospective users of the development method.
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This... is yours now. And you have an
obligation to do as we have done. To teach
[those] that will follow you and, when your
time comes, as ours has, to step aside and
allow them to grow into their own destiny

Lorien, Into the fire – Babylon 5

CHAPTER 9

Summary, Critical Reflection, and Outlook

Today’s organizations find themselves confronted with a changing environment, whose chal-
lenges demand for an embracing management approach. EA management responds to this
need, but has to be performed in an organization-specific way to effectively leverage ben-
efits while being efficient regarding the investments taken. The ensuing need to develop
organization-specific EA modeling languages tailored to the stakeholders’ particular informa-
tion requirements motivates this thesis and its research objective.

Research objective: Develop a method for designing and re-designing
organization-specific EA modeling languages to support multi-viewpoint EA
management based on redundancy-free best-practice knowledge documented in
current EA management approaches.

In this thesis we approach above objective and present BEAMS, a building block-based devel-
opment method for EA modeling languages. In Section 9.1 we summarize and reflect the thesis’
contributions that constitute the method. Section 9.2 furthers our discussions from [BMS10l]
and gives an outlook on research topics that are made possible by but go beyond the core
ideas of BEAMS.

9.1 Summary and critical reflection

The building block-based development method established in this thesis realizes an “integra-
tion approach” [Bu07b] for designing EA management functions. According to our perspective,
an EA management function constitutes of a method and a language part. The method part
describes which participating actors perform which tasks using which EA modeling languages
as described in the language part. The development method of BEAMS provides re-usable
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solutions, so called building blocks for both the method and the language part. These
building blocks are presented in two theses, of which the current one focuses on the language
aspect. Figure 9.1 gives an overview of the different contributions of this thesis focussing on
the language aspect.
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Figure 9.1: Reflecting the contributions of the thesis

Central is the notion of the language building block, of which this thesis introduces three
particular specializations:

The information model building blocks describe re-usable fragments for the syntax of
an EA modeling language. They cover a specific area-of-interest in the EA, which
can either be an architectural concern or a cross-cutting aspect pertaining to different
concerns.

The viewpoint building blocks describe re-usable fragments for the notation of an EA
modeling language. They present mappings from syntactic primitives to visualization
elements, both symbols and visualization rules.

The glossary building blocks describe re-usable fragments for semantics definitions of an
EA modeling language. They textually describe the semantics of syntactic primitives in
context.

The building blocks are based on two dedicated meta-languages—the information model meta-
language (IM2L) and the viewpoint definition language (VDL)—and a meta-model for describ-
ing glossaries. This meta-model supports the utilization of glossary building blocks and com-
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plements the formal meta-languages for syntax and notation. This meta-model specifically
accounts for the communicative nature of EA management. It provides relationships that
allow to interlink terms originating in diverse linguistic communities. These relationships
are also used to facilitate the evolution of an organization-specific glossary, by keeping the
adapted terms rooted in the glossary building blocks of BEAMS.

The IM2L follows the paradigm of object-oriented meta-modeling and presents model ele-
ments tailored to the domain of building block-based modeling of evolving universes. The
IM2L introduces specific model elements for modeling change on the instance level (bi-
temporal modeling) as well as for modeling change on the conceptual level (non-rigid
typing). It further supplies a sound model for the concept of identity, which allows to distin-
guish between substantial properties of the architecture and cross-cutting aspects reflected
in dispersive types. The native support for specialization by constraint provides a basis
to use the IM2L in environments, where architecture conceptualizations are applied differ-
ently in different parts of the using organization. The formal underpinnings of the IM2L
give rise to a set of techniques centering around embedding. This relationship designates
that one information model fragment can supply and/or store at least the information cor-
responding to another information model fragment. Based on this knowledge, the enterprise
architects can ensure that an information model building block is consistently, i.e., without
loss of expressiveness, embedded into the organization-specific information model. Further,
embedding-relationships are used to derive possible evolution paths for a configured informa-
tion model.

The VDL provides a formal basis for describing viewpoint building blocks. In particular, the
language allows to specify the signature of such a building block, which in turn realizes a
specific mapping, i.e., either a bijective notation function or a surjective representation
function. The VDL ensures that an enterprise architect can only configure syntactically
correct mappings from the mappings provided by the viewpoint building blocks. The VDL
further allows to derive the viewmodel that corresponds to such configured mapping or hy-
brid viewpoint building block in terms of the thesis. The viewmodel abstractly designates
the minimum set of information that is necessary to create a corresponding visualization. It
further designates the model elements that are sufficient to reflect visual changes in informa-
tional ones. In the development method the enterprise architect binds the abstract viewmodel
to actual model elements from the selected information model and thereby establishes an
organization-specific viewpoint. The quality of the viewpoint, either notating or representing,
is conversely determined by the actual binding of the concepts chosen.

The building blocks of all three types are interlinked via formal relationships that act as
organizing principle on the knowledge base of BEAMS. The organized library of language
building blocks is used by the development method to construct organization-specific EA
modeling languages. It is constituted of two major activities, in which the situation of the
target organization is characterized and subsequently admissible building blocks are selected
as well as integrated. Both selection and integration of building blocks are only possible
based on the meta-languages and their formalizations, which support the notion of consistent
embedding. Two exemplary applications show the applicability of the development method
and its underlying organized library. Together with the theoretic evaluation of the method in
Section 8.1, they give indications on the validity as well as the utility of the contribution. In
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these exemplary cases not all building blocks or combinations thereof could be covered. This
nevertheless ascribes to an inherent property of the field of EA management. EA management
is a management function, whose impact on the overall performance of the enterprise is not
immediately evident.

In addition to a method for using BEAMS, this thesis also supplies a method for adminis-
trating the organized library of building blocks—the administration method. This method
institutionalizes the research method that was applied in developing BEAMS during the thesis.
The method builds on a critical linguistic perspective towards conceptual modeling and can be
used to elicit practice proven prescriptions in the form of design theories. These prescriptions
are identified as pattern candidates for EA modeling, proven by repeated observation to be
patterns, and are consolidated to design theories based on a consistent terminology for EA
modeling. The different design theories are further interlinked in the organized library, which
in turn instantiates a design theory nexus [PHB08].

Discussions on implementation aspects of BEAMS indicate how both the development method
and the administration method can be supported by a corresponding tool. This thesis es-
tablishes the conceptual basis for BEAMS and discusses how the organized library can be
implemented to facilitate the development method. The wiki-based approach chosen for rep-
resenting the organized library allows a maximum of flexibility regarding the documentation
of the building blocks. We could further show how current EA management tools are capable
to support an EA management function developed with BEAMS.

Future research can target the applicability of the development method described in this thesis.
Further application cases can provide more tangible results about the method’s usability. In
the light of the ensuing need for comprehensive guidance in this field, we nevertheless decided
to create an innovative artifact that enables to integrate prescriptions for EA management on
a sound conceptual basis. We did this, although we are aware that it is impossible to show
the usability of the artifact on the same level of generality as the artifact applies. Due to
the sheer amount of combinations of building blocks, it would have been a research stream
exceeding a single thesis in both duration and extent to evaluate all possible prescriptions in
practice cases. As we have simplified the development of EA modeling languages, application
cases could be executed by students on master level in different organizations as part of their
curriculum.

The question of implementing BEAMS remains an open issue for future research. The sketched
implementation remains prototypic and does not relief the user of manual tasks, that could be
automated. This may ascribe to the nature of the implementation platform chosen. The choice
of enterprise 2.0 platforms can be contested and other tools, as decision support systems can
be of interest. In the light of the discussions undertaken by Pries-Heje and Baskerville [PHB08]
an open platform for supporting the development method nevertheless seemed to us most ad-
visable and we opted for semi-structured wiki-based information storage and retrieval. Future
development of this platform in close cooperation with a community of users can help to re-
fine the elicited use-cases and to provide more sophisticated mechanisms for guiding enterprise
architects.
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9.2 Outlook on future research topics and directions

BEAMS consolidates practice proven knowledge from a broad variety of sources. Its building
block-based nature provides a conceptual basis, on which future research can build—a basis
that is open for extension in respect to new EA management-relevant problems and a broader
understanding of the subject of EA management. Possible directions to investigate here, are
EA modeling challenges arising in the context of mergers and acquisitions, but also in hybrid
value networks of dynamically binding and unbinding enterprises. The patterns of Lau et
al. [La09b] pose an interesting starting point here. The understanding of EA management-
relevant problems as combination of an abstract goal and a concern provides a more concise
way of expressing cross-cutting aspects in EA modeling. The list of such aspects as covered
by this thesis and by the building blocks of BEAMS, namely goals, projects, and standards is
most likely subject to future extensions. In the thesis we already discussed the importance of
modeling responsibilities for EA information as well as access rights thereto. Future research
may continue these discussions and establish a comprehensive cross-cutting aspect for rights
& responsibilities [Bu10c].

EA models represent the EA or a relevant part thereof according to the particular knowledge
of the model creator. The ways in which such models are developed and maintained greatly
influences the quality and accuracy of the models’ statements. These statements supply the
basis on which decisions are taken by the enterprise architects and other involved stakeholders
of the organization. Uncertainty in respect to the statements made is another cross-cutting
aspect of EA modeling, that deserves in-depth investigations. EA models that allow to express
uncertainty about their statements would require richer EA information models and poten-
tially extensions to the meta-language for EA information modeling. A richer meta-language
would also be required for comprehensive support for quantitative analyses of the EA. For the
definition of an organization-specific indicator system on the EA level, it is necessary to have
dedicated meta-language concepts for designating that one indicator is defined based on the
values of related architectural properties. Closely related are concepts to describe that two
or more architectural properties influence each other. Such causal dependencies, as already
discussed by us in [BES08], can be used to understand the interplay between different architec-
tural aspects, especially behavioral ones. Regarding the predictive quality of the analyses also
meta-information on the reliability of the architectural models can be supplied. Appropriate
meta-language concepts could allow to model uncertainty of architecture properties as well
as architectural structures. A possible approach in this direction is outlined by Buckl et al.
in [Bu11a].

Furthering the idea of causal dependencies, future research building on the groundwork pro-
vided by BEAMS can use these dependencies to simulate behavioral aspects of planned states
of the EA. Thereby, not only the building blocks of BEAMS can be employed, but also the
theoretical basis, which offers a key conceptualization for separating different facets of EA
information modeling. As we discuss in [Bu08d], powerful simulation techniques require cer-
tain characteristics of their models, which in turn are often orthogonal to the part of reality,
which is targeted by the simulation. The conceptualization of BEAMS supports to separate
language aspects from each other, while allowing their flexible combination and consistent
integration. In a similar sense, future research can investigate, whether and how re-usable
fragments of quantitative and simulation-based analysis can be formulated on the one hand
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in a way independent from the actual application scenario and on the other hand in a manner
that consistency of integration can be evaluated and ensured. The dependency structures
can be a first step into this direction. Based on such structures, it would also be possible
to describe socio-technic dependency structures, that reflect dependencies between architec-
tural properties against the motivational dependencies between the different actor roles in an
enterprise [BMS11c].

This thesis contributes to the field of EA modeling languages, but especially the research
design outlined, can have implications beyond the chosen field. The general method to research
practice-proven prescriptions for solving wicked problems based on patterns and a pattern-
based understanding of design theories may be applicable to a wide range of other problems
in IS research. Its pragmatic nature aiming at early results that can nevertheless be refined
in a consistent and systematic way, should be especially appealing in research areas with high
industry impact and involvement. Future research on a meta-theoretic level has to refine this
method over different applications and should investigate a more formal perspective on both
the research steps and outcomes in the sense of design process and design artifact.
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